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Welcome to the first of three issues of Kirkus Reviews that celebrate
the best books of 2021.
We kick things off in this issue with the 100 best fiction titles and 100
best nonfiction titles, selected by our editors from among the more than
3,300 adult books we reviewed in both genres this year. It’s not an easy
job, and I tip my hat to colleagues Laurie Muchnick and Eric Liebetrau,
who face a mountain of books and book reviews and manage to winnow it
down, with the help of our critics.
In this issue we also shine a spotlight on some of the authors who produced this outstanding work, including Tia Williams, Jonathan Lee, Ryka
Aoki, Patrick Radden Keefe, Thirii Myo Kyaw Myint, and Tarana Burke. They speak with us
about the inspiration for their work, what it was like to publish during this roller-coaster pandemic year, and what books topped their own lists of favorites.
For more Best Books of 2021 content, visit kirkusreviews.com to see the more focused collections we’ve compiled from our master lists, including best debut novels, best story collections, best mysteries, best memoirs, best political books, best science books, and more.
Also in the issue: the first column from our new young readers’ editor, Summer Edward. Welcome, Summer.
Next, on Dec. 1, we’ll unveil our lists of the 100 best picture books, 100 best middle-grade
books, and 100 best YA books; followed, in the Dec. 15 issue, by the 100 best books reviewed
this year by Kirkus Indie. There will be plenty of special features and sublists associated with
those issues, too—in short, a lot of good reading between now and the end of 2021.
These issues cap off a year unlike any that we in publishing can remember. As the vaccinations began rolling out in the spring, some authors were able to begin doing in-person events
again—though the arrival of the Delta variant did throw a wrench in the works for many more.
(The Kirkus Prize ceremony, originally planned as an in-person event in Austin, Texas, had to
pivot to a virtual event livestreamed on YouTube; look for a report on the proceedings in our
next issue.)
This fall, after 18 months of delayed publications and shifting release dates, a tidal wave of
new titles hit bookstores, making for an unprecedented season in terms of numbers of books
and the sheer star power generated by marquee names such as Louise Erdrich, Stephen King,
Jonathan Franzen, Sally Rooney, Colson Whitehead, Anthony Doerr, and others. Continued
supply-chain bottlenecks—which have affected packaged foods, beverages, cleaning products,
and prescription drugs as well as books—made countless publication dates moving targets. I
suspect some of those dates will still be on the move when this issue lands in mailboxes.
That said, it was a great year for reading. As the pandemic continued, books proved to be a
popular form of entertainment for stressed-out folks spending a lot of time at home. From 2019
to 2021, sales of print books increased a staggering 21%. “The growth that we saw last year and
this year is pretty unprecedented,” Kristen McLean, an analyst for NPD Bookscan, recently
told Vox.
More people reading more books—and possibly looking for alternatives if they can’t lay their
hands on the bestseller they’re expecting to purchase. There’s no better place for all those readers—and those who serve them—than Kirkus’ Best Books of 2021 issues. Happy reading!
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special issue: best books of 2021

fiction

THE ARSONISTS’ CITY

LIGHT FROM
UNCOMMON STARS

Alyan, Hala
Mariner Books (464 pp.)
$26.00 | March 9, 2021
978-0-358-12655-3

Aoki, Ryka
Tor (384 pp.)
$25.99 | Sept. 28, 2021
978-1-250-78906-8

Alyan’s riveting novel, set in America
and the Middle East, brims with overlapping memories of secrets, betrayals, and
loyalties within a seemingly assimilated
Syrian Lebanese American family.
In 1978, young Palestinian Zakaria
is assassinated in a refugee camp in Beirut, the victim of a factional revenge killing during Lebanon’s civil war. Weeks before,
Zakaria had betrayed his best friend, Lebanese Idris, with Idris’
Syrian girlfriend, Mazna. Spelled out in the first pages, these
facts will haunt the novel as their impact on members of the
Nasr family comes to light. Cut to present-day California,
where cardiac surgeon Idris Nasr lives with Mazna, whom he
married not long after Zakaria’s death. Their three grown children, born and raised in America, take their parents’ perpetually rocky 40-year marriage for granted. And as they first avoid,
then succumb to Mazna’s entreaties to convene in Beirut—supposedly to hold a memorial service for Idris’ recently deceased
father but really to protest against Idris’ selling the ancestral
home he’s just inherited—all three are hiding problems from
their parents. In Brooklyn, almost 40-year-old microbiologist
Ava suspects her WASP husband is having an affair; in Austin,
Mimi, 32, has cheated on his long-suffering girlfriend and been
dumped by the band he started; almost 30-year-old Naj, an
internationally famous singer/musician, has yet to tell her parents she’s gay. Meanwhile, Mazna, whose passions for Zakaria
and her aborted career as an actress have never died, has spent
her marriage betraying and being betrayed by Idris, depending upon yet resenting him. And Idris, a man of privileged
self-importance and some charm, is perhaps more self-aware
than his family realizes. Palestinian American psychologist and
writer Alyan is masterful at clarifying the complicated sociopolitical realities surrounding Lebanon’s and Syria’s intertwined
histories in terms of class, caste, colonialism, and tribalism. But
even more masterful here—as in Salt Houses (2017), which portrayed the Palestinian diaspora through four generations of a
single family—is her laserlike focus on her multifaceted characters in big and small moments that come together to create
a singular family.
Painful and joyous, sad and funny—impossible to put
down.
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A runaway trans girl, a harvester of
souls for hell, and a family of refugee
alien doughnut makers collide in unexpected and wondrous ways.
Katrina Nguyen is on the run. She’s
escaped her violent father and come to crash in Los Angeles
with a queer friend, except now that she’s actually here, he’s
not exactly as welcoming as she’d hoped. But she’s got her laptop, her hormones, and her violin—everything she needs for
now. Shizuka Satomi is looking for her next student. The world
knows her as a legendary violin teacher, sometimes called the
Queen of Hell. What no one knows is that she’s had 49 years
to actually deliver seven souls to hell. Now her time is almost
up, and she wants her last soul to be someone special. Lan
Tran and her family run Starrgate Donut, but they too have a
secret: Their doughnuts are replicated, not baked, and they are
alien refugees from a galactic war. Used to rejection and hatred,
Katrina can’t bring herself to trust the offer of private violin lessons from a striking stranger. But as her life gradually begins
to intertwine with the lives of Shizuka, Lan, and other colorful, well-drawn characters, everyone receives unexpected gifts
of tenderness. Musicians selling their souls to hell shouldn’t fit
in the same story as alien doughnut makers building a stargate,
but somehow all these elements combine to create something
wild and beautiful.
Filled with mouthwatering descriptions of food and
heart-swelling meditations on music, this novel is an unexpected gift.

FOREGONE

Banks, Russell
Ecco/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$28.99 | March 2, 2021
978-0-06-303675-8
A man nearing death tries to tell his
wife certain things about himself in this
dark, affecting work.
Leo Fife, a documentary filmmaker
and teacher, sits in a wheelchair at home
with a morphine drip and a bladder bag,
|

dying of cancer at 77. For most of one day, April 1, 2018, he’s on
the other side of the camera as former students want to record
him explaining how he made his famous films. Leo has other
plans, namely to reveal to his wife of more than 35 years facts
about himself, tapping into “a tsunami of memories.” They
include dropping out of college with plans to fight for Castro,
divorce, drinking with Bob Dylan and Joan Baez, betraying a
longtime artist friend, and his real Vietnam War draft status.
The novel’s structure, which alternates two very different narrative segments, seems awkward at first and then strikingly effective. There are the bare, Beckett-like present-day sections in
which Leo as talking head delivers his tale to the camera under
one spotlight and chats testily with those in the room. Longer,
time-hopping sections present Leo’s past in a less-flattering
light than his public persona enjoyed. It can be hard to know
what’s true in any of this, for Leo is a highly unreliable narrator given his illness, his medications, his own doubts about his
memory, and the challenges his story elicits from the former
students, who regard him as hero and mentor, as well as from
an unexpected source. Banks, who turned 80 this year, explores
aging, memory, and reputation in thoughtful and touching ways,
enhanced by the correspondence between aspects of Leo’s life
and the writer’s own history. At one point a character says, “It’s
like trying to tie a novel to the author’s real life.” Maybe setting
the story on April Fools’ Day is the broadest nod to such delusive links and to the deceits and truths of creativity.
A challenging, risk-taking work marked by a wry and
compassionate intelligence.

bomb she created for the IRA failed to blow up, though, she’s
under constant surveillance and can no longer meet with her
British handler. And so Tessa joins her sister as a double agent:
She’s accepted by Marian’s crew and asked to do increasingly
dangerous tasks for the IRA, which she then reports to her handler. Days of espionage are balanced by quiet moments with her
son as Tessa comes to realize that putting herself in danger is
justified, even necessary, if she wants him to grow up in a safer
Ireland. Berry’s use of short chapters, often divided into several
smaller episodes, is particularly effective in reflecting Tessa’s
fragmented sense of loyalty and safety. This is not a book of
action, though there is plenty, but instead a greater reflection
on personal choice and consequence.
A poignant and lyrical novel that asks what is worth sacrificing for peace—and provides some answers.

DESTROYER OF LIGHT

Brissett, Jennifer Marie
Tor (304 pp.)
$22.99 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-250-26865-5

NORTHERN SPY

Berry, Flynn
Viking (288 pp.)
$26.00 | April 6, 2021
978-0-73-522499-5
Berry delivers a taut and compassionate thriller as young mother Tessa is
drawn into working as a double agent in
the Irish Republican Army to protect her
sister.
It’s been years since the Good Friday Agreement was signed, but tensions in Northern Ireland
remain at a constant simmer. Tessa moves through the simple
motions of her life: taking care of her infant son, working at
the BBC News Belfast bureau, spending time with her mother
and sister. The physical isolation and beauty of her home village
hint at the possibility of a world in which one doesn’t always
have to be alert for terrorists; Tessa is old enough, however, to
remember the Troubles, and she fears that the IRA will never
truly surrender. Still, it comes as a shock at work one day when
she sees a video of her sister participating in an IRA robbery.
But even more shocking is the revelation that comes from Marian herself once she is able to reach out to Tessa: She’s been a
member of the IRA for seven years, drawn in by their talk about
economic inequality, and has recently begun feeding information to MI5 in order to create space for peace talks. After a
|
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The myth of Hades’ abduction
of Persephone, Demeter’s daughter,
inspires a dark, poetic tale of struggling
human colonists and ambiguously motivated aliens on a distant planet.
In Brissett’s short novel Elysium
(2014), overlapping narratives chronicled the invasion of Earth
by the krestge, hostile and inscrutable multidimensional beings
who poisoned our world and murdered or mutated most of
humanity. The survivors embarked on a centurieslong journey
to the planet Eleusis only to be followed there by the krestge,
now offering peace. Deidra, genetically modified to encourage
the growth of kremer, a protein-loaded grain vital to the settlers, loses her daughter, Cora, to the marauding rebel army of
Dr. Aidoneus Okoni. Okoni vehemently distrusts the krestge’s
intentions and plans to weaponize the girl’s unique power to
shift into another dimension against them. Years later, Cora
(renamed Stefonie and now unhappily married to Okoni) is
unexpectedly let loose in the city of Oros to carry out the final
phase of his plan. Will Stefonie remain faithful to the mysterious orders given by her abusive, unstable husband, or will
she make a break for freedom? Is going home even possible for
her? Meanwhile, twin investigators bound by a strong psychic
link search for a missing boy whose parents—one human, one
krestge—are clearly not saying all they know about his disappearance. Skipping back and forth across the timeline of the
story, Brissett uses the alien setting to explore contemporary
issues, including racism (the gifted are feared and despised;
some attempt to “pass” by obscuring the glowing irises that
indicate their psychic talents), the complexities of allyship, and
the trauma experienced by child soldiers. The author’s updated
take on a classic myth is both clever and entertaining, particularly in her placement of Hecate, goddess of the crossroads, as
the sentient interface to the Lattice, the planetary internet and
|
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FICTION | Laurie Muchnick

The Best Fiction of 2021
This year had its ups and downs, but
through it all, people were reading fiction. Sales of print fiction titles were
up a whopping 30.7% in the first half
of this year, according to NPD Bookspan, the largest jump in any category.
And there were lots of great books to
dig into. The titles that prompted perhaps the most discussion (some contentious!) came from 30-year-old Sally
Rooney and 62-year-old Jonathan Franzen—two highly
self-conscious novelists from different generations—and
Kirkus loved both of them. Beautiful World, Where Are You
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Sept. 9) is “a novel of capacious intelligence and plenty of page-turning emotional
drama,” according to our review, while Crossroads (Farrar,
Straus and Giroux, Oct. 5) “is amusing, excruciating, and
at times unexpectedly uplifting—in a word, exquisite.”
The three most recent Pulitzer Prize winners all had
new books out this year, and they were all trying something a bit different. Louise Erdrich used her experience
as the owner of Birchbark Books in Minneapolis in The
Sentence (Harper, Nov. 9), an often
funny novel about a bookstore that’s
haunted by the ghost of its most devoted customer as well as by a legacy of racism against Black and Indigenous Americans. Our review
says, “Erdrich’s love for bookselling
is clear, as is her complicated affection for Minneapolis and the people
who fight to overcome institutional
hatred.” In Harlem Shuffle (Doubleday, Sept. 14), Colson Whitehead shifts gears to give us
a crime novel that is “as audacious, ingenious, and spellbinding as any of his previous period pieces.” And in Be
wilderment (Norton, Sept. 21), Richard Powers has written
a more intimate story about a widower and his 9-year-old
son, who’s neurodivergent. According
to our review, it’s “a touching novel
that offers a vital message with uncommon sympathy and intelligence.”
There were several tremendous debuts this year. At more than 800 pages, The Love Songs of W.E.B. Du Bois
by Honorée Fanonne Jeffers (Harper, Aug. 24) is tremendous physically
but also thematically: “If this isn’t the
Great American Novel, it’s a mighty
6
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attempt at achieving one,” according
to our review. We enter deeply into the
life of Jeffers’ protagonist, historian
Ailey Pearl Garfield, and also become
acquainted with Ailey’s forebears in
Chicasetta, Georgia, where her Black
ancestors were enslaved. The stories
in Yoon Choi’s debut collection, Skin
ship (Knopf, Aug. 17), explore the lives
of Korean American families; they’re
“both closely observed and expansive,
a feat of narrative engineering that places her next to Alice Munro.” Anthony Veasna So’s Afterparties (Ecco, Aug. 3)
was published months after his tragic death at age 28; his
deeply funny and humane stories feature Cambodian immigrants and their American-born children. “Even when
these stories are funny and hopeful, an inescapable history
is always waiting,” said our review.
Some books took us on a journey. In The Lincoln Highway by Amor
Towles (Viking, Oct. 5), two teenagers
hit the road in the 1950s, taking the
reader along on what our review called
“an exhilarating ride through Americana.” Maggie Shipstead’s Great Cir
cle (Knopf, May 4) follows an aviatrix
born in 1914 on an audacious roundthe-world flight that our reviewer
found “so damn entertaining.” Jesse
McCarthy’s “intellectually stimulating” fiction debut, The Fugitivities (Melville House, June
8), finds a young Black American man on a trip through
Brazil “loaded with discoveries, epiphanies, and, occasionally, physical peril looming.”
In Golden Girl (Little, Brown, June
1), Elin Hilderbrand gives her heroine, a novelist who’s just died in a car
crash, the opportunity to spend one
last summer watching her family—and
meddling a little bit—from that great
greenroom in the sky. “If novelists are
auditioning to play God,” our review
said, “Hilderbrand gets the part.”
All the writers on our list of the
year’s best fiction conjure worlds
you’ll be happy to spend time in, even
if you can’t meddle yourself.
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
|

LAND OF BIG
NUMBERS
Stories

defensive grid, and her characterization of the Hermes-analog
as a shuttle pilot named Freddie (as in Mercury).
Richly developed and profound, able to serve both as a
stand-alone and a surprising follow-up to the previous work.

Chen, Te-Ping
Mariner Books (256 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-358-27255-7

WHAT STORM, WHAT
THUNDER

Survivors and victims tell their powerful, moving stories in this fictional
account of the 2010 Haitian earthquake.
On Jan. 12, 2010, a massive earthquake struck the island of Hispaniola,
changing the face of Haiti forever. Between 250,000 and
300,000 people are estimated to have perished, many of them
in the crowded capital of Port-au-Prince, while 1.5 million others were left homeless. In her searing new novel, Chancy, who
spent years talking to survivors, sifts through the wreckage of
this inconceivable calamity. She has shaped the stories of the
living and the dead into a mighty fictional tapestry that reflects
the terror, despair, and sorrow of the moment as she examines
questions of Haitian identity in a world that doesn’t seem to
care. Among her unforgettable characters are a desperate husband who abandons his grief-stricken wife in a sprawling, dangerous tent city; a sex worker who steps out of a hotel moments
before it collapses; a drug trafficker trapped in an elevator who
begins to reassess his life; a wealthy businessman who left Haiti
and has returned to make a deal at the worst possible moment;
a teenage girl terrorized by a former classmate in the refugee
camp; a Haitian cab driver in Boston who has discovered religion and the perils of being Black in America; and an architect
who returns home from Rwanda, where she’d been working
for an NGO, only to find herself stymied by bureaucracy and
unable to help anyone. The thread that connects these voices
is Ma Lou, a market woman who has witnessed the tides of fortune in Port-au-Prince for decades and who holds no illusions
about the future. The stories are not always easy to read, but
they shouldn’t be. Chancy offers fleeting redemption for some
characters, but she does not deal in false hopes. “We all look
away unless it’s us, or someone we love, going up in flames,” one
character muses. In this devastating work, Chancy refuses to let
any of us look away.
A devastating, personal, and vital account.

special issue: best books of 2021

An astonishing collection of stories
about life in contemporary China by a
Chinese American writer.
Chen, a reporter for the Wall Street
Journal, has an eye for the wry, poignant detail in her fiction
debut: Elderly men who meet in the park to play chess bring their
pet birds along, hanging the birdcages from tree branches while
they play. Most of the stories are set in China. In one, a young
girl who works in a flower shop becomes dangerously interested
in one of her customers. In another, an older man in a remote
village tries to build a robot and, later, an airplane. Whether
her characters are women or men, young or old, Chen displays
a remarkable ability to inhabit their minds. She is gentle and
understanding with her characters so that their choices, desires,
and regrets open up, petal-like, in story after story. Often, in the
background or off to the side, a hint of violence will make itself
known: A young man’s twin sister is arrested and beaten by the
police; a woman’s abusive ex-boyfriend appears without warning, and she remembers his old penchant for harming animals. A
young man borrows money to invest in the stock market, and as
his hopes begin to plummet, he learns the details of his father’s
traumatic past. Again and again, Chen reveals herself to be a
writer of extraordinary subtlety. Details accrue one by one, and
as each story reaches its inevitable conclusion, a sense emerges
that things could have gone no other way. Still, there’s nothing
precious or overly neat here. Chen’s stories speak to both the
granular mundanities of her characters’ lives and to the larger
cultural, historical, and economic spheres that they inhabit. She
is a tremendous talent.
Chen’s stories are both subtle and rich, moving and wry,
and in their poignancy, they seem boundless.

Chancy, Myriam J. A.
Tin House (330 pp.)
$27.95 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-951142-76-6

SKINSHIP
Stories

Choi, Yoon
Knopf (304 pp.)
$25.95 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-31821-8
The rare story collection that draws
you in so completely that the pages turn
themselves.
That’s the happy experience of reading Choi’s debut book of eight luxuriously long stories that chronicle the lives of Korean American
families. Tolstoy wrote, “All happy families are alike; each
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” Choi’s families aren’t
unusually unhappy, but her characters bear the weight of the
|
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small indignities, compromises, and sometimes great sacrifices
that families require. In “The Church of Abundant Life,” Soo
spends her days behind the counter of the store her husband
bought when he immigrated to the United States. A chance
encounter with an old acquaintance from South Korea makes
her reflect on her somewhat impulsive choice to marry one
man and not another—who then married her acquaintance—
and the tragedies both couples have borne. “The Art of Losing”
(selected for the Best American Short Stories in 2018) captures
the tenderness and brutality of long marriages. “Sometimes,”
the wife observes, “she felt that patience and kindness could
be stretched so far in a marriage as to become their opposites.”
Similarly, in “Song and Song,” a sprawling piece about losing a
mother and becoming one, the narrator realizes that mothering is an act both of forgiving and being forgiven; though her
children haven’t brought her the happiness she expected, “they
have taught me all I know about the meaning of life.” Choi’s stories are both closely observed and expansive, a feat of narrative
engineering that places her next to Alice Munro. Nearly every
one builds to what feels like an epiphany, or a pearl of wisdom,
only to rush on for more pages as though to remind us that life
does not stand still, that flux is the normal state of things, and
loss always lurks on love’s horizon.
An exceptional debut.

topics from what feels like infinite angles. Cohen has taken on a
hugely ambitious project, and if each element that his narrative
explores—Jewish history, the history of Zionism, the history of
antisemitism, the status of Jews in higher education, the conditions and results of Jewish American assimilation—is a proverbial stone, Cohen’s project involves not just leaving no stone
unturned, but also thoroughly inspecting each stone first. The
result is a densely intellectual novel, and if it is at times pedantic, the pedantry is rarely unwarranted; it is simply a function of
this conscientiousness. Formally, the novel’s style is as energetic,
expansive, and exploratory as its content; Cohen is an extraordinarily skilled writer, and his nearly manic prose is well suited
to this ambitious and expansive, yet masterfully controlled,
novel. If this sounds complex, that’s because it is. But the complexity does not diminish the novel’s readability; it is in no way a
lightweight work, but it is a delightful and gratifying one.
A novel that is as enjoyable as it is intelligent: a truly brilliant book and a remarkable achievement.

RAZORBLADE TEARS

Cosby, S.A.
Flatiron Books (320 pp.)
$26.99 | July 6, 2021
978-1-250-25270-8

THE NETANYAHUS
An Account of a
Minor and Ultimately Even
Negligible Episode in the
History of a Very Famous
Family

A lean, mean crime story about two
bereaved fathers getting their hands
bloody.
Coming from the right author, genre
fiction has a rare capacity to touch on
any number of big ideas: love, death,
hatred, violence, freedom, bondage, and redemption, to name
just a few. Cosby’s latest fits the bill. Fast on its feet, by turns
lethal and tender, the story takes place in small-town Virginia,
though it could be the backwoods of a great many places. Ike
Randolph and Buddy Lee Jenkins, both ex-cons haunted by
their pasts, wouldn’t ordinarily mix, largely because Ike is Black
and Buddy Lee is White and a casual racist. But the two men
are tragically linked. Their sons were married to each other, and
they were murdered together, shot in their faces outside a fancy
Richmond wine store on their anniversary. The dads are both
homophobes, but they also love their sons, so when the police
investigation quickly stalls, Ike and Buddy Lee decide to crack
a few skulls on their own. Cosby gives us both the charge of
once-bad men getting back in touch with their wild sides and
the sad reluctance of relatively straight-and-narrow lives turning to vengeance. These old-timers have done bad, bad things,
and they’ve done the time to prove it. Now they’re ready to do
those things again in the name of a thorny father-son love that
neither man is quite comfortable with. Here’s Buddy Lee after
a long, hard night with his new friend: “Chopping up your first
body is disgusting. Your second is tiresome. When you’re doing
your fifteenth it’s all muscle memory.” This is a bloody good
yarn with two compelling antiheroes you’ll root for from the
start, and not only because their enemies, or at least some of
them, belong to a White nationalist biker club with murderous

Cohen, Joshua
New York Review Books (240 pp.)
$16.95 paper | June 22, 2021
978-1-68137-607-3

A campus novel set in 1959 that
explores a footnote in the life of Benzion Netanyahu, father of
Benjamin Netanyahu, the then-future Israeli prime minister.
Cohen’s narrator, Ruben Blum, is an economics professor
at a college in upstate New York (a thinly veiled Cornell); he
specializes in the hilariously boring field of tax history, and he
is the lone Jewish faculty member in his department. As the
token Jew, he is assigned to lead the committee considering
whether to hire one Benzion Netanyahu. As Blum considers
Netanyahu’s case, he receives letters from various colleagues
and associates of the candidate about the man and his scholarly work, which lead him to peruse Netanyahu’s scholarship
himself. This scholarship and these accounts—vastly varied as
they are—illuminate the foibles, strengths, and contradictions
(ranging from the minor and humorous to the significant and
existential, and every combination in between) of a fascinating individual and, on Cohen’s part, a richly imagined character. Netanyahu’s foibles, strengths, and contradictions in turn
illuminate the complexities of Jewish history and sociopolitics;
the result is a wide-ranging, truly original novel that limns these
8
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“Brilliant prose and piercing insights convey a dark
but compelling view of human nature.”
second place

SECOND PLACE

ways of its own. Lean and mean, this is crime fiction with a chip
on its shoulder.
Violence and love go hand in hand in this tale of two rough
men seeking vengeance for their murdered sons.

Cusk, Rachel
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(192 pp.)
$25.00 | May 4, 2021
978-0-374-27922-6

WHAT’S MINE
AND YOURS

Coster, a Kirkus Prize finalist for
Halsey Street (2018), returns with an intergenerational saga of two North Carolina families inextricably connected by
trauma and love.
In a city in the Piedmont in the fall of 1992, Ray is baking
croissants, preparing for the day that’s supposed to change his
life: A reporter is coming to profile the cafe he co-founded that
has since become “his everything.” If business picks up afterward, he already has a list of things he’ll do. Buy his girlfriend,
Jade, a ring and marry her. Buy Jade’s 6-year-old son, Gee—who
is, for all practical purposes, also his son now—a chest of drawers. Take them on a trip. None of it will happen: That afternoon,
Ray is shot and killed. Jade’s cousin owed money to a guy; Ray
was in the wrong place at the wrong time. Then Coster skips
forward a few years, to the outskirts of that city, where a woman
named Lacey May Ventura is trying to raise three daughters on
no money while her troubled husband is in prison; an unrelated
story, on the surface, a single mother making compromises to
get by. The story of the past, though, is then interrupted by dispatches from the present: In the Atlanta suburbs, Noelle, the
oldest of the Ventura girls, is now a theater director in a disintegrating marriage. Jumping backward and forward in time and
bouncing between families, Coster weaves together a gripping
portrait of generational pain. But the details of her plot—carefully constructed, if not especially subtle—pale in comparison
to her characters, who are startling in their quiet humanity.
Coster is an exacting observer but also an endlessly generous
one, approaching her cast with a sharp eye and deep warmth.
The overlapping pieces fit together, of course, but it’s the individual moments that are exquisite, each chapter a tiny snapshot
of a whole world.
Tender but—miraculously—never sentimental.
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Riffing on D.H. Lawrence’s famously
fraught visit with Mabel Dodge Luhan
in New Mexico, Cusk chronicles a fictional woman’s attempt to find meaning
in other people’s art.
Readers need not know anything about that literary-history
byway, however, to enjoy this brooding tale. Highly praised
for her recent, decidedly nonlinear Outline Trilogy, Cusk here
rediscovers the joys of plot. Narrator M sets a dark tone with
her opening recollection of how a meeting with the devil
on a train leaving Paris opened her eyes to “the evil that usually lies undisturbed beneath the surface of things.” Then she
pulls back to her encounter the day before with an exhibition
of paintings by an artist she calls L that spoke of “absolute
freedom” to “a young mother on the brink of rebellion.” Now,
years later, divorced from her hypercritical first husband and a
subsequent period of misery behind her, she is happily married
to quiet, nurturing Tony and lives with him in “a place of great
but subtle beauty” remote from the urban centers of whatever
country this is. (Details are deliberately vague, but bravura
descriptions of marshes and brambles evoke a fairy-tale landscape rather than New Mexico.) M clearly feels some dissatisfaction with this idyllic retreat since she writes to L through
a mutual friend and invites him to stay in their “second place,”
a ruined cottage they rebuilt as a long-term refuge for guests.
After some coy back and forth, L turns up on short notice with
an unannounced young girlfriend in tow, forcing M to move
her 21-year-old daughter, Justine, and her boyfriend, Kurt, to
the main house. L clearly knows that M wants something from
him (Cusk elliptically suggests a desire to be welcomed into an
imaginative life M feels inadequate to enter on her own) and
is determined not to provide it. Increasingly tense interactions
among the three couples form the seething undercurrent to M’s
ongoing musings on art, truth, and reality. The inevitable big
blowup is followed by reconciliations and relocations, capped
by one of Cusk’s characteristically abrupt conclusions with a
bitter letter from L.
Brilliant prose and piercing insights convey a dark but
compelling view of human nature.

Coster, Naima
Grand Central Publishing (352 pp.)
$28.00 | March 2, 2021
978-1-5387-0234-5
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Tia Williams
Pauline St. Denis

and then ran into each other as grown-ups? Does true
love have an expiration date? And how many functional-seeming, got-it-all-together adults are walking around with hidden pasts and tortured secrets?
Eva and Shane were born out of these questions. And
since writing about what you know is, in fact, a great
idea, Eva and I have a lot in common. (Full disclosure:
I’m the mom of a 12-year-old living in Park Slope,
Brooklyn, with lifelong, debilitating migraines and a
mother who is Black Creole.) Shane is pure fiction,
however. I loved dreaming up a man who carefully
constructs his life so that he has no ties whatsoever—
and watching it all unravel as love creeps in.
What was more challenging to write—the scenes
with adult Shane and Eva or the ones featuring
their teenage selves?
Eva’s and Shane’s teenage stories were so tough to
write. I really tried to imbue their stories with dignity and grace and absolutely zero trauma porn. In order to convincingly write about kids with no guidance
or safety, who self-medicate in dangerous ways, you
need to turn on all your empath sensors—which are
hard to turn off! Teen Shane and teen Eva still show
up in my dreams.

Tia Williams began her career as a beauty editor, working at such magazines as YM, Elle, Glamour,
Lucky, Teen People, and Essence. Since 2004, she’s written novels for adults and young adults and co-written
a memoir with Iman. Her latest novel, Seven Days in
June (Grand Central Publishing, June 8), follows two
intense teen lovers who meet many years later as successful adults, both authors. Kirkus called it “a hugely
satisfying romance that is electrifying and alive.” Williams answered some questions by email.

Who is the ideal reader for your book, and where
would they be reading it?
It’s funny, I thought I knew exactly who my reader
was. But when this book launched, I was flooded with
DMs from straight men who read their girlfriend’s or
wife’s copy, loved it, and decided they were Shane. I
was so delighted! As a Black woman, I write for Black
women. Specifically, and intentionally, I write these
stories as an escapist fantasy for us. But I’m thrilled
with whomever else comes to the party.

What was the original inspiration—a character, a
scene, an image—that started you writing the novel?
The idea for Seven Days in June popped into my head
one Saturday night while watching Romeo + Juliet—
the one with Leo and Claire, obviously! I thought to
myself, what if they hadn’t died at the end? What if
those wild, lovesick teens went their separate ways
10
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What was it like having a book come out in 2021?
How did you connect with readers in this socially
distanced year?
I was actually petrified to release a book during the
pandemic, but it ended up being the best launch I’d
ever had! In the before times, I’d get maybe 40 or 50
|

people at a book signing (if I was lucky). But that’s a
tiny fraction of the amount of people you can reach
through a virtual event. You can tour from your
couch! I spoke to readers all over the globe, in real
time, which exposed the book to people who may not
have found it otherwise.
What work of fiction most dazzled you this year?
I really enjoyed The Other Black Girl by Zakiya Dalila
Harris, which features the experiences of two Black
women working in the very White publishing industry—and all is not what it seems. It was such a clever
read, and I loved that it straddled the line between
thriller and social commentary.

A LOT LIKE ADIÓS

Daria, Alexis
Avon/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Sept. 14, 2021
978-0-06-295996-6

Interview by Tom Beer.

special issue: best books of 2021

Childhood best friends have a second chance at love.
Oppressed by the weight of family
expectations after his high school graduation, Gabriel Aguilar left the Bronx
for Los Angeles and never looked back.
Thirteen years later, he co-owns a successful gym; he used to
love working one-on-one with clients, but he’s bored and
unhappy now that his job is nothing but calendar alerts and endless meetings. Gabe’s partner has hired Michelle Amato, a marketing expert, to help them with the gym’s New York expansion,
unaware that she was Gabe’s childhood best friend and nextdoor neighbor. Michelle is excited for the chance to rebrand
Agility Gyms but also hopes to finally find out why Gabe abandoned their friendship. Daria excels at writing strong, interesting conflict for her characters. Michelle is determined to
protect herself after too many heartbreaks: She was devastated
when Gabe moved to LA and was personally and professionally
burned in corporate America. Gabe learns that his inability to
stand up for himself in business is related to his penchant for
running away. Gabe and Michelle know they should be careful
with their hearts, but they cannot resist their powerful attraction or shared history, which is detailed on the page through
instant messages from their teenage years. Michelle and Gabe
battle their inner demons and take a chance on each other, and
the result will delight romance readers. Not only is it a satisfying and steamy romance, but the novel also explores how family
and friends can be an essential part of a happy, fulfilling life.
A sexy, satisfying romance about people who finally grow
into being right for each other.

DAMNATION SPRING

Davidson, Ash
Scribner (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-982144-40-1

Big business, protesters, and working-class loggers clash in this environmentally savvy debut.
Davidson’s novel takes place in
Northern California forest territory
between 1977 and 1978, as Rich Gundersen, a fourth-generation logger, is poised to make a big profit:
He’s just purchased a stretch of land full of old-growth redwoods whose sale could provide security for his family, which
is smaller than he’d like; he and his wife, Colleen, have one
son, Graham (nicknamed Chub), but as the story opens she’s
just had another in a string of miscarriages. Other crises soon
emerge. Anti-logging protesters are trying to halt work and are
|
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suspected of having left a child’s skull in the forest to prompt an
investigation. Colleen, a midwife, witnesses an increase in stillbirths, many with serious deformations. Daniel, a researcher
and Colleen’s ex-boyfriend, suspects chemicals sprayed by
the timber company are responsible, but any delay to investigate threatens Rich’s plans to cut down and sell the redwoods.
Davidson researched this milieu deeply but with an eye toward
making every discovery feel natural and unforced. By shifting
perspectives among Rich, Colleen, and Chub, she reveals not
just the conflicts among loggers, protesters, and companies, but
the growing stress within the family. The family of Colleen’s
sister, Enid, whose husband is working an illicit tree-poaching
scam, adds another layer of tension. (And Colleen can’t help
but resent that Enid’s brood is ever growing: “Enid uncrosses
her legs for two minutes and a baby pops out.”) As thoughtfully
as Davidson establishes these dilemmas, she’s equally skilled at
writing an outdoorsy adventure novel in which logging threatens the lives of workers with snapped cables and everybody else
via landslides. Thematically, it’s a strong work of climate fiction,
but it’s rooted in age-old man-versus-nature storytelling.
An impressively well-turned story about how environmental damage creeps into our bodies, psyches, and
economies.

Simply taking a tour of this world is well worth the reader’s
time, but Welga’s and Nithya’s quests also rocket the plot along
toward an unexpected yet satisfying conclusion.
Intriguing worldbuilding plus a fast-paced plot equals
catnip for SF fans.

ECHO TREE
The Collected Short
Fiction of Henry Dumas
Dumas, Henry
Ed. by Eugene B. Redmond
Coffee House (416 pp.)
$19.95 paper | May 4, 2021
978-1-56689-607-8

The work of a late, lamented, and
influential icon of the 1960s Black Arts
Movement is brought back into print to
connect with a post-millennial Black Lives Matter generations
of readers—and writers.
Dumas was two months shy of his 34th birthday when, in
May 1968, he was shot and killed by a New York Transit Authority policeman in what was judged a case of mistaken identity.
By that time, the Arkansas-born writer had already become
something of a cult legend for his poetry and fiction, steeped
in folkloric imagery, magical realism, and a haunting, deeply
evocative lyricism that was near music. His short stories were
posthumously collected in two volumes edited by his friend and
de facto literary executor Redmond, and this book contains
all those stories as well as some previously uncollected ones.
Whether you’re already familiar with Dumas or are just encountering him for the first time, such pieces as the title story, “A Boll
of Roses,” and the much-anthologized classic “Ark of Bones”
administer a shock of recognition of how, at such a relatively
early point in his career, Dumas achieved near mastery of narrative form, whether the gothic horror of “Rope of Wind,” the
allegorical cunning of “The University of Man,” or the unsettling bare-bones naturalism of “The Crossing.” Most of the
stories deal with the raw-nerve perils and spiritual crises that
come from growing up in the rural South while others, such as
“Harlem,” engage the hair-trigger tension of Black urban life in
midcentury America. And there are times, as in “Devil Bird,”
when Dumas’ phantasmagorical and metaphysical tendencies
merge into wild and wicked farce. For all these stories’ spellbinding attributes, some of them seem to trail off as if waiting
for yet another draft to amplify or add on to their details. The
newer stories seem like variations, even repetitions of previous
themes. And yet, the last story, “The Metagenesis of Sunra,” a
tour de force of creation mythology and cosmic improvisation,
submits yet another jolt of discovery, suggesting how Dumas,
who always seemed ahead of his own, albeit brief, time, was
capable of advancing African American storytelling art even
further than one previously suspected.
Every couple of decades or so, we need to be reminded
of what made writers like Toni Morrison call Henry Dumas
a genius.

MACHINEHOOD

Divya, S.B.
Saga/Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$27.00 | March 2, 2021
978-1-9821-4806-5
Welga Ramirez thought she was done
in the security field. She couldn’t have
been more wrong.
Welga is a shield—a bodyguard working for wealthy funders who develop pills
to enhance human performance so people can compete with bots and AIs. It’s all theater. Fight with
style and watch the tips roll in from the public watching via
swarms of microcam drones. Welga is three months from the
end of her contract when an attack on one of her clients actually turns deadly. Something called “the Machinehood” takes
credit and gives humankind a week to stop producing pills, or
else. Now Welga, along with the rest of the world, must race
to answer the question: Is the Machinehood really the world’s
first truly sentient AI? And if not, who’s threatening the entire
world’s way of life—and why? Meanwhile, Welga’s having
muscle spasms when she comes down from pills, which aren’t
supposed to have side effects. Can her biogeneticist sister-inlaw, Nithya, figure out what’s going on before the spasms get
worse? Divya has created a richly imagined and eerily familiar
world filled with insecure workers cobbling together freelance
gigs and families dependent on rapidly designed and homemanufactured vaccines to protect against new bugs. It’s a world
without privacy, where every activity is performed for a crowd
in hopes of getting tips—and a world confronting urgent questions about humans’ place in a society increasingly run by AIs.
12
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“An atmospheric novel about an independent young
woman in a South Korean beach town.”
winter in sokcho

WINTER IN SOKCHO

An atmospheric novel about an independent young woman in a South Korean
beach town.
Dusapin’s debut novel depicts a
young biracial Korean woman living and
working in a small guesthouse in Sokcho, South Korea, a beach
town 60 km from the North Korean border. When a mysterious middle-aged Frenchman named Yan Kerrand arrives, offseason, in the midst of the winter slump, the woman is intrigued.
She has never met her father, a Frenchman who left her mother
after a brief affair, but has studied French language and literature in school and dreams of traveling to the country someday.
The novel unfolds in brief vignettelike chapters that reveal the
unnamed woman’s daily life. After work, she visits her mother,
who works in the fish market and is renowned for her delicious
octopus soondae. Despite pressure to marry, the young woman
is ambivalent about her long-distance relationship with her
boyfriend, Jun-oh, an aspiring model in Seoul. Dusapin’s novel
avoids clichés in the woman’s developing relationship with the
lonely foreigner, who turns out to be an internationally renowned
graphic novelist looking for inspiration for a new book. The
woman observes the man and never looks at him as a savior or
stereotypical lover. Instead, Dusapin depicts a fiercely intelligent, independent woman who longs to be seen clearly for who
she is and the choices she has made, including leaving Seoul to
help her aging mother. Higgins’ exquisite translation from the
French original is a pleasure to read. The descriptions of daily life
in the titular town are beautiful, elliptical, and fascinating, from
the fish markets near the beach to soju-drenched dinners in local
bistros to a surreal glimpse of a museum on the DMZ. Dusapin,
who like her protagonist is of French and Korean heritage, has
won several awards for her novel in Switzerland, where she lives,
including the Prix Robert-Walser and the Prix Régine Desforges.
A triumph.

special issue: best books of 2021

may otherwise feel too large or terrible to confront head-on.
Enríquez, a journalist who grew up in Buenos Aires during
Argentina’s Dirty War—a trauma that echoes across these stories—is a pioneer of Argentinian horror and Spanish-language
weird fiction, warping familiar settings (city parks, an office
building, a stretch of neighborhood street) by wefting in the
uncanny, supernatural, or monstrously human. Drawing on real
places and events and spinning them out in fantastical ways, she
disinters the darkness thrumming under the smooth, bureaucratized surface of urban life, exposing powerlessness, inequity,
abuse, and erasure. Colonial Catholicism, pop culture, grotesquerie, and local legends intertwine in images of rotting flesh,
altars that conceal their true nature, and ritual magic while
themes of loss, fate, mental illness, state violence, fear and
disdain for the other, and familial obligation—both the abnegation and upholding thereof—run throughout. In “Angelita
Unearthed,” a young woman lives with an unexpected burden
of inherited grief. “Rambla Triste” introduces us to a woman
visiting old friends in Barcelona who is soon confronted by a
potent and inescapable reminder of the neighborhood’s tragic,
buried—and questionably authentic—past. In one firecracker,
“Our Lady of the Quarry,” a volatile mix of teenage vanity, jealousy, and rage leads to a summoning of dark powers and disproportionate revenge. And in the creepy and desolating “Kids
Who Come Back,” the lost, sold, and rejected children of Buenos Aires begin to return, sparking dubious joy out of even more
dubious grief and exposing an entire populace steeped in guilt
but determined to reject its culpability. As entertaining as it is
affecting and channeled into English with almost clairvoyant
percipience by translator McDowell, this is one not to be slept
on for enthusiasts of weird fiction and literary horror and of
writers like Samanta Schweblin, Amber Sparks, Ayse Papatya
Bucak, and Carmen Maria Machado. An atmospheric assemblage of cunning and cutting Argentine gothic tales.
Insidiously absorbing, like quicksand.

Dusapin, Elisa Shua
Trans. by Aneesa Abbas Higgins
Open Letter (160 pp.)
$14.95 paper | April 27, 2021
978-1-948830-41-6

THE SENTENCE

Erdrich, Louise
Harper/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$24.49 | Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-06-267112-7

THE DANGERS OF
SMOKING IN BED
Stories

The most recent recipient of the
Pulitzer Prize in fiction—for The Night
Watchman (2020)—turns her eye to various kinds of hauntings, all of which feel
quite real to the affected characters.
Erdrich is the owner of Birchbark
Books, an independent bookstore in Minneapolis and, in this
often funny novel, the favorite bookstore of Flora, one of
narrator Tookie’s “most annoying customers.” Flora wants to
be thought of as Indigenous, a “very persistent wannabe” in
the assessment of Tookie, who’s Ojibwe. Flora appears at the
store one day with a photo of her great-grandmother, claiming
the woman was ashamed of being Indian: “The picture of the
woman looked Indianesque, or she might have just been in a

Enríquez, Mariana
Trans. by Megan McDowell
Hogarth/Crown (208 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-593-13407-8
Twelve gruesome, trenchant, and
darkly winking stories set in modern-day
Buenos Aires, Barcelona, and Belgium.
One of the great advantages of genre fiction is its ability to use metaphor and distortion to explore realities that
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Jonathan Lee
Tanka Kernweiss

no idea about his life (without him there might be no
Central Park, no Metropolitan Museum of Art, no
New York Public Library…), and I didn’t know anything yet about his death, either—he was murdered
on Park Avenue at the age of 83 in a fascinating case
of mistaken identity.
What kind of research did you do about New York at
the turn of the 20th century?

I was lucky to discover a treasure trove of documents
at the New York Public Library and also at the New
York Historical Society Library. The latter had boxes
of Green’s diaries and letters that no one had checked
out for many years. Disappearing into his handwriting—which, at first, was pretty impossible to read—
was like slipping into a portal onto his past. I also
found various newspaper archives to be useful—to
be able to read the New York Times from a specific
day, maybe the day on which a crucial scene unfolded,
freed me from a reliance on secondary sources that
started to feel like they carried more of the distortions of hindsight. I got in the habit of reading the
New York Times from various days in 1871, 1886, 1903—
it was a good excuse to avoid current events. For me,
“current events” became past events—and there was
some comfort in knowing that however bad those
events were, they had an ending, in history, and here
the world was, in the present, still turning in its own
dizzying style. I developed this habit of reading all
the ancient issues of the Times paper back to front,
because I’d started to find the smaller stories were
more interesting to me than the big front-page headlines. I’m not sure people, most of the time, really live
their lives within those front-page headlines. I found
more fascination and room for imagination in the
spaces between smaller columns on Page 27 or wherever—the events that were noted for a day and then
fell into forgetting.

The author of three previous books, Lee enthralled our critic with The Great Mistake (Knopf,
June 15), a novel inspired by the life of a little-remembered New Yorker with an outsized impact on
the shape of the city. Our reviewer called it an “exceptional work of historical fiction.” Lee answered
some questions by email.
How did you first discover the historical figure of Andrew Haswell Green, and what made you want to write
a novel about him?

I was walking in Central Park one summer day when I
came across a granite memorial bench in a shady spot.
Before I sat down, I read the inscription—“In Honor
of Andrew Haswell Green, Creating Genius of Central Park and Father of Greater New York.” I took out
my phone, opened a new window, and began to look
into his life. I had never heard of him before. I had
14
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What was it like having a book come out in 2021? How did
you connect with readers in this socially distanced year?

I’m lucky to have an amazing publicist, Emily Reardon, who got the book some great coverage despite
|

the challenges posed by the pandemic—and I was
lucky also that I got to do a few in-person events outdoors, alongside lots of time on Zoom. The Brooklyn
Book Festival was a highlight, as was a small gathering organized by the historian Michael Miscione at
Andrew Haswell Green’s memorial bench, where my
novel first came to life. But I think part of the pleasure of books has always been that you can connect
with readers on the page, wherever they might be. I
might be better on the page than in person.…

bad mood,” Tookie decides. Flora dies on All Souls’ Day 2019
with a book splayed next to her—she didn’t have time to put
a bookmark in it—but she continues shuffling through the
store’s aisles even after her cremation. Tookie is recently out of
prison for transporting a corpse across state lines, which would
have netted her $26,000 had she not been ratted out and had
the body not had crack cocaine duct-taped to its armpits, a
mere technicality of which Tookie was unaware. Tookie is also
unaware that Flora considered Tookie to be her best friend and
thus sticks to her like glue in the afterlife, even smacking a book
from the fiction section onto the floor during a staff meeting
at Birchbark. The novel’s humor is mordant: “Small bookstores
have the romance of doomed intimate spaces about to be erased
by unfettered capitalism.” The characters are also haunted by
the George Floyd murder, which occurred in Minneapolis; they
wrestle with generations of racism against Black and Indigenous
Americans. Erdrich’s love for bookselling is clear, as is her complicated affection for Minneapolis and the people who fight to
overcome institutional hatred and racism.
A novel that reckons with ghosts—of both specific people
and also the shadows resulting from America’s violent, dark
habits.

Who is the ideal reader for your book, and where would
they be reading it?

If they’re reading my book, they’re my ideal reader.
And if they are reading it in a park, that would make
me extra happy.
What work of fiction most dazzled you this year?
I hugely enjoyed Are You Enjoying? by Mira Sethi—
provocative, insightful stories of contemporary life
in Pakistan.

Interview by Tom Beer.

THE TWILIGHT ZONE

special issue: best books of 2021

Fernández, Nona
Trans. by Natasha Wimmer
Graywolf (192 pp.)
$16.00 paper | March 16, 2021
978-1-64445-047-5
Chilean actor and novelist Fernández
continues her project of lifting the veil on
the dark years of Augusto Pinochet’s military dictatorship.
As in Fernández’s previous novel,
Space Invaders (2019)—note the two pop-culture titles—the story
moves about in great leaps from decade to decade. It opens in
1984, when a man enters the Santiago office of a magazine and
asks to speak to the author of a story that centers on him. “Andrés
Antonio Valenzuela Morales, Soldier First Class, ID #39432, district of La Ligua,” wants to speak about what he has done on
behalf of the regime, “about making people disappear.” He has
a dossier running page after page, giving names, recounting how
they were tortured, his victims now denizens of “some parallel
reality” that suggests to the narrator an extended episode of the
old creature-feature series The Twilight Zone. A quarter-century
passes, and now the narrator encounters the killer again, this time
as she is writing a television series about the era, one of the characters based on him. He recounts watching the protest marches
by the mothers of los desaparecidos, who hoist poster-sized
photographs of their loved ones: “They don’t realize that I know
where that person is,” he says, “I know what happened to him.”
Enumerating the victims is a process that absorbs both characters, moving between past and present, when the state-sponsored
murderer escapes to rural France: “Will he be able to change the
shadows of things to come? He wants to believe he will, that he
|
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has the right to a change of skin.” Fernández’s story has shades
of the cat-and-mouse mystery, her touchstones emblems of mass
global culture: episodes of The Twilight Zone, to be sure, but also
old movies and, of course, the video games of the era: “On the
same television screen where we used to play Space Invaders, we
now saw the national police agents responsible for the murders.”
Fernández is emerging as a major voice in South American
letters, and this slender but rich story shows why.

Freeman, Brian
Thomas & Mercer (336 pp.)
$24.95 | March 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2386-3
Even fans used to the wild inventions
of Freeman’s thrillers, such as Robert Lud
lum’s The Bourne Evolution (2020), had better buckle their seat belts for this traversal
of a troubled man’s alternate identities.
As if it weren’t enough to lose his
wife, realtor Karly Chance, to a car accident he swam away from, Chicago hotel events manager Dylan
Moran is jolted even more by seeing his double watching him
from the riverbank. After he spots another version of himself
wearing the bloodstained jacket his father had worn when he
shot Dylan’s mother and himself and he learns that construction
worker Scotty Ryan, the one-night stand Karly had been desperately trying to apologize for when she died, has been stabbed to
death, he reaches out to psychiatrist Eve Brier, a stranger who’s
giving a lecture at his hotel and yet insists that he’s been seeing
her professionally since the death of his best friend, Roscoe Tate,
in another car crash that introduced Dylan to Karly in the first
place. The doubles, Eve assures him, are real enough: alternate
versions of himself living alternate lives in alternate worlds that
have intersected with his own. Under her direction, Dylan allows
himself to be injected with a cocktail of hallucinogens that sends
him rocketing into first one of those worlds, then another, determined to neutralize the most dangerous of the doppelgängers, a
serial killer who’s already murdered four Karly look-alikes. Each
world offers him new possibilities for reversing his mistakes but
also new pains, new griefs, and a deepening sense of estrangement, not only from Dylans leading increasingly nightmarish
versions of his life, but from the life he thought was his.
This cockeyed, suspenseful exploration of roads not taken
is a dizzying delight.

CROSSROADS

Franzen, Jonathan
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (592 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-374-18117-8
This first novel in an ambitious trilogy tracks a suburban Chicago family in a
time of personal and societal turmoil.
It says a lot that, at almost 600 pages,
Franzen’s latest novel, set amid the waning years of the Vietnam War, leaves you
wanting more. That it does so is also very good news: It’s the
first in what promises to be a sprawling trilogy, continuing to the
present day, which the author has titled A Key to All Mythologies in what is presumably a wink at its far-from-modest ambitions—yes, à la Middlemarch. That reference is classic Franzen,
who imbues his books with big ideas, in this case about responsibility to family, self, God, country, and one’s fellow man, among
other matters, all the while digging deep into his characters’
emotions, experiences, desires, and doubts in a way that will
please readers seeking to connect to books heart-first. Here, the
story follows two generations of the Hildebrandt family, headed
by Russ, the associate pastor of a church in the fictional town of
New Prospect, Illinois, who, when we first meet him in the leadup to Christmas 1971, is nursing a crush on a recently widowed
parishioner and a grudge against the groovily charismatic leader
of the church’s popular youth group, Crossroads, in which three
of Russ’ four children are variously involved. Russ’ wife, Marion,
who has gained weight over the years and lost her pre-maternal
intensity and with it her husband’s sexual interest, is nursing a
few secret preoccupations of her own, as are the couple’s three
oldest children, Clem, Becky, and Perry. Each of the five characters, among whose perspectives Franzen adroitly toggles, is
struggling with matters of morality and integrity, privilege and
purpose, driven in part by the dueling desires for independence
and connection. Their internal battles—to fight in an unjust war
or unjustly let others fight in your stead, to fight their way out of
a marriage or fight to stay in it, to fight for sanity or surrender
to madness, to fight to define themselves and determine their
paths or to cede that control to others, to name a few—are set
against the backdrop of an era in which “love” is everywhere but
empathy is in short supply, where hugs are liberally dispensed
but real connection’s harder to come by.
Franzen’s intensely absorbing novel is amusing, excruciating, and at times unexpectedly uplifting—in a word, exquisite.
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THE FREE BASTARDS

French, Jonathan
Del Rey (560 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 21, 2021
978-0-593-15668-1

The rip-roaring, shelf-bending conclusion to French’s Lot Lands trilogy—
following The Grey Bastards (2018) and
The True Bastards (2019)—follows a group
of badass, war pig–riding half-orcs as they
attempt to end a bloody war with humans
(known as “frails”) and finally liberate themselves and their lands.
It’s nothing short of an adventure fantasy masterwork.
With the giant thrice-blood Oats (born of an orc and a halforc) as the focal character, the story leaves virtual burn marks
on the narrative pavement from the action-packed, adrenaline-fueled opening sequence, in which Oats is involved in an
|

“Dazzling in its humor, intelligence,
and the richness of its created world.”
everyone knows your mother is a witch

audacious mission to free some hoofmates from a frail prison
and a subsequent battle in which they’re surrounded by enemies atop a mountain of skulls. The action and intensity only
increase from there as Oats, Fetching (the hoof ’s legendary
female chief), Jackal, Polecat, Sluggard, Anvil, and the rest of
the band of mongrel orcs maneuver through a gauntlet of adversaries, including invading frail armies, scheming wizards, and
god-touched warriors. French’s expert worldbuilding creates
a virtual wonderland for fantasy fans, inhabited by half-orcs
riding massive war hogs across a sprawling wasteland, giants,
cyclopes, monstrous birds of prey, and marauding centaurs. But
the real power here is in the author’s ability to bring these fantastical beings to life, with character development so deep and
insightful that readers will find themselves emotionally connected not only to the main characters, but to a host of supporting players as well, including Muro, an orphan boy Oats
befriends, and even Oats’ giant war pig, Ugfuck. Oats’ poignant
journey of self-discovery, in particular, will have more than a few
readers weeping by novel’s end.
One of the most original fantasy sagas to come along in
years; like Tolkien on a bender.

in this novel to consider—the degree to which we make monsters of one another, the way that old age can make of femininity an apparently terrifying, otherworldly thing—but it is also,
at every step along the way, an entirely delicious book.
Dazzling in its humor, intelligence, and the richness of its
created world.

MONKEY BOY

Goldman, Francisco
Grove (336 pp.)
$27.00 | May 4, 2021
978-0-8021-5767-6

EVERYONE KNOWS
YOUR MOTHER IS
A WITCH

Galchen, Rivka
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$26.00 | June 8, 2021
978-0-374-28046-8

A 17th-century German witch
hunt—really.
Katharina Kepler is an old woman
when she is accused, by the wife of the
town’s third-rate glazier, of being a witch. She laughs at the
accusation. She has three grown children and a cow named
Chamomile. She has a life to live. The accusation, unfortunately, seems to stick, with townspeople emerging, as it were,
from the woodwork: A young girl once felt a pain in her arm as
Katharina walked by; the schoolmaster once felt a pain in his
leg. What one character calls “the destructive power of rumor”
gathers momentum—gradually, and then all at once. Galchen’s
latest book, which is by turns witty, sly, moving, and sharp, is
a marvel to behold. Set in the early 1600s and based on real
events—Katharina Kepler was Johannes Kepler’s mother, who
really was tried as a witch—the novel also speaks to our own
time in its hints at the apparent malleability of truth. “If only I
had understood earlier what was really true,” someone says. “It
can be so difficult to tell, the way people talk.” Galchen’s story
will, by necessity, remind many readers of Arthur Miller’s The
Crucible, but by focusing her narrative on an old woman rather
than a cast of attractive young girls, she’s made her mission a far
sneakier one. Then, too, Galchen’s prose can sparkle and sting
with wit. Katharina’s neighbor thinks, “In order to avoid turning people into monsters by suspecting them of being monsters,
I do my best to keep myself mostly to myself.” There is so much
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During a five-day visit to his hometown of Boston, a writer attempts to
fit together the pieces of his own past,
his mother’s, and that of her native
Guatemala.
“I wish I could remember every
single second of my entire life so far, in full 3-D Technicolor
and surround sound, and at every past scene re-inhabit myself
exactly as I was.” This is the yearning of Francisco Goldberg,
Goldman’s fictional alter ego in an autobiographical novel that
touches on some of the same ground as his magical, prizewinning debut, The Long Night of White Chickens (1992). Frankie, as
he was called in his youth (along with Monkey Boy and other
unpleasantries), has returned to Boston to have dinner with a
high school girlfriend, occasioning an avalanche of memories of
his classmates’ racism, his father’s violence, and his breach with
his only sister but also sweeter recollections of his relationships
with the series of young Guatemalan women who were sent by
his Abuelita to help his mother around the house. He arranges
to meet with two of them and pays several visits to his mother
at her nursing home, a tin of her favorite French butter cookies
in hand. They play a very lenient bilingual version of Scrabble
as he wheedles out long-missing details about her ancestry, her
marriage, other men in her past. His Mamita may not have the
memory she once did, but that’s not the only reason she hesitates. She’s read that first novel of his, too. “This is why I never
want to tell you anything, because you take just a little thread
of truth and pull on it and out comes a made-up story.” Goldman’s—or Goldberg’s?—immersive, restless narrative style
expertly plays the rhythms of thought and remembrance, weaving in his past and current romances, his investigation of and
published work on Guatemalan terror, ultimately the quest for
a whole made of so many halves: half Jewish, half Catholic, half
American, half Guatemalan, half White, half Latino....
The warmth and humanity of Goldman’s storytelling are
impossible to resist.
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Ryka Aoki
Ryka Aoki

later, driving home from the airport, my little Honda felt like a space runabout. As I drove past Randy’s Donuts—it’s a Los Angeles icon in the shape of
a giant plaster donut—it was illuminated and radiant, with a line of patient cars at the drive-thru. And
I thought, “What if that giant donut were actually
a functioning stargate?” I’ll leave it there because I
don’t want to reveal any spoilers.
We’ve read that you studied violin in order to write
the novel. Are you still playing? And can you make
donuts as well?
Ironically, because I’ve been so busy with this book,
I’ve let my violin playing slip. (I apologize to the violin gods.) But there is my violin, right next to my
writing desk, and I pick it up from time to time (and
marvel at how quickly I have lost my technique).
Once the push for Light From Uncommon Stars levels
out a bit, I’m looking forward to playing her more
often. I’m especially looking forward to the holidays
because Christmas carols are a lot of fun to play on
violin.
As far as donuts—my next donut will be andagi,
a type of round fried donut from Okinawa. Andagi
are crisp and crunchy on the outside, yet soft and
chewy on the inside. They’re supposed to be spherical, but mine usually come out a little free-form.
Still, really yummy!

Ryka Aoki is the author of novels, stories, poems,
and a children’s book, and her work has twice been
nominated for a Lambda Literary Award. Light From
Uncommon Stars (Tor, Sept. 28) is a singular work of
science fiction involving a runaway, a violin teacher,
and a donut maker with alien connections; Kirkus
called it an “uncommon gift.” Aoki answered our
questions over email.

What was it like having a book come out in 2021?
How did you connect with readers in this socially distanced year?
Pandemic aside, my experience of social distancing was largely sweet and affirming. I know this
may sound odd, but writers are used to communicating remotely, over distance, even across generations—this is why some people become writers. And
so, through the pandemic, I felt very grateful to be
a writer. Of course, there were health and logistical
concerns. I had some embarrassing technical mishaps. And nothing replaces being able to tell somebody in person, “Thank you for reading my book.”
However, writing is writing, and the writing con-

What was the original inspiration—a character, a
scene, an image—that started you writing Light From
Uncommon Stars?
One night, I was flying back home to Los Angeles.
I was returning from a reading, my head full of poetry and dreams. As the plane approached the city, it
banked, and for a moment I lost track of up or down.
For a moment the lights of LA looked like the stars
and galaxies of a pulsing and vibrant universe. And
18
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tinues as always. Moreover, technology has allowed
me to make some wonderful friends as well as meet
fantastic booksellers, librarians, writers, and readers from all over the world. If that’s not something
to feel grateful about, I don’t know what is.
What work of fiction most dazzled you this year?
Hasn’t this year brought such brilliant and necessary
work? It’s an amazing time to not only be a writer,
but a reader. However, for delicious spectacle and
dazzle, one can’t do better than Jenn Lyons. In 2021,
Lyons released The House of Always—the fourth of
her five-book A Chorus of Dragons series. The vision and thought that Lyons has put into this series
is mind-blowing. This is mythic, tectonic worldbuilding on the grandest scale—like its predecessors, The House of Always sizzles with intrigue and
queerness, outrage and delight—and some of the
most entertaining footnotes that you’ll ever read.

MATRIX

Groff, Lauren
Riverhead (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-59463-449-9

Interview by Tom Beer.

special issue: best books of 2021

Set in early medieval Europe, this
book paints a rousing portrait of an
abbess seizing and holding power.
After the spicy, structurally innovative Fates and Furies (2015), Groff spins
back 850 years to a girl on a horse: “She
rides out of the forest alone. Seventeen years old, in the cold
March drizzle, Marie who comes from France.” The inspiration is a historical figure, Marie de France, considered the first
woman to write poetry in French. Groff gives her a fraught,
lifelong, sexually charged tie to Eleanor of Aquitaine. A matrix,
which comes from the Latin for mother, builds implacably
between Eleanor and Marie. But in the first chapter, the queen
rids the court of an ungainly, rustic Marie by installing her in a
remote English convent, home to 20 starving nuns. The sisters
hang the traveler’s clothes in the communal privy, where “the
ammonia of the piss kills the beasties”—the lice. After a long
sulk, Marie rouses herself to examine the abbey’s disastrous ledgers, mount her warhorse, and gallop forth to turn out the family most egregiously squatting on convent land. News spreads
and the rents come in, “some grumbling but most half proud to
have a woman so tough and bold and warlike and royal to answer
to now.” The novel is at its best through Marie’s early years of
transforming the ruined, muddy convent, bit by bit, into a thriving estate, with a prosperous new scriptorium, brimming fields,
and spilling flocks, protected by a forest labyrinth and spies
abroad. In this way, Marie forestalls the jealous priests and village men plotting against her. Readers of Arcadia (2012), Groff ’s
brilliantly evocative hippie commune novel, will remember her
gift for conjuring life without privacy. And she knows a snake
always lurks within Eden. The cloister witnesses lust, sex, pregnancy, peril. Marie has visions of the Virgin Mary, 19 in all, but
these passages stay flat. Medieval mystics, unsurprisingly, write
better about mysticism. The gesture toward a lost theology
based on Marie’s visions amounts to weak tea.
Groff ’s trademarkworthy sentences bring vivid buoyancy to a magisterial story.

THREE ROOMS

Hamya, Jo
Mariner Books (208 pp.)
$22.49 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-0-358-57209-1
A young woman seeks a foothold in
the ugly, precarious world of post-Brexit
England.
As this distinctive debut novel opens,
the unnamed 20-something narrator is
moving into a rooming house in Oxford,
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“A biting social satire–cum-thriller;
dark, playful, and brimming with life.”
the other black girl

a “repository for postdoctoral research assistants at the university” and formerly the home of 19th-century critic Walter Pater
(so says the blue plaque by the front door). She’s come here after
almost a year of spotty freelance work and occasional help from
her parents, but she yearns for more than just a furnished room:
“the end goal I wanted, through any job necessary, was to be able
to afford a flat, not just a room, and then to settle in it and invite
friends to dinner.” In the book’s second part, however, we find
she has moved even further from her objective—living in London, subletting a couch from the friend of a friend for 80 pounds
per month, and working as a copy editor at a Tatler-like society
magazine. All the while, the narrator notices and reflects on
everything: university and office life; racism and anti-immigrant
sentiment (readers learn, rather offhandedly, that she is a person of color); the rise of Boris Johnson to prime minister; the
hulking remains of Grenfell Tower, where 72 largely immigrant
residents were killed by fire. A prismatic portrait of British life
and millennial angst emerges, with echoes of Zadie Smith and
Sally Rooney, but the presiding spirit of the novel is Virginia
Woolf, whose A Room of One’s Own provides the epigraph and
the inspiration.
Scintillating prose and sly social observation make this
novel a tart pleasure.

murder. The highly suspicious hanging of Ulrich Andersson,
the ex-reporter who covered the case for the Dagblad, kicks the
investigation into high gear. But it won’t be laid to rest until
Heloise comes face to face with Anna and hears why she was so
indifferent to that security camera three years ago.
Scandinavian noir at its noirest. It’s hard, maybe unthinkable, to imagine how Hancock will follow it up.

THE OTHER BLACK GIRL

Harris, Zakiya Dalila
Atria (368 pp.)
$27.00 | June 1, 2021
978-1-9821-6013-5

In Harris’ slyly brilliant debut, a young
editorial assistant is thrilled when her
glaringly White employer hires another
Black woman—but it soon becomes clear
there’s something sinister about the new
girl, who isn’t what she seems.
Young, literary, and ambitious, Nella Rogers has spent the
last two years as an editorial assistant at Wagner Books, a premier New York City publishing house, where, for the entirety of
her (somewhat stalled) tenure, she’s been the only Black person
in the room. How she feels about this depends on the day—for
all her frustrations, she can’t help but be a little proud of her outsider status—but still, she’s excited when she detects another
Black girl on her floor: finally, someone else who gets it. And
she does, at first. Wagner’s newest editorial assistant, HazelMay McCall, cool and self-possessed, is quick to befriend Nella,
echoing her frustrations with the never-spoken racial politics
of their office, encouraging her to speak up. But it doesn’t take
long for Nella to realize there’s something off about Hazel, even
if she can’t quite put her finger on it. There’s something weird
about how easily she fits in among the higher-ups at Wagner,
about the way she’s instantly and universally beloved by top editors, the way her story—born in Harlem, daughter of civil rights
activists, a grandfather who died protesting—exactly matches
their ideas about Blackness in a way that Nella’s middle-class
suburban childhood never will. And then, shortly after Hazel’s
arrival, the first anonymous note arrives on Nella’s desk: “Leave
Wagner Now.” Hazel? And if not Hazel, then who? Nella begins
searching for answers—and in the process, finds herself at the
center of a dangerous conspiracy that runs far deeper than she
ever could have known. If it sounds like a moralistic sledgehammer of a novel—well, it would be if Harris were any less good.
In her hands, though, it’s a nuanced page-turner, as sharp as it
is fun.
A biting social satire–cum-thriller; dark, playful, and
brimming with life.

THE CORPSE FLOWER

Hancock, Anne Mette
Trans. by Tara Chace
Crooked Lane (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-64385-828-9

Hancock’s striking debut rips the lid
off a 3-year-old murder case and reveals
even uglier secrets beneath.
DS Erik Schäfer, of the Copenhagen
police’s Violent Crimes Unit, is perfectly
satisfied that he knows who cut attorney Christoffer Mossing’s
throat and left him to bleed out in his own bed. Minutes after
the murder, the security camera in Mossing’s driveway captured
an image of Anna Kiel leaving the house without making the
slightest effort to conceal herself. But that was the last anyone
saw of Anna—until now, when she’s begun to send insinuating
notes to Demokratisk Dagblad business reporter Heloise Kaldan
that are unsettling in their reference to amorphophallus titanum,
the so-called corpse flower native to Sumatra, and their ritualistic closing lines and disturbingly detailed knowledge about the
scant details of Heloise’s private life. Already treading on thin
ice ever since the confidential information her lover, Martin
Duvall, the communications chief to the commerce secretary,
provided for her exposé of a fashion mogul’s investment in a
textile factory in Bangalore didn’t quite pan out, Heloise strains
to avoid any contact with the presumptive killer. The deeper
she digs into the cold case, however, the closer its nightmarish
details seem to impinge on her own past. Schäfer, meanwhile,
is brusquely brushed off by real estate tycoon Johannes Mossing, who seems actively opposed to getting justice for his son’s
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PEOPLE WE MEET
ON VACATION

Heiny, Katherine
Knopf (336 pp.)
$26.95 | April 13, 2021
978-0-525-65934-1

Henry, Emily
Berkley (384 pp.)
$15.99 paper | May 11, 2021
978-1-9848-0675-8

The author of Single, Carefree, Mellow
(2015) and Standard Deviation (2017) brings
us new characters to fall in love with in this
novel about love, family, and community.
It’s easy to adore the characters
Heiny conjures in her novels and short
stories. They tend to be quirky and smart, caring and passionate. Jane, the protagonist of Heiny’s gentle, funny new novel,
is no exception. When we first meet her, the year is 2002, and
she’s 26. She has just moved to small-town Boyne City, Michigan, from Grand Rapids by way of Battle Creek, to teach
second grade at the local elementary school. Almost immediately—in the first month she’s in town and the first sentence
of the novel—she meets and falls for Duncan, a handsome,
divorced woodworker in his early 40s who moonlights as a
locksmith (they meet when she locks herself out of her new
house), looks to Jane “like the Brawny paper towel man,” and,
she later learns, not entirely to her surprise, has slept with
pretty much every woman in the area. Both Jane, ever hopeful, and Duncan, ever appreciative, are pure charm (as are the
book’s secondary characters: their Northern Michigan neighbors, friends, and family members). She is a creative teacher
and all-around blithe spirit who enthusiastically procures
all her clothes and household items at the local thrift store.
(“Some of her thrift-store outfits were more successful than
others,” we’re told.) He’s the kind of generous, easygoing guy
who still shovels out the snowy driveway of his ex-wife, Aggie,
as well as that of Jane; Jane’s best friend, Freida; and, eventually, Jane’s flinty mother. Duncan’s sole employee is a sweet
young man named Jimmy who was initially “described to Jane
by more than one person as ‘slow learning.’ ” After an accident
for which Jane feels culpable, Jimmy becomes Jane’s responsibility, too. Eventually, Jimmy will bring Jane and Duncan
together in a new way. Told episodically in chapters titled by
year and covering a span of 17 years, Heiny’s book finds beauty
and humor in connection and community, family and friendship, and the way love can develop and deepen over time.
A heartwarming novel with a small-town vibe that sparkles like wine sipped with friends under backyard fairy lights.
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A travel writer has one last shot at
reconnecting with the best friend she
just might be in love with.
Poppy and Alex couldn’t be more
different. She loves wearing bright colors while he prefers khakis and a T-shirt. She likes just about
everything while he’s a bit more discerning. And yet, their
opposites-attract friendship works because they love each
other…in a totally platonic way. Probably. Even though they
have their own separate lives (Poppy lives in New York City
and is a travel writer with a popular Instagram account; Alex is
a high school teacher in their tiny Ohio hometown), they still
manage to get together each summer for one fabulous vacation.
They grow closer every year, but Poppy doesn’t let herself linger
on her feelings for Alex—she doesn’t want to ruin their friendship or the way she can be fully herself with him. They continue
to date other people, even bringing their serious partners on
their summer vacations…but then, after a falling-out, they stop
speaking. When Poppy finds herself facing a serious bout of
ennui, unhappy with her glamorous job and the life she’s been
dreaming of forever, she thinks back to the last time she was
truly happy: her last vacation with Alex. And so, though they
haven’t spoken in two years, she asks him to take another vacation with her. She’s determined to bridge the gap that’s formed
between them and become best friends again, but to do that,
she’ll have to be honest with Alex—and herself—about her true
feelings. In chapters that jump around in time, Henry shows
readers the progression (and dissolution) of Poppy and Alex’s
friendship. Their slow-burn love story hits on beloved romance
tropes (such as there unexpectedly being only one bed on the
reconciliation trip Poppy plans) while still feeling entirely fresh.
Henry’s biggest strength is in the sparkling, often laugh-outloud-funny dialogue, particularly the banter-filled conversations between Poppy and Alex. But there’s depth to the story,
too—Poppy’s feeling of dissatisfaction with a life that should
be making her happy as well as her unresolved feelings toward
the difficult parts of her childhood make her a sympathetic and
relatable character. The end result is a story that pays homage
to classic romantic comedies while having a point of view all
its own.
A warm and winning When Harry Met Sally… update that
hits all the perfect notes.
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ACT YOUR AGE,
EVE BROWN

“Person,” who receives her in the boho-chic waiting room of the
Beyond. Hermès-scarved Martha explains that Vivi will have
three nudges—three chances to change the course of events on
Earth and prevent her bereaved loved ones from making lifealtering mistakes. She will also get to watch the publication of
what will be her last novel, titled Golden Girl, natch, and learn
the answers to two questions: Will the secret about her own life
she buried in this novel come to light (who cares, really—she’s
dead now), and will it hit No. 1 on the New York Times bestseller
list (now there’s an interesting question). She’ll also get to see
that one of her biggest wrongs is posthumously righted and
that her kids have learned her most important lesson. As Willa
says to Carson, “You know how she treats the characters in her
books? She gives them flaws, she portrays them doing horrible
things—but the reader loves them anyway. Because Mom loves
them. Because they’re human.”
If novelists are auditioning to play God, Hilderbrand gets
the part.

Hibbert, Talia
Avon/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$15.99 paper | March 9, 2021
978-0-06-294127-5
A British woman takes a job as a chef
at a bed-and-breakfast owned by a handsome, grumpy man.
Eve Brown has always struggled to
finish what she starts—university, jobs,
relationships. After her latest job-related disaster, her parents
give her an ultimatum: They’re cutting off their financial support until she can hold down a job. Furious and embarrassed
at disappointing herself and her family again, Eve takes off in
her car and ends up a few hours away in the Lake District. On a
lark, she applies for a job as a cook at a bed-and-breakfast, but
owner Jacob Wayne can just tell that Eve is too inexperienced
and undisciplined for the job. When an unexpected accident
leaves Jacob with no choice but to hire her, though, they’re
forced to work together to keep the bed-and-breakfast running.
There isn’t much of a plot; instead, it’s all situational: How will
these two people coexist despite their differences? Eve is caring
but plagued by insecurities while Jacob is taciturn and methodical. Jacob, who has autism, helps Eve realize her own place on
the spectrum. Eve’s journey to understanding her fears is sweet,
and Jacob’s belief in her as a caring, capable adult is the stuff
romance heroes are made of. Hibbert has a gift for writing truly
funny dialogue and genuinely tender emotional moments. Full
of heart and humor, this is a sexy, satisfying end to a beloved
series.
Absolutely charming.

THE REMOVED

Hobson, Brandon
Ecco/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-06-299754-8
Signs and wonders animate a Cherokee tale of family and community abiding through trauma.
Stories are “like medicine, but without the bad taste,” says Wyatt, a 12-yearold Cherokee boy in foster care who is
preternaturally gifted in telling them. He spins mesmerizing,
ambiguous fables about snakes and birds and an underworld,
called the Darkening Land, for children at a shelter in rural
Oklahoma. Wyatt, whose father is in jail and mother is in the
wind, is spending a few days with Maria and Ernest Echota,
the only Cherokee placement available. Fifteen years earlier, a
White policeman shot and killed the couple’s middle child, RayRay, outside a mall. Now Wyatt’s quirks and buoyant impersonations startle the Echotas by echoing those of Ray-Ray. More
remarkably, the presence of this child appears to draw Ernest
back from the fog of Alzheimer’s. Maria, her surviving son,
Edgar, and daughter, Sonja, all take turns narrating. So does
Tsala, a mysterious figure who declares, “We are speakers of the
dead, the drifters and messengers….We are always restless, carrying the dreams of children and the elderly, the tired and sick,
the poor, the wounded. The removed.” The talented Hobson
conjures both the Trail of Tears and family fracturing, as he did
in Where the Dead Sit Talking (2018), a finalist for the National
Book Award. The traumas of forced removal and Ray-Ray’s killing twine in Maria’s depression, Edgar’s meth use, and Sonja’s
drifting detachment. “I used to stare out the window, envying trees,” she says. “This became a regular pattern of thought
for me...that I stared at a tree outside and envied its anonymity, its beauty and silence....A tree could stand over a hundred
years and remain authentic.” Edgar, in his own Darkening Land,

GOLDEN GIRL

Hilderbrand, Elin
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$29.00 | June 1, 2021
978-0-31642008-2
From the greenroom of the afterlife—
make that Benjamin Moore “Parsley
Snips” green—a newly dead Nantucket
novelist watches life unfold without her.
In her 27th novel, Hilderbrand gives
herself an alter ego—beloved beachnovel author Vivian Howe—sends her out for a morning jog,
and immediately kills her off. A hit-and-run driver leaves Vivi
dead by the side of the road, where her son’s best friend discovers her body—or was he responsible for the accident? Vivi
doesn’t know, nor does she know yet that her daughter Willa
is pregnant, or that her daughter Carson is having a terribly
ill-advised affair, or that her son, Leo, has a gnawing secret, or
that her ex is getting tired of the girl he dumped her for. She
will discover all this and more as she watches one last summer on Nantucket play out under the tutelage of Martha, her
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that is entirely too plausible.”
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ZORRIE

fights a treacherous fellow named Jackson Andrews, an evocation of Andrew Jackson. Each of the Echotas gropes toward
their annual family bonfire commemorating Ray-Ray on the
Cherokee National Holiday. Spare, strange, bird-haunted, and
mediated by grief, the novel defies its own bleakness as its calls
forth a delicate and monumental endurance.
A slim yet wise novel boils profound questions down to
its final word: “Home.”

Hunt, Laird
Bloomsbury (176 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-63557-536-1

THE RIB KING

Hubbard, Ladee
Amistad/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-06-297906-3
A historical thriller delves into the
raw, knotty roots of racial uplift and
upheaval that have been transforming
America up to the present moment.
In her debut, The Talented Ribkins,
(2017), Hubbard ingeniously blended the
motifs of superhero comic books into a bittersweet road novel
tracing the scattered destinies of Black civil rights crusaders.
Her follow-up departs from the fantastic but is no less inventive.
It begins in 1914 New Orleans with August Sitwell, an enigmatic,
circumspect Black man working as groundskeeper for an estate
belonging to the Barclays, an upper-class White family no longer as wealthy as it once was. Sitwell became part of the family’s
all-Black domestic staff when he was orphaned as a child and
has grown to manhood working with “Miss Mamie,” the family’s prodigious cook, and, more recently, with Jennie Williams, a
one-time “cakewalk dancer”–turned-maid, and three rambunctious young apprentices, also orphans, whom the family patriarch seeks to “civilize.” As the staff struggles to negotiate their
lives among Southern Whites in the depths of the Jim Crow era,
the Barclays, desperately seeking a way out of the financial doldrums, make a bargain with an ambitious food entrepreneur to
sell Miss Mamie’s vaunted rib sauce to local markets under the
brand “The Rib King” with Sitwell’s caricatured image on the
label. Neither Mamie nor Sitwell are getting a cent from this
transaction, and Sitwell reacts to this exploitation with an act
of retribution that reverberates into the next decade as Jennie,
by 1924 an entrepreneur with her own brand of beauty products to sell, has to make her perilous way through economic and
political intrigue brought about in part by the decade’s surge
of African American achievement. The two halves of Hubbard’s
chronicle have distinct tones. And even if one prefers the deadpan gothic tactics of the first part to the pell-mell momentum
of the second, one will be impressed at all times with Hubbard’s
control over her historical milieu as well as her complicated,
intriguing characterizations.
An imaginative work craftily depicting the failure of
imagination that is American racism.

special issue: best books of 2021

A woman’s life in rural Indiana takes
shape amid dreams, losses, and fulfillment in this quietly effective work.
As in his past three novels, including
In the House in the Dark of the Woods (2018),
Hunt centers his narrative on a woman.
But where those earlier characters faced war, racism, or sorcery,
Zorrie Underwood’s ordeals may seem less extraordinary. Born
early in the 20th century, she is a schoolgirl when she loses her
parents to diphtheria. An aunt then raises her and dies when
Zorrie is 21. She takes a job painting radium on clocks and
gauges, and that lethal chemical sows an early seed of tension.
She marries Harold, a good farming man with a hundred acres,
but another fellow, the brooding Noah, also catches her eye.
She miscarries in her only pregnancy, and then her husband’s
bomber falls into the sea off Holland in 1943. For years thereafter, Zorrie works her farm and occasionally ponders the
troubled Noah, whose story adds an almost gothic sidebar. The
novel recalls the small but rich agrarian worlds of Meghan Kenny’s The Driest Season (2018) and Mariek Lucas Rijneveld’s The
Discomfort of Evening (2020). But while those books depict brief
periods of their characters’ youth, Hunt manages in less than
200 pages to convey his heroine’s whole life, telescoping years
and rarely departing from seasonal and small-town rhythms.
His often lyrical prose traces Zorrie’s hopes, griefs, loneliness,
and resolve with remarkable economy, although there are occasionally patches that sound forced. Thoughts of Harold find
Zorrie musing on “the crisply chiseled tale of time told by the
clocks and watches she had once helped paint faces for,” and so
on for more than 100 words of rhetorical flight.
A touching, tightly woven story from an always impressive author.

KLARA AND THE SUN

Ishiguro, Kazuo
Knopf (320 pp.)
$27.95 | March 2, 2021
978-0-593-31817-1

Nobelist Ishiguro returns to familiar
dystopian ground with this provocative
look at a disturbing near future.
Klara is an AF, or “Artificial Friend,”
of a slightly older model than the current
production run; she can’t do the perfect
acrobatics of the newer B3 line, and she is in constant need of
recharging owing to “solar absorption problems,” so much so
that “after four continuous days of Pollution,” she recounts, “I
could feel myself weakening.” She’s uncommonly intelligent,
and even as she goes unsold in the store where she’s on display,
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she takes in the details of every human visitor. When a teenager
named Josie picks her out, to the dismay of her mother, whose
stern gaze “never softened or wavered,” Klara has the opportunity to learn a new grammar of portentous meaning: Josie is
gravely ill, the Mother deeply depressed by the earlier death of
her other daughter. Klara has never been outside, and when the
Mother takes her to see a waterfall, Josie being too ill to go along,
she asks the Mother about that death, only to be told, “It’s not
your business to be curious.” It becomes clear that Klara is not
just an AF; she’s being groomed to be a surrogate daughter in
the event that Josie, too, dies. Much of Ishiguro’s tale is veiled:
We’re never quite sure why Josie is so ill, the consequence, it
seems, of genetic editing, or why the world has become such
a grim place. It’s clear, though, that it’s a future where the rich,
as ever, enjoy every privilege and where children are marshaled
into forced social interactions where the entertainment is to
abuse androids. Working territory familiar to readers of Brian
Aldiss—and Carlo Collodi, for that matter—Ishiguro delivers
a story, very much of a piece with his Never Let Me Go, that is
told in hushed tones, one in which Klara’s heart, if she had one,
is destined to be broken and artificial humans are revealed to be
far better than the real thing.
A haunting fable of a lonely, moribund world that is
entirely too plausible.

Belle, whose own arduous passage to love and marriage through
the 1950s and ’60s is among the many subplots crowding this
capacious, time-traversing narrative. The story always swerves
back to Chicasetta, where Ailey spends her summers, and her
encounters with friends and relations, the most notable of
whom is her beloved Uncle Root, a retired professor at a historically Black college where he’d first made the acquaintance
of the novel’s eponymous scholar/activist. In her first novel, Jeffers, a celebrated poet, manages the difficult task of blending
the sweeping with the intimate, and, as in most big books, she
risks stress-testing some of her own narrative threads. Still, the
sturdiest of those threads can throb with haunting poignancy,
as in the account of Ailey’s promising-but-troubled sister, Lydia,
which can stand alone as a masterful deconstruction of addiction’s origins and outcomes.
If this isn’t the Great American Novel, it’s a mighty
attempt at achieving one.

KIN

Jergović, Miljenko
Trans. by Russell Scott Valentino
Archipelago (500 pp.)
$25.00 paper | June 15, 2021
978-1-939810-52-6

THE LOVE SONGS OF
W.E.B. DU BOIS

Vast, generous-spirited story of family across the face of the 20th century in
the turbulent Balkans.
“Around the subject of my elder uncle there was silence.” So
writes the prolific Bosnia-born Croatian journalist, novelist,
and poet Jergović at the beginning of this epic. That silence,
born of an accident of history and bloodlines, surrounds much
of his family in this blend of memoir and fiction. (It is seldom
clear where fact shades into invention.) The uncle’s maternal
grandfather, Jergović’s great-grandfather, was an ethnic German who spoke only German to his children, and although his
Croatian and Slovene sons-in-law spoke German fluently, he
spoke to them only in their languages. Fastidious about his Germanness and the difference of others, that great-grandfather
nonetheless stood alongside Jews, Turks, Croatians, Hungarians, Bulgarians, and all the other diverse people who made up
the population of Sarajevo; during World War II, when those
ethnic distinctions were made matters of life and death, he
sheltered his neighbors from the Croatian fascists, the Ustaše,
“not primarily because he was a good and unselfish man, but
because they were an important part of his own world.” In short,
Opapa couldn’t imagine a monocultural life. Jergović himself,
old enough to remember life in socialist Yugoslavia before it
splintered in civil war, recounts being breastfed at birth by “an
unknown Muslim woman,” further evidence of universality
in a time of ethnic hatred. Jergović’s pages are peppered with
walk-ons from Bosnian, Serbian, and Croatian history, such as a
feared interrogator who, after retiring, “had a small house with
a large garden full of roses, which he cared for himself, breeding
some and buying others from various parts of the world.” Even
monsters, it seems, are susceptible to beauty. There is beauty

Jeffers, Honorée Fanonne
Harper/HarperCollins (816 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-06-294-293-7
A sprawling, ambitious debut novel
that is as impassioned in promoting
Black women’s autonomy as it is insistent on acknowledging our common
humanity.
Ailey Pearl Garfield, the protagonist of this epochal saga, is
a compelling mélange of intellectual curiosity, scathing observation, and volatile emotion. Though her grandmother may have
preferred that she join the parade of medical doctors in their
family, Ailey is destined to become a historian. Her journey
toward that goal, fraught with heartache, upheaval, and conflict
from her childhood through adolescence and collegiate years,
is interwoven with the results of her inquiry into her family
history. That history is deeply rooted in the Georgia town of
Chicasetta, where Ailey’s Black ancestors were enslaved and
exploited by a “White Man with Strange Eyes” named Samuel
Pinchard, who not only brutalized and demeaned his slaves, but
also haphazardly procreated with them over the decades before
the Civil War. The “songs” interspersed throughout the book,
chronicling in vivid, sometimes-graphic detail the antebellum
lives of Ailey’s forbears, are bridges linking Ailey’s own comingof-age travails in what is referred to only as the City. Precocious, outspoken, and sensitive, Ailey often tests the patience
of the grown-ups in her life, especially her parents, Geoff and
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aplenty, and ample monstrosity, in Jergović’s account, as well
as many moments of mystery: a beekeeper’s coded journal, the
alpenglow that surrounds Sarajevo as surely as a besieging army,
the “living torment” that is existence, all come under Jergović’s
empathetic eye.
A masterwork of modern European letters that should
earn the author a wide readership outside his homeland.

Jones, Gayl
Beacon Press (504 pp.)
$27.95 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-0-8070-3349-4

MY MONTICELLO

Johnson, Jocelyn Nicole
Henry Holt (224 pp.)
$22.99 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-250-80715-1

Stories centered on racism and Virginia, anchored by a dystopian tale set in
Thomas Jefferson’s home.
The title novella that closes Johnson’s debut book is stellar and could easily stand on its own. Plainly inspired by
the deadly 2017 Unite the Right rally in Charlottesville, Johnson
imagines a near future in which an “unraveling” has forced some
of the town’s brown and Black residents to find safety on Jefferson’s homestead. The narrator, a University of Virginia student named Da’Naisha, is a descendant of Jefferson and Sally
Hemings and used to have an internship on the Monticello
grounds. She’s well aware of the irony of taking cover on a former plantation, but she has more pressing issues: She’s pregnant,
uncertain of the father, and her grandmother is suffering from
asthma but lacks medicine. In depicting Da’Naisha’s attempts
to organize her fellow refugees to fend off an impending attack
from marauding racists, Johnson crafts a fine-grained character study that also harrowingly reveals how racist violence
repeats. Not all of the remaining stories have the same force,
but Johnson has a knack for irony and inventive conceits. “Buying a House Ahead of the Apocalypse” is a story in the form
of a checklist, suggesting all the ways that pursuing a sense of
security can be products of self-delusion (“Never mind the darkskinned guard who wouldn’t even let you in…”). And the opening
“Control Negro” is narrated by a man who uses his son to study
whether a Black man who’s “otherwise equivalent to those
broods of average American Caucasian males” could transcend
racism. In a few taut pages, Johnson uses the setup to explore
not just institutional racism, but fatherhood, fatalism, policing,
and social engineering. “How does anyone know if they are getting more or less than they deserve?” the narrator asks, a question the story makes both slippery and plain as day.
A sharp debut by a writer with wit and confidence.
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A legendary African American novelist returns with her first novel in 22
years, an epic adventure of enchantment,
enslavement, and the pursuit of knowledge in 17th-century Brazil.
Jones’ compelling narrator is Almeyda,
an enslaved girl who learned to read and write not just in Portuguese, but in English and other languages. This gives her a wide
perspective on her surroundings that allows her more curiosity and sophistication than other Blacks in bondage and, for
that matter, many of the Whites holding dominion over her.
Whether it’s the imperious Father Tollinare, a White priest
partly responsible for Almeyda’s education, or her grandmother Ituiba, who seems irrational to just about everybody
except Almeyda, the people who populate Almeyda’s tumultuous coming-of-age are as rife with mystery and complexity as
the surrounding landscape with its dense forests, treacherous
terrain, and wildly diverse human outposts. As Almeyda is sold
to different masters and different plantations, her circle of
acquaintances widens to include more exotic European visitors
(including an eccentric lexicographer helping Tollinare publish
a new Portuguese dictionary and a British travel writer packing some of Jane Austen’s gimlet wit) and many more Black and
native Brazilians, some enslaved, some free; some cursed with
delusions, touched by genius, or linked to sorcery. She finds
love and liberation with a charismatic Muslim named Martim
Anninho, whom she marries and accompanies to the novel’s
(real-life) eponymous refuge for fugitive slaves. The community
is besieged and then destroyed by war, and Almeyda, separated
in the chaos from Anninho, embarks on a long and perilous mission to locate a “New Palmares” and find her husband. As with
the most ambitious and haunting of magical realist sagas, Jones’
novel recounts detail after detail with such fluidity that the
reader is aware of time’s passage without knowing how many
years have gone by. And by this novel’s end, you’re made aware
that there is far more of Almeyda’s and Anninho’s saga to come.
Those familiar with Corregidora (1975) and Eva’s Man (1976) will
not be surprised by the sustained intensity of both imagery and
tone. There is also sheer wonder, insightful compassion, and
droll wit to be found among the book’s riches. Jones seems to
have come through a life as tumultuous as her heroine’s with her
storytelling gifts not only intact, but enhanced and enriching.
It is marvelous, in every sense, to have a new Gayl Jones
novel to talk about.
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“This psychological tone poem is a barbed
and splendid meditation on peril.”
intimacies

FIVE TUESDAYS
IN WINTER

who and what he is, he’ll never get clear.” So writes King of his
title character, whom the Las Vegas mob has brought in to rub
out another hired gun who’s been caught and is likely to talk.
Billy, who goes by several names, is a complex man, a Marine
veteran of the Iraq War who’s seen friends blown to pieces; he’s
perhaps numbed by PTSD, but he’s goal-oriented. He’s also a
reader—Zola’s novel Thérèse Raquin figures as a MacGuffin—
which sets his employer’s wheels spinning: If a reader, then why
not have him pretend he’s a writer while he’s waiting for the
perfect moment to make his hit? It wouldn’t be the first writer,
real or imagined, King has pressed into service, and if Billy is
no Jack Torrance, there’s a lovely, subtle hint of the Overlook
Hotel and its spectral occupants at the end of the yarn. It’s no
spoiler to say that whereas Billy carries out the hit with grim
precision, things go squirrelly, complicated by his rescue of a
young woman—Alice—after she’s been roofied and raped. Billy’s revenge on her behalf is less than sweet. As a memoir grows
in his laptop, Billy becomes more confident as a writer: “He
doesn’t know what anyone else might think, but Billy thinks
it’s good,” King writes of one day’s output. “And good that it’s
awful, because awful is sometimes the truth. He guesses he
really is a writer now, because that’s a writer’s thought.” Billy’s
art becomes life as Alice begins to take an increasingly important part in it, crisscrossing the country with him to carry out
a final hit on an errant bad guy: “He flopped back on the sofa,
kicked once, and fell on the floor. His days of raping children
and murdering sons and God knew what else were over.” That
story within a story has a nice twist, and Billy’s battered copy of
Zola’s book plays a part, too.
Murder most foul and mayhem most entertaining.
Another worthy page-turner from a protean master.

King, Lily
Grove (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-8021-5876-5
The first collection of stories from
an acclaimed novelist.
King, who won the inaugural Kirkus
Prize for Fiction for Euphoria (2014), can
make you fall in love with a character fast,
especially the smart, vulnerable, often painfully self-conscious
adolescent protagonists featured in several of the 10 stories collected here, half previously published, half new. In “Creature,”
the fetching opener, 14-year-old Carol is hired to be a live-in
mother’s helper by a rich woman whose children and grandchildren are coming for a two-week visit, a woman so entitled
she breezily renames her Cara because she likes it better. Under
the influence of Jane Eyre, Carol is swept away by the charms
of the woman’s newly married son, who’s arrived without his
wife. “You cannot know these blistering feelings,” she writes to
her friend, “you have not yet met your Rochester.” As in Father
of the Rain (2010), alcoholism and mental illness shadow many
characters’ lives. Carol has a father in rehab, while the unnamed
boy narrator of “When in the Dordogne” has parents who have
left for France following the father’s nervous breakdown and
failed suicide attempt. His babysitters are a pair of college boys
with whom he has so much more fun than usual that he dreams
that his parents will get in a car crash and never return. The protagonists of other stories show King’s range, among them a gay
man who receives a surprise visit from his homophobic college
roommate, a Frenchwoman living in the U.S. whose husband
has abruptly moved on, a German woman taking her bratty
daughter on holiday to an unpromising inn on the North Sea,
a 91-year-old visiting his young granddaughter in the hospital.
The final story, “The Man at the Door,” about frustrations of
the writing process, also tells of its joys: “This morning, however, without warning, a sentence rose, a strange unexpected
chain of words meeting the surface in one long gorgeous arc....
Words flooded her and her hand ached to keep up with them
and above it all her mind was singing here it is here it is and she
was smiling.”
Full of insights and pleasures.

INTIMACIES

Kitamura, Katie
Riverhead (240 pp.)
$26.00 | July 20, 2021
978-0-399-57616-4
A watchful, reticent woman sees
peril and tries not to vanish.
“Every certainty can give way without
notice,” thinks the narrator of Kitamura’s stunning novel, a statement both true
and freighted. It’s a delight to accompany
the narrator’s astute observational intelligence through these
pages, as it was in A Separation (2017), which also unspooled
completely in the mind of its speaker. Both slim books are pared
down, without chapter headings or quotation marks. A murder
unsettles A Separation; a mugging destabilizes this new book. Its
narrator is a temporary translator at the International Court of
Justice in The Hague, where an unidentified head of state is on
trial for atrocities in the months before the Brexit vote. The
accused specifically requests the narrator to translate for him
in a claustrophobic meeting with his defense team: “cross-border
raid, mass grave, armed youth.” She hears and doesn’t hear the
words amid her focus, just as she sees and doesn’t completely

BILLY SUMMERS

King, Stephen
Scribner (528 pp.)
$23.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-982173-61-6

The ever prolific King moves from
his trademark horror into the realm of
the hard-boiled noir thriller.
“He’s not a normal person. He’s a
hired assassin, and if he doesn’t think like
26
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REALITY AND
OTHER STORIES

register events in her everyday life. “It is surprisingly easy to forget what you have witnessed,” she thinks, “the horrifying image
or the voice speaking the unspeakable, in order to exist in the
world we must and we do forget, we live in a state of I know but
I do not know.” This is the crux of Kitamura’s preoccupation.
She threads it brilliantly through the intimacies her character
is trying to navigate: with new colleagues, women friends, and
her beau, who goes away; with the work and with the nature of
The Hague itself. Landscape holds a key, and on the final pages,
the narrator intuits it might release her from some of the dread
suffocating her. The novel packs a controlled but considerable
wallop, all the more pleasurable for its nuance.
This psychological tone poem is a barbed and splendid
meditation on peril.

Lanchester, John
Norton (240 pp.)
$26.95 | March 9, 2021
978-0-393-54091-8

BUILD YOUR HOUSE
AROUND MY BODY

Kupersmith, Violet
Random House (400 pp.)
$27.00 | July 6, 2021
978-0-8129-9332-5

A wide-ranging first novel that peels
back the layers of a haunted Vietnam.
Winnie is just 22 when she moves in
with her great aunt and two surly cousins in Saigon to teach English at the
Achievement! International Language Academy. Winnie feels
herself to be unexceptional in every way: Half White American,
half Vietnamese, she sees herself as having “the muddy ambiguity of the middle.” (In a “taupe” bathroom stall, she gloomily
wonders if she is blending into the walls.) She’s also a frankly
terrible English teacher, and she lives in fear of being found out
by her zealous expat colleagues. But Winnie is finally settling
into life in Saigon with her boyfriend, Long, when she suddenly goes missing. Kupersmith, herself of Vietnamese heritage,
interweaves Winnie’s life in Vietnam with other people’s stories,
all linked together by a supernatural bond: There’s the daughter
of a prominent pepper company owner, who disappeared into
the forest a generation before Winnie and was rescued under
mysterious circumstances. There’s the team at Saigon Spirit
Eradication, a kind of Vietnamese Ghostbusters, only the head
of the organization, known as the Fortune Teller, is not what
he appears to be. The novel also dips into Vietnam’s pre- and
post-colonial history with French characters to explore the
ways in which war creates another kind of hauntedness. There’s
even a possessed dog. Any description of the book could make
it sound like too many spinning plates, but Kupersmith manages the whirl with dexterity and confidence. The novel is epic
enough in scope to require a character list and several pages of
maps, but the pages fly as the reader is compelled to figure out
how all the narratives will eventually collide.
Drawing from genres as diverse as horror, humor, and
historical fiction, Kupersmith creates a rich and dazzling
spectacle.

special issue: best books of 2021

In the spirit—a word used advisedly—
of M.R. James, British novelist Lanchester delivers a splendidly eerie suite of
stories.
The opening story in Lanchester’s
collection, “Signal,” sets the tone nicely. A college friend of the
narrator’s, who has grown unimaginably wealthy (“The driveway
of Michael’s big house was so long that even after we got there it
took a while to get there”), can buy everything he wants except
a decent Wi-Fi signal. Enter the spectral image of a tall man in
a household full of short ones—one, a Bolivian, is a comparative giant back home among “the second-shortest people in the
world,” but barely qualifies here—who, it appears, is still trying
to get a reliable connection from the spirit world. In “Coffin
Liquor,” whose title comes, Lanchester’s narrator explains, from
“the liquefaction of improperly preserved corpses,” modern vampirism meets the still more dreadful prospect of an academic conference. Wi-Fi figures into it, and so, in a Groundhog Day sort of
trope, does Charles Dickens’ Great Expectations, all culminating
in a psychiatrist’s weary assessment of the protagonist as someone suffering a psychosis with “the most florid manifestations.”
One character is imprisoned in a dungeon straight out of Poe,
another philosophically explores the question of whether we’re
not ambulatory critters but instead “a brain in a vat” before being
interrupted by a trope from the book of Revelation, still another
snipes that the one book he can’t stand teaching is Lord of the Flies,
since “glasses with prescriptions for short-sight cannot be used to
start a fire in the manner that Piggy’s spectacles are.” It wouldn’t
be a set of supernatural stories without at least one in which a
painting comes to life, though, true to form, Lanchester brings in
a selfie stick as part of the malevolent furnishings, to say nothing
of a swarm of icky maggots.
A deliciously creepy book.

THE SOULMATE
EQUATION

Lauren, Christina
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(368 pp.)
$26.00 | May 18, 2021
978-1-9821-2396-3
A DNA–based dating company
matches a harried single mom with the
company’s gruff founder—but can their real
relationship measure up to their statistics?
Jessica Davis isn’t interested in dating. She’s a busy single
mom who’s raising her beloved daughter, Juno, with her grandparents (who also raised Jess since her addict mother wasn’t
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exactly a reliable presence). Between her job in statistics, helping Juno with school projects, and bailing her mom out whenever she gets into trouble, Jess’ plate is full enough. But one day,
when she and her romance-novelist BFF, Fizzy, are working at a
coffee shop, they start up a conversation with a grumpy regular
they refer to as Americano (based on his drink order). It turns
out he’s Dr. River Peña, the founder of a new matchmaking
company, GeneticAlly, that matches users based on their DNA.
When Jess capitulates to Fizzy by giving the company a spit
sample, she finds out she has 98% compatibility with River, a
man she already can’t stand, and she’s not interested in exploring anything. But between losing a big client and giving her
mom another loan, Jess needs money, and GeneticAlly offers to
pay her to date him. As Jess begins to get to know the real River,
she starts to wonder if the data might be right. Lauren, the
author duo behind The Honey-Don’t List (2020) and countless
other rom-coms, not only introduce a fascinating and unique
premise, but flawlessly execute it with their trademark humor
and charm. Jess is a believable and sympathetic heroine—it’s
easy to see why she’s skeptical of GeneticAlly’s promises but
still willing to give it a try. And although River starts out a bit
unlikable, his irritable facade conceals hidden depths and passions. As their relationship proceeds, each encounter ratchets
up the sexual tension and the emotional stakes, creating a love
story that keeps the pages flying. Although the romance is stellar, some of the most enjoyable scenes in the book take place
between the other people in Jess’ life: her precocious daughter,
her hilarious and irreverent best friend, and her sweet, dependable grandparents. Readers won’t want to leave these characters
or this world.
A sexy, science-filled, and surprising romance full of
warmth and wit.

pastor who prays for “the people with dead hearts.” Though the
novel was inspired in part by the fatal poisoning of Sergei and
Yulia Skripal in England in 2018, those looking for a page-turning spy novel should probably look elsewhere. Lebedev, a modernist whose corrosive vision was introduced to U.S. readers in
Oblivion (2016) and The Year of the Comet (2017), is less interested
in plot than probing the wasted inner lives of his characters,
the surreal aspects of their existence, and the horrors that science casually inflicts on people, animals, and the environment.
Though Putin is never mentioned, his malevolent presence is
felt throughout.
A darkly absorbing intellectual thriller by one of Russia’s
boldest young novelists.

RED ISLAND HOUSE

Lee, Andrea
Scribner (288 pp.)
$27.00 | March 23, 2021
978-1-982137-80-9

When she weds an Italian tycoon, an
African American intellectual becomes
the unwilling mistress of an estate in
Madagascar.
They meet at a wedding in Como,
Italy, a case of opposites attract. “To Shay,
fresh out of graduate school, Senna is a new experience: this
cheeky, charismatic Italian a decade and a half older than she is,
a businessman...who...has bought part of an actual island.” During their courtship, Senna builds the Red House, a tropical mansion whose architectural influences range from Indonesia to
Antigua to Disney World, staffing it with an army of locals and a
Greek house manager, to provide a setting for an annual holiday
throughout their married life. In a series of tales set over two
decades, Shay has a love-hate relationship with the estate and
her role there; she is “expected to pass her holiday months not
as a sojourner comfortably decompressing from a busy Milan
life of teaching and translating and chivying her college-bound
kids, but as a vigilant matriarch who exerts iron control—even
if it is part-time—over the work ethic, health, and morality of
her numerous Malagasy household staff.” Gorgeous writing,
fascinating stories, and a vibrant cast of locals and expats dance
around this basic theme. One of Shay’s early allies is Bertine La
Grande, the head housekeeper, who helps her use witchcraft
to undo the wrongs wrought by her husband and the evil manager. Another thread depicts the rivalry between two powerful
women, one a restaurateur and the other a bar owner. Against a
background of myth and magic, as well as racism, sex tourism,
and exploitation, the never-perfect match between Senna and
Shay continues to devolve.
An utterly captivating, richly detailed, and highly critical
vision of how the one percent lives in neocolonial paradise.

UNTRACEABLE

Lebedev, Sergei
New Vessel Press (242 pp.)
$22.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-939931-90-0
An aging chemist who defected to
the West after the collapse of the Soviet
Union is targeted by Russian assassins
armed with a lethal dose of the “untraceable and imperceptible” poison he
developed.
Kalitin, the 70-year-old chemist, created the neurotoxin,
called Neophyte, in a secret facility on a distant Russian island.
A spiritually empty “fan of death,” he is now dying of cancer
himself in the former German Democratic Republic. After
Vyrin, a second Russian defector, is fatally poisoned, Russian
generals suspecting that Kalitin is working with German police
in an investigation of the killing send Shershnev, a war-damaged
special forces operative, to rub him out before suspicion “falls
on our country.” A third player in this barbed narrative, which
cycles back to Russia’s collaborations with Germany on lab
experiments in the 1930s, is Travniček, a compromised church
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“Haunting, horrifying, tender, and implacable.”
the war for gloria

THE GREAT MISTAKE

College in Cambridge when she fell under the spell and ultimately bore the son of MIT security guard and self-anointed
supergenius Leonard Agoglia, whom she and her friends compare to Good Will Hunting. Though her attachment to Leonard never flagged, even during the many years they barely saw
each other, his influence on her life was bleak. “She lost school,
love, family, pride…her apartment....The portrait of depression
dated from this time.” As the book opens, their son, Corey, is
16. His mother, who has been raising him alone all this time, is
about to get a diagnosis of ALS, engendering the return of his
father to their lives. If that sounds like a nice thing, it definitely
isn’t—Leonard now definitively reveals himself to be Bad Will
Hunting, if any kind of Will Hunting at all. This novel has two
sides to its personality—on one side, it’s a painfully yet beautifully detailed history of Corey and Gloria and their journey
through her illness. (The author’s mother was diagnosed with
ALS when he was 15, and it seems unlikely that anyone with
less immediate experience could have written this book. If you
haven’t had personal exposure to the disease, you’ll learn why
it’s one of the cruelest ways to die.) On the other hand, in the
third act, the novel becomes a Dennis Lehane–ish thriller, with
brutal tabloid events piling up almost cartoonishly—but some
readers will be too emotionally involved for cartoons at this
point. Even those who find themselves rebelling against this
aspect of the book will venerate Lish for pushing his vision to
the limit and for producing sentences that seem to have been
forged in some kind of roaring foundry.
Haunting, horrifying, tender, and implacable.

Lee, Jonathan
Knopf (304 pp.)
$25.95 | June 15, 2021
978-0-525-65849-8

special issue: best books of 2021

An exceptional work of historical fiction about one of the key figures in the
development of 19th-century New York
City.
In November 1903, on Friday the
13th, Andrew Haswell Green was shot
dead in front of his Park Avenue home.
Largely forgotten now, he had been essential to the establishment of many of the city’s parks, museums, and bridges and to
the linking of its five boroughs into Greater New York. As he
did in High Dive (2016), Lee sets up two narratives: one following highlights of Green’s life up to the murder and one on the
police investigation afterward. Born in 1820 into a Massachusetts farming family, young Green realizes that he doesn’t grip
an ax the right way, that he has “no interest in girls.” At 14, he
is seen almost kissing another boy. (Present-day readers may
find the allusions to his sexuality euphemistic or otherwise
indirect, but that is period appropriate and could mean the
historical record lacks more-explicit references.) Shortly after
that incident, Green is sent to New York to work in a general
store, where future New York Gov. Samuel Tilden appears one
day seeking pills for indigestion. They develop a lifelong friendship that will lead to Green’s many civic achievements. Meanwhile, a police inspector stumbles on a clue to the shooting
after visiting a bordello whose madam is linked to the case. She
provides one of the book’s most colorful sections (and its only
significant female character), and she and the inspector dominate the novel’s lighter moments. There also are two very different strands of suspense: in the whodunit, which hinges on
an accepted haven for straight male urges, and in the biography,
with its question of how a man deals with feelings that don’t fit
into the conventional narrative of the time.
A highly satisfying mix of mystery and character portrait,
revealing the constrained heart beneath the public carapace.

THE BLIZZARD PARTY

Livings, Jack
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-3742-8053-6
From acclaimed story writer Livings,
a first novel that might be called a detour
de force: sprawling, discursive, looselimbed (and impressive).
Our narrator is Hazel Saltwater,
daughter of a renowned and prodigiously
phobic writer. At 6, she was the still center in the drugged-out maelstrom of a bash held by neighbors
in the Apelles, her family’s grand Upper West Side apartment
building, on the snowy night of Feb. 6, 1978. While watching
TV in a back bedroom, Hazel made the peculiar acquaintance
of Albert Caldwell, an elderly ex-lawyer who, having confirmed
his descent into dementia, earlier in the evening had staged
an emergency, slipped away from the hospital, and stolen and
crashed a cab on his way to drown himself in the Hudson River.
Albert was interrupted in this plot by Vikram, a boy—later
Hazel’s husband—who delivered him back home to the Apelles
and, it turns out, a yet more spectacular fate. That fate became
the germ of Hazel’s father’s most famous book, which starred
a fictional version of Hazel. The book we’re reading, it soon
emerges, is Hazel’s own four-decades-later reconstruction of

THE WAR FOR GLORIA

Lish, Atticus
Knopf (464 pp.)
$23.49 | Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-5247-3232-5

A teenage boy in suburban Boston
faces his mother’s illness and his father’s
darkness.
Lish, winner of the PEN/Faulkner
Award for his first novel, Preparation for
the Next Life (2014), returns with a moody,
atmospheric tragedy set in working-class Massachusetts. Gloria
Goltz, a “thin, blonde-headed Janis Joplin” with feminist intellectual leanings and literary aspirations, dropped out of Lesley
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that night, which she treats as a Rosetta Stone to unlock every
secret and explore every connection in her life before and
since—and in the lives of all those constellated around her. The
book ranges with supreme confidence from its titular setting to
World War II Europe, 9/11, and beyond. Livings’ nearest model
may be the doorstop-sized novels of Tom Wolfe...and this book
is similarly digressive, maximalist, and prone to old-fashioned
manipulations of sentiment. Livings may not quite have Wolfe’s
journalistic chops, but he’s a far more skillful and empathetic
novelist, and what seems moralistic and preening in Wolfe’s
books reads here mostly as playful and nimble, if mildly selfindulgent. One may wonder why a first-time novelist in 2020
would follow the Wolfe/Balzac template for the Novel of Everything...but the fact is that Livings, amazingly, pulls it off.
An exuberant, everything-and-the-kitchen-sink pleasure.

for soul-shattering awe so much as she reveals that both can
coexist in the same life and that, sometimes, they may be
indistinguishable.
An insightful—frequently funny, often devastating—
meditation on human existence online and off.

LOOP

Lozano, Brenda
Trans. by Annie McDermott
Charco Press (184 pp.)
$15.95 paper | June 15, 2021
978-1-9164-6564-0
Winner of a PEN Translates award
and the first of Mexican author Lozano’s
works to appear in English, this novel
assumes the shape of a diary kept by a
young woman in Mexico City.
When her boyfriend, grieving his mother’s death, leaves for
Spain on a family trip, the unnamed narrator is left waiting for
him to return. Before falling in love with Jonás, she suffered a
serious accident in which she nearly died. Writing short entries
in her diary, she details her quest to find the perfect notebook,
muses on music she loves, and notes conversations with friends
and books she’s reading, the apartment she and Jonás share, the
news. The deceptively simple structure—intimate, charming,
informal—allows for a great range of ideas and observations
that loop and recur. If you are in danger of drowning, she learns,
swim not forward but diagonally. “How do you swim diagonally
in life?” she wonders, feeling as if the shore keeps getting farther away. A writer, she enthusiastically references everything
from Greek mythology and the Bible to Proust, Machado de
Assis, Disney, and Shakira. She is fascinated by ideas of scale, by
the concept of the ideal, by the epidemic of violence in Mexico, the history of writing, art, gossip, waiting. She observes
the cat, Telemachus; goes out with friends; travels to writing
conferences; wonders if Penelope masturbated while waiting
for Odysseus. She tells about “The Most Important Artist in
Mexico” and invents “notebook proverbs”: “The man in a suit
walks to work, but the omniscient narrator describes him.” She
is skeptical of “useful things. Useful work, useful thoughts, useful phrases. Stories in which everything happens. A society that
worships the verb. The famous concept of utility, the pursuit of
usefulness.” “I worship the margins,” she tells us, “the secondary,
the useless.” Because “the more useless something is, the more
subversive.” With a light, playful touch, Lozano richly layers
scenes and details, connecting ideas and weaving her story like
Penelope at her loom.
An intimate book that starts small and expands steadily
outward, with a cumulative effect both moving and hopeful.

NO ONE IS TALKING
ABOUT THIS

Lockwood, Patricia
Riverhead (224 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-593-18958-0

Debut novel from the internetfamous poet and author of the memoir
Priestdaddy (2017).
Lockwood first made a name for herself on Twitter: “@parisreview So is Paris
any good or not.” Such was the acclaim of this 2013 tweet that
the Paris Review felt compelled to respond to it—a year after
it was first posted—with a review of Paris. In 2013, Lockwood
achieved a new level of web-based fame when “Rape Joke” went
viral. This poem seems, in retrospect, to have been perfectly
calibrated for a moment when people—mostly young or youngish, largely online—were asking themselves who gets to talk
about what and how. But it also succeeds—and continues to
succeed—as a work of literature. All of this is to say that Lockwood is very much of the internet but also, perhaps, our guide
to moving beyond thinking of the internet as a thing apart from
real lives and real art. Her debut novel is divided into two parts.
The first introduces us to a nameless protagonist who makes
up famous tweets and composes blog posts and turns this into
a career traveling the world talking about tweets and blog posts.
In the second part, this character goes back to her family home
when she learns that the baby her sister is carrying has a profound congenital disorder. The first part is written in short little
bursts that feel like Instagram captions or texts—but if Lydia
Davis was writing Instagram captions and texts. The second
part is written in short little bursts that feel like they’re being
written in spare moments snatched while caring for an infant.
(Again, Lydia Davis comes to mind.) This bifurcation mirrors
the protagonist’s own meditations on the difference between
the life that she chooses online and the life that comes crashing
in on her, but it’s a mistake to imagine that this novel is simply
an indictment of the former and a celebration of the latter. The
woman at the center of this novel doesn’t trade ironic laughter
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“MacLean kicks off an explosive new series
featuring a girl gang in Victorian London.”
bombshell

BOMBSHELL

MacLean kicks off an explosive new
series featuring a girl gang in Victorian
London.
Thirty years old and single, Lady Sesily Talbot is no wallflower. Nicknamed
“Sexily,” she’s known for being scandalous—and she knows how to keep a secret. Two years ago, heartbroken after having been rejected by American businessman
Caleb Calhoun, Sesily was approached by the Duchess of Trevescan with a life-changing proposition. She joined a group of
women collected by the Duchess who use their skills to take
down evil men. Something between fixers and vigilantes, these
ass-kicking women—besides the Duchess and Sesily, there are
Imogen, “who came with an expertise in things both extremely
useful and extremely dangerous,” and Adelaide, “whose meek
exterior made her a superior thief ”—are fearless and are also
great friends to each other. Caleb spent most of the past two
years across the Atlantic, but now he’s back in London. He’s
always been irresistibly drawn to Sesily, and right away he knows
she’s up to something. He has his own secrets to keep, though,
which preclude him from pursuing a future with her. As they
protect each other in dangerous situations, their secrets unravel
and passion ensues. This book is a complete pleasure as it seamlessly shifts from nail-biting action to aching romance. It’s a celebration of finding joy through living and loving with truth and
authenticity. The characters are rich and complex, and the pining between Sesily and Caleb is top-notch. MacLean fans will
be thrilled with this much-anticipated pairing and eat up the
cameos by characters from earlier books.
Another stunner from a Romancelandia favorite.

special issue: best books of 2021

make to seek relief or repairs have been met with relative indifference by the company and brutal reprisals from their nation’s
dictatorship. But in October of that year, a Pexton delegation
that had come to Kosawa to placate its desperate citizenry is
taken captive by the village madman, Konga, whose reckless
gesture is joined by others who believe their dire circumstances
leave them no choice but to fight back. So begins a long, valiant,
and costly struggle between this tiny farm village and the seemingly overpowering forces both within and outside its country
poised to curtail or ignore its grievances. Mbue tells her story
from several perspectives and displays deep and detailed empathy toward men and women of various ages, however they may
feel about the bloodshed, imprisonment, thwarted hopes, and
pervasive fear that dominate the village for the remaining years
of the 20th century. At some point, the concerns of these and
other villagers coalesce around Thula, an avid and intelligent
10-year-old girl when the Pexton spokesmen are kidnapped,
who later goes to America to become educated about the wider
world, though she vows to return to Kosawa someday. When
she does, she is intent on setting in motion a plan to “bring
down” the country’s despotic regime. Meanwhile, the land
becomes less habitable, Pexton’s promises of reparations come
to little, and Thula’s patience with legal remedies erodes further.
Among the many virtues of Mbue’s novel is the way it uses an
ecological nightmare to frame a vivid and stirring picture of
human beings’ asserting their value to the world, whether the
world cares about them or not.
A fierce, up-to-the-minute novel that makes you sad
enough to grieve and angry enough to fight back.

MacLean, Sarah
Avon/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-06-305615-2

THE FUGITIVITIES

McCarthy, Jesse
Melville House (240 pp.)
$25.99 | June 8, 2021
978-1-61219-806-4
An acclaimed African American
essayist puts forth a first novel whose
quirky romanticism, vivid landscapes,
and digressive storytelling owe more to
classic European cinema than conventional literature.
The world tends to weigh heavily on a sensitive young man
with an overly restive mind. And Jonah Winters, a Black, newly
minted college graduate, begins the 21st century burdened with
an eclectic imagination that’s hemmed in by limited possibility. Raised in Paris, Jonah is pressing his cultivated mind into
service as a public school teacher in Brooklyn. He doesn’t get
too deep into the new job before anomie creeps in: “infernal
contradictions between his hopeful expectations and the downward spirals of aimless and angry students.” Seeking mental
relief at a Manhattan repertory movie house, Jonah runs into
Octavio, a “wild Cubano” and college friend who proposes they
take a trip together to Brazil, where Octavio hopes to reunite
with another college friend, nicknamed “Barthes,” who’s trying
to help poor children in Rio’s favelas. Jonah promises to think

HOW BEAUTIFUL
WE WERE

Mbue, Imbolo
Random House (384 pp.)
$28.00 | March 9, 2021
978-0-593-13242-5
The author of the award-winning
debut Behold the Dreamers (2016) follows
up with a decades-spanning account of
environmental calamity and its reverberating, often violent impact on a fictional

African village.
The year 1980 finds Pexton, an American oil giant, in the
midst of a yearslong project that by slow degrees is choking the
life out of Kosawa, many of whose villagers have already perished “from the poison in the water and the poison in the air
and the poisoned food growing from the land that lost its purity
the day Pexton came drilling.” Whatever efforts the villagers
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it over but doesn’t, really, for weeks, until one night when a
retired pro basketball player rescues him from arrest for drunk
and disorderly. The stranger, Nathaniel Archimbald, unloads a
harsh dose of “wake-up” on Jonah that forces the young man to
assess his life up to that point, which in turn compels Nathan
to recall a lost love from his own life in Paris. When Jonah tells
him about the prospect of heading to South America, Nathaniel hands him a sealed letter addressed to that lost love, asking
him to find her. If he doesn’t, “bring the letter back to me…[so]
you’ll remember that you always have a reason to come back.”
So begins for Jonah an odyssey through Brazil and elsewhere in
the Southern Hemisphere loaded with discoveries, epiphanies,
and, occasionally, physical peril looming from both within and
outside his small circle of fellow travelers. At times, even with
McCarthy’s allusive style and illuminating observations carrying them along, readers may become unsettled by the drift and
dysfunction of its protagonist. But if ever there was an example
of a quest story where the quest matters more than the objective, it’s this coming-of-age novel.
An intellectually stimulating fiction debut.

destructive, shows the risk of caring too much. McCracken’s stories are often heartbreaking, but those about Jack and Sadie are
particularly incisive, showing all the hidden crevices of a longterm relationship. Over the course of the book, both characters
are pulled between the urges to disguise and reveal themselves, to
cling and to run. By the last story, when they marry 20 years after
they met, they still harbor resentments and deep disagreements.
But what longtime couple doesn’t?
An astonishingly powerful collection worth multiple
readings.

LEAN FALL STAND

McGregor, Jon
Catapult (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-64622-099-1

A storm, a stroke, a death—this
Antarctic expedition leaves a traumatic
aftermath.
Robert “Doc” Wright, a 33-year veteran of Antarctic expeditions, couldn’t
have picked a worse time and place to
have a stroke. Not only is he at a remote research station in Antarctica—“the nearest humans are about three hundred miles
away. And they’re Russian”—he and his two inexperienced
teammates are outside, far from shelter, and physically separate from one another when the storm begins. Why? Because
one of the researchers wants to take some pictures, and they’ve
separated in order to get the right shots: “Without someone in
the frame there was no way to capture the scale of this place.”
Confused, debilitated, embarrassed to call for help and admit
that he’s let such a dangerous situation arise, Doc finds himself
ultimately unable to save the life of one of the young researchers for whom he’s responsible. Another writer might have
kept us in Antarctica, in the storm, sitting with these slender
humans as they shiver and grimace against the enormity of
nature. But not McGregor. In previous books like Reservoir
13 (2017) and The Reservoir Tapes (2018), McGregor has shown
himself less interested in the immediate participants of tragedy
than in the ripples such tragedies sew across the communities
in which they transpire. Here, though McGregor relates much
of the gripping event in question, he ultimately leaves Antarctica behind, turning his attention to Doc’s wife, Anna, a climate
change researcher who has long since tired of her husband’s passion for the Antarctic and the annual absences that come with
it. With Robert incapacitated by his stroke, Anna is suddenly
thrust into the role of reluctant caregiver, helping him stand up,
helping him dress himself, and ultimately trying to help him tell
the story—to himself and to her—of what exactly happened
down there, in Antarctica, in the blowing snow. Though its ending is only moderately successful (for some readers it may feel a
bit too neat), this is nonetheless a quiet, beautiful novel that’s at
once deeply sad and wryly funny.
Lyrical and terse, funny and tragic—a marvelous addition to the McGregor canon.

THE SOUVENIR
MUSEUM
Stories

McCracken, Elizabeth
Ecco/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$26.99 | April 13, 2021
978-0-06-297128-9
After the multigenerational, somewhat whimsical sweep of Bowlaway
(2019), McCracken switches gears and
proves her mastery of short fiction with
these 12 tightly structured, searingly realistic stories.
Four linked stories about a couple named Jack and Sadie are
interspersed throughout and form the book’s unifying spine. The
opener, “The Irish Wedding,” refers to Jack’s sister’s nuptials,
where Jewish American Sadie meets Jack’s British family for the
first time. Intimations of the fault lines in their relationship are
revealed along with hints that it may last despite them. Enduring
love—along with the urge to resist it—is this volume’s common
theme, whether in relationships between parents and children,
lovers, ex-lovers, friends, and even in-laws. In “Robinson Crusoe
at the Waterpark,” a few seconds of panic cause a middle-aged
gay man to drop his wry surface detachment and acknowledge
his commitment toward his more emotive partner and their
child. While in Denmark ostensibly to visit Legoland with her
10-year-old son, the divorced bookkeeper of the title story juggles her complicated feelings for the boy with her dead father’s
final request to find her long-lost former boyfriend and give him
a bequest. “A Walk-Through the Human Heart” illuminates the
vein of cruelty that sometimes runs through parental love, making it all the more powerful, as a mother desperately searches vintage shops for the Baby Alive doll she refused to buy her grown,
now-pregnant daughter as an 8-year-old. “Birdsong From the
Radio,” about a stay-at-home suburban mother whose love grows
32
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“Dark and lushly layered, these stories will bewitch you.”
milk blood heat

ONE LAST STOP

MILK BLOOD HEAT

McQuiston, Casey
St. Martin’s Griffin (432 pp.)
$16.99 paper | June 1, 2021
978-1-2502-4449-9

Moniz, Dantiel W.
Grove (208 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8021-5815-4

This powerful debut collection is a
wonderland of deep female characters
navigating their lives against the ever
changeable backdrop of Florida.
The feminine is sublime throughout
these stories, featuring girls and women
who are submerged in loss, love, death, temptation, and the cruelty and benevolence of motherhood, two sides of the same coin.
Each story vibrates with a thrumming undercurrent of primal
power, found in both nature and in the most shadowy parts of
ourselves. In “The Hearts of Our Enemies,” Frankie navigates
the rockiness between herself and her teenage daughter, Margot, after she tells her husband about her almost-infidelity and
he moves out; then she finds a note in Margot’s jeans that leads
her to discover how far she will go to protect her child against
an insidious predator. The title story deals with two friends on
the cusp of adolescence, one Black and the other White, as
they embrace their inner wildness until tragedy befalls one of
them. In “Tongues,” a tensile power struggle between a teenager and the emotionally brutal, restrictive religious patriarchy
of her family and their pastor sends her on a journey to unwrap
her truest self. A woman must reckon with her thorny relationship with her mother as she decides whether to continue her
weeks-old pregnancy while planning her mother’s overly grand
50th birthday party in “Necessary Bodies,” and “Thicker Than
Water” sends a sister on a road trip with her estranged brother
and their father’s ashes to Santa Fe, where she must find a way
to make peace with both her brother and the ghost of a man she
loved who hurt her in the worst way a father can hurt a child.
Dark and lushly layered, these stories will bewitch you.

special issue: best books of 2021

A young woman meets the love of her
life on the subway, but there’s one problem: Her dream girl is actually a time
traveler from the 1970s.
Twenty-three-year-old August Landry
arrives in New York with more cynicism
than luggage (she can fit everything she owns into five boxes, and
she’d love to downsize to four), hoping to blend in and muddle
through. She spent most of her childhood helping her amateur
sleuth mother attempt to track down August’s missing uncle, and
all that detective work didn’t leave a lot of time for things like
friendship and fun. But she ends up finding both when she moves
into an apartment full of endearing characters—Niko, a trans
psychic whose powers are annoyingly strong; his charismatic
artist girlfriend, Myla; and their third roommate, a tattoo artist
named Wes. And then, on a fateful subway ride, she meets Jane.
Jane isn’t like any other girl August has ever met, and eventually,
August finds out why—Jane, in her ripped jeans and leather jacket,
is actually a time traveler from the 1970s, and she’s stuck on the
Q train. As August, who’s bisexual, navigates the complexity of
opening her heart to her first major crush, she realizes that she
might be the only one with the knowledge and skills to help
Jane finally break free. McQuiston, author of the beloved Red,
White, and Royal Blue (2019), introduces another ensemble full of
winning, wacky, impossibly witty characters. Every scene that
takes place with August’s chosen family of friends crackles with
electricity, warmth, and snappy pop-culture references, whether
they’re at a charmingly eccentric 24-hour pancake diner or a
drag queen brunch. But there are also serious moments, both
in the dramatic yearning of August and Jane’s limited love affair
(it can be hard to be romantic when all your dates take place
on the subway) and in the exploration of the prejudice and violence Jane and her friends faced as queer people in the 1970s.
The story does drag on a bit too long, but readers who persevere
through the slower bits will be rewarded with a moving look at
the strength of true love even when faced with seemingly insurmountable obstacles.
A sweet, funny, and angst-filled romance with a speculative twist.

THE COMMITTED

Nguyen, Viet Thanh
Grove (400 pp.)
$27.00 | March 2, 2021
978-0-8021-5706-5
The conflicted spy of Nguyen’s Pulitzer Prize–winning The Sympathizer (2015)
returns, embroiled in Paris’ criminal
underworld.
Embroiled in a lot of French philosophy too: The novel’s unnamed narrator
is motivated as much by the works of Sartre, Fanon, Kristeva,
and de Beauvoir as by the drug-dealing crime boss he works for
in Paris. In the previous novel, the narrator was a communist
spy who’d left his native Vietnam and attempted to infiltrate
Hollywood. Here it’s 1981, and he’s made his way to France, his
father’s homeland, to restart along with his “best friend and
blood brother” (but ideological counterweight), Bon. Through
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“Explosive prose and imaginative plots
characterize this debut collection.”
walking on cowrie shells

a contact from his days as a spy, he starts selling hashish, taking over for a dealer who seems to have gone missing. But this
would-be-quiet sideline gets him roped into working for a
crime boss managing a drug and prostitution ring. (It’s run out
of “the worst Asian restaurant in Paris,” and he proves his loyalty by cleaning the place’s beyond-disgusting toilet.) The pages
are rife with prostitutes, drugs (the narrator partakes often of
the “remedy,” i.e., cocaine), and, in the late pages, gunplay. But,
as in The Sympathizer, Nguyen keeps the thriller-ish aspects at
a low boil, emphasizing a mood of black comedy driven by the
narrator’s intellectual crisis. If communists and capitalists alike
are responsible for mass cruelty, where should he throw his support? How much does his half-French parentage implicate him
in the oppression of his home country? And what’s the value of
picking a side anyway? “For most of my life, I had constantly
and desperately believed in something, only to discover that at
the heart of that something was nothing,” he writes. Though the
storytelling around this gets convoluted (and strange, when a set
of henchmen called the Seven Dwarfs enters the plot), Nguyen
is deft at balancing his hero’s existential despair with the lurid
glow of a crime saga.
A quirky intellectual crime story that highlights the Vietnam War’s complex legacy.

female protagonists challenge tradition—whether familial,
cultural, or gender expectations—and often prevail. But these
aren’t fairy tales, and Nkweti’s characters also face the double
bind of being too African or not African enough. “For you are
African, and by this culture’s definitions, unsightly,” reflects
the lonely girl in “Schoolyard Cannibal,” who feels out of place
among her African American classmates, while Jennifer in
“Kinks” is accused of not being “African African” by her boyfriend, a “Black blogosphere sensation” and author of Unearth
ing Your Inner Ancestor.
Boisterous and high-spirited debut stories by a talented
new writer.

THE MAN WHO
DIED TWICE

Osman, Richard
Pamela Dorman/Viking (368 pp.)
$26.00 | Sept. 28, 2021
978-1-98-488099-4
Osman follows The Thursday Murder
Club (2020), his supremely entertaining debut, with an even better second
installment.
Coopers Chase, an upscale retirement village in the British countryside, is home to the Thursday Murder Club, which consists of shrewd, deadly former spy
Elizabeth Best, retired nurse Joyce Meadowcroft, psychiatrist
Ibrahim Arif, political activist Ron Ritchie, and three honorary members, fixer Bogdan Jankowski, DCI Chris Hudson, and
Police Constable Donna De Freitas. A letter from a dead man
plunges Elizabeth and her friends into a dangerous case involving local crooks, the Mafia, and MI6. The letter is signed by Marcus Carmichael, whose corpse Elizabeth had seen pulled from
the Thames years earlier, but it turns out to have been written
by Elizabeth’s ex-husband, Douglas Middlemiss, who knew that
name would get her attention. Douglas isn’t dead, but he’s still
in a spot of trouble involving stolen diamonds and an angry gobetween who holds valuable items for a variety of crooks. When
a group of teenagers steal Ibrahim’s phone and then kick him
in the head after he falls down, the group plots revenge, little
knowing that the two problems may soon become one. When
Douglas and his handler, Poppy, are shot dead, the group must
race MI6 and several vicious crooks to neutralize a number of
killers and find the diamonds. Elizabeth, who knows so much
about Douglas, is assigned to decode the clues he left behind,
but each of her seemingly innocuous friends has skills that
enhance the group’s ability to survive and place blame where it
belongs while covering up a myriad of minor offenses.
A clever, funny mystery peopled with captivating characters that enhance the story at every quirky turn.

WALKING ON
COWRIE SHELLS

Nkweti, Nana
Graywolf (176 pp.)
$15.99 paper | June 1, 2021
978-1-64445-054-3
Stories about Cameroonian Americans that complicate the usual immigrant narratives.
Explosive prose and imaginative
plots characterize this debut collection
of 10 stories populated by zombies and mermaids, adopted
girls and grown women and set in places as familiar as suburban
New Jersey, as exotic as Comic-Con, and as far away as Cameroon. Nkweti’s stories offer a wonderfully immersive experience: English mingles with French mingles with pidgin mingles
with American teen slang mingles with comic and anime lingo
and many other specialized languages. Deliciously disorienting
at times and always energizing, the style calls to mind codeswitching as well as the rich polyvocality of America. This is on
full display in “It Takes a Village Some Say,” about a girl adopted
by an American and Cameroonian American couple, told from
the perspectives first of the parents and then of the girl herself.
When she finally tells her side of the story, she explains, “I give
good read. Mais je suis rien commes des autres. Nothing like them.
Those poor, poor telethon kids you scribble letters to and forcefeed poto-poto rice for ‘just ten cents a day.’ Fly-haloed. Swollen
tum-tums begging for your pretax dollars. You give and you give
and you give again. #SaveOurKids. #BecauseYouCare. No, I
am nothing like them, but I made your heartstrings twang with
tabloid tales of my liberation….” Throughout, Nkweti’s mostly
34
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COPD will have unintended consequences: Other energy companies that get sued will bring their plants into compliance by
using technology that will unintentionally but catastrophically
accelerate global warming. Nate won’t be able to talk Jenny out
of pressing the suit; she’ll have to die to save all those other
lives. Although Nate’s nowhere near ready to pull the trigger
once he’s released from captivity, Parks stands ready to unleash
a furious barrage of complications that will force his hand. Nate
will hear Rogers threaten the couple’s two small children. His
attempts to gather more information about the Praesidium will
backfire spectacularly. He’ll realize that Rogers is tracking his
every move. He’ll press DeGange to make other predictions
that come startlingly true. He’ll learn that he’s been reported to
the police for domestic violence. He’ll get evidence that Jenny
is having an affair. All the while, the cabal responsible for killing
John Kennedy and Martin Luther King for the greater good of
the greater number will tighten its grip on him until…but that
would be telling.
A textbook one-sitting read whose fiendishly inventive
details only intensify its remorseless momentum.

Parker, Lucy
Avon/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$13.99 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-06-304006-9
Two British bakers with an antagonistic history and vastly different aesthetics vie for the honor of creating a
royal wedding cake.
Four years earlier, Sylvie Fairchild
missed her chance to reach Operation
Cake’s semifinals when her mechanical unicorn cake exploded
over curmudgeonly judge Dominic De Vere. Though she didn’t
go home a champion, her role on the show allowed her to open
her own whimsical bakery, Sugar Fair, in Notting Hill. She had
hoped not to have to deal with Dominic anymore, but with his
own bakery continually beating her out on event contracts, their
dislike for one another remains strong. Dominic is a baking purist, sticking to classic flavors and minimalist designs, while Sylvie’s aesthetic is more of a fairy tale come to life, complete with
edible glitter. While Sylvie’s creations are an Instagrammer’s
dream, social media momentum goes only so far. When Opera
tion Cake asks her back to serve as a judge opposite Dominic,
both the paycheck and the chance to get under her rival’s skin
are too tempting to ignore. Not only must Sylvie and Dominic
work together, but the bakers are anticipating the announcement of Princess Rose’s engagement, and they’re both ready to
pitch their glamorous cake ideas for the royal wedding. Parker is
a writer who knows her audience, and she keeps raising the bar
when it comes to warm romances and charming tropes. Opposites attracting over delicious cakes and the fearsome thrill of
competition are a heady combination as Sylvie and Dominic’s
chemistry snaps, crackles, and pops off every page. The slow
burn of the romance is tantalizing and well paced, though there
is plenty of setting and detail to take in while readers await the
inevitable happily-ever-after.
An utterly delicious romance that’s meant to be devoured.

A RADICAL ACT OF
FREE MAGIC

Parry, H.G.
Redhook/Orbit (464 pp.)
$28.00 | July 20, 2021
978-0-316-45915-0

special issue: best books of 2021

Leaders of Britain’s abolitionist movement join forces with a veteran of the Haitian revolution to push back Napoleon’s
deadly forces in Parry’s second Shadow
Histories novel.
Napoléon Bonaparte isn’t a particularly talented magician,
but his potential as a general and conqueror attracts the attention of the same mysterious figure who manipulated Robespierre to set off the Reign of Terror in A Declaration of the Rights of
Magicians (2020). When Bonaparte summons a kraken to serve
the French navy and later finds a dragon hidden in the sands of
Egypt, it’s only a matter of time before France and Europe fall
at his feet. William Pitt, meanwhile, is growing weaker by the
day as he works to keep a deadly and dangerous magical secret
from his enemies. William Wilberforce continues to fight for
abolition but is stymied at every turn. Fina uses her magic to
help Toussaint Louverture keep hold of Saint-Domingue, but
she eventually makes the journey to London and meets Pitt and
Wilberforce. With a first-rate blend of political drama and magic
battle–action, Parry manages to inject tension and stakes into a
historical drama where average readers will know at least the
broad strokes of the ending. Effortlessly switching from France
to England to Egypt to Saint-Domingue, Parry folds in showstopping new characters like Kate Dove, a commoner weather
mage dead-set on avenging her brother’s death by kraken, and
Lady Hester Stanhope, who would become one of the most
famous explorers of the 19th century. When the three main
characters, Fina, Pitt, and Wilberforce, finally face off with the

UNTHINKABLE

Parks, Brad
Thomas & Mercer (352 pp.)
$24.95 | July 27, 2021
978-1-5420-2495-2
Would you kill your spouse if that
were the only way to prevent a billion
other deaths?
For lawyer-turned-househusband Nate
Lovejoy, this suddenly is no idle question.
According to Lorton Rogers, the man who’s
kidnapped him, Vanslow DeGange, founder of the shadowy Praesidium, can see the future, and he can see that the lawsuit Jenny
Welker’s filing on behalf of 280 clients of Virginia’s Commonwealth Power and Light alleging that its coal-fired Shockoe
Generation Plant produced record amounts of lung cancer and
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A LONELY MAN

stranger, the resulting conflict brings the series’ meditations on
idealism, the fight for human rights, and the necessary limits of
institutional power to a head.
Absolutely superb.

Power, Chris
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(320 pp.)
$27.00 | May 4, 2021
978-0-374-29844-9

DETRANSITION, BABY

Will a man’s tales of Russian oligarchs and murders be a blocked writer’s
salvation or his doom?
It’s been two years since British
writer Power’s well-received fiction
debut (Mothers: Stories, 2019), and it’s been four years since the
publication of the debut story collection of his lead character,
Robert Prowe (hmm). But Robert is blocked now and well past
deadline on his contracted first novel while Power, of course,
has delivered his. Robert is living in Berlin with his wife and two
daughters when he meets fellow Briton Patrick, a ghostwriter.
Their acquaintance grows to something like friendship as Patrick reveals his ties to a Russian millionaire who hired him to
write about his rags-to-riches life and how he fell afoul of Putin.
The oligarch, who gives Patrick computer files damaging to
the Russian ruler, dies mysteriously, and Patrick fears he will be
targeted next by the Kremlin’s thugs. Robert is skeptical about
all this but recognizes good material for the novel he needs to
write and so encourages Patrick to keep talking. Then strange
things start to happen: A window that’s always locked is found
open, a friend commits suicide, and on and on. There are familiar questions raised here about how writers get and use material from real life, but what Power does cleverly is make them
part of the story’s rising suspense, stoking the tension and disconnect between Robert and Patrick and even inserting some
novel within the novel as the narrative intermittently shifts
into Robert’s fictional rendering of Patrick’s adventures with
the oligarch. Power’s understated style abets the tension, creating gaps and unanswered questions that pull the reader along,
recalling Hermione Lee’s description of Penelope Fitzgerald’s
prose as “plain, compact, and subtle,” leaving “much unsaid.”
An entertaining literary thriller that traces intrigue from
the writer’s mind to the latest headlines.

Peters, Torrey
One World/Random House (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-593-13337-8
A wonderfully original exploration of
desire and the evolving shape of family.
Reese’s specialty is horrible married
men—and she has carefully analyzed all
the reasons why. She is, in fact, exquisitely self-aware when it comes to her
self-destructive tendencies. When her ex, Ames, asks her to
be a second mother to the baby his lover, Katrina, is carrying,
Reese knows exactly why she doesn’t say no: She believes that
motherhood will make her a real woman. Ames has issues of his
own. Fatherhood is not a role he wants for himself—which is
not to say that he doesn’t want to be a parent. It’s his hope that,
by bringing Reese into their ménage, he might make Katrina
consider other, less binary, possibilities. Set in New York and
peopled with youngish professionals (and folks who are, at least,
professional-adjacent), this novel has the contours of a dishy
contemporary drama, and it is that. What sets it apart from
similar novels are the following details: Reese is a trans woman,
and, when she and Ames were together, Ames was Amy and
also a trans woman. Detransitioning—returning to the gender
assigned at birth after living as another gender—is a fraught
subject. People who change their minds about transitioning
are often held up as cautionary tales or as evidence that trans
identity is a phase or a sickness, not something real. Peters, a
trans woman, knows this, and, in Ames, she has created a character who does not conform to any hateful stereotype. Ames is,
like every other human, complicated, and his relationship to his
own body and his own gender is just one of his complexities.
Reese is similarly engaging. She’s kind of a mess, but who isn’t?
There’s no question that there will be much that’s new here for
a lot of readers, but the insider view Peters offers never feels
voyeuristic, and the author does a terrific job of communicating cultural specificity while creating universal sympathy. Trans
women will be matching their experiences against Reese’s, but
so will cis women—and so will anyone with an interest in the
human condition.
Smart, funny, and bighearted.
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BEWILDERMENT

Powers, Richard
Norton (288 pp.)
$22.49 | Sept. 21, 2021
978-0-393-88114-1
A widower pursues an unusual form
of neurological therapy for his son in this
affecting story.
Astrobiologist Theo Byrne, 45, looks
for life in outer space while his 9-year-old
son, Robin, seeks to protect endangered
animals on Earth. Both are still grieving for the boy’s mother,
Alyssa, an animal rights activist who died in a car accident two
years ago as she swerved to avoid hitting an opossum. Since
|

“Perfectly rendered characters anchor a novel built
around a fierce, flawed, and loving family.”
the five wounds

then, Robin has been subject to tantrums and violence and variously diagnosed with Asperger’s, OCD, and ADHD. Theo has
resisted medication and turns to a university colleague who is
experimenting with a neurological therapy. Powers has followed
his awarding-winning, bestselling The Overstory (2018), a busy
eco-epic featuring nine main characters, with this taut ecological parable borne by a small cast. It’s a darker tale, starting
with an author’s note about Flowers for Algernon and continuing
through Robin’s emotional maelstrom, Theo’s parental terrors,
and, not far in the background, environmental and political
challenges under a Trump-like president. Yet there are also
shared moments of wonder and joy for a father and son attuned
to science and nature and each other, as well as flashbacks that
make Alyssa a vibrant presence. The empathy that holds this
nuclear family together also informs Robin’s ceaseless concern
and efforts on behalf of threatened species, just as the absence
of empathy fuels the threat. As always, there’s a danger of
preachiness in such stories. Powers generally avoids it by nurturing empathy for Robin. While the boy’s obsession with the
fate of the planet’s nonhuman life can seem like religious fervor,
it has none of the cant or self-interest. He is himself a rare and
endangered species.
A touching novel that offers a vital message with uncommon sympathy and intelligence.

instigates a secret sexual relationship with Amadeo, they are
each guilty of being selfish and careless with Angel’s life, but it
is Brianna who causes a series of reverberating consequences
for Angel and the other girls in the program while she walks
away unscathed. With beautifully layered relationships and
an honest yet profoundly empathetic picture of a rural community—where the families proudly trace their roots back to
the Spanish conquistadors while struggling with poverty and a
deadly drug epidemic—this novel is a brilliant meditation on
love and redemption.
Perfectly rendered characters anchor a novel built
around a fierce, flawed, and loving family.

THE DATING PLAYBOOK

Rochon, Farrah
Forever (384 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-5387-1667-0

THE FIVE WOUNDS

Quade, Kirstin Valdez
Norton (432 pp.)
$26.95 | April 6, 2021
978-0-393-24283-6

As members of the Padilla family
navigate their way through the harsh
realities of life in northern New Mexico
over the course of a year, they discover
the depths of their faith in each other
and in themselves.
The Padillas are an old family from the fading village of
Las Penas, but now they’ve dwindled to four people: the matriarch, Yolanda; her two adult children, Amadeo and Valerie; and
her elderly Tío Tíve, head of the village’s morada, an informal
religious meeting house, where he has chosen Amadeo for the
role of Jesus in the upcoming Good Friday procession. Amadeo,
unemployed and alcoholic, still lives with his mother. As the
book opens, Yolanda is on vacation in Las Vegas; Amadeo’s
estranged teenage daughter, Angel, shows up on his doorstep,
pregnant, after having had a fight with her mother, and Amadeo
reluctantly takes her in. Angel, who is in a school for teenage
mothers, idolizes her teacher, Brianna, a young woman from
Oregon. Meanwhile, in Las Vegas, Yolanda goes to the emergency room and receives a devastating diagnosis, sending her
back home to her children and grandchildren, determined to
find a way to fix the crumbling foundations of their relationships. However, the birth of Angel’s son and Amadeo’s lifelong
habit of financial and emotional dependence on his mother
blind them to Yolanda’s rapidly declining health. When Brianna
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An injured football player hoping to
return to the NFL falls in love with his
personal trainer.
Jamar Dixon was the star of his
high school and college football teams,
but a devastating knee injury cut his
NFL career short in his first season. Although some doctors
predicted he would never play again, Jamar is determined to
prove them wrong. He hires Taylor Powell, an independent
personal trainer, to get him into shape. Jamar hopes to keep
his dreams of a big, splashy return a secret for as long as possible. Taylor knows fitness and nutrition, but she can’t land the
jobs she wants without a college degree. Working with Jamar is
the opportunity of a lifetime, and Taylor hopes the prestige of
working with an NFL player will eventually boost her flailing
business into solvency. Taylor and Jamar pretend to be dating to
keep the plan under wraps, but their training sessions and fake
dates only amplify their explosive chemistry. Rochon creates
realistic and interesting personal dilemmas for each character
while still keeping the romance front and center. Jamar’s best
friend died in high school, and he still carries grief and guilt for
his role in the tragedy. Taylor struggles with financial insecurity,
which she keeps secret out of shame and the fear of disappointing her high-powered family. The romance between the two is
charming and well developed. They are well matched as competitors and workout partners, but it’s her emotional care of his
wounded soul and his staunch support of her dreams that make
them winning partners.
This football romance is a total knockout: funny, sexy,
and full of heart.
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BEAUTIFUL WORLD,
WHERE ARE YOU

heal their relationship by driving together across the United
States…except the states are not united; visas are necessary;
the state lines are guarded by border patrol agents; and as the
couple progress westward, they encounter increasing antagonism, some of it generated by their incompatibility, the rest by
the xenophobic land in which they once, as fellow Americans,
belonged. In “Fairground”—another dystopian romp—our
narrator is taken to a public hanging at age 6 or 7 or 8 by Mr.
Montgomery, his stepfather at the time. Why go to a hanging?
Because going to executions “was what fathers did with sons.”
The hanging is in the high school football arena, and Mr. Montgomery buys the narrator a “jumbo-sized” popcorn and excitedly explains “how in his day they didn’t have hangings, but shot
the condemned instead. In his father’s day, they were beheaded
with silver sabers, and so on down the line: guns, swords, poison,
fire.” Meanwhile, the narrator muses about Mr. Montgomery’s
impermanence in his life, which is obvious to him if not to Mr.
Montgomery. Sayrafiezadeh’s collection is mostly masterful and
always fun, but its final story, “A Beginner’s Guide to Estrangement,” may be its most affecting. Here our narrator is Danush
Jamshid, aka Danny McDade, who is nearly 35 years old and has
seen his biological father only twice in the last 30 years. Now,
despite the State Department’s level 4 travel advisory, he has
flown into Tehran to visit his aging father. But given the fraught
political history between the U.S. and Iran, and given the fact
that Danny’s father abandoned Danny and his mother…well,
both parties know this reunion, which is supposed to last just
five days, constitutes their last chance to build what could have
been a lifelong relationship. An elegy for a more united past? A
warning against a less united future? A lyrical sequence of stories about infinitely various forms of personal and familial and
political estrangement that we fragile humans allow to define
our lives? All of the above? Check.
Lyrical, funny, smart, and heartbreaking.

Rooney, Sally
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 7, 2021
978-0-374-60260-4
Two erudite Irishwomen struggle
with romance against the backdrop of
the Trump/Brexit years.
Eileen and Alice have been friends
since their university days. Now in their
late 20s, Eileen works as an editorial assistant at a literary magazine in Dublin. Alice is a famous novelist recovering from a psychiatric hospitalization and staying in a large empty rectory on
the west coast of Ireland. Since Alice’s breakdown, the two have
kept in touch primarily through lengthy emails that alternate
between recounting their romantic lives and working through
their angst about the current social and political climate. (In
one of these letters, Eileen laments that the introduction of
plastic has ruined humanity’s aesthetic calibration and in the
next paragraph, she’s eager to know if Alice is sleeping with the
new man she’s met.) Eileen has spent many years entangled in
an occasionally intimate friendship with her teenage crush, a
slightly older man named Simon who is a devout Catholic and
who works in the Irish Parliament as an assistant. As Eileen and
Simon’s relationship becomes more complicated, Alice meets
Felix, a warehouse worker who is unsure what to make of her
fame and aloofness. In many ways, this book, a work of both
philosophy and romantic tragicomedy about the ways people
love and hurt one another, is exactly the type of book one would
expect Rooney to write out of the political environment of the
past few years. But just because the novel is so characteristic of
Rooney doesn’t take anything away from its considerable power.
As Alice herself puts it, “Humanity on the cusp of extinction
[and] here I am writing another email about sex and friendship.
What else is there to live for?”
A novel of capacious intelligence and plenty of page-turning emotional drama.

BINA
A Novel in Warnings

Schofield, Anakana
New York Review Books (328 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-68137-549-6

AMERICAN
ESTRANGEMENT

An elderly woman in western Ireland
holds up her life as a cautionary tale.
Partway through the tale told by
Schofield’s garrulous 74-year-old narrator, she reflects on what her story could
be if she were a woman with plenty of time left to her: “She’d
lace up paragraphs that would absorb you and you’d believe her,
because you’re easy this way. I am not that woman. I’m not easy.”
She’s right: Bina and her story are anything but easy. The story
of her later life unspools, often meandering down the page in
broken lines like poetry (an effect achieved because she’s partly
writing on the backs of receipts and bills) and including footnotes for digressions. Bina is especially concerned with warning readers not to end up as she did after helping a man—the

Sayrafiezadeh, Saïd
Norton (192 pp.)
$25.95 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-393-54123-6

Seven thematically linked stories
that explore the lonely schisms in American life.
Estrangement, the act of being separate from a person or group with whom
you were once close, is the definitive condition of Sayrafiezadeh’s America and the binding agent of his lyrical, funny, and
disquieting collection. In “Scenic Route,” a couple so incompatible that they’re dumped by their couples counselor try to
38
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GREAT CIRCLE

bullying Eddie—who ruined her life the day he landed in a
ditch on her property after a motorcycle accident. She tells of
her unwitting role as a kind of counterculture icon to a group
of young radicals she calls “the Crusties” after being jailed for
hitting an airplane with a hammer during a protest. (She was
thinking of Eddie.) And she speaks of her secret work with a
dying-with-dignity group and the adjacent grief it brings into
her life, especially when a much-loved friend is involved. But
the plot, emerging in fits and starts, is really beside the point:
Schofield pulls off such a virtuosic feat of voice that Bina’s
utterances, by turns aphoristic and rambling, grief-soaked and
mordantly funny, haul the reader through the book, as immersive as being trapped inside her rural kitchen with the kettle on.
A masterwork that should cement Bina (and Schofield) as
one of the great voices in recent fiction.

Shipstead, Maggie
Knopf (608 pp.)
$28.95 | May 4, 2021
978-0-525-65697-5

THE QUEER PRINCIPLES
OF KIT WEBB

Sebastian, Cat
Avon/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$15.99 paper | June 8, 2021
978-0-06-302621-6

A retired 18th-century highwayman
who hates the aristocracy is tempted
when a handsome nobleman approaches
him for one last job.
Kit Webb’s days as a highwayman are
behind him. In his last job, he lost his best friend and permanently injured his leg so that he can barely walk or ride a horse—
losses that threaten to overwhelm him with grief. He now
spends his time running the coffee shop he owns in London.
He’s bored and surly and itching for adventure. Then Edward
Percy appears at the coffee shop, dressed to the nines and full
of silly chatter and brazen flirtation. Percy wants to hire Kit
to hold up his father’s coach, hoping to gain leverage that will
force his father to do right by his young second wife and daughter. Persuading Kit gives Percy the perfect excuse to haunt the
coffee shop for weeks, sometimes dressed like a lord in silks
and satins, with a powdered wig and a ridiculous heart-shaped
beauty patch, and sometimes dressed more anonymously in
a commoner’s clothes. Either way, Kit can’t keep his eyes off
Percy. The sexual tension is thick in Sebastian’s latest historical
romance. Both men are lonely. Both men have learned how harsh
the world can be. And both of them are caught by surprise when
sexual attraction turns into something more tender. Sebastian’s
prose is entertaining and delightful, with many steamy scenes
in which the two heroes fight each other with fists, knives, and
swords to train for their upcoming robbery attempt. It’s also
full of intelligent and thought-provoking political debates, with
Kit holding forth on the evils of the English class system and
Percy confronting his own privilege and thinking about who,
exactly, he wants to be.
An irresistible story of love and adventure that will delight
both newcomers and regular readers of queer romance.

special issue: best books of 2021

The intertwined journeys of an aviatrix born in 1914 and an actress cast to
play her a century later.
In a novel twice as long as and an order
of magnitude more complex than the
well-received Seating Arrangements (2012)
and Astonish Me (2014), Shipstead reveals breathtaking range and
skill, expertly juggling a multigenerational historical epic and a
scandal-soaked Hollywood satire, with scenes playing out on
land, at sea, and in the air. “We were both products of vanishment
and orphanhood and negligence and airplanes and uncles. She
was like me but wasn’t. She was uncanny, unknowable except for
a few constellations I recognized from my own sky”: These are
the musings of actress Hadley Baxter. She has been familiar with
the story of Marian Graves, an aviatrix who disappeared while
trying to circumnavigate the globe, since she was just a little
girl—before she became a pop-culture phenomenon, turned into
a movie star with a mega-franchise, accidentally destroyed her
career, and was given the chance to reinvent herself...by playing
Marian in a biopic. The film, Peregrine, is based at least partly on
the logbook of Marian’s “great circle,” which was found wrapped
in a life preserver on an ice floe near the South Pole. Shipstead’s
story begins decades earlier, with the christening of the Josephina
Eterna in Glasgow in 1909. The unhappy woman who breaks the
bottle on her bow, the laconic captain who takes the ship to sea,
the woman he beds onboard, the babies that result from this
union—Marian Graves and her twin, Jamie—the uncle who has
to raise them when their mother drowns and their father disappears: The destinies of every one of these people, and many
more unforgettable characters, intersect in ways that reverberate
through a hundred years of story. Whether Shipstead is creating
scenes in the Prohibition-era American West, in wartime London, or on a Hollywood movie set, her research is as invisible as it
should be, allowing a fully immersive experience.
Ingeniously structured and so damn entertaining; this
novel is as ambitious as its heroines—but it never falls from
the sky.

OUR COUNTRY FRIENDS

Shteyngart, Gary
Random House (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-984855-12-1

The Levin-Senderovskys—Sasha,
Masha, and little Natasha—wait out the
virus at their country estate with four
close friends and one movie star.
One of Sasha Senderovsky’s fondest memories of his childhood is the
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“These secrets of happiness really will make you
happy, at least for a few sweet hours.”
secrets of happiness

bungalow colony catering to Russian immigrant families where
he first met his wife, Masha. With the proceeds of his once-successful writing career, he has built a colony of his own, though
it’s in an area of New York state where a deconstructed swastika
is becoming a popular bumper sticker, and he’s having trouble
scraping together the cash to get the dead tree limbs out of the
driveway before the party starts. Karen Cho and Vinod Mehta
have been his best friends since high school. She’s stratospherically rich after creating an app that makes people fall in love;
he’s failed at everything except being a very good person and
loving Karen ceaselessly from afar. They are joined by Karen’s
distant cousin, an international dandy named Ed; Senderovsky’s
beautiful former student Dee, who leverages her Southern
drawl and heritage to great effect on and off the page; and someone known only as the Actor, whose fame, charisma, and good
looks are almost beyond description. Except Shteyngart, most
recently of the fantastic Lake Success (2018) and most famously
of Super Sad True Love Story (2010), can describe anything. Russian: “a language built around the exhalation of warmth and
pain.” Cheeses: “so filled with aromatic herbs they inspired (on
Senderovsky’s part) memories that had never happened.” One
could go on. When the curtain rises on the House on the Hill,
as the place is known, it’s early March 2020; Senderovsky has to
ask his guests to refrain from hugging because “Masha’s gone all
epidemiological.” Everyone seems to gather that they’ll be staying for a while, but, of course, they have no idea. Uncle Vanya,
K-pop, and Japanese reality TV will all play important roles, and
just about everyone gets to fall in love.
The Great American Pandemic Novel only Shteyngart
could write, full of hyphenated identities, killer prose, and
wild vitality.

quite gently. Each character adds something to the store of
“secrets.” Ethan and his sister, for example, are interpreting letters from their mother, who’s spending a year in Thailand and
sounds pretty happy for a woman betrayed. Is she in love? No,
it’s not the “smug triumph” of the newly coupled: “She was
happy from other things—the fabric she found at the night
market, the celebration at the temple on the mountain, and the
trek in the forest she and her friends did one weekend, where
they saw caves and waterfalls.” Bud is a taxi driver who both
suffers and commits a robbery, then refuses an inheritance:
“Of course, I felt rich for turning it down. You could list all the
things you didn’t need and feel wonderful for abandoning them.”
Later, he comments, “Sanity is much sexier than people tend
to think.” That last line echoes the great Grace Paley, to whom
Silber is so close in spirit and voice. While Paley was an all–New
York gal, Silber makes faraway places seem familiar—oh, for the
time when we can work on knowing the world even one-tenth
as well as she does.
These secrets of happiness really will make you happy, at
least for a few sweet hours.

FALSE WITNESS

Slaughter, Karin
Morrow/HarperCollins (512 pp.)
$28.99 | July 20, 2021
978-0-06-285809-2
A master of the no-holds-barred
law enforcement thriller turns to legal
intrigue, with shattering results.
A week before he’s to stand trial
for the aggravated assault and rape
of DataTel district manager Tammy
Karlsen, car-dealership scion Andrew Tenant fires his lawyer
and asks for a new one: Leigh Collier, a rising star at an Atlanta
white-shoe firm. Originally baffled by the request, Leigh
quickly realizes that her new client has a special reason to have
asked for her: He’s recognized her from a magazine photo as the
older sister of Callie, the babysitter who killed his father, Buddy
Waleski, when his latest pedophile assault on her turned violent
23 years ago. In fact, the truth is even darker than that. Leigh
was an active participant in the killing. Now she’s determined
to do everything she can to torpedo the defense she’s preparing for Andrew, who’s accused of stabbing Tammy Karlsen in
exactly the way Callie stabbed his father, while persuading both
her client and her watchful senior partner that she’s doing her
utmost to represent him. As she learns more and more particulars about the case and her client, Leigh realizes that her plan
doesn’t go nearly far enough. Andrew is guilty of this assault and
others, but he doesn’t just want her to get him off: He plans to
blackmail her into complying with a potentially endless series
of demands. How can she strike back at a monster who holds all
the cards? Only by tapping into the depthless power of sisterhood with Callie, who’s descended into addiction but still loves
Leigh with a ferocity that makes the pair of them as dangerous
as the man who’s targeted them.

SECRETS OF
HAPPINESS

Silber, Joan
Counterpoint (288 pp.)
$27.00 | May 4, 2021
978-1-64009-445-1
A new novel in stories from the master of the form.
Silber has her own sly and satisfying system for linked stories, plucking
a character from one to helm the next,
moving the narrative forward, or sideways, from that person’s
point of view. Her latest uses this form to explore all the ways
money doesn’t buy happiness and some of the things that actually do. The seven stories begin with and return to a character
named Ethan, whose father—who travels a lot for his work in
the garment industry—has a secret: a second family in Queens.
So begins a journey based in New York, landing lightly in Chiang Mai (“so fun-loving it celebrated three different new year’s”),
Bangkok, Dhaka, Kathmandu, and Phnom Penh before returning to Manhattan. Along the way, the word money is used 107
times, yet Silber’s storytelling is so artful, so filled with humor
and aperçus and diverting asides, that its moral lessons emerge
40
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Combines disarming sensitivity to the nuances of the
tangled relations among the characters with sledgehammer
plotting.

So, Anthony Veasna
Ecco/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$27.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-0-06-304990-1

THE LIFE OF THE MIND

The protagonist of Smallwood’s
debut novel endures the humiliations of
life as a contingent faculty member.
As the novel opens, Dorothy is on
the toilet. She’s in the midst of a miscarriage, and she has chosen to undergo
this outside a hospital setting. As weeks go by, she tracks her
continued bleeding, harboring this personal secret as she contends with her precarious position as a nontenured humanities
Ph.D. She muses about cultural representations of the apocalypse—her current research interest—as she endures her own
small apocalypse, and though she thinks and reads and writes
ad nauseum about the global version, she suffers her own in
silence, examining her bodily processes with mild interest. She
even keeps her miscarriage from her two therapists—one of
whom she has enlisted to help her work on her relationship
with the other. At an academic conference in Las Vegas, she
navigates the awkwardness of relationships within academia,
whether it be with the adviser she will gladly abase herself to
impress, a cohort member she once slept with, or a friendship
with a strong undercurrent of competitiveness and jealousy.
The novel’s satirical edge—unflinching but never mean—lies in
the stark contrast between the lofty ideas that constitute Dorothy’s day-to-day professional existence and the private humiliations of the body, of being human, that she keeps to herself. She
approaches every experience and emotion with all the hyperactive wit and self-reflexivity of a professional overthinker. Dorothy’s interiority can be an exhausting place to reside, making
the reading experience a bit claustrophobic at times—but that’s
precisely the point. Smallwood’s talent for psychological acuity
shines through here as she paints an achingly familiar portrait
of someone who spends too much time in her own mind. All
of this is buoyed by Smallwood’s luminous prose, which heralds
the arrival of a real talent.
A Lucky Jim for the millennial woman; blistering, darkly
comic, and splendidly written.

special issue: best books of 2021

Posthumous debut from an author
whose short fictions appeared in the
New Yorker and n+1.
In “Maly, Maly, Maly,” Ves and his
cousin Maly escape to get high and watch
porn while their family prepares for a
party where monks will declare that another cousin’s baby is the
reincarnation of Maly’s mother, Somaly. In “Somaly Serey, Serey
Somaly,” that baby, Serey, has grown into a nurse who is caring for
the great-aunt who raised Maly after her mother died. Ma Eng
is suffering from dementia, but her insistence that Serey is her
dead niece Somaly fits a pattern in Serey’s life. Presented with the
chance to pass her haunted legacy onto Maly’s daughter, Serey
thinks twice about what she’s doing but can’t resist the possibility of being free of her family’s history. Generational trauma is
an undercurrent throughout this book. The protagonists of these
stories grew up in California, but they are constantly aware that
their parents and grandparents and aunties and uncles witnessed
genocide before escaping Cambodia. This awareness manifests
in different ways across the collection. Set in the aftermath of
a lavish wedding, “We Would’ve Been Princes!” follows brothers Marlon and Bond as they try to find out if a wealthy relative
stiffed the bride and groom of a cash gift at the reception. The
answer to this question is important because Marlon and Bond
want to please their mother by delivering this bit of gossip, but
it also reveals differing attitudes about what refugees owe each
other—and it involves some trickery by a Cambodian singer
flown in for the nuptials. In “Human Development,” Anthony,
whose newish career is teaching private school kids about diversity, is at a party surrounded by insufferable tech bros when he
connects with another Cambodian guy on Grindr. Anthony’s
reaction to the relationship that develops is shaped, at least in
part, by how much he wants his own past and the collective past
he has inherited to define him.
Even when these stories are funny and hopeful, an inescapable history is always waiting.

Smallwood, Christine
Hogarth/Crown (240 pp.)
$27.00 | March 2, 2021
978-0-593-22989-7

CHRONICLES FROM
THE LAND OF THE
HAPPIEST PEOPLE
ON EARTH

Soyinka, Wole
Pantheon (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Sept. 28, 2021
978-0-59-332016-7

A richly satirical novel, his first since
1973, by the Nigerian Nobel Prize winner.
“The timing could not have been
more thoughtfully ordained. Indeed—and he leant over to
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whisper confidentially to the surgeon during one of their meals
together….‘It was I who set fire to Hilltop Mansion, just to
get you down in Badagry.’ ” There’s a lot going on in Soyinka’s
shaggy dog yarn, its plot dense enough to rival anything by
Günter Grass. The speaker here is an engineer who has fallen
afoul of the nation’s prime minister, a propagandist wedded to
the ironic slogan of Soyinka’s title. His lifelong friend, a surgeon
who specializes in amputations, now has rivals in child soldiers
and Boko Haram terrorists, given to lopping off the limbs of
presumed infidels out in the countryside. They’re not the only
bad actors: As Soyinka writes, the police and the Nigerian army
are not shy themselves about relieving their victims of body
parts, and then there are the usual grisly accidents and freelance
acts of violence. Dr. Kighare Menka sighs, “I am only a surgeon.
My specialization is to cut people up, after others have recommended
that course of action.” His engineer friend, Duyole Pitan-Payne,
has much bigger ambitions for the good doctor, but alas, things
go awry, as they always do. Soyinka’s sprawling tale abounds in
sly references to current events in Nigeria, and his targets are
many, not least of them politicians and self-styled holy men
with bigger ambitions still (says one of the latter, “The trouble
with you…is diffidence, that illegitimate child of memory. Go for
chutzpah!”). Everyone you’ll encounter in these pages, including
someone who just might be the devil himself, has ardent hopes
and big dreams and no fear of stepping on others, such as one
aide who wonders “why widows, widowers, and orphans did not
simply lick their wounds and adopt appeasing attitudes towards
their violators for the privilege of staying alive.”
Dazzling wordplay and subtle allusion mark this most
welcome return to fiction.

mother as well as Ally, her 16-year-old daughter, who’s an academic high achiever seduced by her 29-year-old mentor in an
entrepreneurship program. Sam processes all this in irrational,
woman-on-the-brink ways (keying a truck, a disastrous turn at
a stand-up open mic) that are typical in domestic-crisis novels.
But Spiotta’s characterization of Sam is more complicated and
slippery, as she begins to recognize that the entrapment she
feels is as much a function of broader forces she’s helpless to
control; shifting between Sam’s and Ally’s perspectives, Spiotta asks how much leeway a mother has in a society in which
patriarchal attitudes carry so much weight. A violent act at the
tail end of the novel both clarifies and complicates the predicament, and Spiotta artfully contextualizes Sam’s existential crisis
as part of her hometown’s history. As Sam asks, for herself, and
everybody: “What happened to us? When did progress become
so ugly?”
An engrossing, interior mother-daughter story that
expands into a sharp social commentary.

TRUST

Starnone, Domenico
Trans. by Jhumpa Lahiri
Europa Editions (144 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-60945-703-7
A pair of lovers make an unsettling
pact.
Pietro and Teresa keep breaking up
and getting back together until one day,
finally, Teresa suggests a way to bind
themselves together: They’ll each confess their worst secret.
They do, but, a few days later, they break up again—this time
for good. Time passes; Pietro meets Nadia, marries her, begins
to have children, sees his career taking off. Teresa moves from
Italy to the United States. And yet she still holds an enigmatic
but intense power over Pietro: “We’d mutually revealed not only
who we really were,” he explains, “free from all staging, but had
also revealed, one to the other, who, had the occasion arisen,
we might have been.” This is the fourth of Starnone’s novels to
appear in English, and, like the previous three, there is a tight,
compact quality to it—there is nothing here that doesn’t need
to be here, not a single extraneous sentence. Starnone excels
not only with plot and form, but in his depictions of the subtleties of living and loving. “Love, well, what to say?”—that’s the
very first sentence of the novel (which is beautifully translated
by Lahiri). Pietro lives his life knowing that Teresa, and only
Teresa, knows the worst in him and can, at any moment, expose
him for it—that possibility hangs over his every decision like a
threat. But in the last quarter of the book, Starnone tightens his
reins even further. The story, it turns out, isn’t just about trust—
but also about how we create our own lovers to suit the selves
we’d like to be—or, at any cost, not to be.
Richly nuanced while also understated, Starnone’s latest
appearance in English is a novel to be savored.

WAYWARD

Spiotta, Dana
Knopf (288 pp.)
$26.95 | July 6, 2021
978-0-593-31873-7
A woman pursuing a midlife reset
finds her received notions about domesticity and justice unraveling.
In her previous smart, spiky novels, Spiotta explored the tenuous bonds
between brothers and sisters (Stone
Arabia, 2011) and female friends (Inno
cents and Others, 2016). Here the themes are motherhood and
marriage, as Sam, a 50-something woman, attempts to reboot
her life after Trump’s election. The protest groups she joins
on Facebook are contentious (one is called “Hardcore Hags,
Harridans, and Harpies”), which she at first finds inspirational.
On an impulse, she leaves her marriage and buys a dilapidated
historic house in Syracuse. But she still needs her husband’s
financial support (she works part time in the historic home
of a “problematic” 19th-century feminist), and the infighting
among her activist friends soon becomes confounding. (She’s
strong-armed into signing a petition censuring one woman for
unexplained transgressions.) Lost in the shuffle is Sam’s ailing
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“A remarkable work of the imagination—and, yes, memory.”
in memory of memory

BOLLA

her brother, Stepanova’s father, was strained: “There was an
uneasiness between the families and a history of perceived
snubs.” Galya nevertheless shared with her niece a constantly
renovated series of collections, just this side of hoarding, as
well as her favorite chocolates; on her death, a vast archive of
notebooks, diaries, newspaper clippings, and other such documents that she had assembled to record “the oval shape of her
life” and that remind Stepanova of “chain-link fencing” provide
clues for Stepanova’s investigations. Alone in Moscow after her
parents immigrate to Germany, she attempts to make sense of
her family and their stories, some of which emerge from her
aunt’s records, others from her own inquiries and travels. At the
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., a curator
attempts to shut her down, but she will have none of it: “One
of those books where the author travels around the world in
search of his or her roots—there are plenty of those now,” he
says dismissively of her project. She answers, “Yes....And now
there will be one more.” Apart from delivering a mine of family
and national history, Stepanova exercises a well-honed sense of
the apposite literary allusion (“The chimneys in the view from
the window resembled flowerpots, Kafka said something similar about them”). Stretching from the days before Lenin took
power to the “Doctor’s Plot” and the collapse of the USSR and
beyond, Stepanova’s book is lyrical and philosophical throughout, as when she writes, toward the end, “Sometimes it seems
like it is only possible to love the past if you know it is definitely
never going to return.”
A remarkable work of the imagination—and, yes, memory.

Statovci, Pajtim
Trans. by David Hackston
Pantheon (240 pp.)
$25.95 | July 6, 2021
978-1-5247-4920-0

special issue: best books of 2021

Two men fall for each other in the
wrong place at the wrong time in this
bleak tale of love and war.
The third novel by the Kosovo-born
Finnish novelist Statovci is structured
around the alternating narratives of Arsim, a closeted gay man
and aspiring Albanian writer, and Miloš, a medical student.
Arsim is in emotional retreat twice over, entering a loveless
marriage to hide his homosexuality and treading carefully in
Pristina, Kosovo, where he’s an “Albanian in a world run by
Serbs.” His furtive relationship with Miloš is exhilarating but
short-lived: It’s 1995, and the Bosnian War soon sends Miloš to
the front and Arsim to exile in an unnamed city. As the story
follows the two into the 21st century, each has suffered badly,
and an attempt at reconnection only reveals the depth of the
damage. Miloš’ chapters are briefer and more impressionistic,
suffused with horrific memories of war’s carnage. (“I have held
a friend’s heart in the palm of my hand.”) Arsim’s chapters are
more straightforward, but though his PTSD is less acute, he’s
still suffused with fear, repression, and anger. He is routinely
abusive toward his wife, Ajshe, and their children and makes
a series of poor decisions that further sabotage his well-being.
Statovci lets little sunlight into the narrative, the better to
emphasize just how powerful homophobia and self-loathing
can be, and Arsim is deeply unlikable; “may the Devil eat you,”
Ajshe spits at him, and he deserves that world-class insult. But
he comes undone in engrossing and complicated ways. Indeed,
he’s so well drawn that Miloš’ portion of the narrative, however
graceful, feels disproportionately thin. From either perspective,
though, the mood is profoundly sorrowful.
An unflinching consideration of the long aftereffects of
an affair cut short.

LADY JOKER, VOLUME 1

Takamura, Kaoru
Trans. by Allison Markin Powell &
Marie Iida
Soho Crime (576 pp.)
$27.95 | April 13, 2021
978-1-616-95701-8
A daring kidnapping-and-extortion
plot has deep roots in the aftermath of
World War II.
Takamura uses a sensational highprofile crime from 1984 as the foundation for a layered examination of Japan’s current social and economic inequities. In 1947,
40 employees of Kanagawa’s Hinode Beer factory quit their
jobs over serious health problems whose origins they traced to
the factory. Seiji Okamura, one of them, wrote a lengthy letter
explaining the situation. In the ensuing decades, a handful of
other people from various walks of life—a pharmacy owner, a
police detective, a truck driver, a credit union worker, a lathe
operator—experience maladies or observe problems in their
loved ones that they blame on the factory. After their common
love of horse racing brings them together, their plan evolves
slowly over years of sharing personal details and nursing their
common grievance against Hinode’s criminality. The first
third of the story follows all of the men. Takamura’s decision
to make them a socio-economic cross section provides depth

IN MEMORY
OF MEMORY

Stepanova, Maria
Trans. by Sasha Dugdale
New Directions (400 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-8112-2883-1
A brilliant evocation of the last years
of the Soviet Union, extending deep into
the past.
In a work that crosses the boundaries of fiction and nonfiction, Russian poet and journalist
Stepanova recounts the lives of her ancestors, rural Russian
Jews who, on moving to Moscow, could never quite go home
again. She opens with Galya, an aunt whose relationship with
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THE BLACKMAILER’S
GUIDE TO LOVE

and texture when the focus becomes more pointed. Okamura,
who’s the younger brother of the pharmacist, enters a nursing home in 1990. His death triggers a plan that the men had
only discussed as a kind of game. Hinode’s president, Kyosuke
Shiroyama, is kidnapped but then released. A more elaborate
scheme plays out as a giant chess game, tracked by a colorful
police team. The tale ends on a cliffhanger—the resolution will
have to wait for Volume 2.
Takamura’s challenging, genre-confounding epic offers
a sweeping view of contemporary Japan in all its complexity.

Thurm, Marian
Delphinium (240 pp.)
$26.95 | May 25, 2021
978-1-953002-00-6

A juicy roman à clef sympathetically
imagines two young women on opposite
sides of an extramarital affair.
“It is 1978 and Mel is twenty-five years
old”—and like her creator did at that
time, she works at a magazine which seems to be Esquire for
a jerk who seems to be Gordon Lish, who recklessly edits the
stories of a man who seems to be Raymond Carver. Also like
Thurm, Mel is about to have her own first story published in
the New Yorker at the age of 25, and she will go on to write “stories mostly in the present tense, mostly about the infinite ways,
large and small, in which her characters manage to disappoint
one another”—a perfect description of the selection of Thurm’s
stories written between 1979 and 2021 and just published as Plea
sure Palace. And after she endures the events that begin on April
14, 1980, when she finds an angry note from another woman in
her husband’s backpack, Mel knows that “she will, the instant
she’s good and ready, write the only [novel] she’s certain she
is capable of writing...she’s already confident of the title: The
Blackmailer’s Guide to Love.” It turned out to be Thurm’s ninth
novel, actually, and in addition to evoking the experience of the
betrayed young writer, it also fully imagines that of her nemesis. The plight of Julia Myerson unfolds in chapters that alternate with Mel’s. Abused as a child, divorced from an awful man,
unable to make progress on her dissertation, Julia is cobbling
together a living as a dog walker and a caregiver to an elderly
couple. After her longtime therapist commits suicide by jumping off a bridge, she becomes the patient of Charlie Fleischer, a
caring psychologist with a sweet face, a warm smile—and a wedding ring. “She’s not stupid: she’s fully aware that falling for your
therapist is a ‘thing,’ that it’s something that happens all the
time, every day of the week. But that doesn’t render what she
feels for Charlie any less meaningful, any less potent, does it?”
Beautifully written, both sharp and bighearted, funny
and true.

FILTHY ANIMALS

Taylor, Brandon
Riverhead (288 pp.)
$26.00 | June 22, 2021
978-0-525-53891-2

A story collection full of vital insight
into murky human interactions.
Lionel, who animates several of the
linked stories in this high-wire act of a
collection, is a Black, queer graduate
student at an unnamed Midwestern university—much like Wallace, the protagonist of Taylor’s Booker
Prize–shortlisted debut novel, Real Life (2020). He studies
pure math and is recovering from a suicide attempt. At a party,
he mimics other grad students’ laughter because he doesn’t
innately feel the social cues most people would. But Lionel isn’t
devoid of emotion. In fact, the “feeling of falseness vibrating
in his sinuses” from pretending to enjoy social events utterly
wears him out. So when Lionel becomes involved with bisexual
Charles and his girlfriend, Sophie, both of whom are studying
dance, the frisson may be too much for him: “Some lives, Lionel
thought, had to be ordinary or ugly or painful. Ending your life
had to be on the table.” Other stories share this rueful, sepulchral cast of mind. In “Little Beast,” babysitter and private chef
Sylvia knows that “the world can’t abide a raw woman.” In the
title story, one character’s “favorite act of violence is to burn
holes into people’s clothes when they aren’t looking.” The
settings here are bleak—alienated suburbs; petty college campuses—and the mood unsparing. But the daring in these stories
is bracing. Despite its accolades, Taylor’s debut novel could feel
listless; this collection is a deeper achievement.
Taylor tackles a variety of taboos and articulates the comfortless sides of the soul, and it’s thrilling to watch.

FIGHT NIGHT

Toews, Miriam
Bloomsbury (272 pp.)
$24.00 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-63557-817-1
The author of Women Talking (2018)
lets a 9-year-old girl have her say.
The first thing to know about this
novel is that it’s narrated by a child writing to her father, who seems to have
abandoned her and her pregnant mother.
The novel-as-long-letter can often feel gimmicky, it’s difficult
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“This is a deeply human story, beautifully and compellingly told.”
no gods, no monsters

to craft a child’s voice that is both authentic and compelling,
and it would not be unreasonable for readers to be wary of a
book that attempts both. Readers familiar with Toews, however,
may guess—correctly—that she’s quite capable of meeting the
formal challenges she’s set for herself. “Mom is afraid of losing
her mind and killing herself but Grandma says she’s nowhere
near losing her mind and killing herself.” This is Swiv talking.
“Grandpa and Auntie Momo killed themselves, and your dad is
somewhere else, those things are true.” This is Swiv’s Grandma
talking. “But we’re here! We are all here now.” This exchange
captures the central concerns of this charming, open-hearted
book. Swiv’s mother—an actor—is a bundle of angst, rage, and
stifled ambition. Swiv’s grandmother, on the other hand, is
the embodiment of joie de vivre, and it’s Grandma with whom
Swiv spends most of her time, filling the roles of caretaker and
(sometimes reluctant) accomplice. Grandma is the type of person who befriends everyone she meets and who finds the joy in
even the most ridiculous and—to her granddaughter—mortifying experiences. As the novel progresses, we discover that this
ebullience isn’t the natural product of a happy life but, rather,
the result of a conscious decision to endure terrible loss without becoming hard. We also come to learn why Swiv’s mom is
so brittle. And we understand that Grandma, in all her glorious
ridiculousness, is showing Swiv that the only way to survive is
to love.
Funny and sad and exquisitely tender.

in Moscow (2016). You can quibble with one or two plot turns,
but there’s no resisting moments such as Billy’s encounter, high
up in the Empire State Building in the middle of the night,
with professor Abacus Abernathe, whose Compendium of Heroes,
Adventurers, and Other Intrepid Travelers he’s read 24 times. A
remarkable blend of sweetness and doom, Towles’ novel is
packed with revelations about the American myth, the art of
storytelling, and the unrelenting pull of history.
An exhilarating ride through Americana.

NO GODS,
NO MONSTERS

Turnbull, Cadwell
Blackstone (350 pp.)
$26.99 | Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-982603-72-4

THE LINCOLN HIGHWAY

Towles, Amor
Viking (592 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-73-522235-9

Newly released from a work farm in
1950s Kansas, where he served 18 months
for involuntary manslaughter, 18-yearold Emmett Watson hits the road with
his little brother, Billy, following the
death of their father and the foreclosure
of their Nebraska farm.
They leave to escape angry townspeople who believe
Emmett got off easy, having caused the fatal fall of a taunting
local boy by punching him in the nose. The whip-smart Billy,
who exhibits OCD–like symptoms, convinces Emmett to drive
them to San Francisco to reunite with their mother, who left
town eight years ago. He insists she’s there, based on postcards
she sent before completely disappearing from their lives. But
when Emmett’s prized red Studebaker is “borrowed” by two
rambunctious, New York–bound escapees from the juvie facility he just left, Emmett takes after them via freight train with
Billy in tow. Billy befriends a Black veteran named Ulysses who’s
been riding the rails nonstop since returning home from World
War II to find his wife and baby boy gone. A modern picaresque
with a host of characters, competing points of view, wandering
narratives, and teasing chapter endings, Towles’ third novel is
even more entertaining than his much-acclaimed A Gentleman
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In the first of a series, the monsters
who have always lived among us emerge,
endangered by prejudice, doubt, and at
least one deadly, ancient cult.
Laina mourns the death of her
estranged brother, Lincoln, lost to drug
addiction and killed by a cop. Then a mysterious person sends
her a video of the incident, which shows Lincoln transforming from wolf to man. When Laina tries to share the video
online, the unedited version soon vanishes from the internet.
Someone has revealed that animal shifters, witches, and other
supernatural beings exist...but someone else seems dedicated
to obscuring—or exterminating—that truth. As these so-called
“monsters” consider the dangers of becoming more public, their
allies must decide whether they, too, will take a stand and risk
themselves as well. Calvin, a man with the power to move along
the timeline of any parallel universe except his own, serves as a
semiomniscient and flawed first-person witness to these events,
even while greater powers observe him. As in Turnbull’s first
novel, The Lesson (2019), the otherworldly aspects of the story
act as a lens that brings the characters’ richly depicted lives and
complex relationships into sharp focus. Despite her eldritch
origins, it’s easy to sympathize with Sondra, a senator from St.
Thomas and secret weredog, who longs for her missing parents
and both loves and resents her adopted sister, Sonya, a blooddrinking and usually invisible creature hiding many secrets. The
struggles of Laina’s girlfriend, Rebecca, a werewolf who has
faced many losses and made many mistakes, are absorbing, as
are the struggles of Laina’s husband, Ridley, an asexual trans
man yearning for his parents’ approval even as he devotes himself to improving society through cooperative enterprise.
This is a deeply human story, beautifully and compellingly told.
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HUMMINGBIRD
SALAMANDER

contemplating a reunion tour with her old musical partner, Nev
Charles, an Englishman who’s since embarked on a successful
solo career; Opal herself hasn’t performed live in more than 25
years. Sunny begins writing a book—this book, an oral history of
Opal and Nev’s brief but iconic collaboration during the early
’70s—and focuses particularly on the disastrous 1971 concert in
which a racist mob kills Opal and Nev’s drummer, a Black man
named Jimmy Curtis. Sunny’s interest in the story is more than
merely professional: Curtis, she discloses in an “Editor’s Note”
at the very beginning of the book, was her father—and Opal
his mistress while Sunny’s mother was married to Curtis and
pregnant with her. Nevertheless, the first section of the book
bears all the hallmarks of a rigorously reported work of journalism. Sunny interviews everyone from the label’s receptionist to
Opal’s stylist and stitches together quotes to form a multifaceted narrative of Opal and Nev’s rise. But as Sunny reconstructs
the events leading up to her father’s death, she hears something
that changes the story she thought she knew—and forces her
to shed her protective, professional shell. Debut author Walton
wields the oral history form with easy skill, using its suggestion
of conversation and potential for humor to give her characters
personality. “But also Virgil sold reefer. Everybody loves the
reefer man,” Sunny quotes Opal saying about her stylist. Immediately after: “VIRGIL LAFLEUR: I styled ladies’ hair. That’s
how I paid my bills. I don’t know what she’s told you.” And the
author adeptly captures the particular tenor of discussions of
race in the early ’70s (Opal’s destruction of a Confederate flag
sets off the fateful riot) and in the age of memes: The creator of
one Opal GIF, Sunny muses, “understood the culture and the
language and this current moment of Black exasperation, and
was nodding to the eerie relevance of Opal Jewel in them.”
An intelligently executed love letter to Black female
empowerment and the world of rock music.

VanderMeer, Jeff
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(368 pp.)
$27.00 | April 6, 2021
978-0-3741-7354-8
The prolific VanderMeer moves
from fantasy into noir territory with this
version of an eco-thriller.
The natural world always takes a
front-row seat in a VanderMeer yarn—see, for example, Borne
(2017) or Dead Astronauts (2019)—even if it’s a natural world
that has suffered at human hands and by human tinkering.
That’s true of this story as well, which opens with a tantalizing puzzle: A mysterious woman named Silvina has left behind
a coded message for a security expert who suggests that we call
her “Jane Smith” and who adds that she is “here to show you
how the world ends.” That clue involves a taxidermic hummingbird, the last of its kind, and, following a few ellipses in
the accompanying note, the word salamander. No, not Salander,
though Jane has a number of things in common with Stieg Larsson’s heroine: She can pound most dudes into tapioca, and she’s
pretty handy with a gun and a computer, too. The story, as it
develops by twists and turns, involves a very, very wealthy South
American bad guy who’s been raping the old-growth forests of
the Pacific Northwest and doing a little exotic wildlife smuggling on the side while his daughter has become an eco-warrior
who doesn’t mind the detonation of a few bombs in order to
save wildlife. Naturally, the bad guy isn’t entirely bad, the good
woman isn’t entirely good, and their stories intertwine in nicely
tangled ways. It wouldn’t be a VanderMeer story, no matter
what the genre, without a post-apocalyptic turn, and after all
the assorted villains (one of them in particular very evil indeed)
and oversized amphibians and mad-scientist taxidermists and
exploding heads, it’s sort of nice to get to a future that no one
will survive—one that strongly resembles 2020, for that matter.
A daring change of genres, and an entertaining whirlwind
at that.

I LOVE YOU BUT I’VE
CHOSEN DARKNESS

Watkins, Claire Vaye
Riverhead (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-593-33021-0

THE FINAL REVIVAL
OF OPAL & NEV

Reckless and defiantly intelligent,
Watkins detonates the ties that bind.
An almost hallucinatory craft propels Watkins’ fiction, starting with her
ear for titles. Midbook, the reader learns
that the narrator’s (doomed) teenage beau tattooed I Love You
But I’ve Chosen Darkness across his collarbones, “with a period, as
in end of discussion.” The narrator, named Claire Vaye Watkins,
starts off in a garden of “mostly rock and dirt,” addressing four
naked dolls. Awash in postpartum depression, she has bolted the
Midwest for Nevada, leaving an infant daughter and a husband
in her wake. She might be directing the title to her daughter,
but it works equally well as a signoff from her own handsome,
notorious father, Paul Watkins, “Charles Manson’s number one
procurer of young girls.” Or from her mother, Martha, “an artist,

Walton, Dawnie
37 Ink/Simon & Schuster (368 pp.)
$23.99 | March 30, 2021
978-1-982140-16-8
A fictional history of a 1970s Black
rock singer with a complicated past.
Sunny has just been named the new
editor-in-chief of the storied music
magazine Aural—the first Black person
and woman to hold the position—when a scoop falls into her
lap. It’s 2015, and Opal Jewel, “the ebony-skinned provocateur,
the fashion rebel, the singer/screecher/Afro-Punk ancestor,” is
46
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“An unforgettable story of survival and the power of friendship—
nothing short of a science-fiction masterwork.”
project hail mary

a naturalist, a writer” who died alone, addicted to OxyContin.
Watkins’ reckoning with her mother is breathtaking. “I went
from being raised by a pack of coyotes,” she writes, “to a fellowship at Princeton where I sat next to John McPhee at a dinner and we talked about rocks and he wasn’t at all afraid of me.”
Dark humor marbles these pages, and whether a reader finds it
bracing or bratty may be a matter of temperament, or generation. Watkins breaks the rule of her open marriage by falling in
love and, thinking of her husband, tells herself, “Do not say I
just have to get this out of my system because I do not want it out.”
Along this jagged way, Watkins spins a remarkable set piece as
she gives a literary reading at a Reno high school. Mostly, she
sifts the remnants of her desert family of origin, making it
impossible to look away. Less successful are long excerpts of
Martha’s teenage letters to a cousin, a wanly parallel comingof-age. Still, when Watkins thanks both dead parents in her
acknowledgements, the sincerity is a measure of rare storytelling capable of lifting them all from the wreckage.
Incandescent writing illuminates one woman’s life in
flames.

themselves consuming this emotionally intense and thematically profound novel in one stay-up-all-night-until-your-eyesbleed sitting.
An unforgettable story of survival and the power of
friendship—nothing short of a science-fiction masterwork.

HARLEM SHUFFLE

Whitehead, Colson
Doubleday (336 pp.)
$28.95 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-0-385-54513-6

PROJECT HAIL MARY

Weir, Andy
Ballantine (496 pp.)
$28.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-593-13520-4

Weir’s latest is a page-turning interstellar thrill ride that follows a junior
high school teacher–turned–reluctant
astronaut at the center of a desperate
mission to save humankind from a looming extinction event.
Ryland Grace was a once-promising molecular biologist who
wrote a controversial academic paper contesting the assumption that life requires liquid water. Now disgraced, he works
as a junior high science teacher in San Francisco. His previous
theories, however, make him the perfect researcher for a multinational task force that’s trying to understand how and why the
sun is suddenly dimming at an alarming rate. A barely detectable line of light that rises from the sun’s north pole and curves
toward Venus is inexplicably draining the star of power. According to scientists, an “instant ice age” is all but inevitable within
a few decades. All the other stars in proximity to the sun seem
to be suffering with the same affliction—except Tau Ceti. An
unwilling last-minute replacement as part of a three-person mission heading to Tau Ceti in hopes of finding an answer, Ryland
finds himself awakening from an induced coma on the spaceship with two dead crewmates and a spotty memory. With time
running out for humankind, he discovers an alien spacecraft in
the vicinity of his ship with a strange traveler on a similar quest.
Although hard scientific speculation fuels the storyline, the real
power lies in the many jaw-dropping plot twists, the relentless
tension, and the extraordinary dynamic between Ryland and
the alien (whom he nicknames Rocky because of its carapace of
oxidized minerals and metallic alloy bones). Readers may find
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After winning back-to-back Pulitzer Prizes for his previous two books,
Whitehead lets fly with a typically crafty
change-up: a crime novel set in mid-20thcentury Harlem.
The twin triumphs of The Under
ground Railroad (2016) and The Nickel Boys (2019) may have led
Whitehead’s fans to believe he would lean even harder on social
justice themes in his next novel. But by now, it should be clear
that this most eclectic of contemporary masters never repeats
himself, and his new novel is as audacious, ingenious, and
spellbinding as any of his previous period pieces. Its unlikely
and appealing protagonist is Ray Carney, who, when the story
begins in 1959, is expecting a second child with his wife, Elizabeth, while selling used furniture and appliances on Harlem’s
storied, ever bustling 125th Street. Ray’s difficult childhood as
a hoodlum’s son forced to all but raise himself makes him an
exemplar of the self-made man to everybody but his upper-middle-class in-laws, aghast that their daughter and grandchildren
live in a small apartment within earshot of the subway tracks.
Try as he might, however, Ray can’t quite wrest free of his criminal roots. To help make ends meet as he struggles to grow his
business, Ray takes covert trips downtown to sell lost or stolen
jewelry, some of it coming through the dubious means of Ray’s
ne’er-do-well cousin, Freddie, who’s been getting Ray into hot
messes since they were kids. Freddie’s now involved in a scheme
to rob the Hotel Theresa, the fabled “Waldorf of Harlem,” and
he wants his cousin to fence whatever he and his unsavory, volatile cohorts take in. This caper, which goes wrong in several
perilous ways, is only the first in a series of strenuous tests of
character and resources Ray endures from the back end of the
1950s to the Harlem riots of 1964. Throughout, readers will be
captivated by a Dickensian array of colorful, idiosyncratic characters, from itchy-fingered gangsters to working-class women
with a low threshold for male folly. What’s even more impressive is Whitehead’s densely layered, intricately woven rendering
of New York City in the Kennedy era, a time filled with both
the bright promise of greater economic opportunity and looming despair due to the growing heroin plague. It’s a city in which,
as one character observes, “everybody’s kicking back or kicking
up. Unless you’re on top.”
As one of Whitehead’s characters might say of their creator, When you’re hot, you’re hot.
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HARROW

a devoted fan base, but as the deadline for the 15th book
approaches, she has to admit she’s run out of ideas. She can’t
afford to give up the series, which keeps her and her 12-year-old
daughter, Audre, financially afloat, so her dream of researching
and writing the stories of the Louisiana Creole women who are
her ancestors is permanently on hold. At a Brooklyn literary
panel, she has a surprising public reunion with Shane Hall, the
reclusive, award-winning author of four books of literary fiction.
As seniors in high school, Shane and Eva shared one week of
passionate connection; they revealed to each other their raw
pain and the extreme coping mechanisms (addiction, cutting)
they used to survive. Now Shane has been clean for two years
and Eva’s finally found a doctor who properly medicates her
chronic, debilitating migraines. With chapters from the past
interspersed throughout the novel, Williams juxtaposes Shane
and Eva as reined-in adults with their terrifyingly out-of-control teen selves. Their reunion feels like coming home but also
reveals that they might not have the skills to sustain a successful
adult relationship. Williams’ novel is a tour de force, capturing
Eva’s experience as part of the Black literati in Brooklyn, her
urge to hide generational trauma from her daughter while still
celebrating their ancestors, and the ways in which fate brings
people together. The structure of the novel is complex but
ultimately rewarding and provides a portrait of a richly layered
world.
A hugely satisfying romance that is electrifying and alive.

Williams, Joy
Knopf (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-0-525-65756-9
A memorable return for renowned
storyteller Williams after a lengthy
absence from long-form fiction.
“Something definitely had gone
wrong. Even the dead were dismayed.”
Something has gone wrong indeed, but
in her first novel in 20 years, Williams doesn’t reveal the precise
contours of what that something is. There are portents at the
outset as the young girl known first as Lamb, then as Khristen,
contemplates a bit of family lore recounting that as a newborn
she was resuscitated after having stopped breathing and, thus
reborn, “was destined for something extraordinary.” So Khristen’s mother believes, in any event, sending her to a boarding
school where, Khristen says, “my situation would be appreciated and the alarming gift I had been given properly acknowledged.” Instead, the school dries up, for by Khristen’s third year
there are no incoming students. Why? There’s no resolution in
sight anywhere in Williams’ deliberately paced pre–post-apocalyptic novel: All the reader knows is that something is definitely
off, signaled by such moments as when a fellow student, asked
to contemplate an orange while pondering creativity, protests,
“I haven’t tasted an orange in years.” Khristen takes her place
in an odd community on a “razed resort” alongside a dying lake
known as Big Girl, populated by the likes of a gifted, spooky
10-year-old and a Vicodin-swilling matriarch named Lola. If
nothing else, the place has a working bowling alley, one good
place to await doomsday. As the clock ticks away, Williams seeds
her story with allusions to Kafka, bits of Greek mythology, philosophical notes on the nature of tragedy, and gemlike description (“He was in excellent physical condition, lean with rage”),
and all along with subtly sardonic humor: Williams’ imagined
world of the near future is so thoroughly corporatized that even
the blades of wind turbines have advertisements on them, and
she offers a useful phrase for obituaries to come: “What did he
die of?” one character asks, meeting the reply: “Environmental
issues.”
An enigmatic, elegant meditation on the end of civilization—if end it truly is.

SEVEN DAYS IN JUNE

Williams, Tia
Grand Central Publishing (336 pp.)
$27.00 | June 8, 2021
978-1-5387-1910-7
Two writers reunite 15 years after an
intense, weeklong affair changed both of
their lives.
Eva Mercy is the successful author
of a long-running erotica series with
48
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HOMO IRREALIS
Essays

1000 YEARS OF JOYS
AND SORROWS
A Memoir

Aciman, André
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-374-17187-2

|

The artist and social activist explores
his father’s turbulent relationship with
the early Communist regime and his own
struggle for creative freedom.
Spurred by his imprisonment in 2011 for “economic crimes”
against the authoritarian Chinese government, Ai Weiwei (b.
1957) uses his father’s heartbreakingly difficult life as a point of
departure to tell his own story. Born in 1910, just as the Qing
dynasty was collapsing, Ai Qing was part of the new idealistic proletariat, trained as an artist and schooled for a year in
Paris before taking his place as part of the increasingly ideological cultural force in the new Communist China. But Mao
Zedong unleashed waves of political upheaval, and just when
the author was born, Ai Qing was exiled during the so-called
Anti-Rightist campaign. Most miserably, during the Cultural
Revolution, father and sons were sent to “Little Siberia,” on
the edge of the Gurbantünggüt Desert, where they lived in “a
square hole dug into the ground, with a crude roof formed of
tamarisk branches and rice stalks, sealed with several layers
of grassy mud.” Still, his father’s indomitable spirit remained
intact, and under Deng Xiaoping’s leadership, the family was
able to return to Beijing. At this point, the author segues into
his own restless seeking. He spent more than a decade in New
York City before returning to Beijing to try his hand at curating art shows, designing architecture (he consulted on the
“Bird’s Nest” stadium for the 2008 Olympics), and engaging in
social activism (Black Cover Book). The author eventually ran
afoul of the party leadership for his “intolerable insolence,”
but the tenacity of his father and his artistic vision have always
guided him. “In China,” he writes, “we were still living in a culturally impoverished era, but art had not abandoned us—its
roots were deeply planted in the weathered soil.” Throughout,
the author maintains a fluid, heartfelt narrative.
A beautiful and poignant memoir demonstrating perseverance and the power of art.
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Urbane essays in pursuit of a self.
Reprising themes he explored in his
most recent collection of nonfiction,
Alibis (2011), novelist, memoirist, and cultural critic Aciman, at 70, offers elegant
meditations on time and memory, longing and desire, being and
becoming. Whether writing about his childhood in Alexandria,
visiting Rome with Freud’s ghostly presence, searching for Dostoevsky’s 19th-century milieu in St. Petersburg, reading Proust,
or watching Éric Rohmer’s movies, Aciman finds himself
“caught between remembrance and anticipated memory.” The
feeling is a swirl of moods he calls “irrealist,” where “boundaries between what is and what isn’t, between what happened and
what won’t,” disappear, and where “what might never, couldn’t,
shouldn’t, wouldn’t possibly occur” may well happen. Nostalgia
imbues many essays with ruefulness, if not regret. In Rome, he
discovered “the birthplace of a self I wished to be one day and
should have been but never was and left behind and didn’t do a
thing to nurse back to life again.” All of us, he writes, “seek a life
that exists elsewhere in time, or elsewhere on-screen, and that,
not being able to find it, we have all learned to make do with
what life throws our way.” Past and present, for him, are “continuously coincident,” and memories that have apparently vanished continue to exert their presence. Those memories include
encounters with works of art—John Sloan’s portraits of New
York in the 1920s, Monet’s Poppy Field, the “muted lyricism” of
Corot’s French landscapes—that hover enticingly in his imagination. Art, writes Aciman, “sees footprints, not feet, luster, not
light, hears resonance, not sound. Art is about our love of things
when we know it’s not the things themselves we love.” Reminiscent of the writings of W.G. Sebald and Fernando Pessoa (both
subjects of his essays), Aciman’s latest conveys with grace and
insight his longing to apprehend “myself looking out to the self
I am today.”
A resplendent collection from a writer who never
disappoints.

Ai Weiwei
Trans. by Allan H. Barr
Crown (400 pp.)
$32.00 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-553-41946-7
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NONFICTION | Eric Liebetrau

The Best Nonfiction of 2021
The selection of 100 of the best books
of the year from hundreds of worthy
choices is both stressful and rewarding. I’m especially excited to share 10
books from small publishers that made
the top 100 this year, each one a unique
and important contribution to literature. Here’s what our reviewers had to
say about them.
Belonging and Betrayal: How the Jews
Made the Art World Modern by Charles Dellheim (Brandeis
Univ. Press, Sept. 21): “A scholar tells the story of 20th-century art dealers, the avant-garde and old masters works they
promoted, and Nazi plunder.…A brilliant account of Nazi
pillage and the ongoing efforts at restitution.”
Nuestra América: My Family in the Vertigo of Translation by
Claudio Lomnitz (Other Press, Feb. 9): “The noted anthropologist and historian takes his rich family history and builds
a narrative of universal significance.…A masterpiece of historical and personal investigation, perfect for anyone trying
to uncover their family’s past.”
Names for Light: A Family History
by Thirii Myo Kyaw Myint (Graywolf,
Aug. 17): “A writer born in Myanmar and
raised in Thailand and the U.S. traces
how her family history has haunted her
personal journey.…An imaginative and
compelling memoir about what we inherit and what we pass on.”
A Ghost in the Throat by Doireann
Ní Ghríofa (Biblioasis, June 1): “A fascinating hybrid work in which the voices of two Irish female poets ring out across centuries.…Lyrical prose passages and moving introspection abound in this
unique and beautiful book.”
Becoming Abolitionists: Police, Protests, and the Pursuit of
Freedom by Derecka Purnell (Astra House, Oct. 5): “Purnell
argues convincingly that police departments and prisons are
irredeemably implicated in racist ideologies and the perpetuation of violence despite long-standing efforts at reform.…
An informed, provocative, astute consideration of salvific alternatives to contemporary policing and imprisonment.”
Mud Sweeter Than Honey: Voices of
Communist Albania by Margo Rejmer
(Restless Books, Nov. 2), translated by
Zosia Krasodomska-Jones and Antonia Lloyd-Jones: “Based on interviews
with Albanians from all walks of life,
Rejmer bears shattering witness to the
country’s 47 years of communist dicta50
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torship….A gripping book of starkly revealing testimony.”
Every Day the River Changes: Four
Weeks Down the Magdalena by Jordan
Salama (Catapult, Nov. 16): “In 2018,
Salama…determined to travel as much
as possible of the 950-mile length of
the Magdalena River, from its source in
the Andean highlands to the Caribbean
coast.…The book is more than a notable achievement in travel literature and
more than a clarifying window into a misunderstood culture;
it is a book of conscience and open-heartedness. Pair it with
Wade Davis’ Magdalena.”
Toxic Legacy: How the Weedkiller
Glyphosate Is Destroying Our Health and
the Environment by Stephanie Seneff
(Chelsea Green, July 1): “A senior research scientist at MIT sounds the
alarm on the herbicide glyphosate, the
active ingredient in Roundup and other
agrochemicals.…Comparisons will be
made to Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring—
and they should be. We can only hope
Seneff ’s work goes on to rival Carson’s
in reach and impact.
Economy Hall: The Hidden History of a Free Black Brother
hood by Fatima Shaik (The Historic New Orleans Collective,
Feb. 25): “The Société d’Economie et d’Assistance Mutuelle,
born in 19th-century New Orleans, was dedicated to benevolent causes of tremendous political implication, including
the right of education and the franchise. Its members—all
men—‘rejected racism and colorism,’ a natural outcome of
the fact that so many of them were of mixed African and European heritage, the vaunted ‘Creoles’ of the city’s storied
past.…A lively, readable story that nicely complicates the
view of racial and ethnic relations in the South of old.”
As You Were by David Tromblay
(Dzanc, Feb. 15): “In a section that
neatly bookends Anthony Swofford’s
Jarhead, Tromblay recounts the grim
travails of boot camp, with its screaming drill sergeants and vomit-inducing
Georgia heat.…An incandescent addition to both Native American letters
and the literature of the Iraq and Afghan wars.”
Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing
editor.
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“Lush with ideas and bold in its analysis of the status quo,
this book reorients our view of science and the universe.”
fear of a black universe

FEAR OF A
BLACK UNIVERSE
An Outsider’s Guide to
the Future of Physics
Alexander, Stephon
Basic (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-5416-9963-2

BOYZ N THE VOID
A Mixtape to My
Brother
Asim, G’Ra
Beacon Press (272 pp.)
$25.95 | May 11, 2021
978-0-8070-5948-7

A Black millennial shares life lessons
with his younger brother through the
lens of punk rock.
|
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A renowned cosmologist argues that
empowering scientific outsiders and
taking risks on nontraditional ideas will
result in transformative science.
“I hope to convince my readers that diversity in science
is not simply a social justice concern, but that it enhances the
quality of the science we accomplish.” So writes Brown University physics professor Alexander, the 2020 president of the
National Society of Black Physicists as well as an electronic
musician, at the beginning of this captivating scientific journey.
He points out that deviance often results in innovation, and
women and minorities often innovate more, leading to a logical conclusion: “Perhaps it is time to value and elevate minorities, thus enabling them to make major contributions, not in
spite of their outsider’s perspective, but because of it.” The
author’s own contributions include unraveling the mysteries
of the early universe and advancing ideas relating to quantum
gravity, and he deftly explains these and more in accessible and
often personal prose. But it’s Alexander’s enthusiasm for seriously exploring theories on the frontier of physics that makes
this more exciting than most similar books: Are life and the universe truly decoupled? Did the wave function of the universe
undergo self-observation at its realization, and was this a form
of cosmic proto-consciousness? The author draws on research
from a variety of disciplines—physics, cosmology, biology, philosophy—to bolster his compelling arguments. As he shows, the
current models of our universe—and the theories scientists use
to construct them—may be called into question, requiring creative, interdisciplinary thinking to resolve. This beautiful and
surprising book will leave readers wanting to learn more about
the author and his mind-bending ideas, and it makes a perfect
complement to Chanda Prescod-Weinstein’s recent book, The
Disordered Cosmos.
Lush with ideas and bold in its analysis of the status quo,
this book reorients our view of science and the universe.

Asim, a writer, musician, professor of nonfiction writing,
and punk aficionado, feels a kinship with his younger brother
Gyasi, in part because they are both “difficult,” and that “natural
recalcitrance is the seed of punk sensibility.” The author, who has
never viewed his embrace of punk as antithetical to his Blackness, addresses his 10-chapter narrative to Gyasi, an intelligent,
artistic teen on the cusp of college who “predominantly lurks
indoors like some Wi-Fi–empowered Boo Radley.” Asim writes
to Gyasi in hopes that “a robust engagement with counterculture can serve as a vital antidote to soul-sucking normalcy.” The
author’s mixtape is “part Nick Hornsby, part Ntozake Shange:
my All-Time, Top-10 Angst-Neutralizing Punk Songs Because
the Rainbow Clearly Isn’t Enuf, Bruh.” The product of “a poor,
Black, bohemian family of quixotic values” in a “hyperliterate
household,” Asim delivers erudite prose that will appeal to readers across generations who want a fresh lens through which to
consider a range of topics, including mental wellness, childhood
sexual abuse, masculinity and male feminism, sex and sexuality,
racism, and respectability politics. Asim also considers the relationship between punk and Afrofuturism, another conduit for
“critical examination of dreary, unquestioned norms.” Whether
he’s discussing Black Lives Matter or the influential all-Black
punk band Bad Brains, whose “lasting cultural resonance cannot be dismissed,” Asim’s astute social commentary, poignant
storytelling, wit, and solid music criticism will appeal to punk
and nonpunk readers alike. Here, the punk scene is no panacea,
and Asim offers critique alongside celebration. Overall, his message to Gyasi is frank and hopeful: “I urgently want you to know
that the living here can be good even if it’s never easy.”
Part memoir, part rebel yell of a love letter to idiosyncratic young Black men trying to find their ways in the world.

THE SOUND OF THE SEA
Seashells and the Fate
of the Oceans
Barnett, Cynthia
Norton (336 pp.)
$27.95 | July 6, 2021
978-0-393-65144-7

An exploration of the history and
biology of mollusks.
As environmental journalist Barnett
notes, humans have long been captivated
by seashells (“the work of marine mollusks”), collecting and
using them for art, jewelry, and currency. In this well-researched,
consistently illuminating work, the author smoothly combines
environmental science and cultural history to trace the origins
and decline of mollusks. The book is divided into chapters
based on a particular species—among others, the chambered
nautilus, the lightning whelk, the money cowrie, the lettered
olive, and the queen conch. In each chapter, Barnett discusses
the biology of the species, including the formation of its shell, as
well as related culture and history. She also explores the factors
that have led to the declines of all of these species, including
climate change and overfishing. Barnett discusses observations
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and writings of other naturalists and scientists that she has found
significant. Among them are Leonardo da Vinci, who wrote
about visible fossils in the hillsides of Italy, testifying to changes
the Earth has experienced across millennia; Julia Ellen Rogers,
who authored The Shell Book (1908), which “brought the world
of seashells to Americans during the national zeal for nature as
a hobby”; and Thomas Say, the “father of American Conchology.” Barnett explores the many ways that Native Americans
used shells in their daily lives—as tools, in trade, and for ceremonial purposes—as well as the various historically significant
shell mounds that have been discovered throughout the U.S. The
author also takes us around the world: to the Maldives, where
ancient folktales of queens and a “cowrie monopoly” are vanishing; the Lowcountry coast of the Carolinas and Georgia, home
of Gullah Geechee tradition; Andros Island in the Bahamas,
where Barnett investigated the effects of the annual Conch Fest;
and Florida’s Sanibel Island, where “every tide brings a treasure
hunt.” Fans of Rebecca Giggs’ excellent Fathoms will find much
to savor here as well.
An absolutely captivating nature book.

WELCOME TO
DUNDER MIFFLIN
The Ultimate Oral History of
The Office
Baumgartner, Brian & Ben Silverman
Custom House/Morrow (352 pp.)
$29.99 | Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-06-308219-9

A comprehensive view of the landmark TV show.
Don’t be fooled by Baumgartner’s character on The Office,
the lovable oaf Kevin Malone. This definitive oral history he
created with executive producer Silverman is as sharp and well
crafted as the groundbreaking comedy that inspired it. The
American version of The Office made stars out of those on both
sides of the camera. Steve Carell and John Krasinski became
A-list celebrities, while creator and showrunner Greg Daniels
has developed hits like Parks and Recreation. Baumgartner gets
all of them, as well as nearly everyone else involved with the
show, to talk about how it came together and why it became
such an enduring success. (Notably absent from the discussions
are writers/actors Mindy Kaling and B.J. Novak.) Because he
was a part of the process, Baumgartner is able to steer the conversations in well-informed ways—e.g., explaining why the ratings were even more important than usual to the experimental
show and why they dictated NBC’s approvals of only a handful episodes at a time in the early years. Because Baumgartner’s Kevin was not the fake documentary’s central character
(Carell’s awkward regional manager Michael Scott) or part of
the love story (Krasinski’s Jim and Jenna Fischer’s Pam) at its
core, he is able to observe more of the big picture than those
in the eye of the publicity storm. He and Silverman also do a
great job showing how shifting viewing habits—especially The
Office’s stunning popularity on iTunes and now in reruns on
52
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streaming services—pushed it to new levels of popularity. Comedy is rarely simple, but the authors show how complex it was
to make such a forward-thinking product. The contributors
discuss their wide-ranging influences, including Molière, Aristophanes’ The Frogs, the visual style of Survivor, and the comedic timing of King of the Hill. They also discuss the agonizing
decision-making processes behind the show’s major moments.
A true insider’s guide filled with sweet surprises for fans
and the brainy charm to make new ones.

TWELVE CAESARS
Images of Power From
the Ancient World to the
Modern
Beard, Mary
Princeton Univ. (368 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-0-691-22236-3

The renowned classicist and bestselling author of SPQR (2015) considers
Rome’s first rulers as they have come
down to us in marble, stone, coins, and metals.
During the time of the Roman Empire, artists churned
out an avalanche of portraits of Rome’s emperors, a trend that
continued after their deaths, beyond the fall of the empire, and
during the centuries following up to the modern age. Suetonius’
The Twelve Caesars, which later became one of “the most popular
history books of the European Renaissance,” contains the only
surviving physical descriptions. Many modern historians, however, consider his stories “the gossip of the palace corridors, or
even outright fantasy, but…they have become inextricably part
of our view of Roman emperors.” No statue from ancient times
has a label; this is not the case with innumerable Roman coins
minted during their reigns, but the tiny heads are little help.
Beard points out that beginning in the Renaissance, rulers and
wealthy patrons not only collected images of emperors and their
consorts—or, more likely, a copy, fake, or image of someone
else—but they also began portraying themselves as if they were
Roman. A leading scholar as well as a writer of bestsellers, Beard,
as always, asks important questions: What did the Caesars look
like? Did the artists themselves care? Why did European plutocrats, aristocrats, and monarchs like to see themselves in togas?
She leads us through the best available evidence (even if it’s not
always satisfying) and delivers insightful answers in lucid prose
accompanied by dazzling images. Along with a steady stream
of commentary on portraits, sculptures, and prints, the author
devotes long sections to artistic masterpieces, including tapestries, murals, enormous historical paintings, and Titian’s spectacular room of the Caesars (11 of them, not Suetonius’ 12), now lost.
A lively treatise on Roman art and power, deliciously opinionated and beautifully illustrated.
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“An insightful, provocative, heartfelt blend of memoir and
social commentary that is as revelatory as it is celebratory.”
carefree black girls

THE RISE AND FALL OF
OSAMA BIN LADEN
Bergen, Peter
Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-982170-52-3

CAREFREE BLACK
GIRLS
A Celebration of Black
Women in Popular Culture
Blay, Zeba
St. Martin’s Griffin (256 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-250-23156-7

Essays exploring the lives of Black
women through the lens of contemporary pop culture.
|

special issue: best books of 2021

Journalist and national security
analyst Bergen delivers a compelling,
nuanced portrait of America’s erstwhile
public enemy No. 1.
Osama bin Laden, whom the author
interviewed long before he became a household name, was an
enigmatic and contradictory man: He was rich but insisted on
living ascetically—a fact that drove a son of his away in adulthood—and though he had the bearing of a quiet cleric, he engineered the deaths of countless thousands of people, and not just
on 9/11. Bergen resists psychobiography while examining some of
the facts of his family life that shaped his personality. He barely
knew his father, whom his mother had divorced, and he idealized
a remote, dusty corner of Yemen, his family seat, even as it gave
birth to an offshoot of Islam that worshipped Christian saints
alongside Muslim ones. In the last weeks of his life, bin Laden was
consumed with the fear that, hidden away in a compound in Pakistan, he was missing out on what he felt should have been a leadership role in the Arab Spring movement—and never mind that
it had little to do with his religious fundamentalism. Throughout,
Bergen turns up revealing details and sharp arguments against
received wisdom: one moment finds bin Laden treating his white
beard with Just for Men hair dye; another introduces readers
to one of his wives, a “poet and intellectual who…played a key,
hidden role in formulating his ideas and helping him prepare
his public statements.” Though intelligence presumes him to
have delegated the work to lieutenants, Bergen shows bin Laden
micromanaging the 9/11 attacks and subsequent operations as
the Bush administration bungled its efforts to find him. Meaningfully, the author notes that waterboarding and other torture of
captured al-Qaida operatives yielded almost no actionable intelligence, and he disputes the claim that the Pakistani intelligence
service shielded bin Laden from American discovery, discounting
what has become the near-official narrative.
Essential for anyone concerned with geopolitics, national
security, and the containment of further terrorist actions.

“Black girls are everything,” writes Blay, adding that “the
culture that Black women pour their talents and their creativity
into, the culture that emulates Black women, steals from Black
women, needs Black women, is the same culture that belittles
Black women, excludes Black women, ignores Black women.”
A former senior culture writer for HuffPost, Blay was the first
person to tweet #carefreeblackgirl, which became a popular
shorthand for celebrating Black women. These well-crafted
essays, which the author wrote during a period of deep depression and anxiety, helped her get “reacquainted with the concept
of joy and freedom.” She discusses a number of issues including
fatphobia; sexual exploitation and trauma; righteous anger and
the Angry Black Woman trope; mental wellness and the Strong
Black Woman trope; and the pain and insidiousness of colorism.
Blay also deftly unpacks the public push back from some Black
women against the term “carefree Black girl.” Throughout the
collection, she brings compelling and astute cultural criticism
together with reflections on her personal evolution as a Black
woman. Blay’s thoughtful analysis of everything from viral
Instagram moments and popular TV shows to headline news
about Michelle Obama and Breonna Taylor makes for an infectious read. A chapter devoted to rapper Cardi B considers how
she and other Black women rappers “tell us so much about the
culture and about ourselves.” But Blay isn’t writing as a fangirl.
With Cardi and other public figures, films, and other media, she
navigates both adulation and earned critique as well as those
important spaces where the personal is definitely political. She
also raises timely questions about homophobia, transphobia,
cancel culture, representation, and appropriation.
An insightful, provocative, heartfelt blend of memoir and
social commentary that is as revelatory as it is celebratory.

THE DEVIL
YOU KNOW
A Black Power Manifesto
Blow, Charles M.
Harper/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-06-291466-8

The distinguished New York Times
columnist offers a daring but utterly sensible plan to advance Black civil rights.
The devil that Black Americans
know all too well is racism, and, as Blow notes from the outset,
it is not confined to the South: “Black people fled the horrors
of the racist South for so-called liberal cities of the North and
West, trading the devil they knew for the devil they didn’t, only
to come to the painful realization that the devil is the devil.”
Though George Floyd’s murder at the hands of Minneapolis
police was roundly protested—and with Whites often outnumbering Blacks at demonstrations around the country—soon
after, Jacob Blake suffered the same fate, in Milwaukee, by bullets rather than asphyxiation, but with “no similar outpouring of
outrage.” What Blow calls “white liberal grievance” is useless in
the face of a racist system that will not change. Or will it? Given
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Patrick Radden Keefe
Philip Montgomery

epidemic but a multigenerational saga about the
rise and fall of one family, tracing the roots of the
Sackler dynasty from the early days in Depressionera Brooklyn to the bitter legal endgame of recent
years. It’s a book about the dark secrets behind a
great American fortune, about philanthropy and
greed and the profound mark that this family left
on our world.
Empire of Pain is in many ways a very different book
from your last one, Say Nothing, about the Troubles
in Northern Ireland. Was there anything similar
about the process of reporting and writing them,
though?
On the surface, the books seem very different, but
there are thematic similarities: Both books are interested in secrets and denial and the deceptive stories
that people tell themselves and others in an effort to
justify their own actions. And my process tends to be
the same from project to project: intensive archival
work and interviews, then a lot of effort to take all that
research and distill it into a literary narrative that, if
I’m doing it right, has real depth and momentum.

Patrick Radden Keefe is a staff writer at the New
Yorker and the author of three books, including Say
Nothing: A True Story of Murder and Memory in North
ern Ireland, which was a finalist for the 2019 Kirkus
Prize and the winner of a National Book Critics Circle Award. His latest book is Empire of Pain: The Se
cret History of the Sackler Dynasty (Doubleday, April 13),
which our reviewer called a “definitive, damning, urgent tale of overweening avarice at tremendous cost
to society.” Keefe answered some questions by email.
A lot of excellent books have been written about the
opioid epidemic. Why did you want to write about
the Sackler family?
It was through some of those terrific books that I
first learned about the role the family played in the
opioid crisis. But I wanted to write a different sort
of story—not a full spectrum account of the opioid
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What was it like having a book come out in 2021?
How did you connect with readers in this socially distanced year?
It was very strange! I had released a podcast at the outset of the pandemic, so I had some experience with the
weird world of promoting something via Zoom. But after a couple of years working mostly in solitude on the
book, sitting at my desk, staring at my computer, it was
surreal to find that the “book tour” would entail…sitting at my desk, staring at my computer. Like winning
a pie-eating contest in which the grand prize is more
pie. But I was grateful for the opportunity to connect
with readers, even remotely, and hugely encouraged by
the warm reception to the book.
Who is the ideal reader for this book, and what do
you hope they take away from it?
One thing I remind myself of a lot when I’m writing is that I’m not writing for specialists. I’m not
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writing for the person who has already read a dozen books on this topic, or even for people who start
with any particular interest in the ostensible subject of the book. Character and narrative can create a wonderful undertow that pulls the reader into
worlds that she might never otherwise have entered,
so, whether I’m writing about the Troubles in the
1970s or the opioid crisis today, my hope is to engage any reader who happens to pick up the book
and read a few pages.
What work of nonfiction most dazzled you this year?
It came out at the very end of last year, but one of
the most dazzling and original nonfiction books I’ve
read in years is Oak Flat: A Fight for Sacred Land in the
American West by Lauren Redniss.
Interview by Tom Beer.

that Georgia is at the crux of the 2020 presidential election and
that Stacey Abrams’ get-out-the-vote campaign brought in hundreds of thousands of voters to turn the state blue, Blow considers the state “proof of concept” that Black voters can indeed
sway elections. He adds that the entire South could follow suit
if only Blacks would reverse the path of the Great Migration
to the North during Jim Crow and remake the electoral map
by forming a solid majority. As he writes, if just half of Black
residents elsewhere moved South, it would establish that majority from Louisiana all the way across the Southern heartland to
South Carolina, “a contiguous band of Black power that would
upend America’s political calculus and exponentially increase
Black political influence.” It would also end White supremacy in
that intransigent region. “The South now beckons as the North
once did,” he urges in his resounding conclusion. “The promise
of real power is made manifest. Seize it. Migrate. Move.”
Valuable as a thought experiment alone but also an “actual
plan” for effecting lasting political change.

THE SHATTERING
America in the 1960s
Boyle, Kevin
Norton (464 pp.)
$40.00 | Oct. 26, 2021
978-0-393-35599-4
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A concise, beautifully written history
of the “long” 1960s, bringing the most
important events and developments of
that tumultuous decade to vivid life.
Boyle, who won the National Book
Award for Arc of Justice (2004), aims his latest at general readers intrigued by this pivotal period of U.S. history. However, it’s
likely that those most affected by the text will be those who
lived through the period; the author delivers a potent reminder
of the unremitting, searing crises of those years. Assassinations,
the Vietnam War, and the Watergate crisis are only the most
significant. Other incidents and cultural changes weren’t far
behind in impact: Woodstock, experimentations in drugs and
sex, sit-ins and teach-ins, protest marches, the Civil Rights and
Voting Rights laws, the 1968 Democratic Convention, Roe v.
Wade, the Pentagon Papers, etc. Boyle slights no major figures—
Lyndon Johnson, Abbie Hoffman, the Beatles, Tom Hayden,
Barry Goldwater, George Wallace, and Richard Nixon get their
due—while bringing in many lesser-known ones. Admitting to
necessary selectivity, the author has to pass over many issues
then just coming to prominence, including Latino and Native
rights, the women’s movement, and the emerging environmental crisis. Boyle convincingly, if too subtly, contends that the “old
order,” though undoubtedly under immense pressure from the
outside, also “cracked from within.” Boyle is skilled at setting
events in their particular context, although occasionally, as in
the throat-clearing opening 60 pages on the years before 1960,
he overdoes it. What makes the book particularly effective is
the author’s inclusion of the lives and situations of ordinary
Americans; Boyle’s memorable character sketches capture the
55

“Beautifully written, this examination of what it means to
be Black and gay in America is a must-read.”
punch me up to the gods

PUNCH ME UP TO
THE GODS
A Memoir

hard realities and significant changes that occurred during that
time. The author is also commendably balanced in his assessments; it’s difficult to discern his partialities. Ultimately, this is a
standout example of narrative analytical history.
A brilliantly achieved history of some unusually fraught
years of American history.

LINER NOTES FOR
THE REVOLUTION
The Intellectual Life of
Black Feminist Sound

Brooks, Daphne A.
Belknap/Harvard Univ. (608 pp.)
$39.95 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-674-05281-9
A spirited study of how Black women
musicians and writers have informed each
other despite gatekeepers’ neglect and

dismissals.
Brooks, a professor of African American Studies at Yale,
ranges from early blues icons like Bessie Smith, who created
“jams that revel in the complexities—the affective ambiguities—
of a Black woman’s inner lifeworld,” through contemporary
phenoms like Janelle Monáe and Beyoncé. But it’s not all about
the musicians. Women writers on Black music—Zora Neale
Hurston, Lorraine Hansberry, blues and jazz historian Rosetta
Reitz—are crucial to Brooks, but this book is not strictly about
music writing, either. By synthesizing both groups, the author
develops an engrossing and provocative secret history of Black
artists developing their own modes of history and celebration,
exploring “the myriad ways that Black women have labored in
and through sonic culture.” Hurston, an anthropologist before
she was a celebrated novelist, made the case for blues music as
central to American life; Hansberry’s defense of her own work
and Black culture in general established a model for future writers; blues duo Geeshie Wiley and Elvie Thomas opened up questions of Black (and perhaps queer) defiance of expectations to
this day and how history is often warped by self-declared White
keepers of blues history. The supporters for Brooks’ thesis aren’t
exclusively Black; she writes rhapsodically about music critics
Ellen Willis, Greil Marcus, and Reitz, who reissued the work of
Black blueswomen. However, the author emphasizes a culture in
which “Black women are rarely in control of their own archives,
rarely seen as skilled critics or archivists, all too rarely beheld as
makers of rare sounds deemed deserving of excavation and long
study.” Brooks writes with a scholar’s comprehensiveness, only
occasionally overly fussy and digressive; her record-geek’s enthusiasm is explicit, and her book is a powerful corrective.
A sui generis and essential work on Black music culture
destined to launch future investigations.

Broome, Brian
Mariner Books (256 pp.)
$26.00 | May 18, 2021
978-0-358-43910-3
An engrossing memoir about growing
up Black and gay and finding a place in the
world.
Structured around Gwendolyn Brooks’
poem “We Real Cool,” Broome’s thought-provoking, emotional
journey unfolds through a clever use of parallel stories and juxtaposition. Writing about an experience at a bus stop on “the Black
end of town,” where he watched a father berate his toddler son
for crying, the author addresses his own upbringing with an abusive father whose “beatings were like lightning strikes. Powerful,
fast, and unpredictable. He held his anger so tightly that, when
it finally overtook him, the force was bone-shaking. He punched
me like I was a grown-ass man.” As a dark-skinned Black boy in
Ohio, Broome’s childhood was fraught with peril; at school, it was
made abundantly clear that God “made white people and Black
people and meant for us to stick to our own kind.” His parents
used shame and abuse to try and toughen him up, tactics the
author describes in heart-wrenching detail. While watching the
man on the bus, he realized that “what I am witnessing, is the playing out of one of the very conditions that have dogged my entire
existence. This ‘being a man’ to the exclusion of all other things.”
Moving back and forth through time, Broome revisits similar
scenes—e.g., punishment and rejection for not acting according
to someone’s expectations, halting attempts to express himself—
and he interrogates his complicated relationship with his parents.
In one particularly poignant passage, the author describes how he
convinced his mother to buy him a girl’s shirt at the store: “And
from that day to this one, no one has ever looked at me like my
mother did that day. It was pity mixed with worry for what was
to come. It was the piping pink manifestation of all she had ever
suspected.” Beautifully written, this examination of what it means
to be Black and gay in America is a must-read.
A stellar debut memoir.

ROCK ME ON
THE WATER
1974—The Year Los
Angeles Transformed Movies,
Music, Television, and Politics
Brownstein, Ronald
Harper/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$29.99 | March 23, 2021
978-0-06-289921-7

Atlantic senior editor Brownstein
recounts the annus mirabilis that produced some of the most memorable songs, films, and TV shows
in pop-culture history.
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JOURNEY TO THE EDGE
OF REASON
The Life of Kurt Gödel
Budiansky, Stephen
Norton (384 pp.)
$30.00 | May 11, 2021
978-1-324-00544-5

One of the great geniuses of the 20th
century, barely known outside academia
today, receives a much-needed expert
biographical treatment.
Regarding his subject, Kurt Gödel (1906-1978), Budiansky
writes, “Einstein had called him ‘the greatest logician since
Aristotle,’ and even in Princeton, that town with more Nobel
Prize winners than traffic lights, his otherworldly genius had
stood out.” Born to a prosperous family in Austria-Hungary,
Gödel was brilliant from the start. He entered the University
of Vienna in 1924 to study physics but became attracted to
mathematics and philosophy. During the 1920s, Vienna was
a world center for both disciplines, and Gödel’s talents were
quickly recognized. Many readers are unaware that nothing
in science is proven. The law of gravity states that things fall
down only because things always fall down. No proof exists
|

that they can’t fall up. Only mathematics produces absolute
proofs. Mathematicians find this deeply satisfying, but they
are still recovering from the shock of Gödel’s great discovery,
in the early 1930s, that many systems in mathematics, while
true, can’t be proven. Although a historic milestone, it’s an
exceedingly difficult concept; readers with some background
in college mathematics will be best-suited to comprehending the author’s explanations. Fortunately, Budiansky writes
so well that this is no problem. Although Gödel remains the
focus of this terrific book, the author delivers insightful portraits of a score of brilliant men and women, almost all German
or Austrian, descriptions of their work and academic struggles
in early-20th-century Europe, and their lives after Hitler
destroyed German science. Many moved to the U.S., where
they encountered a land of Eden, especially Princeton, “a picturesque pre-Revolutionary village attached to the university
campus.” Barely escaping Vienna in 1940, Gödel settled at the
Institute of Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, became
a close friend of Einstein, and continued groundbreaking work
despite increasing periods of obsession and paranoid delusion,
which eventually led to his death via slow starvation.
An outstanding biography of a man of incomprehensible
brilliance.

UNBOUND
My Story of Liberation
and the Birth of the Me
Too Movement

special issue: best books of 2021

In a book that neatly brackets William McKeen’s Everybody
Had an Ocean (2017), Brownstein conjures up the Los Angeles
of 1974. It was a time of endless possibility, marked by countless highlights: Chinatown, Linda Ronstadt’s album Heart Like
a Wheel, the completion of the first draft of the screenplay that
would give birth to the Star Wars franchise, and the political rise
of former seminarian Jerry Brown. In TV, Norman Lear had cornered the market on socially conscious, sometimes controversial comedy, as when the lead character of Maude got pregnant
at age 47 and got an abortion. “Though the city was not yet the
liberal political bastion it would grow into,” writes the author,
“Los Angeles emerged as the capital of cultural opposition to
Nixon.” Some of this opposition was seemingly innocent: The
Mary Tyler Moore Show was funny, but it advanced the thesis that
women could work, live single lives, and be happy while Jackson
Browne proved himself a pioneer of painful self-introspection.
But that innocence is illusory. As Brownstein writes, 1974 also
saw a tidal wave of cocaine wash over LA, the favorite party
appetizer of the film set, the music crowd, and celebrities alike.
Brownstein also takes in a wide swath of the world outside LA,
from the denouement of the Patty Hearst kidnapping to the
emergence of Tom Hayden and Jane Fonda as a political power
couple. There’s some nice dish, too, as when Carroll O’Connor
demanded artistic control of All in the Family because the Jewish
writers wouldn’t understand the mind of a working-class Christian; and shrewd cultural analysis, as when Brownstein chronicles the transition by Browne and his contemporaries “from
celebrating the freedom that revolution unlocked to tabulating
its cost in impermanence and instability.”
An endlessly engaging cultural history that will resonate
with anyone alive in 1974.

Burke, Tarana
Flatiron Books (320 pp.)
$28.99 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-1-250-62173-3

A soul-baring memoir by one the
most significant social activists of the
past two decades.
By the time the #MeToo hashtag became popularized in
2017, Burke had been at work for more than 10 years building
the “me too” movement. Though she sets the record straight as
the movement’s true founder, she’s less concerned about credit
than she is about letting “women, particularly young women
of color, know that they are not alone—it’s a movement. It’s
beyond a hashtag. It’s the start of a larger conversation and a
movement for radical community healing.” With empathy
at the heart of this movement, Burke offers her own story as
a means of helping others. “A dark-skinned Black girl who had
been damaged and used,” the author recounts her upbringing in
the Bronx in the 1970s and ’80s where she was labeled “ugly” and
blamed herself for the rape she endured at age 7. Through searing prose and riveting storytelling, Burke lays her trauma bare
alongside beautifully rendered moments, such as her discovery,
as a high school freshman, of the transformative power of fellow survivor Maya Angelou’s life and art. An honors student
known as the “Black Power girl” who challenged racist White
teachers, the author went on to become a college activist and
then a community organizer in Selma, Alabama. Her intense
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Thirii Myo Kyaw Myint
Dennis Shyu

Thirii Myo Kyaw Myint was born in Yangon,
Myanmar, and grew up in Bangkok, Thailand, and
San José, California. Her stories have been published in numerous journals, and she is the author of a novel, The End of Peril, the End of Enmity,
the End of Strife, a Haven. Her nonfiction debut,
Names for Light: A Family History (Graywolf, Aug.
17), is, according to our reviews, an “imaginative
and compelling memoir about what we inherit
and what we pass on.” Myint answered our questions by email.
What prompted you to write Names for Light?
Was this a book you felt called to write?
Ever since my family relocated to the United States
when I was 7 years old, I’ve had to act as a cultural
interpreter of “my country and my people.” By the
58
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time I was in college, my life was consumed with
this duty: I was president of the Brown Campaign
for Burma, which aimed to spread awareness of
the human rights abuses in the country; I tutored
families of recently resettled Burmese refugees; I
helped a former Burmese political prisoner organize a literary festival at my college. Creative writing was my one relief from this activism—the one
place where I allowed myself a break from “raising awareness” about Burma. But as my political
activism ran dry over the years due to emotional burnout, I found that a creative space opened
up for me. I had always thought that if I wrote
about Burma, it would have to be an educational
book for a “western audience”—I had not considered the possibility of writing a book that would
be for myself and people like me. Names for Light
emerged from this question—what would I write
if I could write about my sense of identity and belonging on my own terms?
What was it like having a book come out in 2021?
How did you connect with readers in this socially
distanced year?
I had a baby a few months before my book release,
so the sleep deprivation combined with the virtual nature of my book tour has made everything
feel somewhat unreal! Still, it has been amazing
to “see” my friends, family, and writing community attend my virtual events and to connect with
students through virtual class visits. While I do
miss getting the chance to talk with readers oneon-one at in-person events, I also appreciate the
accessibility afforded by virtual programming—
without the option of online events, I don’t think
I would have been able to travel around the country with a newborn to promote my book.
Who is the ideal reader for Names for Light, and
what do you hope they take away from it?
Any reader who is willing to put aside—or at least,
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be aware of—the assumptions and expectations
that they bring to a text is my ideal reader. I think
too often writers of color and other marked or
marginalized writers are expected to “sell” their
marked identity—i.e., “read this book if you want
to know what it’s like to be brown/queer/poor/
etc.” My hope is that readers (even those who
wanted a straightforward, educational memoir)
will come away from Names for Light with an expanded notion of identity.
What work of nonfiction most dazzled you this
year?
I marveled at Lauren Russell’s Descent, which came
out with Tarpaulin Sky in 2020—such a formally
innovative, genre-expanding book and a moving
example of radical empathy.

passion and commitment shine through on every page. Even
readers familiar with the story of the Rev. James Bevel—a “giant
of the Civil Rights Movement” and known, protected serial
child molester—will share Burke’s anger and heartbreak when
they crossed paths in Selma. While working with Black girls in
Selma, the author discovered that their healing and renewed
sense of self-worth were inextricably tied to her own. Burke’s
reckoning with her painful past becomes the blueprint for “me
too.” Told with candor and deep vulnerability, this story is raw
and sobering but also a source of healing and hope for other
survivors.
An unforgettable page-turner of a life story rendered
with endless grace and grit.

Interview by Tom Beer.

SURVIVING THE
WHITE GAZE
A Memoir

Carroll, Rebecca
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-982116-25-5
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A probing, wise investigation of
racial identity.
Throughout the memoir, Carroll,
a podcast host and cultural critic who
develops a wide variety of content at WNYC, demonstrates
the most indelible qualities of the genre: an ability to inhabit a
version of one’s self that no longer exists; an instinct for what’s
important and what isn’t; and a voice that implies personal
growth gained through missteps and ultimately self-knowledge. Born to a White mother and Black father, the author was
adopted by a White New Hampshire couple with a laissez-faire
approach to parenting and very little concept of race. Growing up with a fierce desire to fit in with the popular White kids
at school, she entered into a toxic relationship with her birth
mother, Tess, a narcissist who took every opportunity to tear
down and interrogate her daughter’s Blackness and self-esteem.
The narrative, which reflects the author’s “decades-long, selfinitiated rite of passage,” is a blunt, urgent study of racial identity and an attempt to chronicle “my ultimate arrival at the
complicated depths of my own blackness.” Along the way, she
encountered a variety of racists, passive and aggressive, and a
series of White boys who served as goals to be attained. Carroll also underwent a series of hairstyles, which become symbols
for stages of self-actualization. But the heart of the book lies in
her back and forth with Tess, who cast a spell on her daughter
even as she spewed racist venom and situated herself more as
a jealous peer than a dutiful parent. Carroll’s quest for authenticity fuels the text, but there’s also a quietly tragic subtext of
failed parenting, of the many ways one generation can put its
own needs before those of the next. The author deftly untangles
these pitfalls, creating a specific and personal story that is also
compelling for general readers.
A deeply resonant memoir of hard-won authenticity.
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“The book for anyone who wants to understand some of
the world’s most important scientific questions.”
how to make an apple pie from scratch

FLOATING IN A MOST
PECULIAR WAY
A Memoir
Chude-Sokei, Louis
Mariner Books (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-328-84158-2

A distinguished literary scholar delivers an affecting memoir of life as an exile,
with a David Bowie soundtrack in the
background.
“We were from Biafra, mind you. Not Nigeria.” So writes
Boston University professor Chude-Sokei, who left his homeland after what has been called “Africa’s first televised war.” His
father, a major, died in the conflict—assassinated, it was said—
whereupon his mother, a Jamaican, returned to her native country with her young son. “All I had with me when I arrived in
Jamaica,” writes the author, “was a song, not an Igbo song but
a Western one played on the radio about floating in space and
choosing never to come down. It was a song about someone
named Major Tom, and it eventually became my only memory
of my origins in Africa.” Early on, as he shows in this forthright,
deftly profound narrative, he stood as a definitive outsider,
given to reading what an aunt called “foolish space books,”
among the many things left behind when his mother moved
her family to America. In the U.S., Chude-Sokei discovered further mysteries, including something he’d never heard before—
the N-word—and something he’d never encountered before:
an odd sort of racism that came at him from both sides, from
Whites and from Blacks, such as a teacher who informed his
schoolmates that “Africans were backward and spent all their
time killing one another, like in Uganda and Biafra, and were
an embarrassment to real black people.” With Bowie’s “Space
Oddity” as his madeleine, the author grew up to explore both
his adopted country and his native one. Just as Major Tom died
along with his creator, so Chude-Sokei’s old world was eventually foreclosed as his cancer-stricken mother extracted a promise from him to bury her in Nigeria. And so he did, “placing my
mother’s remains next to my father’s grave near the house he’d
built for her before the war scattered us.”
A beautifully written contribution to recent work of the
African diaspora.

UNWELL WOMEN
Misdiagnosis and Myth
in a Man-Made World
Cleghorn, Elinor
Dutton (400 pp.)
$27.00 | June 8, 2021
978-0-593-18295-6

A feminist historian and cultural
critic explores how age-old myths about
gender roles and behaviors have shaped
the history of medicine.
60
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Medical science is notorious for misunderstanding the ailments of female bodies. Throughout this illuminating and disturbing survey, Cleghorn argues convincingly that this is because
medicine is a patriarchal science. Hippocrates believed that the
uterus controlled women’s health. Following in his footsteps,
later Greek physicians blamed female illness on “wandering
womb[s].” The author suggests that Hippocrates’ ideas aligned
with the prevailing view that women existed solely for the purposes of childbearing/rearing. Hippocratic misogyny became
entrenched in later European cultural and medical thinking,
as suggested by how more “enlightened” doctors from the 18th
century still blamed (White) women’s physical and emotional
pains on reproductive malfunctions. Enslaved women of color
fared far worse: At best, they were the objects of cruel experiments because White patriarchy had deemed them unable to
feel pain. By the mid-1800s, early suffragists like Harriet Taylor Mill, whom doctors diagnosed with “nervous disorders,”
began to more openly question the patriarchal status quo. But
the patriarchal establishment used the old argument of hysteria to discredit them and their political activities. As White
women became more socially empowered in the 20th century,
medicine became another tool of patriarchy to control them.
In the 1920s and ’30s, the American medical establishment
sanctioned forced sterilization of thousands of Black Southern
women “in the name of social improvement.” A decade later in
Britain, the British government controlled White female reproduction with welfare programs designed to “encourage women
to produce and nurture citizens of the future.” Thoughtful and
often disturbing, this exhaustively researched book shows why
women—including minority women and Cleghorn herself, who
has lupus—must fight to be heard in a system that not only
ignores them, but often makes them sicker.
Powerful, provocative, necessary reading.

HOW TO MAKE AN
APPLE PIE FROM
SCRATCH
In Search of the Recipe for
Our Universe—From the
Origins of Atoms to the
Big Bang
Cliff, Harry
Doubleday (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 10, 2021
978-0-385-54565-5

An entertainingly accurate account of how everything in
the universe came to be, as told by a leading experimental physicist and popularizer.
Carl Sagan once said, “If you wish to make an apple pie
from scratch, you must first invent the universe.” On July 4,
2012, the scientific community celebrated Higgsdependence
Day, when the more than 10,000 physicists from around the
world who had worked together for more 15 years announced
conclusive evidence for the Higgs boson, the “God particle.”
Without the Higgs boson and all the other star stuff that
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makes the universe and holds it together, butter, flour, water,
and apples wouldn’t exist, and bakeries would have nothing to
sell. In his first book, Cliff, a particle physicist at Cambridge
and researcher at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider in Switzerland, brings physics down to Earth and persuades us that even
if one can easily buy fruit and pie crusts, we should still care
about their deep origins. Through a clear knowledge of many
areas of physics as well as individual physicists, years spent in
hands-on work at CERN, the instincts of a good storyteller, and
a wicked sense of humor, Cliff draws readers into the bizarre
and beautiful world inside the atom, offering an accessible education on the “standard model…a deceptively boring name for
one of humankind’s greatest intellectual achievements. Developed over decades through the combined efforts of thousands
of theorists and experimentalists, [it] says that everything we
see around us—galaxies, stars, planets, and people—is made of
just a few different types of particles, which are bound together
inside atoms and molecules by a small number of fundamental
forces.” In addition to the ins and outs of the Standard Model,
this outstanding book, sometimes as funny as The Hitchhikers
Guide to the Galaxy, will also teach readers why experimental
subjects are often called “guinea pigs.”
The book for anyone who wants to understand some of
the world’s most important scientific questions.

CHILDREN UNDER FIRE
An American Crisis

In a stellar debut, Cox expands his
Washington Post series on the invisible
wounds of children damaged by gun violence, a finalist for the 2018 Pulitzer
Prize for feature writing.
In 2016, after the fatal shooting of a classmate at her South
Carolina school, 7-year-old Ava Olsen was so traumatized that
she developed severe PTSD. She even used stickers to cover up
the “scary words” in Little House on the Prairie: “gun, fire, blood,
kill.” In this powerful report on the emotional scars left by gun
violence, Cox argues that Ava is one of millions of American
children “who weren’t shot and aren’t considered victims by
our legal system but who have, nonetheless, been irreparably
harmed by the epidemic.” With deep sympathy for his young
subjects, he probes the roots of—and possible solutions to—the
crisis, taking sharp aim at the $3 billion school security market,
which exploits parental fears by touting products of unproven
worth, such as “$150 bulletproof backpacks.” But the beating
heart of the narrative consists of the heart-rending stories of
vulnerable children. Ava’s pen pal Tyshaun McPhatter wouldn’t
let his mother wash a sweatshirt worn by his father, murdered in
Washington, D.C., so he’d remember the scent. Her schoolmate
Siena Kibilko, prepared for another shooting, had picked out a
hiding spot at school “where she just knew the gunman wouldn’t
|

WHAT WHITE PEOPLE
CAN DO NEXT
From Allyship to Coalition
Dabiri, Emma
Perennial/HarperCollins (176 pp.)
$13.99 paper | June 22, 2021
978-0-06-311271-1

Both a blazing polemic against the
concept of race as anything more than a
means to create racism as well as a fundamental route toward active unification.
In this follow-up to her excellent debut, Twisted (2020),
Dabiri once again pulls no punches, offering a sharp, relevant
critique and deconstruction of racial categorizations, particularly the common assumption of White people as the default
norm. “If whiteness is defined as ‘not being the other’ and the
subordination of that other,” she writes, “then a reversal of
status is deeply threatening to a person’s identity.” Deploying
chapter titles like “Stop the Denial,” “Interrogate Capitalism,”
and “Redistribute Resources,” the author is consistently direct
and urgent in her presentation. Skewering reductive online
commentary and hollow performative gestures, Dabiri writes,
“we seem to have replaced doing anything with saying something, in
a space where the word ‘conversation’ has achieved an obscenely
inflated importance as a substitute for action.” The author also
describes inherent deficiencies of allyship—“offering charity
at the expense of solidarity”—and makes a compelling case for
vigorous coalition-building, which requires recognizing shared
interests and working together for the greater good. She references scholars and authors such as Angela Davis, Fred Moten,
Barbara Fields, George Lipsitz, bell hooks, and Cornel West
to support her studied claims and intentional provocations.
“In the history of humankind,” she writes, “ ‘white people’ are
babies. You have only existed since 1661! (To be fair, so have
‘black people.’)” Dabiri dismisses Whiteness as “a generic term
that collapses crucial distinctions in order to consolidate capital.” Related to her argument that the B in black should not be
capitalized because it reinforces division instead of dismantling
it, she explains that she regularly places quotation marks around
“black” and “white” to disrupt “the comfort with which we rely
on that terminology.”
A must-read for anyone seeking to be an agent of muchneeded societal change.
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Cox, John Woodrow
Ecco/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$28.99 | March 30, 2021
978-0-06-288393-3

think to look.” Especially moving is the story of Ava’s 6-year-old
superhero-loving classmate, Jacob Hall, killed in the shooting
at her school and laid out at his funeral in a Batman costume,
mourned at the church by friends dressed in his honor as Captain America and other superheroes. Cox analyzes the gun crisis
astutely, but his surpassing achievement in this eloquent book
is to let children speak for themselves about their grief. Put
this one on a shelf with Alex Kotlowitz’s There Are No Children
Here—and have a box of tissues handy.
An indispensable contribution to the debate about gun
violence.
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AUTHOR SPOTLIGHT

Tarana Burke
Dougal MacArthur

how this work emerged, it would have to be in
words, because they are where I find refuge and
comfort. I can take my time and be deliberate and
thoughtful. Four years after the fervor and immediacy of the hashtag, I think it was time to really
take a deep dive into the origins of this work, and
this was a way to get folks to actually listen.
What preparation did you do to write Unbound?
I am fortunate enough to have journals going
back to the eighth grade. I also have been writing and blogging for many years, so I went back
to old writing for some parts and then built off of
what I had previously written. But I also talked to
friends and family and college buddies and former
co-workers and whomever I could think of to fill
in the blanks. I thought I could just rely on my
memory. My memories weren’t just incomplete—
they were not fleshed out. I had to confront my
own inclination for self-protection/-preservation
in order to free the actual story that needed to be
told.
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Activist Tarana Burke is best known as the
founder of the #MeToo movement confronting sexual violence against women and girls—a
calling she has followed since 2006, long before
the hashtag went viral. This year she delivered
a powerful memoir, Unbound: My Story of Libera
tion and the Birth of the Me Too Movement (Flatiron,
Sept. 14), which Kirkus called “an unforgettable
page-turner of a life story rendered with endless
grace and grit.” Burke answered a few questions
by email.

What was it like having a book come out in 2021?
I was terrified to release a book in a pandemic,
but the truth is that we are dealing with collective trauma. I think in some ways—even though
Unbound was about surviving sexual violence—it
resonated with the kinds of violence and trauma many of us have witnessed or experienced in
the last two years. Also, these last couple of years
have opened folks up to some self-exploration in
unprecedented ways. I think books like mine help
to validate those endeavors and allow people to
feel supported and seen.

How did you decide that it was time to tell your
story in book form?
I am a writer. Over the last four years people have
only gotten to know me in sound bites and news
pieces. If I was ever going to tell the full story of

Who is the ideal reader for Unbound, and what do
you hope they take away from it?
That’s a funny question. The ideal reader is the
person who has either tapped into their vulnerability enough to find a part of themselves in my
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story or empathetic enough to understand why
stories like mine matter and should be written
and read. I don’t know if I can dictate what people take away exactly, but my biggest hope is that
people allow themselves to be open enough to find
something for themselves or for someone else. I
wrote this book for myself. I wrote this book for
little Black girls like me who didn’t have a book
like this. But this book is deeply universal—both
extraordinary and ordinary—and I hope people
can take that away.
What book most dazzled you this year?
I loved Long Division by Kiese Laymon. He is such
a gifted writer, but with this novel he gave us a
different gift. Rarely do we see speculative fiction
with Black children at the center, and the wonderful storytelling made it all the more special. I love
it when a story makes me dream of more stories.
Interview by Tom Beer.

Daniels, Jessie
Seal Press (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-5416-7586-5

An immensely readable examination
of White women’s prominent role in the
endurance of systematic racism.
Daniels, a professor of sociology and Africana studies, considers the many ways that White women—incarnated in the
countless “Karen” memes on social media—have been active
agents in perpetuating systems of inequality from which they
benefit. These ways include being nonquestioning actors in
hoarding wealth through inheritance, upholding segregation in
schools, and cornering jobs at the expense of people of color—
all of which stubbornly maintain the political and economic
imbalance between White and Black households. The “built-in
advantage” of being a White woman is a legacy of the Colonial
era, when “white women in the United States were enthusiastic in their cruelty as owners of enslaved people on plantations.” Affirmative Action, notes Daniels, has overwhelmingly
helped White women in the workforce. White supremacy in
the South and the lynching of Black men were predicated on
the “protection” of White women, and that sense of fragility
and entitlement was passed down through the generations. The
author uses a wide array of examples of “nice white ladies” both
on the right and the left, well-meaning feminists, purveyors of
the “shallow promise of the wellness industry,” and “white savior moms” who adopt children of color, and she shows how this
“intergenerational” racism is actually raising the mortality rates
of White women. Daniels also discusses the tragic suicide of
her mother, who, despite relative privilege, was “taught to be
nice above all else”—like many White women. Daniels, who has
clearly done the work of examining herself first, concludes by
offering constructive ways White women can undo the damage of their privileged status by challenging and questioning
as well as by cultivating alternate forms of family and kinship
outside of the White nuclear family. “As white women,” she
writes, “we need to tell the truth about ourselves and we need
transformation.”
This significant study, both academic and personal, provides a well-lit path “to swerve away from white supremacy.”
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NICE WHITE LADIES
The Truth About White
Supremacy, Our Role
in It, and How We Can Help
Dismantle It
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“The thrill is here, as B.B. King finally gets his due in this
first meticulous account of his historic life.”
king of the blues

BELONGING
AND BETRAYAL
How Jews Made the Art
World Modern
Dellheim, Charles
Brandeis Univ. Press (672 pp.)
$40.00 | Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-68458-056-9

A scholar tells the story of 20th-century
art dealers, the avant-garde and old masters
works they promoted, and Nazi plunder.
In 1945, “Jewish gentleman” Lt. James Rorimer, the Harvardeducated director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s medieval
branch, was given the job of traveling to Buxheim monastery
in Germany and “hunting down an unknown quantity of works
of art that the Nazis had despoiled.” He discovered 158 paintings of a quality few museum collections could match, works by
Boucher, Fragonard, Delacroix, and others. These would not be
the only cultural assets recovered that the Nazis had taken from
Jews through a Wehrmacht unit known as ERR; it was a “massive confiscation of fine and decorative art almost immediately
after the fall of France and the beginning of the German occupation.” But how did European Jews acquire the art in the first
place, given that such works had hitherto been available only to
royalty and the landed classes? In this exceptional work of scholarship, Boston University history professor Dellheim “sets out to
reframe our picture of Nazi-stolen art” by focusing on “the rise
and fall of a small number of Jews, individuals and families, who
were both merchants and connoisseurs, dealers and collectors.”
The author devotes most of the book to a detailed history of
the Jewish dealers and collectors who acquired these artworks—
e.g., Nathan Wildenstein, a textile merchant who developed “an
astonishingly good eye” for authenticating old masters paintings;
and Joseph Duveen, who would become one of the most influential art dealers in history. In the devastating final chapters, Dellheim describes the “cultural violence” of the Nazi dispossession
of art and recounts the grotesque goals of “ensuring that museums and galleries were securely judenrein, ‘cleansed’ of Jews,” and
“removing old masters from Jewish hands.”
A brilliant account of Nazi pillage and the ongoing efforts
at restitution.

KING OF THE BLUES
The Rise and Reign of
B.B. King
de Visé, Daniel
Grove (496 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-8021-5805-5

As blues royalty and one of the 20th
century’s most influential musicians,
B.B. King (1925-2015) has long deserved
a well-considered biography that places
his achievements in a cultural and historical context. This is it.
64
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Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist de Visé deftly interweaves
tales of American history, pop culture, racial relations, music
theory, and much more to fully demonstrate King’s significance.
Not only does the author show King at his highest moments—
winning multiple Grammys and the Presidential Medal of Freedom, recording his most-acclaimed albums, opening the B.B.
King Museum and Delta Interpretive Center in his hometown
of Indianola, Mississippi—but also his lowest, including his
final days, when he was bedridden and suffering from complications of his chronic diabetes. It’s a magnificent tale that de
Visé reconstructs mostly in King’s own words, culled from his
memoir and the hundreds of interviews he gave throughout
his career. However, it is often when the author writes as an
outsider about King’s life that the most poignant revelations
come. Though King famously cultivated the belief that he had
fathered 15 children, he was believed to be sterile. Almost as
famously, King would rarely address racial injustice even though
it affected him and his career deeply. De Visé, who lays out one
indignity after another for King and his band because they were
Black, wonders if “King’s anger remained deep inside, concealed
behind the expressive eyes and the ancient stutter, where perhaps it had always lived.” As King himself once wrote, “Moving
on is my method of healing my hurt and, man, I’ve been moving on all my life.” What de Visé does best, though, is assess the
musical magic that King and his beloved guitar, Lucille, made
and how their unique sound combination influenced blues and
rock stars for generations.
The thrill is here, as B.B. King finally gets his due in this
first meticulous account of his historic life.

LETTERS TO CAMONDO

de Waal, Edmund
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (192 pp.)
$28.00 | May 11, 2021
978-0-374-60348-9
Beautifully rendered recollections of
a distant world.
In 50 imaginary letters to Comte
Moïse de Camondo (1860-1935), a famed
art collector and cultural benefactor,
de Waal reflects on the meaning—to
Camondo, to France, and to Jewish history—of the Musée Nissim de Camondo, which Camondo established in memory of his
son, who died fighting for France in World War I. The author
is related to the Camondo family “in complicated ways.” As he
notes, “I can draw a family tree, possibly, but it would be a spider’s web” of intermarriages, with “whole branches” linking the
Camondos and his own Ephrussi family, portrayed in his earlier book, The Hare With Amber Eyes. Arriving in France in 1869,
both families lived near one another in a Parisian neighborhood that Jews saw as “secular, republican, tolerant, civilized”;
where they felt insulated from pervasive anti-Semitism; and
where they engaged in efforts “to align French and Jewish culture.” Camondo built an opulent mansion and staffed it with a
coterie of servants to care for his leather-bound books, curated
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wine cellar, gilded 18th-century French furniture, and Sèvres
porcelain. De Waal lovingly evokes the luxuriant textures and
glinting surfaces of a rarefied ambience of “talk and food and
porcelain and politesse and civilité”; where Camondo, born in
Constantinople, strived for acceptance as a Frenchman. Yet
despite his considerable philanthropy and his son’s sacrifice,
Camondo could not escape the culture’s disdain of Jews as
arrivistes, “social climbers, vulgarians, upstarts, status seekers,
mimics. As Jews aspiring to the veneer and polish of the gratin
and failing to disguise their origins.” He died before knowing
how easily Vichy France complied with Nazi occupiers to rid
France of Jews. More than chronicling the family’s splendor and
tragic end, de Waal has created a deeply hued tapestry of a lost
time and a poetic meditation on grief, memory, and the fragile
consolation of art. The book is beautifully illustrated with color
images from the museum and family photographs.
A radiant family history.

THOSE WE THROW
AWAY ARE DIAMONDS
A Refugee’s Search for Home
Dogon, Mondiant with Jenna Krajeski
Penguin Press (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-984881-28-1
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THE GLITTER IN
THE GREEN
In Search of Hummingbirds
Dunn, Jon
Basic (352 pp.)
$30.00 | April 20, 2021
978-1-5416-1819-0

An acclaimed natural history writer
and wildlife guide explores the Americas
in search of hummingbirds.
As Dunn notes, storytellers have
always held hummingbirds in “high regard,” from pre-Columbian oral mythologists to 20th-century writers like Gabriel
García Márquez. In his latest, the author chronicles his travels
from his home in the Shetland Islands to the Americas in search
of this alluring bird. Fittingly, Dunn’s journey begins in Alaska,
where, tens of millions of years ago, hummingbirds arrived after
crossing over the land bridge from Siberia. Here, the author
introduces us to the “sombre green and white plumage” of
the Rufous hummingbird, a species that, in 2010, was documented traveling 3,500 miles, the longest known migration ever
recorded by a hummingbird.” Among Dunn’s numerous vividly
recounted adventures, we visit gardens and lush areas in the
Sonoran Desert that have become magnets for bird-watchers; a
market in Mexico City where we learn about a macabre secret;
the Zapata Peninsula in Cuba, home to the bee hummingbird,
the smallest in the world; and Tierra del Fuego, in Argentina,
where the author spotted the Green-backed Firecrown, a species that Darwin encountered in 1832 “flitting about in a snowstorm.” All of these marvelous voyages are only part of what
makes this book so enchanting. Along the way, Dunn compassionately shares his extensive knowledge of the species endemic
to each location, including their aesthetics, mechanics, habitats, and related regional culture and folklore, and he discusses
factors contributing to the decline of hummingbirds, including
pesticides, climate change, and habitat loss. Encouragingly, he
“encountered examples of where human intervention had come
just in time and, locally at least, had pulled a hummingbird back
from the brink.” However, he also discovered that hummingbirds continue to be seen by some as a “commodity to be consumed and manipulated for their own ends, regardless of the
birds’ welfare.”
A mesmerizing, wonder-filled nature study that also
serves as a cautionary tale about wildlife conservation.
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In a beautifully heartfelt, plainspoken account, a refugee from the CongoRwanda wars breaks his silence to reveal
his family’s story of fleeing their home
amid unimaginable violence.
Dogon, who has a graduate degree from NYU, spent 20
years in refugee camps in Rwanda. Born into a cattle-farming
Tutsi family in the Bagogwe tribe, by age 3 his idyllic world was
shattered when the genocide in neighboring Rwanda spilled
over into his country. The family was forced to flee because
of killers tracking Dogon’s father, a village leader. “My father
appeared at our door, bleeding, and from that moment on, every
story was about killing,” writes the author. “I stopped being a
child….I stopped having a home. I became a refugee.” The
Bagogwe were almost entirely displaced, the survivors shunted
from one refugee camp to another, suffering gruesome, random
bloodshed and squalid living conditions. By 1996, the family had
consolidated in a camp in northern Rwanda, subsisting on fitful
international charity and fending off hunger and despair: “Being
a refugee meant having to reconcile your gratitude to Rwanda
and the [United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees],
with an increasing feeling of being isolated and forgotten.” With
the assistance of journalist Krajeski, Dogon movingly, tragically describes the trauma he and his family endured. The pain
was so deep that even among them, they could not talk about
what they had witnessed, which led to a terrible, debilitating
silence. As a hardworking student, he passed his national exam,
and though denied a promised scholarship because of his refugee status, he was able to attend university in the capital. Ultimately, he got sponsorship from tech executive Tim Armstrong,

the former CEO of AOL, and Armstrong paid for his education.
Now, Dogon is able to advocate for the plight of all who suffer
the terrors of civil war. Throughout, he delivers effectively vivid
details of his life and culture, and it’s clear that he is dedicated
to helping others in similar terrible circumstances.
An eloquent and necessary plea for compassion for war
refugees everywhere.
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“An essential historical record surrounding heinous events
that have yet to be answered with racial justice.”
the ground breaking

ENTERTAINING RACE
Performing Blackness
in America
Dyson, Michael Eric
St. Martin’s (352 pp.)
$28.99 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-2501-3597-1

Theologian and public intellectual
Dyson turns a gimlet eye on the stereotypes and authentic expressions of Black
self-presentation.
The author begins on a disturbing note: A young Black girl
on a slave ship is lashed to death because she refuses to dance
for the crew. Since that day in 1792 and well before, Black men,
women, and children have been bidden to perform. “Black folk
only exist,” writes Dyson, “when they are forced to adopt a narrow philosophy of life that is part Descartes, part Nas: Ut prae
stare, ergo sum, I perform, therefore I am.” Some artists perform
more or less on their own terms, as in the case of Prince. Some
do so by following strange self-erasing paths, as in the case of
Michael Jackson, whom Dyson likens to F. Scott Fitzgerald’s
Benjamin Button. As for Beyoncé, “the greatest entertainer in
the world,” the author seems to locate her somewhere in the
middle. Given the absence of both Prince and Jackson, “Beyoncé
now reigns supreme, alone, atop a kingdom of performance that
she inherited from a Prince and a King but which she has made
even greater.” Dyson writes with a broad, well-learned view of
Black history, drawing on the brilliant career of Kobe Bryant
here and the sad death of George Floyd there to discuss representations of Black life in American culture, which, he writes,
illustrate the words of a Baptist hymn often heard in his church:
“Nobody told me that the road would be easy.” He is forgiving
of certain aspects of White myopia, but he is a sharp critic, as
when he assails Barack Obama for having not played the race
card enough: “if whites won’t remind him that he’s Black, then
he won’t remind them that they’re white.” As for that uneasy
road? In a stirring conclusion, Dyson urges that we all follow it
to fulfill the grand, incomplete promise of America.
A thoughtful, elegantly argued contribution to the literature of Black lives in America.

THE GROUND
BREAKING
An American City and Its
Search for Justice
Ellsworth, Scott
Dutton (336 pp.)
$28.00 | May 18, 2021
978-0-593-18298-7

A vital history of a racially motivated
mass murder a century ago.
It has been nearly 20 years since
James Hirsch’s Riot and Remembrance offered a modern record
of the Tulsa Race Massacre of 1921. “In an interview with a
66
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journalist some twenty years ago, I…likened it to an American
Kristallnacht,” writes Ellsworth, a professor of Afro-American
and African studies. “That wasn’t a stretch.” The author delivers a brilliant update that recounts the events with the swiftness of an especially grim crime thriller. The massacre was
touched off by an alleged assault committed by a Black teenager
against a White girl. The young man was threatened with lynching as a mob of angry Whites assembled at the city jail. When
Black veterans of World War I arrived to protect him, shooting began, with police officers “doling out rifles, pistols, shotguns, and boxes of ammunition to members of the lynch mob.”
They went on to firebomb the thriving Black neighborhood of
Greenwood (“Black Wall Street”), displacing thousands of residents. Ultimately, an unknown number of Black Tulsans were
murdered—unknown because Tulsa took pains to cover up the
massive crime, burying the victims in unrecorded mass graves—
and their businesses were ruined. Evidence existed, including a
trove of police photographs. “Whole sections of the city look
like Berlin or Frankfurt at the end of World War II,” writes Ellsworth. “In one snapshot, the lifeless bodies of an entire African American family—father, mother, son, and daughter—have
all been draped over a fence, their arms hanging down toward
the ground.” Ellsworth not only recounts the horrific crimes;
he also traces the chain of journalists and researchers who preceded him in revealing the details. The author doubts that the
exact number of casualties will ever be known, but through his
diligent research, the locations of many graves have been discovered and forensic work conducted, assisted by locals who
spoke out with information passed down over generations.
An essential historical record surrounding heinous events
that have yet to be answered with racial justice.

COVERED WITH NIGHT
A Story of Murder and
Indigenous Justice in Early
America
Eustace, Nicole
Liveright/Norton (464 pp.)
$28.95 | April 27, 2021
978-1-63149-587-8

A complex tale of a now-forgotten
crime that shaped Native-White relations in the British Colonies of North

America.
In Pennsylvania in the winter of 1722, John and Edmund
Cartlidge, fur traders, visited a Seneca hunter named Sawantaeny. The brothers plied him with booze, writes NYU history
professor Eustace, “hoping to lubricate their negotiations with
enough alcohol that Sawantaeny would be too content to desire
anything more valuable than second-rate rum for his efforts, if
not too compromised to demand a fair deal.” When rum didn’t do
the trick and Sawantaeny produced a musket, Edmund, a hulking man, grabbed it and hit Sawantaeny hard enough to shatter
his skull. That the proposed trade was unfair was not lost on the
nearby Natives who heard the story, including representatives
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from nations up and down the coast and far inland and powerful members of the Iroquois Nation. A mendacious Colonial
governor tried to keep a lid on the murder while the governor
of next-door Maryland was quick to order an aide “to contrive
to let the Indians know that the Murderers are under the Pennsylvania Government and that we are no ways Concern’d in it.”
From these basic elements—and with a vivid cast of characters
that expands to include a shrewd go-between named “Captain
Civility,” who spoke all the languages of the Susquehanna River
Valley and embodied the Indigenous tradition “of assigning a
person to take up membership in multiple communities, serving as the living embodiment of civil society”—the author fashions an engrossing historical excavation. The case traveled far,
informing treaty agreements that were held in force for decades
even as John Cartlidge proved a go-between on his own merits.
The story has countless moving parts and one central mystery
that demand subtle exposition, and Eustace navigates it all with
skill and economy.
A fine contribution to the literature of Colonial America,
where peace was far harder to achieve than war.

A HUMAN HISTORY
OF EMOTION
How the Way We Feel Built
the World We Know

An educative foray into a “growing discipline…that tries to understand how people understood their feelings in the past.”
How mankind has dealt with emotion might seem an
abstruse academic problem, but this is an insightful and mostly
accessible history that should intrigue diligent readers. FirthGodbehere, research fellow for the Centre for the History of
Emotions at Queen Mary University, hits the ground running
by pointing out that emotions are a concept “that Englishspeaking Westerners put in a box two hundred years ago….The
notion that feelings are something that happen in the brain
was invented in the early nineteenth century.” Earlier thinkers
spoke of temperaments, passions or sentiments—archaic terms now
replaced with a single catchall term. The author casts his net
widely, beginning with the ancient Greeks, who had no shortage
of opinions on our inner lives. Later Christian theologians, led
by St. Augustine, concluded that feelings are not good or bad
in themselves; their value is determined based on how they are
used in the service of God. Any emotion could be sinful if used
for personal gain. In the modern age, we have largely discarded
the almost universal idea that controlling one’s feelings is the
mark of a civilized person. Showing emotions is acceptable, and
even material desires (i.e. “covetousness”) are OK if one shows
“good taste.” Firth-Godbehere notes that all these concepts are
Western, and he goes on to introduce different approaches to
emotions in Japan, Africa, and China. Although described as
|

DRESS CODES
How the Laws of
Fashion Made History
Ford, Richard Thompson
Simon & Schuster (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-5011-8006-4

Clothes make the person—and a
social code that defies resistance.
Stanford law professor Ford opens
with a memory of his “rigorous and
refined” father, a minister and scholar who “endured my sartorial misadventures (asymmetrical ‘new-wave’ haircuts, nylon
parachute pants, the ‘punk’ look, which consisted of deliberately torn garments held together with safety pins or duct tape)
in quiet despair.” Of course, that garb was part of the costume
by which one identifies with a group, and it speaks to a point
Ford frequently reiterates: We all abide by dress codes, whether
required to do so or not. The author’s discussion embraces a vast
body of knowledge, from what might be called fashion anthropology to a philosophy of sartorial splendor, and he’s an assured,
genial narrator. He has an acute eye for detail, too. We eagerly
follow his gaze from the well-dressed young men and women
who sat in at lunch counters during the civil rights era to the
Black Panthers’ “quasi-military style that combined berets, aviator sunglasses, bohemian turtleneck sweaters, and long, sleek
leather jackets.” Ford’s referents extend deep into the past. He
notes that one reason that Joan of Arc was tried and burned for
heresy was her penchant for wearing male clothing, in violation of biblical precept. As a lawyer, Ford is naturally drawn to
disputation, and there’s plenty to cover. Lawsuits concerning
makeup, cornrows, hairnets, miniskirts, and bare midriffs punctuate his pages while bodies of regulations such as Louis XIV’s
order that “only members of his royal court would be allowed to
wear shoes with red heels” turn up frequently. Particularly relevant are Ford’s observations on how formal dress codes tend to
target the least powerful—women, minorities, the poor—and
can serve, as he points out, “to undermine self-esteem.” The
author also includes a “timeline of important dress codes and
historical events.”
For the clotheshorse and the jeans-clad alike, a lucid,
entertaining exploration of how and why we dress as we do.
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Firth-Godbehere, Richard
Little, Brown Spark (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-316-46131-3

a history, this book delves deeply into philosophy, the theologies of the major religions (rife with commonalities), science,
the arts, and social movements from humanism to communism.
Plenty of scholars seem to have read everything on their chosen
subjects, but it’s rare to find one who can convert this massive
database into lucid, captivating prose. Paul Johnson and Yuval
Noah Harari do it; Firth-Godbehere is another.
Occasionally heavy reading that is well worth the effort.
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“It’s a book that fits neatly into the growing library of modern
British natural history writing, alongside the best of
Nan Shepherd, Robert Macfarlane, and Roger Deakin.”
being a human

BEING A HUMAN
Adventures in Forty
Thousand Years of
Consciousness

THE BLACK CHURCH
This Is Our Story,
This Is Our Song

Foster, Charles
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (400 pp.)
$28.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-250-78371-4
British scholar and writer Foster
delivers a spirited romp through human
history and finds our time wanting in

many ways.
Building on Being a Beast (2016), in which he looked at the
world through the viewpoints of badgers, a fox, and other critters, Foster imagines a humdrum deep past in which not much
happened until around the Stone Age, when some mysterious
spark fired our imaginations. As he writes, “God is good and
favours the Upper Palaeolithic,” and its inhabitants responded
to that goodness by painting glorious works of art in hard-to-getto places, placing their dead in carefully constructed graves, and
building cultures. That age of metaphor and creation, of “selfcreation and self-knowing,” came crashing down in the Neolithic, which brought us agriculture and urbanization. “In the
Neolithic,” Foster laments, “we started to get boring and miserable,” controlled in all sorts of ways. Instead of moving through
the land, knowing what to hunt and what to gather and paying
close attention to our surroundings, we became machines of
labor. The author offers a provocative, pleasing meditation on
the different ways in which the two stages of human evolution
made use of fire—one to create, one to destroy—and he cleverly
links the Neolithic world of overcrowding, forced labor, taxation, epidemic disease, and other woes to our time: “Continue
synergistically for 12,000 years or so, and you have us.” This is
a magpie book full of intriguing anthropological sketches. On
one page, Foster notes that a circular house “is an intrinsically
democratic space,” and on another, that the Romans were more
interested in nature than were the Greeks. Throughout, the
author makes connections between minds past and present
with the “more-than-human world.” It’s a book that fits neatly
into the growing library of modern British natural history writing, alongside the best of Nan Shepherd, Robert Macfarlane,
and Roger Deakin.
A splendid assessment of the many ways there are to be a
person, for good and ill.
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Gates Jr., Henry Louis
Penguin Press (304 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-984880-33-8

A scholarly and intimate look at the
Black Church’s prodigious history and
potential future.
In a companion book to a PBS documentary, renowned historian Gates delves into the history of
the Black Church, which Harvard historian Evelyn Brooks
Higginbotham called “the single most important institution
in the Black community.” For centuries, the church has been a
source of hope and strength for Black people, first as a way to
address the horrific cruelty of slavery. A better life awaited the
enslaved; they just had to remain faithful. At the same time,
Black Christianity spurred the nation’s largest slave rebellion,
and, later, the church would become the physical and spiritual
home of Black social protest and the civil rights movement.
Through meticulous research and interviews with scholars as
well as “believers, nonbelievers, musical artists, [and] pastoral leaders,” Gates paints a compelling portrait of the church
as a source of “unfathomable resiliency” for Black ancestors
as well as the birthplace of so many distinctly African American aesthetic forms, including “blues, jazz, rock and roll, soul
and R&B, folk, rock, and even hip-hop.” With the advent of
hip-hop came a “generational shift away” from the traditional
church, which now finds itself at a crossroads in an era featuring the rise of both the “bling-bling” of prosperity gospel and
the socially conscious Black Lives Matter movement—not to
mention the pandemic, which affects Black, Native, and Hispanic people disproportionately. Refreshingly, the author’s
lens is not uncritical: He writes of a still-relevant church, as
diverse as the Black experience itself, with struggles and failings, including its treatment of women and the LGBTQ+ community and its dismal response to the 1980s AIDS epidemic.
The book also includes generous photos, an engrossing epilogue revealing Gates’ personal religious experiences alongside
additional research, and chapter-heading quotes from W.E.B.
Du Bois, Sojourner Truth, Frederick Douglass, Martin Luther
King Jr., and other Black icons.
Powerful, poignant, and ultimately celebratory. Let the
church say, “Amen!”
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FEATHERHOOD
A Memoir of Two
Fathers and a Magpie

THE BOMBER MAFIA
A Dream, a
Temptation, and the
Longest Night of the
Second World War

Gilmour, Charlie
Scribner (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-5011-9850-2

|

Another Gladwell everything-youthought-you-knew-was-wrong page-turner,
this one addressing a historical question that still provokes
controversy.
During the unprecedented slaughter of World War I, bombers played a trivial role. However, by the 1930s, many military
thinkers concluded that they were the weapon of the future.
Were they right? Gladwell concentrates on the careers of Gens.
Curtis LeMay and Haywood Hansell, but the author includes
several of his characteristic educative, entertaining detours—
e.g., histories of napalm and the Norden bombsight. Between
the wars, all rising American Air Corps officers attended the
Air Corps Tactical School in Alabama. A small part of the faculty, the Bomber Mafia, taught that high-altitude, daylight, precision-bombing would win wars. During World War II, Mafia
stalwart Hansell sent fleets of bombers to destroy German
and Japanese industrial targets. Unfortunately, due to weather,
enemy resistance, and failure of the overhyped Norden bombsight, the bombs mostly missed. Gladwell delivers a fairly flattering portrait of LeMay, who “had a mind that moved only
forward, never sideways…[and] was rational and imperturbable
and incapable of self-doubt.” Heading the 21st Bomber Command in the Pacific in the fall of 1944, Hansell was conducting
high-altitude precision daylight bombing of Japan, with the
usual poor results. Replacing him in January 1945, LeMay did
no better—until he changed tactics, sending missions at night,
at low level, loaded with firebombs. His first round of bombing created a firestorm that killed an estimated 100,000 Tokyo
civilians. LeMay’s bombers went on to devastate 67 Japanese
cities, and the raids continued until the day of surrender. In
his opinion, the atomic bombs were superfluous; the real work
had already been done. Some historians call this a humanitarian crime that failed to shorten the war. Evenhanded as usual,
Gladwell does not take sides, but he quotes a Japanese historian
who disagreed: “if they don’t surrender, the Soviets invade, and
then the Americans invade, and Japan gets carved up, just as
Germany and the Korean peninsula eventually were.”
Excellent revisionist history.
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A wily, endearing bird becomes central to a man’s life.
Like Helen Macdonald, who took
to training a goshawk after her father’s
death, Gilmour, who spent much of his life trying to understand
the biological father who abandoned him, found wisdom and
solace from caring for an orphaned magpie. In a captivating
memoir, Gilmour recounts his frustrating search for his father,
Heathcote Williams, who abruptly disappeared when he was
6 months old. Heathcote, writes the author, was a “squatter,
writer, actor, alcoholic, poet, anarchist, magician, revolutionary,
and Old Etonian. A wild-haired icon of the radical sixties underground whose plays and essays rode the twin currents of psychedelia and sex.” After his mother married rock musician David
Gilmour, Charlie found himself ensconced in a family with many
siblings and a new adoptive father; still, he felt an abiding sense
“of loss and longing; a feeling of homesickness for a home I’d
never really known.” As Heathcote repeatedly rebuffed Charlie’s efforts to connect, his son descended into “psychological
self-immolation,” depression, and mania. By his late teens, he
was seriously abusing drugs; after one manic episode, he landed
in prison. Interwoven with his narrative of pain and sadness is
his relationship with a magpie that he and his ever patient fiancee rescued and nursed to health. Benzene, as they named her,
lived with the couple for two years, treated more like “a medieval prince” than a bird, indulged royally with “music, flowers,
shiny baubles, and meat.” Benzene’s growing strength and independence mirrored Gilmour’s emergence from oppressive grief.
When Gilmour finally confronted evidence of his father’s long
history of mental instability, Benzene served as an “an airy spirit
who ke[pt] me afloat.” Eventually, the author gained perspective on the causes of his father’s abandonment, and he assuaged
his fears about his own mind: “who your father is,” he realizes,
“isn’t who you have to be.” Though not quite on that level, this
one will fit nicely on the shelf next to H Is for Hawk.
A sensitive, often moving chronicle of transformation for
bird and man.

Gladwell, Malcolm
Little, Brown (256 pp.)
$27.00 | April 27, 2021
978-0-316-29661-8
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“A fascinating, intellectually challenging big book about big ideas.”
the dawn of everything

THE DAWN
OF EVERYTHING
A New History of
Humanity

RACISM, NOT RACE
Answers to Frequently
Asked Questions

Graeber, David & David Wengrow
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (608 pp.)
$35.00 | Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-374-15735-7
An ingenious new look at “the broad
sweep of human history” and many of its
“foundational” stories.
Graeber, a former professor of anthropology at London
School of Economics who died in 2020, and Wengrow, professor
of comparative archaeology at University College London, take
a dim view of conventional accounts of the rise of civilizations,
emphasize contributions from Indigenous cultures and the missteps of the great Enlightenment thinkers, and draw countless
thought-provoking conclusions. In 1651, British philosopher
Thomas Hobbes proclaimed that humans require laws and government authority because life in primitive cultures was “poor,
nasty, brutish, and short.” A few decades later, French thinker
Rousseau wrote that humans in a state of nature were free until
they acquired property that required legal protection. Graeber
and Wengrow point out that these conceptions of historical progression dominate the opinions of many experts, who assume
that society passed through stages of development: huntergatherers, farmers, urban-industrial society, and so on. Graeber
and Wengrow maintain that no scientific evidence supports this
view, adding that traditional scholarship says little about “prehistory,” during which supposedly egalitarian hunter-gatherers
roamed and foraged until about 10,000 years ago, when they
purportedly took up agriculture and things became interesting. This orthodox view dismisses countless peoples who had
royal courts and standing armies, built palaces, and accumulated wealth. As the authors write, “there is simply no reason to
assume that the adoption of agriculture in more remote periods
also meant the inception of private land ownership, territoriality, or an irreversible departure from forager egalitarianism.”
Many early cities thrived for centuries with no sign of hierarchy, contradicting scholars who assume that authoritarian rule
appears naturally whenever large populations gather. The quest
for the “origin of the state,” given scattered and contradictory
evidence, may be a fool’s errand. Graeber and Wengrow, while
providing no definitive answers, cast grave doubts on those theories that have been advanced to date.
A fascinating, intellectually challenging big book about
big ideas.

Graves Jr., Joseph L. & Alan H. Goodman
Columbia Univ. (312 pp.)
$27.95 | Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-231-20066-0
A relatable conversation about race
that stands out from many other books
on the always-relevant topic.
By now, most readers are familiar
with racial stereotypes such as “black don’t crack” or “white
men can’t jump.” However, few have bothered to examine their
origins or consider them critically. Here, Graves Jr., a professor of biology, and Goodman, a professor of biological anthropology, tackle a wide variety of racial issues using science and
statistics, with just enough emotion to keep readers engaged.
Throughout, the authors debunk numerous accepted myths,
such as biology being related to race. Instead, the authors focus
on the role that genetic variation plays in determining specific characteristics, from eye color to one’s predisposition to
specific diseases. Defining race as “a social classification based
on assumptions about ancestry and appearance,” Graves and
Goodman find archaic religion and erroneous science as early
culprits that paved the way for racist stereotypes and systems
to exist, many of which continue to operate today. Using questions and answers and the life and social sciences to back their
conclusions, the authors are unafraid to dig into a host of thorny
issues (“Are ‘Jews’ a race? What about people of Italian and
Irish descent?”), providing well-documented evidence to bolster their arguments. Their approach is a pleasing mix of broad
and granular—e.g., “Why is it that you can almost always tell a
Nigerian from a Norwegian, yet a Nigerian and a Norwegian do
not genetically differ that much?” The authors also interrogate
the murky concept of intelligence and how medical and judicial
assumptions nurture environments in which racism assists in
the degradation of communities of color. Similarly, they break
down White supremacy, calling it “our time’s big lie.” Each
chapter concludes with a summary about the subjects at hand,
and the authors also include a call to action to tackle personal
and communal racism head-on.
An entertaining and informative read that will serve as
a jumping-off point for countless discussions about racism.

READ UNTIL YOU
UNDERSTAND
The Profound Wisdom of
Black Life and Literature
Griffin, Farah Jasmine
Norton (240 pp.)
$26.95 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-0-393-65190-4

An impassioned inquiry into the literary roots of Black culture.
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I LIVE A LIFE
LIKE YOURS
A Memoir

Grue, Jan
Trans. by B.L. Crook
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-374-60078-5
A sensitive examination of the meaning of disability.
When he was 3 years old, award-winning Norwegian writer Grue was diagnosed with spinal muscular
atrophy, a degenerative disease that compromised his ability to
walk and, doctors predicted, would worsen over time. In a frank
and often moving memoir, the author reflects on disability, identity, and difference, drawing on philosophy, sociology, literature,
and art: Erving Goffman on the concept of stigma, for example; Joan Didion on grief; Michel Foucault on the clinical gaze.
|

Now a professor, writer, former Fulbright scholar, husband, and
father, Grue celebrates considerable accomplishments. “I am
writing about all that I wanted to have,” he notes, “and how I
got it.” His parents, both academics, were determined to help
him flourish. Their negotiations with the Norwegian Social Services system, however, could be frustrating: “My parents request
something, their request is denied, they appeal the denial, they
win. This process takes them several months, or years.” Nevertheless, the system provided him with benefits such as physical
therapy and medical treatments as well as a powered wheelchair
that afforded him access to the world, enabling travel to Russia, Amsterdam, Denmark, and the University of California,
Berkeley, for his Fulbright. “I am privileged and vulnerable,” he
admits: privileged because Norway supports its citizens’ wellbeing; vulnerable to people’s attitudes about disability as well as
to physical obstacles. Grue recalls his loneliness at feeling like
“a body that no one, least of all one’s self, wishes to know.” Who
would he have been, he has wondered, if he didn’t have a muscular disease? Refreshingly, the author reflects less on his “unlived
life” than on the life he lives: The physical deterioration that he
anticipated never happened; he found love and companionship;
and, he reflects, “at some point or another I stopped thinking
about myself as someone who needed repairing.”
Absorbing, insightful reflections on being human.

THE 1619 PROJECT
A New Origin Story

Ed. by Hannah-Jones, Nikole & Caitlin
Roper & Elena Silverman &
Jake Silverstein
One World/Random House (400 pp.)
$35.00 | Nov. 16, 2021
978-0-593-23057-2

special issue: best books of 2021

Griffin, a Guggenheim fellow and inaugural chair of the
African American and African Diaspora Studies Department
at Columbia University, delivers a glowing “series of meditations on the “fundamental questions of humanity, reality,
politics, and art” by way of personal memoir and a thematic
reading of Black literature, history, music, and art. The author
begins by honoring her father, whose influential shadow
looms large. Toni Morrison’s words, like her father’s, “shaped
the way I saw and thought about the world.” Phillis Wheatley jump-started Griffin’s inquiry into the concept of mercy,
also reflected in novels by Charles Chesnutt and Morrison’s
A Mercy, which, like Wheatley’s poems, made her consider
how writing might also be an “act of one’s will to be free.” In
“Black Freedom and the Idea(l) of America” Griffin juxtaposes
two giants of Black American history, Frederick Douglass and
Barack Obama. Douglass “provided the ground from which
Obama ascended,” and the former president’s Dreams From
My Father demonstrated how Malcolm X informed his “understanding of Black nationalism.” Addressing the painful question of justice regarding slavery, racism, segregation, and mass
incarceration, Griffin turns to Richard Wright, Ernest Gaines,
and Morrison for answers. The author discusses the legacy of
resistance via the works of the 19th-century abolitionist writer
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper and Toni Cade Bambara, whose
works show “rage felt and expressed in disciplined emotions,
organized and directed toward fighting injustice.” Reading
Langston Hughes, Ta-Nehisi Coates, and Jesmyn Ward, Griffin ponders how “Black death haunts Black writing.” James
Baldwin’s transformative fiction is “attentive to Black love,”
while Black music “made of us a people.” Invoking Lorraine
Hansberry’s “pioneering” A Raisin in the Sun, Griffin also meditates on the joys of gardening: “Even in the midst of crisis, the
flowers bloom.” Throughout, like a mournful mantra, she calls
their names: Trayvon, Breonna, George, and so many others.
The power of reading provides the emotional engine
driving this insightful, profound, and heartfelt book.

A book-length expansion of the New
York Times Magazine issue that explores
the history of slavery in America and its
countless toxic consequences.
Famously denied tenure at the University of North Carolina
for her critical journalism, Hannah-Jones sounds controversial
notes at the start: There are no slaves but instead enslaved people, a term that “accurately conveys the condition without stripping the individual of his or her humanity,” while the romantic
plantation gives way to the more accurate terms labor camp and
forced labor camp. The 1619 Project was intended to introduce
Black people into the mainstream narrative of American history
as active agents. It may have been White people who enslaved
them, but apart from the legal and constitutional paperwork,
it was Black people who resisted and liberated themselves and
others, from their very first arrival at Jamestown, Virginia, in
1619 to the very present. Hannah-Jones and colleagues consider
a nation still wrestling with the outcomes of slavery, an incomplete Reconstruction, and a subsequent history of Jim Crow laws
and current legal efforts to disenfranchise Black voters. As she
notes, the accompanying backlash has been vigorous, including
attempted laws by the likes of Sen. Tom Cotton to strip federal
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“A shrewd, absorbing memoir that casts a sharp eye on
America’s future while offering feasible solutions for change.”
there is nothing for you here

funds from schools that teach the 1619 Project or critical race
theory. Among numerous other topics, the narrative examines:
the thought that the American independence movement was
fueled at least in part by the insistence on maintaining slavery as
the Crown moved to abolition; the use of slavery to tamp down
resistance among poor Whites whose functions were essentially
the same as the enslaved but who, unlike Black people, were not
considered property; the ongoing appropriation of Black music,
which has “midwifed the only true integration this country has
known,” as Wesley Morris writes, by a machine that perpetuates
minstrelsy. Those readers open to fresh and startling interpretations of history will find this book a comprehensive education.
A much-needed book that stakes a solid place in a battlefield of ideas over America’s past and present.

OPERATION PEDESTAL
The Fleet That Battled
to Malta, 1942

Hastings, Max
Harper/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$35.00 | June 1, 2021
978-0-06-298015-1
Veteran military historian Hastings’
first full-length narrative of war at sea
measures up to his usual high standards.
The author reminds readers that
summer 1942 marked the low point of the war for Britain. “The
British people were weary,” writes Hastings, “especially of the
defeats that seemed to be all that their bellicose prime minister
could contrive.” Particularly humiliating were the surrenders
of Singapore and Tobruk to inferior forces. Britain’s 8th Army
remained on the defensive in Egypt, menaced by Rommel’s
Afrika Korps, whose major difficulty was obtaining enough supplies from Europe. As Britain’s sole military possession between
Gibraltar and Alexandria, Malta was vital, and its planes and
submarines wreaked havoc on Axis merchant ships. Efforts to
neutralize the island accelerated in 1942 when the Luftwaffe
arrived to join Italy’s air force, dropping more bombs than it
had on London during the Blitz. By summer, the island was
devastated. British leaders debated whether or not Malta was
worth defending, but Churchill had no doubts. As a result, on
Aug. 10, 1942, 20,000 men and “the largest fleet the Royal Navy
had committed to action since Jutland in 1916 entered the Mediterranean to fight an epic four-day battle.” Named Operation
Pedestal, the mission aimed to protect 14 merchant vessels carrying desperately needed food and fuel. Vividly chronicling the
sinking of the aircraft carrier Eagle, Hastings initiates 250 pages
of gripping fireworks and insights that continue well past Aug.
15, when five battered merchantmen limped into Malta’s harbor.
Real-world war is sloppier than the Hollywood version, even
more so under the author’s gimlet eye. Heroism was in abundant supply but not universal. Through Hastings’ keen analysis
we see how commanders on both sides showed as much bad
judgment as intelligence. Belying Italy’s reputation for incompetence, its naval fleet inflicted more damage than Germany’s.
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Two months later, El Alamein and America’s North Africa landing took the pressure off Malta, again calling Pedestal’s sacrifices into question.
Another enthralling Hastings must-read.

THERE IS NOTHING
FOR YOU HERE
Finding Opportunity in the
Twenty-First Century
Hill, Fiona
Mariner Books (320 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-358-57431-6

A renowned expert on modern Russia recounts her struggles overcoming
economic and social barriers growing up
in northern England and draws attention to the looming issues
of inequality she sees in the U.S.
Hill had been a foreign affairs adviser for many years before
serving as an official for the U.S. National Security Council
under Donald Trump, yet it was through her engagingly blunt
witness testimony during Trump’s first impeachment trial that
she gained national attention. Her personal story, in particular,
attracted the public’s interest and curiosity. In this ambitious,
immensely compelling memoir, Hill interweaves her interesting
life story with events and issues she has continued to observe
during her career. “My life experiences, long before I ended up in
the Trump White House, had opened my eyes to the dangerous
consequences of economic disruption and social dislocation,”
she writes. “In the United Kingdom, my family experienced the
overwhelming sense of economic precariousness and political
disenfranchisement that also beset millions of people in the
U.S. over the generations stretching from the 1960s to 2020.”
The author persuasively argues that America may be heading in
a similar direction to Russia unless we address the crucial challenges facing much of the country, specifically regarding education, health care, and job opportunities. Drawing insightful
parallels between Trump and Putin, she unpacks how the threat
of populism can quickly undermine democracy: “If we fail to
fix our ailing society by addressing them and providing opportunity for all, another American president, just like Vladimir
Putin, might decide to stay in power indefinitely.” Currently a
senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, Hill also recounts
her personal challenges as a woman working in the highest levels of government, struggles that all women readers will recognize, regardless of their workplace.
A shrewd, absorbing memoir that casts a sharp eye on
America’s future while offering feasible solutions for change.
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LIBERTY IS SWEET
The Hidden History
of the American
Revolution

PEOPLE LOVE
DEAD JEWS
Reports From a
Haunted Present

Holton, Woody
Simon & Schuster (800 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-4767-5037-8

Horn, Dara
Norton (224 pp.)
$25.95 | Sept. 7, 2021
978-0-393-53156-5

A guided tour of the hypocrisy that
serves as the mechanism by which antisemitism rages on unchecked.
The cold fury and in-your-face phrasing of the title of
acclaimed novelist Horn’s essay collection sets the tone for this
brilliantly readable yet purposefully disturbing book. In the first
chapter, “Everyone’s (Second) Favorite Dead Jew”—presumably
Jesus Christ is No. 1—Horn looks at Anne Frank, who the author
believes would never have been so beloved had she survived. At
the heart of Frank’s myth is a passage from her diary that reads,
“I still believe, in spite of everything, that people are truly good
at heart.” As Horn points out, Frank was less than a month from
meeting people who surely convinced her that she was wrong.
The author ranges widely: the mythology of Ellis Island; the
marketing of the Jewish history of Harbin, China (why call it
“Property Seized from Dead or Expelled Jews” when you can
call it a “Jewish Heritage Site”?); and the problematic elements
of Holocaust museums and exhibits. Since these museums have
not stopped people hating or killing Jews, wonders the author,
what is the point of recalling the operation of the genocide at
a “granular” level? Readers will be enthralled throughout by
the fierce logic of Horn’s arguments, novelty of research, black
humor, and sharp phrasing. Particularly affecting is “Commuting With Shylock,” in which Horn describes how she listened to
an audio version of The Merchant of Venice with her precocious
10-year-old son, stopping frequently to explain key points. His
clarity about the meaning of the “prick us, do we not bleed”
speech is a revelation. Though Horn briefly mentions Zionism
as a key aspect of Jewish heritage, one subject not discussed here
is how the complex situation in the Middle East—characterized
by dead Jews and dead Palestinians—fits into her analysis.
A riveting, radical, essential revision of the stories we all
know—and some we don’t.

special issue: best books of 2021

A thoroughgoing work of scholarship that debunks many myths about the
American Revolution by incorporating
the full story involving Native Americans, African Americans,
and women as participants.
In his latest, Bancroft Prize–winning historian Holton,
author of Unruly Americans (2007) and other acclaimed works
of Revolutionary era history, delineates the story of the conflict
in all its complexity, contradictions, and “multiple dimensions.”
He begins with the lessons of the French and Indian War, when
Britain chased France out of North America, during which
arose interest groups focused on taxes, trade, territory, treasury
notes, and other issues. It also taught the colonists, who were
largely pro-British, the value of the land they were stealing from
Indigenous peoples. Holton masterfully describes the slow
process of accepting independence from the mother country.
The poor embraced the idea of participation in a democracy
more enthusiastically than the wealthy, who had reservations
about rule by a rowdy commonwealth and fear of republicanism. White America was deeply divided and harbored a distinct
fear of chaos and disorder, especially slave uprisings. In this
“hidden history,” Holton emphasizes the crucial role of women
in effecting a boycott of British goods and acting as spies for
the rebels as well as fighting alongside husbands and other family members. He also highlights the contributions of Native
Americans and African American troops. Through a painstaking, immensely readable chronological study, the author guides
readers through specific elements of the war, including George
Washington’s early mistakes and defensive actions, horrendous
fighting conditions, disease, mutiny, treachery, and hard-fought
victories. Then the author examines post-Revolutionary America, wracked by debt, recession, and a free Black population
battling oppression, and the heady inclusive language of the
Declaration of Independence and states’ constitutions, which
contrasted with the reality of a system grounded in slavery. For
its welcome exploration of often forgotten Revolutionary contributions, file this alongside Alan Taylor’s American Revolutions
(2016) and Claudio Saunt’s West of the Revolution (2014).
A rich, multifaceted work showing how the U.S. has
always been a multiracial nation.

A BRAVE AND
CUNNING PRINCE
The Great Chief
Opechancanough and the
War for America
Horn, James
Basic (320 pp.)
$30.00 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-465-03890-9

An accomplished work of scholarly
detection that plays out against the background of the English colonization of Virginia.
|
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“Brilliant and utterly transfixing.”
mothers, fathers, and others

Opechancanough, the center of Virginia historian Horn’s
narrative, was abducted from his Chesapeake Bay homeland
by Spanish sailors in the 1550s and taken to Mexico and Spain,
where he met King Philip II. Recorded in the Spanish annals as
Paquiquineo, a name simplified as Don Luis, he converted to
Catholicism and promised to help the Spanish establish a colony on Powhatan lands, the site of a tight confederacy of Native
nations. After returning there, however, he organized the massacre of Jesuit priests who had established a mission not far from
present-day Richmond. The brother of the king, and in the line
of royal succession, Opechancanough then mounted a long war
of resistance against the English. Horn ventures two potentially
controversial suggestions: first, that Don Luis and Opechancanough were one and the same, since some historians have argued
that they were not; and second, that Opechancanough and his
elite band of warriors were responsible for the disappearance of
the Roanoke Colony, long a matter of historical speculation. He
provides convincing evidence for both assertions, building on
a portrait of Virginia and its neighbors that, at the time of the
European arrival, was the site of a sophisticated political and
economic network whose participants were well aware of distant events and who coordinated to fight the newcomers. Some
familiar figures appear, including John Smith and Pocahontas,
on both of whom Horn sheds new light as players in a drama
that would unfold over decades. He portrays Opechancanough
as a man who, having seen the subjugation of Native peoples
and the enslavement of Africans in Mexico, knew exactly what
was coming on those English ships and fought to prevent their
successful settlement—which, thanks to both the divisions of
the English civil war and Opechancanough’s fierce fighting,
almost didn’t happen.
Swift-moving prose along a twisting storyline lends this
brilliant book the feel of a mystery.

DVOŘÁK’S PROPHECY
And the Vexed Fate of
Black Classical Music
Horowitz, Joseph
Norton (256 pp.)
$30.00 | Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-393-88124-0

Why is American classical music so
White?
In 1893, visiting Bohemian composer
Antonin Dvořák predicted that a “great
and noble school” of American classical music would build upon
the nation’s “negro melodies.” Instead, writes music historian
Horowitz, classical music in America became “a Eurocentric
subsidiary,” while African American melodies and rhythms were
segregated in popular music. Yet Dvořák’s prophecy encouraged
Black composers, including his assistant, Harry Burleigh, and
mixed-race Englishman Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, to compose
classical works steeped in African American folk music that
were widely performed and discussed at the turn of the 20th
century. The villains in Horowitz’s indictment are modernists
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Aaron Copland, Leonard Bernstein, and Virgil Thomson, who
all “maintained that there was no American music of consequence before 1910.” White outliers such as Charles Ives, who
unabashedly quoted from popular songs in his symphonies and
sonatas, and George Gershwin, who wrote an opera with African American protagonists, were dismissed as eccentrics or sentimentalists. At the same time, African American composers
William Grant Still, Florence Price, and William Levi Dawson,
though taken seriously in the years between the world wars,
plunged into obscurity because they didn’t fit into the modernist narrative. Horowitz is unafraid to tackle the third-rail issue
of cultural appropriation, coming down firmly on the side of
artists’ freedom to draw on any traditions that speak to them.
He covers his back by enlisting African American tenor George
Shirley to make the most forceful defense in a foreword: “I have
no right to tell anyone they cannot perform the music of Black
folk if they have the desire and ability to do so with proper
respect for its content and distinctiveness.” Horowitz closes
with a clarion call for American classical music to “acquire a
viable future, at last buoyed and directed by a proper past.” His
chronicle of “a failure of historical memory” is feisty and opinionated but always backed by solid evidence.
Essential cultural history.

MOTHERS, FATHERS,
AND OTHERS
Essays
Hustvedt, Siri
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-982176-39-6

Another outstanding compilation of
essays from Hustvedt.
As in her previous standout collections, the author shares personal, familial
stories as well as incisive ruminations on a breadth of literary,
political, arcane, and germane subjects. These 20 essays and
lectures, 12 of which have been previously published and/or
delivered in some other version, were penned between 2017
and 2020. The first pieces are more biographical than those
that follow. Early on, Hustvedt deftly chronicles her mother’s
time in Nazi-occupied Norway as a student at the University of
Oslo, her grandmother’s life in rural Minnesota, and her own
burial plans. Although each essay is a stand-alone piece, their
cumulative effect is staggering. Themes related to sexual hierarchies abound, whether the author is investigating Wuther
ing Heights, childhood patterning, or artist Louise Bourgeois.
“The simple fact that every person begins inside another person haunts motherhood,” she writes. Throughout, Hustvedt
questions maternal archetypes and ideology: “Mother ideas
invade mothering with a stark morality of good and evil that
rarely touches fathering”; “Pregnancy is a chimeric state, and
the chimera is still a terrifying animal because it involves mixing”; [Misogyny] is a strange hate…because every human being
was born from a woman or person with female reproductive
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organs”; “That the body, emotion, and nature have been associated with passive femininity, and the mind, reason, and culture
with active masculinity is a given in the Western tradition.” The
author, one of our most appealing literary polymaths, quotes
innumerable resources, and she maintains a pleasingly nuanced
balance between striking originality and intellectual synthesis.
Pluralism also resonates as a topic relevant to both parenting
and literature. “Human beings engage with a book, especially
a novel, with an intimacy that does not pertain to most other
inanimate objects. Reading is a form of ordinary possession of
one person by another,” she writes, delineating why art cannot
be confined to a fixed location nor books (like motherhood) to
a single meaning.
Brilliant and utterly transfixing.

THE LETTERS OF
SHIRLEY JACKSON

Jackson, Shirley
Ed. by Laurence Jackson Hyman &
Bernice M. Murphy
Random House (656 pp.)
$35.00 | July 13, 2021
978-0-593-13464-1
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EMPIRE OF PAIN
The Secret History of
the Sackler Dynasty
Keefe, Patrick Radden
Doubleday (560 pp.)
$32.50 | April 13, 2021
978-0-385-54568-6

Richly researched account of the
Sackler pharmaceutical dynasty, agents
of the opioid-addiction epidemic that
plagues us today.
In his latest excellent book, Keefe opens in a conference
room packed with lawyers, all there to depose “a woman in her
early seventies, a medical doctor, though she had never actually
practiced medicine.” Kathe Sackler, thanks to the invention of
a drug called OxyContin, was a member of one of the wealthiest
families in the world, holding some $14 billion. The founder of
that dynasty had established numerous patterns that held for
generations. Though he had insisted that family philanthropy
be prominently credited “through elaborate ‘naming rights’
contracts,” the family name would not extend to their pharmaceutical company, Purdue Pharma. The family would also not
accept responsibility for any untoward effects that its products
might have. Thus, when asked whether she acknowledged that
hundreds of thousands of Americans had become addicted to
OxyContin, Kathe answered, “I don’t know the answer to that.”
Keefe turns up plenty of answers, including the details of how
the Sacklers—the first generation of three brothers, followed
by their children and grandchildren—marketed their goods,
beginning with “ethical drugs” (as distinct from illegal ones) to
treat mental illness, Librium and then Valium, which were effectively the same thing but were advertised as treating different
maladies: “If Librium was the cure for ‘anxiety,’ Valium should
be prescribed for ‘psychic tension.’ ” By Keefe’s reckoning, by
the mid-1970s, Valium was being prescribed 60 million times
per year, resulting in fantastic profits for Purdue. OxyContin
followed in 1996—and then the opioid crisis, responsibility
for which has been heavily litigated and for which the Sacklers
finally filed bankruptcy even though they “remained one of the
wealthiest families in the United States.” Of particular interest is the book-closing account of the Sacklers’ legal efforts to
intimidate the author as he tried to make his way through the
“fog of collective denial” that shrouded them.
A definitive, damning, urgent tale of overweening avarice
at tremendous cost to society.
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Famed for such chillers as “The Lottery” and The Haunting of Hill House,
Jackson reveals a warm, witty side in her
voluminous correspondence.
There’s still an edge to the hilarious domestic vignettes
she sends her parents, clearly the raw material for the now less
famous magazine pieces collected in Life Among the Savages and
Raising Demons: Tending to four rambunctious children while
cranking out the magazine pieces and novels on which the family income depended was a perennial challenge. Husband Stanley Edgar Hyman, a professor at Bennington for most of his
career, never made much money, and his urgings to Jackson to
get back to work form a disquieting undercurrent to the generally cheerful letters. The earliest letters are her lovestruck missives to Hyman when both were students at Syracuse University,
but an angry letter from 1938 reveals a darker side to their relationship, delineated in more explicit detail 22 years later. Her
anguish over his unrepentant womanizing and habit of demeaning her in public while ignoring her in private makes a heartbreaking counterpoint to delightful portraits of family activities
that also ring true but tell only part of the story. The dark side
so evident in Jackson’s fiction is kept for her work, but we see its
origins in a 1938 letter to Hyman declaring, “you know my rather
passive misanthropic tendencies, and how i [sic] hate this whole
human race as a collection of monsters.” Jackson’s avoidance of
capital letters adds to her correspondence’s charmingly idiosyncratic flavor, though she adheres to more conventional punctuation in letters to her agents Bernice Baumgarten and Carol
Brandt, which offer candid snapshots of a working writer’s life.
Later letters chronicle without self-pity the years of declining
physical and emotional health that preceded her untimely death
at age 48 in 1965.

A vivid, engaging, and engrossing collection from one of
American literature’s great letter writers.
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“An engaging, hilarious, unabashed look at what we love in
culture and why we should value it for what it is.”
tacky

TACKY
Love Letters to the
Worst Culture We Have
To Offer
King, Rax
Vintage (208 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-593-31272-8

A vibrant collection of essays from
the host of the podcast Low Culture Boil
celebrating the tacky and tatty.
In her keen debut, King taps into her lifelong love affair with
low culture in this joyful tribute to the tacky and argument that
the “rightness so many intelligent, capable people pursue does
not actually matter one bit.” In the introduction, the author
lays out her take on the topic: “As far as I’m concerned, tackiness is joyfulness. To be proudly tacky, your aperture for all the
too-much feelings—angst, desire, joy—must be all the way open.
You’ve got to be so much more ready to feel everything than
anyone probably wants to be. It’s a brutal way to live.” Among
the many topics King discusses: the music of Creed (and Scott
Stapp’s “gorgeous” face) and Meatloaf, sexting, American shopping malls, Cheesecake Factory (“straddle[s] an impossible border between casual and fancy”), and films and TV programs most
critics disdain. Throughout, the author connects points in her
life to cultural touchstones, showing a fearless willingness to
share her personal history and view with readers. She argues that
when comparing high and low culture, “what’s low may drag out
for years as slow and hideous as a funeral dirge, but it still hits
hardest, every time.” In the end, whether describing her teenage
discovery of Hot Topic (“full of orange- and green-dyed heads as
richly hued as Truffula trees”), her first marriage through the lens
of the video game “The Sims,” or delivering a heartfelt essay on
her connection with her father over Jersey Shore, King deploys a
reliably consistent blend of humor, emotion, and insight. “Life is
short,” she writes. “It’s important to attach oneself to the pieces
that stick, regardless of whether somebody else believes the stuff
is any good.”
An engaging, hilarious, unabashed look at what we love in
culture and why we should value it for what it is.

CORRUPTIBLE
Who Gets Power and
How It Changes Us
Klaas, Brian
Scribner (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-982154-09-7

Brilliant study of the nature of power,
explaining just why it so often renders
those who hold it evil.
“Does power corrupt, or are corrupt
people drawn to power?” So asks Klaas, a professor of global
politics at University College London, at the outset of this
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absorbing survey. The answer is yes. The author delivers a provocative argument to support that claim, whether discussing
the case of an African strongman who cannibalized his political
enemies or the martinet president of a homeowners association.
Two memorable examples come early: One is a “psychopathic
pharmacist” who organized the survivors of a 1629 shipwreck
on an Australian island to commit more than 100 murders at his
whim. The second is a similar marooning, four centuries later, in
which a group of young Tongan men lived for more than a year
in a flatly organized shared-power-and-responsibility system.
That all survived may have been a fluke given that we tend to
create hierarchies in which “upstarts who would’ve previously
faced ostracism, humiliation, or death now had a real prospect
of becoming genuinely powerful.” Because power thrives on conflict, the rate of violence increases; because people fear violence,
powerful people who offer security thrive. Hierarchy itself isn’t
bad, writes Klaas; it’s just that it attracts corrupt people who
flourish in competition. Today, “much of the world is dominated by systems that attract and promote corruptible people.”
Some make no effort to disguise their corruption (Putin, Trump,
etc.); others are more sophisticated. Is it nature or nurture? “We
don’t know,” writes Klaas. The implications are far-reaching. For
example, since police work attracts former soldiers who enjoy
exercising power, real police reform will involve not hiring such
people. To keep people from abusing power, those with power
within a hierarchy must be rotated and kept an eye on, given that
“watched people are nice people.”
Lord Acton would be proud. Essential for interpreting history and world events—both the provinces of tyrants—alike.

UNDER A WHITE SKY
The Nature of the
Future
Kolbert, Elizabeth
Crown (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-13627-0

More top-notch environmental reportage from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author
of The Sixth Extinction.
In the manner of fellow New Yorker
contributor John McPhee, every paragraph of Kolbert’s books
has a mountain of reading and reporting behind it. In her latest,
the author opens with a consideration of America’s most important waterways, the Mississippi and the Great Lakes, which meet
near Chicago but “are—or were—distinct aquatic worlds.” We
learn the reason for the past tense via Kolbert’s sharp account
of the overweening engineering project that reversed the flow of
Chicago’s wastewaters to send them not into the lakes but into
the river. This created an artificial channel that has allowed invasive species from the south, such as Asian carp, into the lakes and
creatures such as the zebra mussel from the lakes into the river.
Things are no better down south in New Orleans, where the
author finds a Mississippi Delta inundated by rising seas. “If Delaware or Rhode Island had lost that much territory,” she writes,
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“America would have only forty-nine states. Every hour and a
half, Louisiana sheds another football field’s worth of land.” All
of these processes feed neatly into Kolbert’s overarching theme
of human-caused disasters. Her travels are wide and often challenging, as when she visited remote waterholes in the Mojave
Desert to examine isolated populations of pupfish or when she
interviewed ornithologists and entomologists to better understand the staggering decline in avian and insect species. “Even
among insects, a class long thought to be extinction-resistant,
numbers are plunging,” she writes, a process that extends across
ecosystems everywhere. Especially vulnerable are coral reefs,
which Kolbert examines in meticulous, exquisite detail. Can
we and the world be saved from ourselves? That’s an up-in-theair question, but the author holds out hope in a program that
makes use of geoengineering, which, though highly speculative,
is something that must be considered.
Urgent, absolutely necessary reading as a portrait of our
devastated planet.

EVERYBODY
A Book About Freedom
Laing, Olivia
Norton (368 pp.)
$22.99 | May 4, 2021
978-0-393-60877-9
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WALK WITH ME
A Biography of Fannie
Lou Hamer
Larson, Kate Clifford
Oxford Univ. (384 pp.)
$27.95 | Sept. 1, 2021
978-0-19-009684-7

A civil rights activist from the Mississippi Delta earns a sympathetic, fully
fleshed portrait.
Fannie Lou Hamer (née Townsend,
1917-1977) was not well educated or a polished orator like many
of her fellow activists, but her ability to empathize with the
poorest Black men and women, long denied the ability to vote
in the South, resonated profoundly throughout the region and
rendered her one of the most effective speakers of all. Larson,
currently a scholar at the Brandeis Women’s Studies Research
Center, begins with a devastating portrait of her subject’s milieu.
She was the daughter of an impoverished sharecropper, the last
of 20 children born to her beloved mother, who, Hamer later
said, “taught us to be decent and respect ourselves.” Forced to
help support the family from childhood, she quit school to work
in the fields. Larson amply shows Hamer’s indomitable work
ethic and strong sense of the injustices Blacks were forced to
endure. Married to Perry “Pap” Hamer, a mechanic, and living
on a plantation, she underwent a hysterectomy in 1961, without
her consent, and could never have children of her own. As the
NAACP began organizing the civil rights movement and the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee opened offices
to generate grassroots voting efforts, Hamer responded enthusiastically, finally able to channel her outrage and anger. Robert
Parrish Moses, the local SNCC field representative, recognized
Hamer’s leadership potential and tapped her to galvanize voter
registration, against violent White intimidation. Hamer’s big
moment came as she told her life story on national TV as part
of the effort to challenge Mississippi’s all-White delegation to
participate in the Democratic National Convention in 1964.
The group won the right to seat Black delegates at the 1968 convention, and Hamer even ran for office herself. With diligent
research featuring new sources, Larson brings her subject into a
well-deserved spotlight.
A social justice pioneer gets her due in this inspiring story
of toil and spirit. A must-stock for libraries.
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Investigating the body and its
consequences.
Growing up in a lesbian household in
the stridently homophobic Britain of the
1980s, novelist and cultural critic Laing,
winner of the Windham-Campbell Prize, felt she was “not a girl
at all, but something in between and as yet unnamed.” The sharp
dissonance “between how I experienced myself and how I was
assumed to be,” she writes, was like a “noose around my neck.”
Reflecting on her fraught sense of embodiment, Laing creates
a penetrating examination of the political and cultural meanings ascribed to bodies as well as the relationships of bodies to
power and freedom. The body, writes the author, was central to
cultural protests—gay rights, feminism, and civil rights—that
essentially were struggles “to be free of oppression based on
the kind of body you inhabited.” The controversial Austrian
physician and psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich serves as gadfly
and guide as Laing thinks about the forces that shape and limit
bodily freedom. In the early 1930s, Reich coined the term sexual
revolution in order “to describe the universe of happiness and
love that would arise once people had shaken off their shackles” of sexual repression, and he claimed to have discovered
orgone, “the universal energy that animates all life.” With Reich
as a touchstone, Laing investigates many artists and writers with
particularly vexed connections to their bodies: Susan Sontag in
her ferocious response to cancer; radical feminist Andrea Dworkin; Agnes Martin, who, like Reich, “wanted to connect people
to a kind of universal love” but became undermined by paranoia;
Ana Mendieta, whose art violently depicted rape; Allen Ginsberg; Malcolm X; and Nina Simone, whose music enacted a

“cathartic passage through fury, mourning, horror, hurt, despair,
and out again to joy.” Laing reveals in visceral detail society’s
terror “of different kinds of bodies mixing too freely” and envisions a future in which that terror no longer exists.
Intellectually vigorous and emotionally stirring.
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“Authoritative and exhaustive—another
jewel in Lee’s literary crown.”
tom stoppard

TOM STOPPARD
A Life

NUESTRA AMÉRICA
My Family in the
Vertigo of Translation

Lee, Hermione
Knopf (896 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-451-49322-4
The celebrated playwright gets the
Lee treatment.
Stoppard (b. 1937) asked award-winning literary biographer Lee to write his
biography, giving her “access to a wealth
of materials and permission to quote from them.” In this thorough, sympathetic, and eminently readable text, the author
tracks his early years in Czechoslovakia through his time in Singapore, India, and England, where he met his stepfather, Maj.
Kenneth Stoppard. Interestingly Lee notes that Stoppard, who
dropped out of college, didn’t show much interest in the theater until he was a reporter for a Bristol newspaper. The city’s
vibrant arts scene motivated an “anxious, eager, ambitious,
shy and unworldly” young man who became friends with Peter
O’Toole. A job with another paper had him writing film and play
reviews, covering “everything that came out, from new European cinema to Hollywood romances, from Westerns to film
noir, from musicals to disaster movies.” As she has done in her
previous top-notch books, Lee carefully unwinds autobiographical links between her subject’s life and works. Despite his newspaper work, Stoppard knew that plays were “his business” and
“theatre was where he might find rapid success.” His first play,
A Walk on the Water, was produced in 1963, and Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead, which began as a one-act play, debuted
in 1966. Though the “first reviews” were “terrible,” most were
“ecstatic,” making Stoppard “all at once successful and famous.”
As Lee masterfully explores both her subject’s life and work, she
portrays a uniquely talented writer fully in tune with a wide variety of influences. She pays close attention to his screenplays, as
well, including Steven Spielberg’s Empire of the Sun, Shakespeare
in Love (“one of his best-loved pieces of work”), and a TV adaptation of Ford Madox Ford’s Parade’s End. He enjoyed doing
films but noted that they weren’t a “continuation of one’s life as
a writer” but rather “a detour.” Ultimately, this expansive portrait of a significant 20th-century artist is a biographical masterpiece. Stoppard chose his biographer well.
Authoritative and exhaustive—another jewel in Lee’s literary crown.
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Lomnitz, Claudio
Other Press (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-63542-071-5

The noted anthropologist and
historian takes his rich family history and builds a narrative of universal
significance.
“Like the medieval Jew,” writes Lomnitz, “today’s migrant is
at once a demeaned witness and a key economic player. Necessary, but always made to feel dispensable.” Born in Chile in 1957,
the author, a professor at Columbia University, understands the
plight of migrants: His maternal grandparents, seeing the terrors
of rising anti-Semitism across Europe (and especially in Romania, where the peasantry and the government alike mounted
murderous pogroms), brought his mother to Colombia in 1936.
As if enacting a scene from a Gabriel García Márquez novel,
having been brought up speaking four languages, the imposition
of a fifth, Spanish, caused her to abandon “trying to find any
consistency between all these languages, and [she] just stopped
talking altogether.” In a whirl of new lands—Peru, Israel, the
U.S., and Mexico among them—Lomnitz’s ancestors were
observers and actors alike. Selling goods door to door on first
arriving, they became masters of local geography and political
organizing, with one busily turning from journalism to teaching to activism, daring to invoke Trotsky in a time when Stalin’s oppression was at its apex. Along his skillfully constructed
narrative path, Lomnitz pauses to ponder such matters as the
meaning of his name. “Names, like passports, often contain a
trace of fear,” he writes, with his own first name chosen so that
he might blend into a Chile that was not altogether innocent
of anti-Semitism, his middle name honoring a dead uncle, and
a secret Hebrew name added in for good measure. There is
no end of intriguing anecdotes in these pages, and in a world
of chaos, Lomnitz builds deep meaning from a comparatively
small community of blood kin and friends. “We are no longer
governed by tradition,” he writes, “so we can’t simply rely on a
collective past. For this reason family history is again relevant.”
A masterpiece of historical and personal investigation,
perfect for anyone trying to uncover their family’s past.
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STATE OF EMERGENCY
How We Win in the
Country We Built

THE SECRET OF LIFE
Rosalind Franklin,
James Watson, Francis
Crick, and the Discovery of
DNA’s Double Helix

Mallory, Tamika D. with Ashley A. Coleman
Black Privilege Publishing/Atria
(224 pp.)
$26.00 | May 11, 2021
978-1-982173-46-3
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A medical historian offers a new history of one of the 20th century’s most
significant scientific quests.
The structure of DNA, announced in 1953 by James Watson and Francis Crick, marked the beginning of the spectacular
genetics revolution that has continually accelerated since then.
There is no shortage of excellent histories, but Markel, a Guggenheim fellow and professor of medicine at the University of
Michigan, has written one of the best. After a quick review of
the relevant advancements in the 19th century, the author delivers long, satisfying biographies of the leading figures as well as
a large supporting cast, including Linus Pauling and John Randall, who directed the biophysics unit at King’s College in London. Markel provides a meticulous account of DNA research
by others, as well, and he emphasizes that Watson and Crick
made their breakthrough by examining X-ray photographs of
DNA crystals. Producing such crystals required extraordinary
dexterity, and photographing them demanded acute technical expertise, which often included building X-ray machines
from scratch. The X-ray experts were Maurice Wilkins (who
shared the Nobel Prize with Watson and Crick) and Rosalind
Franklin, recruited in 1950 when Wilkins seemed to be stalled.
Nearly every historian in this area explores the intense dislike
between Wilkins and Franklin; all, Markel included, deliver reasonable, if differing explanations. Watson famously disparaged
her in his 1968 bestseller, The Double Helix (“he transmogrified
her into ‘Rosy,’ the one-dimensional archenemy”), but Markel
turns up admirers. In the end, Watson and Crick examined
X-rays (Franklin’s were better than Wilkins’), built their model,
and went down in history. Franklin died in 1958, and the others
barely mentioned her in their 30-minute Nobel Prize lectures in
1962. Nowadays, everyone agrees that she was treated badly and
that her work—examined without her permission (“one of the
most egregious ripoffs in the history of science”)—was essential to the discovery, but during her life, she never expressed
resentment.
A brilliant addition to the literature on the history of biological discovery.
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Activist and organizer Mallory sounds
an alarm against complacency now that a
new administration is in the White House.
American history has been full of terrible moments for
Black people, but one of particularly pressing importance happened recently. “To wake up on January 6, 2021,” writes the
author, “to see a noose hanging in front of the United States
Capitol while domestic terrorists breached the complex where
our congressional leaders met to legislate, was paralyzing.” Paralyzing but not unexpected: Mallory’s next thought was, “Wow,
they finally did it.” The Trump administration, whose leader
fomented the revolt, is gone, but the enemies of Black progress remain. Against that, writes the author, “it is not enough to
be nonracist.” Black activists and their White allies—who are
welcome if they are “careful not to try to own the fight”—must
commit to being anti-racist, to constantly combat racism and
its exponents. Mallory delivers a series of rules that one wishes
were ironic: “Don’t talk back,” reads one, since the consequence
is that “You will be deemed dangerous,” while another counsels
not to wear a hoodie. Because “my undiluted Blackness is worth
fighting for,” the author urges a well-organized movement of
resistance that involves, among other tenets, stopping to record
every encounter of Black persons and the police, taking down
names and badge numbers and filing complaints. Despite her
well-thought-through program, which concludes with the
rule “Be unapologetic about your Blackness until they respect
it,” Mallory calls herself a contributor to and not a leader of
the Black Lives Matter movement (she also co-founded the
Women’s March on Washington), a movement whose necessity remains self-evident even with the new Biden-Harris presidency: “They must turn over the soil in order to grow a new
political landscape for us all.” This is the first book from the
Black Privilege imprint, led by radio and TV personality Charlamagne Tha God.
An urgent call for racial justice that demands attention,
discussion, and action.

Markel, Howard
Norton (608 pp.)
$30.00 | Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-324-00223-9
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“Intellectually vigorous essays on Black culture.”
who will pay reparations on my soul?

A WORSE PLACE
THAN HELL
How the Civil War
Battle of Fredericksburg
Changed a Nation
Matteson, John
Norton (480 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-393-24707-7

The chaos of war transformed into a
riveting tale of sacrifice and redemption.
Pulitzer Prize–winning author Matteson turns to the Civil
War in his third book, an insightful, exhilarating interweaving
of grim military history and uplifting biographies. Focusing
on the Union Army’s devastating loss in 1862 during the Battle
of Fredericksburg, this is an affecting, courageous story about
fathers and four sons and a daughter, “heroes” who “confronted
war and struggled to redeem themselves within it.” Growing up, Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., the future Supreme Court
justice and son of the famous poet and doctor, had a difficult
time escaping from his father’s shadow. Wendell Sr. believed
slavery a “tragic, ghastly business” but was against war; Wendell
Jr. disagreed, fought for the cause, was wounded three times,
and nearly died of dysentery. His father left home to find his
hospitalized boy. John Pelham, another doctor’s son, fought for
the Confederates and distinguished himself as a battery officer.
“Few young men,” writes Matteson, “had ever fit their historical moment more exquisitely.” While the “ambitiously named”
George Washington Whitman was also fighting, his brother,
Walt, was in Brooklyn, “seeking the literary means to move a
nation.” After he learned his brother was wounded, he sought
him out and volunteered as a nurse to help wounded soldiers.
Union chaplain Rev. Arthur B. Fuller, whose sister Margaret
had tended to the wounded during the Roman Revolution of
1848, took care of Union soldiers until he was killed by Confederate bullets. Fledgling author Louisa May Alcott left home to
become a nurse for the Army of the Potomac, treating hundreds
of soldiers from the bloody battleground. When she caught
typhoid, her abolitionist father, Bronson, brought her home.
Intimate portraits of these main characters smoothly merge
with many others, including Abraham Lincoln, George McClellan, and Jeb Stuart, who fought with Pelham. In an impressive
narrative juggling act, Matteson deftly unfurls many stories
within stories with a confident, novelistic flair.
Ambitious, nuanced, and thoroughly rewarding Civil
War history.
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WHO WILL PAY
REPARATIONS ON
MY SOUL?
Essays

McCarthy, Jesse
Liveright/Norton (352 pp.)
$27.95 | March 30, 2021
978-1-63149-648-6
Intellectually vigorous essays on
Black culture.
McCarthy, who teaches in the English and African American Studies
departments at Harvard, makes an impressive book debut with
a collection of 20 deftly crafted essays, some previously published in journals such as n+1, the Nation, and the Point, where
he is an editor. McCarthy’s range is broad, encompassing writers Toni Morrison, Colson Whitehead, and Walter Benjamin;
artists Jean-Michel Basquiat, Kara Walker, and French urban
documentarian JR; singer/songwriter D’Angelo and cultural
historian Saidiya Hartman; trap music; Frank B. Wilderson III
and Afropessimism; and French society. Addressed in part “to
the younger generations, struggling right now to find their footing in a deeply troubled world,” McCarthy’s writings on art, politics, and Black experience contribute to what he sees as “a deep
yearning in our society not only for sensate, intelligent, moral
reasoning, but also for the prophetic witness unique to the
black radical tradition.” In the title essay, the author responds
to Ta-Nehisi Coates’ “The Case for Reparations,” which incited
much debate after it appeared in the Atlantic in 2014. Reparation for racial injustice, McCarthy argues, is “a moral rather
than a material debt.” Although he acknowledges that Coates
is justified in focusing on the wealth gap between Whites and
Blacks, McCarthy takes the pragmatic view that reforms in education, sentencing, policing, and community empowerment are
more achievable—and more significant. “The way to do justice
to an oppressed minority is to allow it to flourish,” he writes,
rather than to quantify, monetize, or value humans in dollar
amounts. “Reparations should be about bending the social good
once again toward freedom and the good life.” Having grown
up in Paris, where he moved with his parents, both journalists,
when he was 8, the author bears witness to “the Paris of color,
of difference” that marginalizes Black immigrants. The tragic
terrorist attacks at Bataclan in 2015, writes McCarthy, communicated “a desperate will to power” by those who believe verbal
expression impossible.
Urbane, penetrating cultural analysis.
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ALL THAT SHE CARRIED
The Journey of Ashley’s
Sack, a Black Family
Keepsake

THE POWER OF WOMEN
A Doctor’s Journey of
Hope and Healing
Mukwege, Denis
An Oprah Book/Flatiron Books
(320 pp.)
$28.99 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-250-76919-0

Miles, Tiya
Random House (416 pp.)
$28.00 | June 8, 2021
978-1-984854-99-5
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The Congolese gynecologist who
won the 2018 Nobel Prize for aiding rape
victims during the civil wars in his country depicts his inspiring journey.
A self-proclaimed feminist who often has to justify his
chosen profession and life’s work to officers at the U.N. and
elsewhere, Mukwege offers an impassioned argument for
women’s health care and basic universal human rights. He
bases the narrative on his experiences with the ravages of war,
colonization, poverty, and ignorance in his own country. The
author opens in his hometown of Bukavu, near the border with
Rwanda. He chronicles his childhood with parents who largely
eschewed the traditional roles ascribed to boys and girls, roles
that devalued women’s work in the home and fields. Once he
began to work with patients, Mukwege soon recognized the
enormous need for women’s health care in a country with few
medical doctors but high maternal and child mortality rates.
After training in France, he returned to direct a hospital and
then build another one in the countryside to address the catastrophic toll of rape during the civil wars that began in the late
1990s. Mukwege became an expert in obstetric fistula, and
thousands of women came to him for life-saving treatment
after suffering sexual violence. In his moving account of his
courageous work, the author spares no detail, demonstrating
the indispensable assistance he and his colleagues provided to
traumatized survivors. As he writes, he sought out this work
in order to combat the stigmatization and isolation of rape
victims, despite the threat of death to himself and his family.
“Breaking the silence about sexual violence in all its forms—
harassment, rape, incest—is the essential first step in tackling
the problem,” he writes. All along, he argues forcefully for
the necessity of changing the education and mindsets of men
throughout the world.
An important, deeply affecting account of the invaluable
work of a devoted humanitarian.
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A professor of history at Harvard
chronicles the historical journey of an
embroidered cotton sack, beginning
with the enslaved woman who gave it to her 9-year-old daughter
in the 1850s.
In this brilliant and compassionate account, Miles uses “an
artifact with a cat’s nine lives” to tell “a quiet story of transformative love lived and told by ordinary African American
women—Rose, Ashley, and Ruth—whose lives spanned the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, slavery and freedom, the
South and the North.” The sack, originally used for grain or
seeds, was passed from Rose to her daughter Ashley in 1852,
when Ashley was put on the auction block, and passed by Ashley to her granddaughter, Ruth Middleton. In the early 1920s,
Ruth embroidered its history on it, including its contents:
“a tattered dress 3 handfulls of pecans a braid of Roses hair,”
also “filled my Love always.” The sack is now on display at the
Smithsonian National Museum of African American History
and Culture in Washington, D.C. Like those of most enslaved
people, the stories of Rose and Ashley are largely lost to history,
but Miles carefully unravels the records and makes a credible
case that they may have been the property of Robert Martin in
coastal South Carolina. From there, the author moves outward
to sensitively establish the context in which the two managed to
survive, describing how South Carolina became “a place where
the sale of a colored child was not only possible but probable.”
By the time Miles gets to Ruth, the historical record is more
substantial. Married and pregnant at 16, Ruth moved from the
South to Philadelphia around 1920 and eventually became “a
regular figure in the Black society pages.” With careful historical examination as well as empathetic imagination, Miles effectively demonstrates the dignity and mystery of lives that history
often neglects and opens the door to the examination of many
untold stories.
A strikingly vivid account of the impact of connection on
this family and others.
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“Smart and self-aware, Musgrave delivers one of the best
recent books on America’s experience in Vietnam.”
the education of corporal john musgrave

THE EDUCATION
OF CORPORAL
JOHN MUSGRAVE
Vietnam and Its Aftermath
Musgrave, John
Knopf (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-451-49357-6

Outstanding memoir of service
as a Marine rifleman and subsequent
radicalization.
Musgrave, a poet who appeared in numerous episodes of
Ken Burns’ documentary The Vietnam War, couldn’t wait to sign
up. “Every marine has three birthdays: the day his mother issued
him onto this earth, the day the Marine Corps was formed—
November 10, 1775—and the day he graduated from boot camp
and was addressed for the first time as a marine,” he writes. In
1966, when he joined the Corps, those birthdays were all too
often cut short. He learned his lessons well, principally the one
that teaches a Marine not just how to kill, but also to be willing to do so. His time in boot camp is a pointed reminder that
Lee Ermey wasn’t exaggerating in his performance in Full Metal
Jacket: More than once, Musgrave found himself “in a complete
world of shit for being the ‘stupidest motherfucker on earth.’ ”
Even so dubbed, he emerged a tough-as-nails private who served
on long patrols and mounted ambushes, getting plenty of trigger time. At night, he recalls, he and his fellow Marines amused
themselves by pondering how they would most and least like to
die. After the war, Musgrave went to a conservative college in
Kansas, but the misgivings began to build, especially after Kent
State and, less well known, Jackson State. Musgrave volunteered
to help the Black Panthers serve meals, then joined the Vietnam Veterans Against the War and was one of the fighters who
tossed their medals over a fence erected around the Capitol.
There’s not a false note in this book, full of both pride and sorrow. It’s just the retort to those who wonder why Vietnam vets
can’t just forget about the past and move on. His thoughtful
response: “If you have to ask me why, then I’m not sure I can
explain it to you.”
Smart and self-aware, Musgrave delivers one of the best
recent books on America’s experience in Vietnam.

NAMES FOR LIGHT
A Family History

Myint, Thirii Myo Kyaw
Graywolf (176 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-64445-061-1
A writer born in Myanmar and raised
in Thailand and the U.S. traces how her
family history has haunted her personal
journey.
In this uniquely structured memoir—
sleek, poetic paragraphs surrounded by plenty of white space
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on each page—Myint introduces herself as the reincarnation of
her great-grandfather, a relative of the royal family in Myanmar,
where the author was born. She lived in Bangkok from the ages
of 1 to 7, after which she and her family immigrated to California. Myint later lived in Colorado, Rhode Island, and Spain,
but no matter where she traveled, she was never able to escape
her ancestral history. Some of this is a matter of reincarnation:
“When my great-grandmother finally died, she was reborn as
my middle sister. My sister was my wife in our past life. My
mother says I followed her into this life.” But some of it, Myint
writes, has been a product of dissociation associated with inherited trauma. Many of her personal memories, she notes, came
to her in the third person, meaning that she pictured herself as
a character in the scene rather than an inhabitant of her body.
Due to this disconnection, Myint tells her own story in the
third person while narrating her family history—much of which
she did not personally witness—in the first person. Additionally, she tells her ancestors’ story from past to present, but her
own from present to past. Braiding these opposing timelines
and narrative perspectives creates an innovative structure that
effectively contrasts the author’s deep enmeshment with her
family history with her distance from reality. On a line-by-line
level, the book is spectacularly lyrical, and each word feels perfectly chosen. Some readers may struggle with the chronology
and unnamed characters, but the text is undeniably powerful.
An imaginative and compelling memoir about what we
inherit and what we pass on.

A BIGGER PICTURE
My Fight To Bring a
New African Voice to the
Climate Crisis
Nakate, Vanessa
Mariner Books (240 pp.)
$22.00 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-0-358-65450-6

Debut memoir from a young Ugandan climate activist who was infamously
cropped out of a 2020 photo taken at the
World Economic Forum in Davos.
“I was the only one who wasn’t from Europe and the only
one who was black,” writes Nakate. “They hadn’t just cropped
me out, I realized. They’d cropped out a whole continent.”
In 2018, after witnessing devastating floods in Uganda and
other nations in East Africa, Nakate diverged from her path
studying business and finance in college. Reckoning with the
severe lack of formal education about the climate crisis, she
conducted extensive research and connected with other young
activists who shared her passion. Though initially unsure and
hesitant when she took to the streets of Kampala with her
placards to strike, Nakate harnessed her inner courage and
genuine concern for the planet to make her voice heard, and
readers will eagerly follow the ups and downs of her journey.
From her early local strikes with family and friends to international travel to the Youth Climate Summit in New York
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City in September 2019 and the U.N. Conference of the Parties in Madrid two months later, Nakate is frank about the
disappointments she experienced as she battled the media’s
tendency to ignore voices like hers. The text is riddled with
eye-popping statistics to illustrate the gravity of the climate
change situation, but it is the author’s personal stories that
make the book particularly memorable. Nakate is in a vital
position as a Black, Ugandan woman. Through her lens and
interviews with other activists, we see how climate disasters
disproportionately impact women in the Global South. Along
with recounting her experiences, the author provides lots of
information that may be unfamiliar to readers: Facts about
the destruction of the Congo rainforest and the drying out of
the Lake Chad Basin will force readers to pay attention—and
hopefully, to act in whatever way they are able.
Nakate is conscious of the power her voice wields, and
the world would benefit from listening.

A GHOST IN
THE THROAT

Ní Ghríofa, Doireann
Biblioasis (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | June 1, 2021
978-1-77196-411-1
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A QUANTUM LIFE
My Unlikely Journey
From the Street to the Stars
Oluseyi, Hakeem & Joshua Horwitz
Ballantine (368 pp.)
$28.00 | June 15, 2021
978-1-984819-09-3

A Black astrophysicist delivers a
memoir that demonstrates the unstoppable strength of intelligence and the
human spirit.
Writing with Horwitz, Oluseyi chronicles his unique journey from hardscrabble early life to award-winning scientist.
One of the author’s personas is James Plummer Jr., his given
name, a sometimes-frightened and often misunderstood
genius with a penchant for counting and dismantling things
to feed his math- and science-hungry mind. Another is “Lil’
Jame,” the boy who faced numerous hardships, including a
broken home and nomadic existence, dodging roaming gangs
on the streets of East New Orleans, Houston’s Third Ward,
and Watts in Los Angeles. While bouncing among places and
families, Oluseyi constantly sought knowledge and devoured
books, and he rejoiced when his mother bought the entire set
of the Encyclopedia Britannica. The author instructs readers on how he artfully performed the delicate balancing act
of blending his brainiac ways with his rough surroundings.
As an adolescent in Mississippi, he learned how to hunt and
worked cleaning and selling marijuana for a family bootleg
business. He also learned to play the sousaphone and joined
the marching band. His capabilities brought him notoriety in
high school and at Tougaloo College, where he and a friend
began dealing marijuana to their fellow students. Slipping into
and out of heavy drug use cost Oluseyi both time and peace of
mind, and he eventually moved on from marijuana to a dependent cycle of “crack binges.” His double life persisted while he
fostered relationships, studied hard, and gained acceptance to
the graduate physics program at Stanford. With support from
his wife and a mentor, he eventually faced his demons, and he
has found great success as an astrophysicist who has held posts
at MIT and the University of California, among other institutions. Through all the twists and turns, and despite the dark
side of humanity on display at times, Oluseyi keeps readers
engaged as he creates a beautiful life for himself.
A sharp, relatable book about self-reinvention and a loving nod to anyone who has ever believed in the potential of
another.
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A fascinating hybrid work in which
the voices of two Irish female poets ring
out across centuries.
“When we first met, I was a child,
and she had been dead for centuries,”
writes Ní Ghríofa in her first work of prose—and what a debut
it is. Earning well-deserved accolades abroad, the book merges
memoir, history, biography, autofiction, and literary analysis.
“This is a female text,” she writes, a deeply personal response
to a renowned Irish “caoineadh,” an elegy or keen, written in
1773 by grief-stricken noblewoman Eibhlín Dubh Ní Chonaill
after the shooting death of her husband. Exhausted from juggling housework, motherhood, and relocating, Ní Ghríofa
turned repeatedly to a “scruffy photocopy of Caoineadh Airt
Uí Laoghaire, inviting the voice of another woman to haunt
my throat a while.” While taking care of her new baby, the
author formed an intimate identification with Eibhlín Dubh,
and “before long, the poem began to leak into my days.” She
wanted to learn more, “adding a brushstroke or two” to an
intricately imagined portrait of her “growing in my mind.” Ní
Ghríofa tracked down translations of the poem and obscure
biographical information. During her second pregnancy, the
author embarked on her own translation, which she includes
at the end of this captivating, timeless narrative. With her new
baby in tow, she visited a monastery where “Eibhlín Dubh spoke
her grief in their ruins.” Anxious to learn about the “scattered
jigsaw” of the poet’s days, Ní Ghríofa undertook genealogical
research and sought out family correspondence. Pondering “all
the absent texts composed by women,” the author got a tattoo,
forever etching the poet’s words into her skin. She also visited
Derrynane, where Eibhlín Dubh wrote her lament. Although

much of the poet’s life remains hidden, she holds Ní Ghríofa
“close as ink on paper and steady as a pulse.”
Lyrical prose passages and moving introspection abound
in this unique and beautiful book.
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“A stunning book that offers an eloquent portrait of an
antisemitic attack and its effect on a neighborhood.”
squirrel hill

SQUIRREL HILL
The Tree of Life
Synagogue Shooting
and the Soul of a
Neighborhood

WILDLAND
The Making of
America’s Fury

Osnos, Evan
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (480 pp.)
$30.00 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-0-374-28667-5

Oppenheimer, Mark
Knopf (320 pp.)
$28.95 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-0-525-65719-4

How did “the deadliest attack on
Jews in U.S. history” change a Pittsburgh
neighborhood and its residents? A gifted journalist sought
answers.
In the 1840s, Oppenheimer’s ancestors settled in the Squirrel Hill section of Pittsburgh, “a little Jewish Eden” that would
become “the oldest, the most stable, most internally diverse
Jewish neighborhood” in the U.S. and the place his father grew
up. So the author wondered how it would respond after a White
nationalist killed 11 Sabbath-observers in a synagogue that
housed two Conservative congregations, Tree of Life and New
Light, and the Reconstructionist Dor Hadash, on Oct. 27, 2018:
“When the cameras and the police tape were gone, what stayed
behind?” In this sensitive and beautifully written account of how
Squirrel Hill changed in the year after the attack, Oppenheimer
takes an approach rarely seen in books about mass shootings,
which tend to focus on the killer or victims. He instead surveys others touched by the tragedy. Many are Jews, including a
rabbi leading his first post-attack High Holy Days services and
Orthodox volunteer “shomrim,” or “guards of the dead,” who
stayed with the bodies until the medical examiner removed
them. Other subjects come from different faith traditions—
e.g., an Iranian student who set up a GoFundMe account, a
Catholic artist who created a window display for Starbucks, the
“trauma tourists” who unhelpfully left “condolence cards that
promised that the victims had already met Jesus in Heaven.” In
this wonderfully rendered narrative, Oppenheimer deftly shows
how, when emotions are raw, the best intentions can misfire or
fail to satisfy everyone: When civic leaders tried to keep attackrelated events apolitical, some residents felt more benefit would
have come from the kind of activism shown by students after
the Parkland shootings. While the Tree of Life massacre targeted Jews, this book abounds with insights for cities facing the
aftermath of any mass-casualty event.
A stunning book that offers an eloquent portrait of an
antisemitic attack and its effect on a neighborhood.
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The National Book Award–winning
journalist examines the ideological gaps
that have widened between 9/11 and the
Jan. 6, 2021 assault on the U.S. Capitol.
After years of reporting from China, the longtime New Yorker
staffer returned to find that America had lost its gift for “the
rational approach, reason, the meeting of minds in honorable
agreement after open argument” that John Gunther described
in his 1947 bestseller, Inside U.S.A. “If American history is a story
of constant rebalancing—between greed and generosity, industry and nature, identity and assimilation—then the country had
spun so far out of balance it had lost its center of gravity,” writes
Osnos. He explores how it happened through stellar reporting that blends a high-altitude view of national changes with
close-ups of private citizens in three places he’s lived in the U.S.
Osnos is at his best in his superb portrait of Greenwich, Connecticut, where he grew up in the “Golden Triangle” that “represented the highest concentration of wealth in America” and
where values shifted along with an influx of hedge fund money.
Greenwich grandees once included people like Prescott Bush,
the father and grandfather of future presidents, “who believed,
fundamentally, in the duty of government to help people who
did not enjoy his considerable advantages.” Conversely, the current generation tends to see its wealth as self-justifying and to
prefer “targeted private philanthropy” to activities like serving on “local charity boards.” Osnos is slightly less insightful
about Chicago, where Black residents have felt stung by the gap
between their Obama-era hopes and the persistence of bigotry,
and West Virginia, where predatory tactics by so-called vulture
investors and others have robbed mineworkers of precious benefits. Other recent books have dealt more astutely with some
of his subjects—Chris McGreal’s American Overdose with West
Virginia’s opioid epidemic and John Woodrow Cox’s Children
Under Fire with gun violence—but as an overview of a fractious
ideological landscape, this skillful treatment is hard to beat.
An elegant survey of the causes and effects of polarization in America.
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LAST BEST HOPE
America in Crisis and
Renewal

Packer, George
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (240 pp.)
$27.00 | June 15, 2021
978-0-374-60366-3

DISRUPTION
Inside the Largest
Counterterrorism
Investigation in History
Peritz, Aki J.
Potomac Books (408 pp.)
$36.95 | Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-64012-380-9

rorist attack.

A journalist specializing in national
security issues details the investigation
and frustration of a major al-Qaida ter-
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Can we save ourselves from ourselves in America’s “cold civil war”?
As New Yorker contributor and
National Book Award winner Packer
notes in this sharp and concise analysis, there’s one good thing
to say about the current pandemic: With its arrival, “it became
impossible to pass through the world in the normal bovine manner.” Of course, it also revealed massive cracks in the system and
amplified a rift in which people either scream at each other or
maintain a polite silence, an avoidance that “solves nothing” and
indeed, by Packer’s account, is “part of the collapse.” Something
is badly amiss in what used to be thought of as the last best hope
in the world. Instead, we are overrun with instability, contending tribes, and useless politicians. Into this chaos stepped Donald Trump, who failed to become the dictator he so obviously
wished to be only by virtue of “his own ineptitude, along with
our creaky institutions and the remaining democratic faith of
the American people.” Even so, Packer charges, we’re all responsible for Trump, in part because there are yawning gulfs among
numerous visions of America. There’s the “Free America” of
the libertarians, so susceptible to demagoguery; the “Smart
America” of the progressives, which leaves blue-collar workers
in the dust; the “Real America,” a bastion of racism, ignorance,
and resentment; and the “Just America,” which “forces us to see
the straight line that runs from slavery and segregation to the
second-class life so many Black Americans live today.” In all of
these, there are the ingredients of a fifth vision: “Equal America,” which involves “extending the New Deal to Americans in
more areas of their lives,” from affordable and universal health
care to a living minimum wage and beyond. It’s a project that
“asks us to put more faith in ourselves and one another than we
can bear,” but it surely beats where we are now.
A thought-provoking study in civics, history, and the
decline and fall of self-government.

The events of 9/11 constituted America’s most significant
terrorist attack, and Lawrence Wright’s The Looming Tower delivered a brilliant account of its background. Americans may be
vaguely aware of 7/7, the British equivalent. On July 7, 2005,
three suicide bombers blew themselves up on the London Tube,
a fourth on a London bus. All were British subjects. In a bizarre
and unrelated follow-up, five men attempted a repeat two weeks
later. One changed his mind, and four poorly designed bombs
fizzled. Peritz delivers vivid accounts of these attacks, but he has
bigger fish to fry. The masterminds of the second attack (among
the thousands of British nationals traveling back and forth
from Pakistan), seeking to learn from their mistakes, planned
a larger suicide operation with better bombs to be detonated
aboard trans-Atlantic passenger planes. By this time in 2006,
British security was paying close attention, with the assistance
of the far larger and more pugnacious American CIA, whose
doctrine was that there would never be another 9/11. More concerned with civil rights, the British aimed to gather information
that would stand up in a courtroom, so they (and the author)
meticulously followed and observed the plotters. Unexpectedly, the CIA jumped the gun by arresting the leader in Pakistan, forcing the British to round up everyone in London. As a
result, the subsequent trials did not turn out as well as expected,
although many defendants received long prison terms. Readers
will struggle to remember Peritz’s vast cast of characters as well
as the minutiae of their movements, but his massive research
and interviews tell a gripping story with a more or less happy
ending. The plot was foiled, and Western security agencies have
gotten their acts together so that mass (but not individual) terrorist attacks are less likely.
An outstanding contribution to the literature of terrorism and counterterrorism.

SOMETIMES I TRIP
ON HOW HAPPY WE
COULD BE

Perkins, Nichole
Grand Central Publishing (272 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-5387-0274-1
A thoroughly enjoyable journey
into the mind of a beloved pop-culture
commentator.
Perkins is a 2017 Audre Lorde fellow
and host of This Is Good for You, a podcast for pleasure seekers.
In this collection of essays, she interweaves pop-culture observations with deeply personal vignettes of self-discovery in a
fickle and sometimes dangerous world. The author is unafraid
to lay herself bare, and she boldly recounts the ups and downs of
her life as a Black girl and woman. At the beginning of the book,
Perkins recalls how, when she was 5, a naptime kissing bandit
smooched her and other unsuspecting female classmates, waking her up to the power of femininity even then. Growing up
during the 1980s and ’90s in Nashville’s Black community, she
always had her nose in a book, seeking knowledge wherever
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“A lucid (in the sky with diamonds) look at the hows, whys,
and occasional demerits of altering one’s mind.”
this is your mind on plants

she could find it. She struggled with her abusive, drug-addicted
father, and while she looked up to her older sister, she also protected her autistic younger brother. Despite an early realization
of the importance of pleasure, she was often at odds with her
mind, battling depression and weight-related self-esteem issues.
Her struggles often left her restless but never helpless, and
part of the book includes a love letter to bygone days. Perkins
describes how the Prince song “Girl” provided a sexual awakening, and she pays homage to Janet Jackson’s “all-black uniform,”
which she learned was chosen so she could look slimmer. An
unabashed fan of Frasier (“what I use as a regular antidepressant”), the author writes about her crush on Niles Crane and
her online chat-room connections with others seeking safe,
impersonal, but real digital camaraderie. Refreshingly, Perkins
doesn’t deliver a standard happily-ever-after ending. Nobody is
coming to save her from her circumstances, and that’s OK. She
continues to strive and persevere by honing the ultimate secret
weapons: self-acceptance and self-care.
Fans will appreciate this closer look into Perkins’ life and
adventures, and newcomers will get to know her well.

THIS IS YOUR MIND
ON PLANTS
Pollan, Michael
Penguin Press (288 pp.)
$28.00 | July 6, 2021
978-0-593-29690-5

Building on his lysergically drenched
book How to Change Your Mind (2018),
Pollan looks at three plant-based drugs
and the mental effects they can produce.
The disastrous war on drugs began
under Nixon to control two classes of perceived enemies: antiwar protestors and Black citizens. That cynical effort, writes
the author, drives home the point that “societies condone the
mind-changing drugs that help uphold society’s rule and ban the
ones that are seen to undermine it.” One such drug is opium,
for which Pollan daringly offers a recipe for home gardeners to
make a tea laced with the stuff, producing “a radical and by no
means unpleasant sense of passivity.” You can’t overthrow a government when so chilled out, and the real crisis is the manufacture of synthetic opioids, which the author roundly condemns.
Pollan delivers a compelling backstory: This section dates to
1997, but he had to leave portions out of the original publication to keep the Drug Enforcement Administration from his
door. Caffeine is legal, but it has stronger effects than opium,
as the author learned when he tried to quit: “I came to see how
integral caffeine is to the daily work of knitting ourselves back
together after the fraying of consciousness during sleep.” Still,
back in the day, the introduction of caffeine to the marketplace
tempered the massive amounts of alcohol people were drinking even though a cup of coffee at noon will keep banging on
your brain at midnight. As for the cactus species that “is busy
transforming sunlight into mescaline right in my front yard”?
Anyone can grow it, it seems, but not everyone will enjoy effects
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that, in one Pollan experiment, “felt like a kind of madness.” To
his credit, the author also wrestles with issues of cultural appropriation, since in some places it’s now easier for a suburbanite
to grow San Pedro cacti than for a Native American to use it
ceremonially.
A lucid (in the sky with diamonds) look at the hows, whys,
and occasional demerits of altering one’s mind.

THE BASEBALL 100

Posnanski, Joe
Avid Reader Press (880 pp.)
$25.93 | Sept. 28, 2021
978-1-982180-58-4
Longtime sports journalist Posnanski takes on a project fraught with the
possibilities of controversy: ranking the
100 best baseball players of all time.
It would steal the author’s thunder to
reveal his No. 1. However, writing about
that player, Posnanski notes, “the greatest baseball player is the
one who lifts you higher and makes you feel exactly like you did
when you fell in love with this crazy game in the first place.”
Working backward, his last-but-not-least place is occupied by
Japanese outfielder Ichiro Suzuki, whose valiant hitting rivaled
Pete Rose’s, mostly a base at a time. As for Rose, who comes
in at No. 60, Posnanski writes, “here’s something people don’t
often say about the young Pete Rose, but it’s true: The guy was
breathtakingly fast.” Thus, in his first pro season, Rose stole 30
bases and hit 30 triples. That he was somewhat of a lout is noted
but exaggerated. Posnanski skillfully weaves statistics into the
narrative without spilling into geekdom, and he searches baseball history for his candidate pool while combing the records
for just the right datum or quote: No. 10 Satchel Paige on No. 15
Josh Gibson: “You look for his weakness, and while you’re looking for it he’s liable to hit 45 home runs.” Several themes emerge,
one being racial injustice. As Posnanski notes of “the greatest
Negro Leagues players....people tend to talk about them as if
there is some doubt about their greatness.” There’s not, as No.
94, Roy Campanella, among many others, illustrates. He was
Sicilian, yes, but also Black, then reason enough to banish him
to the minors until finally calling him up in 1948. Another significant theme is the importance of fathers in shaping players,
from Mickey Mantle to Cal Ripken and even Rose. Posnanski’s
account of how the Cy Young Award came about is alone worth
the price of admission.
Red meat, and mighty tasty at that, for baseball fans with
an appreciation for the past and power of the game.
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THE DISORDERED
COSMOS
A Journey Into Dark Matter,
Spacetime, and Dreams
Deferred

GENIUSES AT WAR
Bletchley Park,
Colossus, and the Dawn of
the Digital Age
Price, David A.
Knopf (256 pp.)
$24.95 | June 22, 2021
978-0-525-52154-9

Prescod-Weinstein, Chanda
Bold Type Books (320 pp.)
$28.00 | March 9, 2021
978-1-5417-2470-9
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A fresh account of “the greatest
decryption achievements of [World War
II] and the launch of the digital age.”
The satisfying revelations about Allied code-breaking have
produced numerous books. The best is probably Stephen Budiansky’s Battle of Wits (2000), but it’s a field with an endless supply of intriguing material. Historical accounts of Bletchley Park
emphasize the iconic Enigma machine, which enciphered messages from Germany’s military. In fact, Britain’s massive codebreaking dealt with many traditional codes from Germany, Italy,
and Japan as well as other machines. In this page-turning study,
Price focuses on a particularly difficult project called “Tunny.”
Deployed by Germany in 1942, it used a machine vastly more
complex than Enigma to send high-level messages between Berlin and army commands throughout Europe. By 1943, Bletchley
had cracked its code, but decrypting a single message took days
using the latest calculators, which were mechanical. It was then
that Price’s titular geniuses went to work. Recruited by Alan
Turing, then a relatively unknown mathematics professor, Max
Newman devised a new kind of machine. He worked on it with
electrical engineer Tommy Flowers, another Turing protégé,
who proposed using electronics, an idea greeted with skepticism
because it required vacuum tubes, which were considered unreliable. Despite a lack of enthusiasm, work began, and Price delivers a fascinating account of the problems Flowers and his team
overcame before the massive machine called Colossus arrived
in January 1944. The first electronic digital computer, it flabbergasted observers by churning out decryptions 500 times faster
than before. Soon Bletchley was reading Hitler’s mail. Before the
Normandy landings, Allied leaders knew that their deceptions
had convinced Hitler that the invasion would occur elsewhere.
After victory, all the Colossus machines were destroyed, and their
designers returned to civilian life, sworn to secrecy. When the
story became public in the 1970s, a few modest honors came their
way but not the fame they deserved. Price’s account is unlikely to
change this, but he tells a terrific story.
An entertaining history of brilliant minds at work against
the Nazi behemoth.
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“Black Lives are Star Stuff and Black
Lives Matter—all of them.” A renowned
physicist describes the beauty and wonder of the universe while
interrogating the discriminatory sociocultural systems that support scientific practice.
In this powerful and compelling book, Prescod-Weinstein
lays it out patently: Racist and sexist policies and behaviors are
rampant across all scientific disciplines. As a result, minorities
are poorly represented, in particular in physics, astronomy, and
related fields. Yet the cosmos offers a siren song to all humans,
and changing the centuries-old framework dictating how science is constructed, perceived, and taught is imperative not
only to make room for diverse scientists, but also to enrich
the pursuit of knowledge itself. Prescod-Weinstein, who is the
first Black woman to hold a tenure-track faculty position in
theoretical cosmology, rightly points out that “creating room
for Black children to freely love particle physics and cosmology means radically changing society and the role of physicists
within it.” In a pleasing combination of passionate and cogent
prose, the author demonstrates the entanglement of scientific
pursuit and colonial histories and explains how her own exploration of math and physics cannot be separated from the history of racism and oppression. After all, she writes, “physics
and math classrooms are not only scenes of cosmology…but
also scenes of society, complete with all of the problems that
follow society wherever it goes. There is no escape.” From the
hunt for dark matter (her area of expertise) to the often fraught
relationship among Indigenous peoples, their lands, and hightech experiments, Prescod-Weinstein’s deep dives into complex
subjects are accessible and exhilarating. But it’s her crystal-clear
vision of the transformation equality could effect in the world
that makes this book a must-read. Her belief in what the future
could hold—of “what freedom looks like”—should serve as an
inspiration for all readers.
A timely, necessary, stellar book—a game-changer.
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“Superb. A rigorous, vulnerable book on a
subject that is too often neglected.”
seek you

BECOMING
ABOLITIONISTS
Police, Protests, and
the Pursuit of Freedom
Purnell, Derecka
Astra House (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-66260-051-7

How radically reimagining policing
might benefit not only Black communities, but the broader social order.
In this sociological treatise and intellectual autobiography,
Purnell, a human rights lawyer and organizer, argues convincingly
that police departments and prisons are irredeemably implicated
in racist ideologies and the perpetuation of violence despite longstanding efforts at reform. These institutions, she writes, “don’t
solve harm, they simply react to it, arbitrarily, disproportionately,
incoherently,” and therefore ought to be dismantled and replaced
by alternatives that promote social justice. Purnell offers persuasive accounts of how racial biases produce “daily injustice” not just
in policing and the courts, but in housing, labor, and education, and
she links systemic discrimination in the present day, as well as specific instances of police violence against African Americans, to the
legacy of slavery and colonialism. She also skillfully relates strategies employed by contemporary reform movements to “a history
of freedom and resistance,” and this long-term view contextualizes
her own conclusions about the need for a thorough reimagination of what might properly constitute law and order. One of the
strengths of the book is the author’s illuminating reflections on
her own experiences with the failures of policing, her tactics as a
civil rights lawyer, and her philosophical evolution as an activist.
Another is Purnell’s deft framing of the search for solutions to violence and various forms of exploitation as part of larger—in fact,
global—attempts to advance “decolonization, disability justice,
Earth justice, and socialism.” Ultimately, she writes, “rather than
thinking of abolition as just getting rid of police, I think about it
as a way to create and support a multitude of approaches to the
problem of harm in society, and, most excitingly, as an opportunity
to reduce and eliminate harm in the first place.”
An informed, provocative, astute consideration of salvific
alternatives to contemporary policing and imprisonment.

THE PLANT HUNTER
A Scientist’s Quest for
Nature’s Next Medicines
Quave, Cassandra Leah
Viking (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-984879-11-0

Searching for new drugs in old
folkways.
Ethnobotanist and microbiologist
Quave, a professor and herbarium curator at Emory, shares a fascinating account of her development
88
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as a scientist, her research into the pharmacological potential of
plants used in traditional medicine, the challenge of balancing
work with motherhood, and her lifelong struggle with disability
and infection. Born with a congenital defect that left her right
leg underdeveloped—the fibula was “totally missing”—Quave
had her leg amputated below the knee when she was 3, resulting
in a staph infection that would have killed her if not for antibiotics. As she grew up, she required 20 more surgeries and often
was hospitalized with infections. Her health problems made her
acutely aware of the power of antibiotics and the peril of bacterial resistance. “We’re facing a double crisis in the battle against
superbugs,” she writes, “the loss of effective antibiotics and the
cataclysmic failure of the economic model that supports their
discovery and development.” Despite being physically compromised, Quave has mounted research expeditions to rugged, biodiverse hot spots around the world in search of some of the 33,443
plant species used in medicine; of these, she notes, no more than
a few hundred have been rigorously investigated. The author
details the painstaking process of gathering, transporting, preparing, and analyzing plant samples to test whether or not ethnobotanical research actually could lead to discovery of drugs. She
also describes the arduous competition for grant money, where
being a woman often put her at a disadvantage. Throughout her
career, Quave has encountered bullying, sexism, and outright
sexual harassment, and her scientific accomplishments have
been undervalued. Science, she notes with regret, has become a
“blood sport” among powerful men. Without generous funding
for research into superbugs and infectious diseases, Quave warns,
humans will find themselves increasingly at the mercy of viruses
and bacteria they cannot control.
A highly compelling—and alarming—memoir.

SEEK YOU
A Journey Through
American Loneliness
Radtke, Kristen
Illus. by the author
Pantheon (352 pp.)
$30.00 | July 6, 2021
978-1-5247-4806-7

An exploration of loneliness, the
troubling ways we’ve studied it, and the subtle ways we strain
to avoid it.
Radtke’s second graphic memoir feels almost custom-made
for the social-distancing era: She explores our need for connection and touch (“skin hunger” is the psychological term) and
the negative social and personal effects of isolation. But the
book is a much broader and deeply affecting study of loneliness,
uncovering the host of ways our craving for community manifests itself in ways that are sometimes quirky and sometimes
terrifying. Laugh tracks on sitcoms, for instance, offer a sense
of communal feeling within a cold medium; so, too, did the Web
1.0 sites and chatrooms Radtke obsessed over, where strangers
laid out their private thoughts and fears. The anxiety runs deep:
We crave reports of mass shooters that say the perpetrator
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was a loner because it satisfies our need to not associate with
them. “The collective branding of mass killers is a clumsy act of
self-preservation,” she writes. In clean, graceful renderings and
a constricted color palette, Radtke expresses her own experiences with loneliness, as a child and in relationships, and gets
people to open up about theirs. Along the way, she discovered
unusual approaches to combatting loneliness—e.g., a hotline
that elderly people can call to have someone to talk to. The
author also writes about the cruel experiments psychologist
Harry Harlow conducted on monkeys in the 1950s to debunk
the belief that children shouldn’t be emotionally coddled. Harlow himself lived a troubled, isolated life, and Radtke wonders if
he projected his anxiety upon the animals he tormented in the
name of science. If so, how much of our own fear of isolation
do we project on the world? Throughout, Radtke is an engaging
and thoughtful guide through our fear of being alone.
Superb. A rigorous, vulnerable book on a subject that is
too often neglected.

MUD SWEETER
THAN HONEY
Voices of Communist Albania

A moving portrait of a nation under
siege.
Based on interviews with Albanians from all walks of life,
award-winning novelist and reporter Rejmer bears shattering
witness to the country’s 47 years of communist dictatorship.
Although some considered Enver Hoxha (1908-1985) “as kind
as a father and as infallible as God”—“the greatest Albanian in
the history of our nation,” one man exclaimed—most of the
interviewees suffered deeply during his rule. Under Hoxha, a
paranoid, ruthless leader, more than 30,000 were incarcerated
as political prisoners; more than 6,000 murdered; and 59,000
detained. “I wrote this book with the victims in mind,” Rejmer
says, “and also those who claim that the people who suffered
are lying, exaggerating, and trying to extort money by stretching the truth. In Albania, no one who was responsible for issuing sentences and torturing prisoners has ever been convicted.”
Like Nobel laureate Svetlana Alexievich, whose oral histories
have documented political oppression, Rejmer allows the voices
of everyday Albanians—writers and artists, teachers and farm
workers, educated or barely schooled—to reveal the privations
and fear under which they lived. “You felt as if you were being
raped on a daily basis,” one man told her. “Every single day
you lost your sense of security and dignity.” Friends and family
informed on one another to the ubiquitous Sigurimi, the secret
police. One student, betrayed by a friend, was arrested for praising the poetry of a Franciscan priest who had been deemed an
enemy of the people. Everyone was forced to parrot propaganda
|

LETTERS TO MY WHITE
MALE FRIENDS
Ross, Dax-Devlon
St. Martin’s (240 pp.)
$24.99 | June 15, 2021
978-1-250-27683-4

A Black man speaks hard truths to
White men about their failure to dismantle systemic racism.
A “child of the Black bourgeoisie,”
journalist Ross first learned “the shadow
history of Black revolutionary struggle” in college. He accepted
that he “directly benefited from the struggle that generations of
Black folks had died in the name of, yet I wasn’t doing anything
to help those who hadn’t benefited.” The author calls the White
men of his generation, Gen X, to also recognize their complicity and miseducation. “We were fed cherry-picked narratives
that confirmed the worthlessness of Black life,” he writes, “The
euphemistic ‘culture of poverty,’ not systemic oppression, was to
blame for the conditions in which so many Black people lived.”
The story that White people have been told about Black people
is “missing a major chapter,” and Ross thoroughly elucidates
that chapter with a sweeping deep dive into decades of American social history and politics that is at once personal, compelling, and damning. Through a series of well-crafted personal
letters, the author advises White men to check their motivations and “interrogate the allegedly self-evident, ‘commonsense’
values and beliefs” that perpetuate inequality and allow them
to remain blissfully unaware of the insidiousness of racism and
the ways they benefit from it. Ross condemns the “pathological
unwillingness to connect the past with the present” and boldly
avoids the comfortable “both sides” rhetoric that makes antiracism work more palatable to White people. “It is on you,”
he writes, “to challenge the color-blind narratives your parents
peddle.” The letters are consistently compelling, covering wide
ground that includes the broken criminal justice system, gentrification, and the problem with framing equity work as “charity.”
Finally, Ross offers practical guidance and solutions for White
men to employ at work, in their communities, and within themselves. Pair this one with Emmanuel Acho’s Uncomfortable Con
versations With a Black Man.
A fiery, eloquent call to action for White men who want
to be on the right side of history.
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Rejmer, Margo
Trans. by Zosia Krasodomska-Jones &
Antonia Lloyd-Jones
Restless Books (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-63206-283-3

extolling Albania as paradise on Earth even though cities were
crumbling, food was scarce, barbed wire surrounded them,
religion was outlawed, and “eager spies” enforced the threat of
arrest, imprisonment, and torture. “Equality in the communist
system was a sham,” one man said, with society divided into
“those who had a little and those who had nothing.”
A gripping book of starkly revealing testimony.
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“The book is more than a notable achievement in travel literature
and more than a clarifying window into a misunderstood culture;
it is a book of conscience and open-heartedness.”
every day the river changes

SMILE
The Story of a Face

Ruhl, Sarah
Simon & Schuster (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-982150-94-5
A diligent search for self through
years of affliction.
Award-winning playwright Ruhl, a
MacArthur fellow and two-time Pulitzer
finalist, was pregnant when she opened a
fortune cookie that contained a cryptic message: “Deliver that
what is inside you, and it will save your life.” What was inside
her turned out to be much more than fraternal twins. In a wise,
intimate, and moving memoir, the author recounts a decade of
illness, recovery, and self-transformation that followed her pregnancy. It began the day after delivering the twins, when the left
side of her face became paralyzed; she had developed Bell’s palsy,
a rare condition of nerve damage. She could not blink her left
eye and, equally devastating, she could not smile. Although most
people recover from Bell’s palsy within months, Ruhl’s persisted,
causing not only physical discomforts—she had trouble eating and enunciating—but psychological and emotional distress.
“Is the self the face?” she wondered as she became increasingly
depressed at the facial asymmetry that seemed to her so “ugly.”
Although she had considered herself a person of little vanity, now
she “veered dangerously close to self-pity” and also self-blame
for not getting better. Ruhl engagingly reports on her interactions with a host of therapists and medical practitioners—some
brusque and dismissive, some caring and helpful; she even sought
advice from a Tibetan lama. Sometimes, she admits, “I felt like
anatomy rather than a whole.” A positive test for celiac disease
helped to explain why nerve growth was inhibited, but it still took
years before she could produce a semblance of a smile. Within
her chronicle of illness, the author deftly weaves memories of
her father; thoughts about motherhood, friendship, writing; and
perceptive reflections about the meaning of smiling, especially
for women. “I thought I could not truly reenter the world until
I could smile again,” she writes; “and yet, how could I be happy
enough to smile again when I couldn’t reenter the world?”
A captivating, insightful memoir.

EVERY DAY THE
RIVER CHANGES
Four Weeks Down the
Magdalena
Salama, Jordan
Catapult (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-64622-044-1

A Colombian journey downriver,
into the soul of a country.
In 2018, Salama, then an undergraduate at Princeton, determined to travel as much as possible of
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the 950-mile length of the Magdalena River, from its source
in the Andean highlands to the Caribbean coast. The river was
an epicenter of the Colombian armed conflict among Marxist
guerrillas, right-wing paramilitaries, and outlaw groups that
claimed 260,000 lives and displaced countless others over
the course of 60 years. It is also the nation’s heartbeat, albeit
scarred by decades of continuing environmental degradation,
and it is central to the history of Colombia and much of South
America. The author was born and raised in suburban New
York, the son of a Syrian Argentine father and an Iraqi mother,
doctors and scientists both, who moved to the U.S. and flourished, instilling in him a sense of adventure. Venturing by boat
and overland, Salama witnessed “a country that defied common
evocations,” proving himself a fine reporter and arbiter of history, attentive to nuance as well as detail, and a keen observer of
flora and fauna. Salama’s account is by turns joyous and sad. We
meet craftsmen, artisans, folklorists, boat-builders, subsistence
fishermen, and one astonishingly devoted teacher, among others, chiefly in rural settings. Without fail, Salama finds what is
interesting, sometimes noble, in each of them. Yet his regard for
those he encounters never slips into sentiment or romanticism.
“Traveling in this way,” he writes, “and trading in stories, is, inevitably, a journey of selection—it was not lost on me that for each
voice I heard, many others would be left out.” The book is more
than a notable achievement in travel literature and more than
a clarifying window into a misunderstood culture; it is a book
of conscience and open-heartedness. Pair it with Wade Davis’
Magdalena (2020).
It is a privilege to savor, if vicariously, this harvest of a
promising writer’s vivid journeys.

LOOKING FOR THE
GOOD WAR
American Amnesia and the
Violent Pursuit of Happiness
Samet, Elizabeth D.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 30, 2021
978-0-374-21992-5

Samet investigates a vital question:
“Has the prevailing memory of the ‘Good
War,’ shaped…by nostalgia, sentimentality, and jingoism, done more harm than good?”
The author, a professor of English at West Point, engages
in a simultaneously deep and wide exploration of the way the
meaning and memory of World War II have shaped American
identity, its sense of standing in the world, and narratives of
other wars: Korea, Vietnam, the Gulf War, “and, retrospectively,
the Civil War.” Drawing on a vast number of sources, including
histories; firsthand accounts in letters, memoirs, and reportage; fiction; movies (produced during and after the war); comic
books; and the Army’s guidebooks for soldiers, Samet smoothly
distills the myths Americans have told themselves to justify the
epithet of the “Good War” for a noble battle to liberate the
world from fascism. That self-righteous myth, Samet asserts,
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“appeals to our national vanity, confirms the New World’s superiority to the Old, and validates modernity and the machine.”
The experience of the war was marked by disillusion and confusion in the battlefield and on the homefront. The author
underscores the ambivalence that pervaded the nation. Even as
reports circulated about Nazi atrocities, most Americans were
indifferent. The Pacific war, writes Samet, was “complicated by
bitter racism” against the Japanese, while postwar novels and
films “exhibit [the] confusion, discontent, and disaffection”
felt by many returning soldiers. Furthermore, violence became
not just associated with battle, but “an end in and of itself.” For
example, “in the absence of a foreign enemy against whom to
deploy their violence, comic books moved in the direction of
brutality and horror.” Violence remains a lasting legacy of the
war, leading Americans “repeatedly to imagine that the use of
force can accomplish miraculous political ends even when we
have the examples of Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan to tell us
otherwise.” Not just timely, Samet’s work is incisively argued
and revelatory in its criticism.
A cogent analysis of the cultural realities of war.

APP KID
How a Child of
Immigrants Grabbed a Piece
of the American Dream

A notable debut memoir about identity, immigration, and computer coding.
It’s not the extraordinary experiences of a wunderkind building moneymaking apps while still in
high school that makes this coming-of-age story so compelling,
but rather the ordinary ones. Sayman’s biography is undeniably
impressive: He built his first app for the iPhone when he was
13, and it quickly started earning him $10,000 per month. At
17, his 4 Snaps app and video promotion landed him a meeting
with Mark Zuckerberg and an internship at Facebook, which
he parlayed into a full-time job, where he worked on Instagram
Stories and WhatsApp Status and developed youth-oriented
projects. By 21, Sayman had landed a big-money job at Google.
His adventures at those secretive tech giants and his insights
into their business plans and work cultures add even more fascinating layers to the text, especially considering his problematic home life with his Bolivian and Peruvian immigrant parents
and his struggle to come to terms with his sexuality. Sayman is
a born storyteller, and he manages to narrate without falling
into the romanticized traps that plague so many coming-of-age
memoirs. Even with his connection to Zuckerberg, there was no
outside force to save him. He worked through countless challenges himself—via extensive Google searches, trial and error,
and listening to others and deciding on his own. “How lucky
I’d been to grow up steeped in the American belief—or fairy
tale, depending on how you looked at it—that anyone could
|

TOXIC LEGACY
How the Weedkiller
Glyphosate Is Destroying Our
Health and the Environment
Seneff, Stephanie
Chelsea Green (272 pp.)
$24.95 | July 1, 2021
978-1-60358-929-1

A senior research scientist at MIT
sounds the alarm on the herbicide
glyphosate, the active ingredient in
Roundup and other agrochemicals.
Seneff takes us on a shocking biochemical journey through
the deleterious effects of glyphosate on the environment and
humans. The author clearly explains the ever growing body of
scientific evidence of the insidious consequences of its continued, massive application across the world. As Seneff shows, the
herbicide is the common denominator to a swath of environmental and human health problems, from obesity to autism to
toad die-offs. The herbicide disrupts the uptake of minerals by
plants and kills the bacteria, fungi, and other organisms that
have symbiotic relationships with plants for mutual health. The
direct effect on humans is dire, as glyphosate damages the gut
microorganisms our bodies use to synthesize the amino acids
that build body proteins. This affects everything from liver and
kidney functions to fertility and autoimmunity. Seneff is precise
about the biochemistry involved, but she is a genial, attentive
guide. “I know this is technical but stay with me,” she writes.
When she ventures into new, even controversial work, she is
diligent in her analysis but candid about such territory: “I propose…,” “may be damaging…,” “Autism is not due to glyphosate
exposure alone….” The two most salient—and devastating—
points that Seneff highlights: First, glyphosate, which shows
up in our soil, water, and even air, is disturbingly pervasive….
ubiquitous…nearly impossible for even the most diligent person
to avoid.” Second, the agricultural industry, taking a page from
the tobacco industry’s playbook, does everything it can to hide
the dangers: Monsanto and other companies censor research
and proliferate junk science, raking in profits by turning a blind
eye to the chronic illnesses resulting from glyphosate use. Comparisons will be made to Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring—and they
should be. We can only hope Seneff ’s work goes on to rival Carson’s in reach and impact.
A game-changer that we would be foolish to ignore.
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Sayman, Michael
Knopf (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Sept. 21, 2021
978-0-525-65619-7

reinvent themselves at any time,” he writes. “That was the spirit
that had driven me to wake up to who I really was.” At personal
appearances, he would explain his life as thoroughly as he could
because he wanted people, especially Latinx teenagers, to know
that a similar life was possible for them.
Sayman’s superpower is turning his specific Silicon
Valley success story into something sweet, universal, and
inspirational.
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“A lively, readable story that nicely complicates the view of
racial and ethnic relations in the South of old.”
economy hall

ECONOMY HALL
The Hidden History of a
Free Black Brotherhood

Shaik, Fatima
The Historic New Orleans Collection
(504 pp.)
$34.95 | Feb. 25, 2021
978-0-917860-80-5
Journalist and novelist Shaik blows
the dust off the ancient records of an
African American society, revealing a for-

gotten past.
The Société d’Economie et d’Assistance Mutuelle, born in
19th-century New Orleans, was dedicated to benevolent causes
of tremendous political implication, including the right of education and the franchise. Its members—all men—“rejected racism and colorism,” a natural outcome of the fact that so many of
them were of mixed African and European heritage, the vaunted
“Creoles” of the city’s storied past. The “Economistes” who are
revealed through contemporary journals kept by official recorders—and from which Shaik works—have mostly French and
Spanish surnames, but it is telling that a later president of the
organization bore the name Cohen; his father was Jewish and
mother, Black. As one member said in the post-Reconstruction
era, the Société “should be able to receive Jews and Chinese”
who applied for membership. Its headquarters destroyed by
hurricanes half a century ago, the Société performed many functions: It was a place for members to gather to read, smoke, drink,
play billiards, and otherwise socialize, but it was also a center for
a business and intellectual community that advanced the causes
of “free men of color.” That advancement met with powerful
resistance, particularly after the Civil War, when lynchings and
other assaults on the Black community became common as a
means of terrorizing it into accepting second-class status. One
particularly terrible incident involved city police officers who
shot African Americans who were carrying a Union flag. Soon
thereafter, the organization was almost co-opted by Whites,
who founded a rival organization called, misleadingly, the Economy Mutual Aid Association. In a richly detailed, fluent narrative, Shaik sadly observes that, Reconstruction having failed
dismally, many of the members of the Société took their own
lives. Even so, the organization carried on to make significant
contributions, including giving a young musician named Louis
Armstrong a start.
A lively, readable story that nicely complicates the view of
racial and ethnic relations in the South of old.

SMALLTIME
A Story of My Family
and the Mob
Shorto, Russell
Norton (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-393-24558-5

Historian Shorto vividly portrays the
lives of farm-team mobsters, among them
his own ancestors.
When immigrant Antonino Sciotto
and his common-law wife arrived in Johnstown, Pennsylvania,
more than a century ago, he changed their names to Tony and Mary
Shorto. This change, writes the author, an accomplished chronicler
of Dutch Manhattan and other fulcrums of world history, “wasn’t
just due to vague notions of Americanness….It was also a way of
distancing themselves from the past, from the village in the hills of
eastern Sicily.” Ironically, it was while on a visit to his mother in his
homeland that Tony was killed after flashing a money belt stuffed
with dollars. He had fathered children by that time, including five
girls and, in 1914, a boy named Rosario, Americanized to Russell,
the author’s grandfather and namesake. After living hand to mouth
in childhood with his widowed mother, Russ senior hustled to carve
out a spot in the Prohibition era, building a small-city empire that
included booze, gambling, and other more or less soft crimes, with
some of the money going to the mob in Pittsburgh and some traveling to the ruling Mafia families in New York. Prohibition addressed
a national drinking problem, Shorto allows, but it also targeted two
groups disproportionately: “urban elites and recent immigrants,”
with the term “organized crime” also carrying an ethnic connotation that spoke against the “Irish, Jewish, and Italian mobs that
grew up around the business of providing alcohol during Prohibition.” The implication was that homegrown criminals were noble
solitary outlaws against the dangerous, conspiratorially minded
new arrivals. The criminal enterprise ran deep but was often peaceful, though violence was certainly not unknown. In a narrative full
of sharp twists, Shorto learns, to his surprise, that his own father
served jail time “as a teenage gun wielder”—though in later years,
his father, thoroughly assimilated, turned to sales and the thinkand-grow-rich slogans of the postwar era.
A lively addition to the history of Italian American immigration and its discontents.

HOW THE WORD
IS PASSED
A Reckoning With the History
of Slavery Across America
Smith III, Clint
Little, Brown (336 pp.)
$29.00 | June 1, 2021
978-0-316-49293-5

A Black journalist and poet calls for
a reconsideration of the way America
teaches its history of slavery.
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THE YOUNG
H.G. WELLS
Changing the World
Tomalin, Claire
Penguin Press (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-984879-02-8

The acclaimed literary biographer
delivers a compelling portrait of the formative years of the iconic British author.
Tomalin chronicles the early life of
H.G. Wells (1866-1946), who drew on his scientific knowledge
and prophetic vision to write some of the most thrilling books
of his era. Tomalin paints a picture of a young man desperate
and determined to succeed. His family endured genteel poverty, and his mother, a housekeeper, determined that his best
shot at success was to apprentice as a draper. Fortunately for
future readers, Wells hated the position and “made up his mind
to behave badly.” While teaching at a boarding school, he was
beaten severely in a rugby game and might have died had his
resourceful mother not nursed him back to health at the estate
where she worked—and where the convalescing young man
|

absorbed the estate’s magnificent library. From there, a series
of lucky breaks propelled Wells to fame and eventual fortune.
He won a fellowship to study under Thomas Huxley, foremost English scientist of the age, and his scientific grounding
became the eventual foundation for his early novels: The Time
Machine, The Island of Doctor Moreau, The War of the Worlds. Wells
accurately predicted cross-channel air travel, tank warfare,
and aerial bombings. His fiction, writes Tomalin, “reads like
reporting of things seen touched and heard.” Wells was a renegade, which enlivens the already engaging narrative. An ardent
believer in free love, he pursued multiple extramarital affairs,
the most notorious of which was a liaison with the daughter of
close friends that produced a child. Tomalin covers her subject’s
many shortcomings, but she has an empathy for him and a deep
understanding of a young man impelled to reach for everything
within his grasp. She ends her story with Wells in his early 40s,
noting that she was reluctant to part company with this complicated genius. Readers of this excellent biography will agree.
A vivid portrait of the early years of an author of astounding vision, who predicted many of the horrors of the 20th
century.

AS YOU WERE

Tromblay, David
Dzanc (256 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-950539-22-2

special issue: best books of 2021

“The story our country tells about the Civil War often
flattens some of its otherwise complex realities,” writes New
Orleans native Smith, a staff writer for the Atlantic. He notes
the U.S. is “at an inflection point, in which there is a willingness to more fully grapple with the legacy of slavery and how it
shaped the world we live in today.” However, while “some places
have attempted to tell the truth about their proximity to slavery and its aftermath,” others have refused. For this book, the
author traveled to nine sites, eight in the U.S. and one in Dakar,
Senegal, “to understand how each reckons with its relationship
to the history of American slavery.” The result is a devastating
portrait with unforgettable details. At the Whitney Plantation
in Wallace, Louisiana, historians have labored to help visitors
close “the yawning gap on slavery” in their educations—“a hammer attempting to unbend four centuries of crooked nails.” By
contrast, the Angola Museum at the Louisiana State Penitentiary has a gift shop with such souvenirs as “a white mug with
the silhouette of a guard sitting in a watchtower surrounded by
fencing.” When Smith asked his White tour guide to comment
on Angola’s role in slavery, the guide replied, “I can’t change
that.” At these places and other sites such as Monticello, Galveston Island, and New York City, the author conducted interviews
with tour guides, visitors, and others to paint a vivid portrait
of the extent to which venues have attempted to redress past
wrongs. Smith concludes with a moving epilogue about taking
his grandparents to the National Museum of African American
History and Culture. The trip elicited painful stories from their
childhoods, such as his grandmother recalling walking home
from school as White children in buses threw ice cream at her
and hurled vicious epithets.
A brilliant, vital work about “a crime that is still
unfolding.”

A harrowing account of life with
Grandpa Bullshit, the Fugawi Indians,
and some of the baddest actors in the
Forever War.
“As you were” is militarese for “disregard the immediately previous order,”
but it makes a nicely suggestive title for a book that alternates
between grim reality and ribald humor. The hard hits come fast.
In the early pages, we learn that Tromblay’s grandfather was a
mob enforcer in Chicago; the author’s twin was stillborn; “Mom
drank and smoked a bit while pregnant”; and Dad was constantly womanizing, “if only to spread his seed and prove he’s
man enough to make a son.” Dad doesn’t appear much in these
pages, while Grandpa Gene was found “dead on the shitter
about six years before you came to be.” Shinnob, Innu Montagnais, Sámi, and “a little Irish too,” Tromblay found shelter from
a brutal youth in the Army. In a section that neatly bookends
Anthony Swofford’s Jarhead, he recounts the grim travails of
boot camp, with its screaming drill sergeants and vomit-inducing Georgia heat: “You’ve never known love until you’ve shared
a toilet bowl with another person and effectively held onto one
another to stop from faceplanting into the water while violently
retching.” Later, he served as a prison guard in Iraq, where he
herded insurgents from one interrogation to the next, sending
some to Guantánamo packed into a cargo plane and chained to
the floor. “It’s an indelible sight, one which reminds you of the
diagrams of the slave ships in your high school history books,”
Tromblay writes memorably. Back stateside, under the guidance
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“A masterful memoir by a pioneering
researcher and incisive thinker.”
the empathy diaries

IN THE MIDST OF
CIVILIZED EUROPE
The Pogroms of 19181921 and the Onset of the
Holocaust

of a Vietnam veteran who made the author “realize surviving the
peace is up to you,” he began to write even as tragedies personal
and universal continued to mount.
An incandescent addition to both Native American letters and the literature of the Iraq and Afghan wars.

Veidlinger, Jeffrey
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (480 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-250-11625-3

THE EMPATHY DIARIES
A Memoir
Turkle, Sherry
Penguin Press (384 pp.)
$27.00 | March 2, 2021
978-0-525-56009-8

A beautifully wrought memoir about
how emerging technology makes us
think and feel.
In her latest, renowned MIT professor Turkle achieves something unique:
a near-perfect melding of personal and intellectual memoir.
The author digs deep into her childhood to understand where
her lifelong thirst for understanding the interface between
technology and humanity was born. She begins with a reunion
with her long-vanished father and then moves into a crystalline recollection of her upbringing in postwar New York. The
author was much loved by her grandparents and her aunt, who
instilled in her a confidence in her gifts. Her relationship with
her mother, who married again after divorcing Turkle’s father,
was more fraught, but in a series of slow reveals, readers come
to understand her mother’s behavior. The story only gets more
interesting as Turkle chronicles her years at Radcliffe and blossoming as a researcher and intellectual. A clinical psychologist
with a doctorate in sociology and personality psychology from
Harvard, she faced stiff resistance to her determination to
study as an ethnographer the impact of technology on humans.
Once she moved to MIT, many colleagues weren’t interested
in—or disbelieved—the evidence she gathered on how technology changes and isolates us. Denied tenure, she appealed,
forcing open the door to the inner sanctum of MIT professors. In the final chapter, Turkle writes that our immersion in
the digital world is causing us to lose true solitude, “where the
capacity for empathy is born.” Her book was finished before
the pandemic both heightened our isolation and increased
our dependence on digital tools. What a gift that this brilliant scholar is still at MIT, writing and studying; perhaps her
next book will investigate the current age. Anyone who studies, develops, or produces technology—and anyone who uses
it—will gain crucial insights from this profound meditation on
how technology is changing us.
A masterful memoir by a pioneering researcher and incisive thinker.
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A chillingly thorough study of how
the Nazi extermination of Jews was foretold in Ukrainian pogroms 20 years earlier.
Based on extensive research in recently opened archives
and newly available witness reports and trial records of the
pogroms, Veidlinger—a professor of history and Judaic studies at the University of Michigan and winner of the National
Jewish Book Award, among other honors—finds a predictable
pattern of scapegoating of Jews for the perceived excesses of
Bolshevism. As the author unequivocally shows, the cycle was
repeated and expanded by the Nazis two decades later. At the
end of World War I, Eastern European boundaries shifted, and
Jews deported from the war were displaced. As the Russian
Revolution provoked a civil war, tensions in Ukrainian communities were heightened, and Jews became the convenient
scapegoats. Hopes for a Ukrainian republic were dashed by
Bolshevik incursions, and “militias acting as part of the army
of the Ukrainian People’s Republic initiated or authorized
attacks on Jewish civilians” under the pretext that “the Jews
were planning an uprising to install a Bolshevik government.”
More than 100,000 Jews perished during the pogroms, which
the author vividly depicts as “public, participatory, and ritualized.” He notes how early on, “they took place in a carnivalesque
atmosphere of drunken singing and dancing; crowds allowed for
a diffusion of responsibility, drawing in otherwise upright citizens and ordinary people who in different circumstances might
not have joined the proceedings.” The White Army, composed
of czarist remnants, also attacked the Jews as perceived allies
of the Bolsheviks. Veidlinger also chronicles the international
outcry at these pogroms, which helped to instigate important
Jewish refugee relief programs while also hardening nations like
the U.S. against allowing the immigration of desperate Jewish
displaced persons. The last part of the book is an elucidating
discussion of how the massive refugee problem galvanized the
rise of right-wing politics, especially in Germany.
A vital history that draws a direct line from Eastern European antisemitic violence to the Holocaust.
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HORIZONTAL VERTIGO
A City Called Mexico

IT’S BETTER TO
BE FEARED
The New England
Patriots Dynasty and the
Pursuit of Greatness

Villoro, Juan
Trans. by Alfred MacAdam
Pantheon (368 pp.)
$35.00 | March 23, 2021
978-1-5247-4888-3

A deep dive into the modern New
England Patriots, the most successful
NFL franchise of the past 20 years.
As a quarterback, Tom Brady has always been known for
his public face, one of confidence, optimism, and overall good
cheer. There are darker moments, writes ESPN correspondent
Wickersham, and numerous episodes where team player Brady
showed an overinflated ego. “Fans knew little about his demons
and insecurities,” he writes, “and the fact that low-rung staffers—invisible servants—seemed to hold a level of contempt
for Brady not only revealed him as a perfectionist who couldn’t
handle mistakes, but also as a man keenly aware of the discrepancy in stature.” That discrepancy owed to a long, tortuous relationship with head coach Bill Belichick, emotionally aloof even
as Brady was emotionally needy, and of a mindset that held that
football players, no matter how brilliant, were mere employees.
For all the head-butting, Brady and Belichick crafted a team
that, though not without problems, developed an enviable
record. Wickersham’s fly-on-the-wall accounts are fascinating,
but he’s at his best when he explains, carefully and evenhandedly, how the business of football works. He also serves up
the best account of “Deflategate,” the scandal whereby it was
revealed that Brady, or at least his handlers, played with a game
ball that was outside league specifications. Brady paid for the
transgression with public humiliation, and so did Belichick,
who traversed two narratives: “One said he was football’s smartest and most prepared coach; the other held that he would cross
any line to win.” Brady’s anger that Patriots management didn’t
shield him was one of many reasons that he left the team in
2020. As Wickersham suggests, now the narrative will turn to
which of the two was most responsible for the Pats’ phenomenal run.
Exemplary sports journalism that examines the front
office and dueling egos as much as the gridiron.

special issue: best books of 2021

A deeply learned appreciation of the
author’s native Mexico City.
Trained as a sociologist but well
known to Spanish-speaking readers as
one of Mexico’s most acclaimed novelists, Villoro writes appreciatively of a city that is constantly changing—and whose landmarks are different for each generation, if they haven’t been torn
down in the course of rebuilding or destroyed by earthquakes.
For him, the “outstanding sign of the times is the Latin American Tower,” built in 1956, the year of the author’s birth, and then
one of the rare buildings in Mexico City to be more than a few
stories tall, since the plateau on which the city sits is both tectonically active and so sandy that building collapse is a real danger. In his lifetime, Villoro notes, the territory embraced by the
city megalopolis “has spread out like wildfire” and “grown seven
hundred times.” Growth, he adds, “meant spread,” so much so
that to find Villoro’s house, located on a street named for the
revolutionary figure Carranza, you would have to know which
one of 412 streets and avenues named for Carranza it was on.
Natural and cultural landmarks are matters of memory and nostalgia, he writes, and since “Mexico-Tenochtitlán buried its lake,
and the smog blotted out the volcanoes,” there are few points of
orientation. As such, memory has to make up for the destruction of the environment. Along his leisurely, illuminating path,
Villoro delivers an essential update of Octavio Paz’s The Laby
rinth of Solitude (1950). He can be both brittle and funny, as when
he dissects the overstaffed and bureaucratized retail sector.
“Although overpopulation is one of our specialties,” he writes,
“we have an abundance of stores where there are few customers and an excessive number of workers,” one of whom, the
manager, serves as “a final potentate, a Chinese emperor in his
Forbidden City.” Celebrating food, wandering through earthquake-struck ruins, reflecting on literary heroes, Villoro makes
an excellent Virgil.
An unparalleled portrait of a city in danger of growing
past all reasonable limits.

Wickersham, Seth
Liveright/Norton (512 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-63149-823-7

POWER AND LIBERTY
Constitutionalism in
the American Revolution
Wood, Gordon S.
Oxford Univ. (232 pp.)
$24.95 | Sept. 1, 2021
978-0-19-754691-8

The Pulitzer and Bancroft winner
delivers another masterful book of Revolutionary War–era history.
|
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“Impressive research and evident enthusiasm
inform a definitive biography.”
pessoa

No historian knows more about the founding years of
the U.S. than Wood. In his latest, he once again demonstrates
his characteristic clarity in an examination of the origins and
growth of American constitutional principles from the Stamp
Act crisis of 1765 into the 19th century, “the most creative
period of constitutionalism in American history and one of the
most creative in modern Western history.” This introduction to
the formative half-century of American history maintains a taut
focus on the nation’s early constitutional development. While
that emphasis comes at the cost of attention to social realities,
the author sharply clarifies the stages that the founding generation went through to create their governments and the struggles to understand what they were doing. To Wood, American’s
growing realization during and after the Revolution that they
had to discard the Articles of Confederation for a new frame of
government constituted “a momentous change, and one not at
all anticipated in 1776.” As the author notes, it created “a radically new government altogether—one that utterly transformed
the structure of central authority.” In what’s likely to be the
most controversial aspect of the book, Wood finds the origins
of this transformation not in an economic and social crisis prior
to 1787 but rather in the maturation of American constitutional
thought. The author shows that the Constitution didn’t arise
out of social and economic turmoil; instead, it emerged from
constitutional, legal, and structural realities as well as innovative thought. Wood’s argument is the most potent in the brilliant two chapters on the judiciary and the distinction between
public and private spheres of life. While he may receive criticism for overlooking much of the social and cultural history
produced by other historians, no one will be able to ignore the
power of his arguments.
A fresh, lucid distillation of Wood’s vast learning about
the origins of American government.

THE PLAGUE YEAR
America in the Time of
Covid
Wright, Lawrence
Knopf (288 pp.)
$27.95 | June 8, 2021
978-0-593-32072-3

The Pulitzer Prize–winning author
and journalist turns to an enterprise
fraught with political implication: the
rise and spread of Covid-19.
In 2019, the Department of Health and Human Services
conducted an exercise premised on the scenario that “an international group of tourists visiting China” were “infected with
a novel influenza, and then spread it across the world.” As
Wright delineates, the results were not inspiring. The Trump
administration admitted that the response was chaotic, with
no clear chain of command and inadequate response. In the
end, the influenza was projected to kill 586,000 Americans—
not far from the mark of those who died in the U.S. in the
pandemic’s first year. That report was buried. In China, where
96
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the virus first emerged, the government forbade doctors to
wear protective gear, jailed those who tried to alert the public, and underestimated the number of dead in the first wave
by tenfold. When Trump came into office, Wright notes, his
administration “was handed the keys to the greatest medicalresearch establishment in the history of science.” Of course,
it wasted the resource, politicized federal science, and tried
to wish the plague away. In his characteristically rigorous
and engrossing style, Wright documents innumerable episodes of ineptitude and malfeasance even as Trump officials
such as Peter Navarro privately reckoned that “a full-blown…
pandemic could infect as many as 100 million Americans.”
The author also argues that Trump, infected with the virus at
a rally in which he refused to wear a mask, was much sicker
than was revealed and was terrified at the prospect of dying.
Still, he consistently failed to develop a national response, so
the “pandemic was broken into fifty separate epidemics.” Particularly compelling is Wright’s straight-line connection of the
Jan. 6 Capitol invasion and Trump’s failed attempt to maintain
power to the destabilizing effects of the plague.
Maddening and sobering—as comprehensive an account
of the first year of the pandemic as we’ve yet seen.

PESSOA
A Biography

Zenith, Richard
Liveright/Norton (1,020 pp.)
$40.00 | July 13, 2021
978-0-87140-471-8
A deep examination of an acclaimed
literary figure.
Award-winning translator, literary
critic, and Guggenheim fellow Zenith
draws on the published work and vast
unpublished archive of Fernando Pessoa (1888-1935) to produce
a capacious, perceptive biography of the enigmatic Portuguese
writer. Among Zenith’s many sources is Pessoa’s semiautobiographical The Book of Disquiet and some 25,000 manuscript
sheets of poetry, plays, prose, philosophy, and literary criticism,
many attributed to the multitude of invented authors that Pessoa created throughout his life. His desire, he said, “to enlarge
the world with fictitious personalities,” began in childhood
and proliferated until he had imagined more than 100 distinct
individuals. He imbued these personalities—he called them
heteronyms—with complex biographies and often starkly different opinions and views of the world. Zenith prefaces the
book with capsule biographies of dozens of the most significant
heteronyms and offers an appendix featuring a detailed chronology of each one’s appearance. In 1904, poet Charles Robert
Anon emerged as a predominant alter ego; soon he was joined
by Horace James Faber, a writer of detective stories. One heteronym was French; another, British. One was a psychiatrist
whose client was Pessoa; others included a monk undergoing
a crisis of faith, an astrologer, and a promoter of neopaganism. Among the most well known was Ricardo Reis, a poet
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immortalized by novelist José Saramago in The Year of the Death
of Ricardo Reis. Pessoa, born in Lisbon (Zenith is a longtime
resident), lived with his family in Durban, South Africa, until
he was 17, when he returned to Portugal for college. He never
married and “almost certainly died a virgin.” A brief romantic
relationship ended when Pessoa lost interest after about a year.
Zenith delivers careful readings of Pessoa’s works and examines
with sensitivity his varied intellectual, spiritual, and aesthetic
proclivities as well as his longing for posthumous fame, which
he amply accrued.
Impressive research and evident enthusiasm inform a
definitive biography.
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Th e G i f t o f a B o o k

Our editors select their favorite art and photo books, cookbooks,
special editions, and other titles perfect for holiday giving
Cook, Eat, Repeat:
Ingredients, Recipes,
and Stories
By Nigella Lawson
Ecco, $31.99
The British food writer
best known for How To
Eat (1998) and How To Be
a Domestic Goddess (2000)
returns with her 12th cookbook, an ode to the rhythms
and routines of home cooking—which, “like life,” she
writes, “relies on both structure and spontaneity.” The book
is full of enticing recipes (chicken in a pot with lemon and
orzo; “lasagna of love”; chocolate, tahini, and banana two
ways) along with brief essays at the head of every chapter
(“What Is a Recipe?”; “A Is for Anchovy”; “A Loving Defense
of Brown Food”). Lawson sparks the imagination as well as
the appetite.

Queen of the Ring:
Wrestling Drawings by
Jaime Hernandez,
1980-2020
Edited by Katie Skelly
Fantagraphics, $24.99
Any fan of Love and Rockets—the groundbreaking
alternative comic that
Jaime Hernandez has been
putting out with brother
Gilbert since 1981—will be
familiar with the character of Rena Titañon, the women’s
wrestling champion. Now his stand-alone drawings of
women wrestlers along with excerpts from an interview
about the work have been collected for this volume.
Many were inspired by the wrestling magazines of his
youth (“Barbara Perez Will Do Anything To Keep Her
Title” reads one coverline), and all reflect the dynamism
and campiness of the sport.
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The Golden Compass
By Philip Pullman; illustrated by Chris Wormell
Knopf, $37.99
When The Golden Compass
was originally published
25 years ago, the Kirkus
reviewer recognized a
future classic in the making: “This first fantastic
installment of the His
Dark Materials trilogy
propels readers along with horror and high adventure, a
shattering tale that begins with a promise and delivers an
entire universe.” For the book’s anniversary comes this
oversized edition with more than 100 new illustrations by
award-winning artist Wormell—the kind of keepsake adults
will want to give to young readers (while keeping one to treasure for themselves).

On Tyranny: Twenty Lessons
From the Twentieth Century
(Graphic Edition)
By Timothy Snyder; illustrated by Nora Krug
Ten Speed Press, $24.00
In 2017, not long after the
election of Donald Trump,
Yale historian Snyder published On Tyranny, a slim
volume enumerating 20
instructions for those seeking to safeguard democracy:
“Do not obey in advance”; “Defend institutions”; “Listen
for dangerous words”; etc. Our reviewer found it “timely
and essential.” Now artist Krug, who won a National Book
Critics Circle Award for her 2018 graphic memoir, Belonging, has added her style of watercolor illustrations, found
photographs, archival materials, and collaged elements to
create a beautiful graphic edition, at once admonitory and
inspiring.

Black Food: Stories, Art
& Recipes From Across
the African Diaspora
Edited by Bryant Terry
4 Color Books/Ten Speed
Press, $40.00
This stunning book is
packed with recipes from
a wide variety of chefs
and writers, but it’s much
more than a cookbook.
To begin with, each recipe is a history lesson, as when Erika Council describes
her great-grandmother baking buttermilk biscuits for
laborers who’d been picking tobacco and her grandmother’s substituting butter for lard when she made the
biscuits to raise money for the civil rights movement. In
chapters ranging from “Motherland” and “Migrations”
to “Black, Queer, Food,” there are essays, poems, and
artworks illuminating the many roles food has played in
the lives of Black people around the world.

Alice Neel: People
Come First
By Kelly Baum & Randall
Griffey
The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, $50.00
Artist Alice Neel (19001984) feels like the painterly version of writers
Tillie Olsen or Grace
Paley: a mid-20th-century
woman who shone a light
on ordinary people of all
races, genders, and ages.
This catalog of her spring 2021 exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art includes remarkable portraits of
her neighbors in Spanish Harlem, her sons and friends,
artists and critics, and a series of unromantic nudes that
include pregnant and breastfeeding woman and herself at
age 80.

Cooking at Home: Or,
How I Learned To Stop
Worrying About Recipes
(and Love My Microwave)
By David Chang &
Priya Krishna
Clarkson Potter, $35.00
In Chang’s first cookbook, Momofuko (2009),
many of the restaurantinspired dishes were complex. (“This is the world’s
longest recipe for chicken wings. Sorry,” reads one headnote.)
His new book bills itself as “a cookbook without recipes,”
which doesn’t mean it won’t help you prepare dishes like bo
ssäm or seafood chowder—it just does so in the context of
showing you how to cook different kinds of meat, seafood,
and vegetables and then figuring out what to do with them.
Like Samin Nosrat’s Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat (2017), it aims to
teach the principles of cooking to help the home chef get
more comfortable in the kitchen.

Baking With Dorie: Sweet,
Salty & Simple
By Dorie Greenspan
Mariner Books, $35.00
Over 30 years of writing
cookbooks, Greenspan has
become a trusted friend
in the kitchen. Her latest
would be the perfect gift for a
beginning baker—it includes
recipes for a range of classics
like sandwich bread (both white and whole wheat), devil’sfood layer cake, and pumpkin pie. But there are also more
unusual treats, including apricot and pistachio–olive oil
cake and miso maple loaf, and a chapter on savory bakes
like goat cheese–black pepper quick bread and asparaguslemon quiche. Greenspan’s recipes are clearly written, as
always, and illustrated with photos so vivid you could almost
eat them.
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Little Pieces of Hope:
Happy-Making Things in
a Difficult World
By Todd Doughty; illus.
by Josie Portillo
Penguin Life, $16.00
Doubleday
publicist
Doughty is well known as a
bright light in our industry:
enthusiastic, effervescent,
and kind. Little surprise he
greeted the declaration of a
global pandemic on March
11, 2020, by making a list
of things to be grateful for.
Another day begat another list; and before he knew it, a series
was born. Little Pieces of Hope is a charming compilation of
Doughty’s happy-making lists, coupled with essays, musings,
prompts, quotes, playlists, and cheerful illustrations by Portillo. This book is bound to help readers have heart and find joy
in their everyday lives.

Black Smoke: African
Americans and the
United States of
Barbecue
By Adrian Miller
The University of North
Carolina Press, $30.00
The undersung heroes of
’cue get their due in Miller’s brilliant volume. With
love, wit, and a heaping
helping of research, Miller,
the James Beard Award–
winning author of Soul
Food (2013) and The President’s Kitchen Cabinet (2017)—and
longtime certified Kansas City Barbecue Society judge—
celebrates the Black men and women who invented and
innovated this mainstay of American cuisine. With photographs and illustrations throughout and 22 recipes ranging from “Big Moe’s Memphis-Style Chicken” to “Chef
Kenny Gilbert’s Alligator Ribs,” Black Smoke is a feast for
the senses.
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The Men’s Fashion Book
By Phaidon Editors
Phaidon Press, $79.95
Following in the red-soled
footsteps of Phaidon’s
iconic The Fashion Book
(1998; 2020), The Men’s
Fashion Book is a sumptuous compendium of the
top designers, photographers, models, brands,
retailers, and visionaries
responsible for the most influential looks in the last two
centuries of men’s fashion. Conceived in collaboration
with men’s fashion editor Jacob Gallagher, who pens the
Wall Street Journal’s “On Trend” column, this handsome,
red-and-black–beribboned volume features 500 entries
on attire, trendsetters, and more. The progression from
suits to streetwear, how styling has changed through the
decades, the rise of androgyny in menswear—see it all on
display here.

Baobab
By Beth Moon
Abbeville Press,
$49.95
San Francisco Bay Area–
based photographer
Moon strikes visual gold
in this magnificent volume of large-scale, luminous platinum
prints of the baobabs of Madagascar, Senegal, and South
Africa. Nicknamed the “tree of life,” baobabs have lived more
than 2,500 years; grown larger than 100 feet in circumference; stored water; prevented erosion; provided shelter,
food, fiber, and fuel. But now, a yearslong drought, brought
on by climate change, threatens their future sovereignty.
Moon writes movingly of her travels among the trees in text
accompanying these arresting images.
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These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Apostol, Gina
Soho (216 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-641-29251-1
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Philippine American author Apostol’s debut novel, first published in the
Philippines in 1997, follows a young
woman in love with books and, by extension, indiscriminately, with their authors.
Primi Peregrino’s parents, a comic
book artist and a taxidermist, jump or are swept off a ship when
she is 8, leaving her and her older sister, Anna, who may be a
witch, to be raised by a series of peculiar relatives and others,
including a grandmother who gives Primi a copy of the Kama
Sutra when she’s barely old enough to read, a lawyer with “a
glance as cunning as a cur’s,” and their “aging, excessively gentle,
hopeful” godfather, Diego Bastardo. Throughout her childhood,
Primi reads: Dostoyevsky, Dickens, and 19th-century Philippine author Jose Rizal, who “kept butting into the curriculum
from the time I was in Grade One.” By the time she’s 15, and
then for the next five years the novel covers, she’s having sex
with poets or writers of short stories or owners of bookstores
or anyone tangentially connected with literature and haunting
poetry readings and book launches in search of her next lover.
“Surrounded by language-passion, one can’t help but get tainted,”
she says. Deliberately oblivious to politics, she is astonished
by the street demonstrations in Manila that lead to the end
of the Marcos regime. Even more than of its place in Manila,
this is a book of its literary time, when metafiction flourished.
Though it can be hard not to grow impatient with its curlicues
of prose, self-referentiality, and almost total absence of linear
plot, the novel is full of little verbal surprises and humor, and
it’s fun to watch the author play with the contrast between her
self-involved heroine, who frets that “the winds of change were
making people sing folk songs that were driving me nuts,” and
the reality of radical political change.
An occasionally frustrating but often entertaining literary
throwback.

DEVIL HOUSE by John Darnielle......................................................106
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SOMEBODY LOVES YOU

hers “looks normal and beautiful, or she’s done a really good
job of acting that way, which is equally impressive.” That Ruby
is Arshi’s narrator is already a point of tension in the book:
Ruby doesn’t speak—not to her family, her friends, or to anyone else—but as narrator, she speaks quite clearly to her readers, who quickly get a sense of her unique voice. This gimmick
doesn’t always work, likely because Arshi doesn’t fully explore
either Ruby’s silence or her reason for maintaining it. Ruby’s
mother seems to be suffering a psychological breakdown, and
her sister, Rania, suffers an act of sexual violence, but these
issues, too, go undeveloped. Arshi’s approach to fiction is prismatic, and while the result is frequently moving, not one of
the strands of her story ends up resolved.
In her first novel, Arshi prioritizes the elegance of her sentences over the development of her characters and story.

Arshi, Mona
And Other Stories (176 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-91350-516-5

A lyrical debut novel narrated by a
girl who won’t speak.
That Arshi primarily works as a
poet will come as no surprise: Her first
novel is made up of short, tight chapters—some less than a page—that are
themselves made up of sentences composed with a great deal
of intensity. Arshi emphasizes the lyricism of the line and the
strength of the image rather than more, say, prosaic matters.
Plot, for example, is not at a premium. At the book’s center
is a family: two sisters, Ruby and Rania, and their parents.
Ruby narrates the book’s events, such as they are. Her observations are poignant, unique, and frequently witty. At a party,
Ruby notes that she feels “a pinch of jealousy”—a friend of
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“A wonder-filled novel about the power of words and stories
to bring hope to the most difficult situations.”
yonder

YONDER

Asim, Jabari
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-982163-16-7

y o u n g a d u lt

A novel of enslaved people reaching
for love and freedom.
Asim’s multifaceted oeuvre includes
12 books for children, a collection of
poetry, acclaimed works of social criticism, and a short story collection. His
majestic second novel is set in the mid-19th century on a plantation called Placid Hall, which is within a hundred miles of free
soil. The slaves call themselves the Stolen, and White people,
from plantation owners down to children, are referred to as
Thieves. Despite living in a society determined to keep the Stolen uneducated and unaware of their surroundings, the enslaved
people of Placid Hall hold on to as much of their humanity as
possible. They dream of freedom, they fall in love despite knowing they could be separated from their partners or children at
any moment, and they believe in the power of words and storytelling. “Our elders taught us that words were mighty enough
to change our condition. They whispered seven words into the
ears of every Stolen newborn before the child was given a name,
seven words carefully chosen for that child alone.” The seven
words serve as part prayer and part talisman, but they also give
each of the Stolen an identity apart from slavery. Told in quick
chapters, many just two or three pages long, that alternate narrators among the Stolen, the novel manages to convey the horrors and vicissitudes of slavery while never compromising each
character’s humanity. William is strong and stubborn and hopelessly in love with Margaret. Cato is still grieving the death of
his love but begins to see a new future with Pandora. These four,
plus Little Zander—who’s always practicing flying away—have
to decide if they’re ready to risk their lives for the dream of a
better future. Asim demonstrates all a novel can be: soaring and
grounded, personal and epic, thrilling and quiet.
A wonder-filled novel about the power of words and stories
to bring hope to the most difficult situations.

in Hopewell, New Jersey, and lost her memory. Hope Miller, as
she is now known, has spent the past decade and a half under the
wing of a devoted friend she met after the accident, an attorney
named Lindsay who lives with a boyfriend named Scott. But as
the story opens, Hope has disappeared from Hopewell without
leaving Lindsay any information as to her whereabouts. Since
she has no legal identity, Hope has to work under the radar; she
finds a job staging properties on the East End of Long Island for
a sketchy real estate agent named...oh well, turns out he’s not that
important. Meanwhile, there’s Ellie Hatcher, the detective whose
series this is. She’s on vacation in St. Barth’s with her boyfriend,
Max, having bad dreams about her dad, a cop who committed
suicide because he couldn’t find Wichita’s College Hill Strangler,
who was later arrested and jailed. Then there’s this giant home
improvement chain also based in Wichita whose female CEO
is running for senator...and wait, there’s more! This novel seems
more like the work of a beginning crime writer than one with
Burke’s experience. Clues, red herrings, exposition, and “things
you should know” are dropped in awkwardly and obviously:
“Lindsay had learned that psychological trauma or post-traumatic

FIND ME

Burke, Alafair
Harper (320 pp.)
$17.29 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-06-285-336-3
A mystery featuring a woman with
amnesia in New Jersey, a drowned fishing
guide on Long Island, a 15-year-old cold
case in Wichita, and much more.
In her 19th mystery, and the sixth to
feature detective Ellie Hatcher, Burke has
taken the kitchen-sink approach, offering a rare abundance of
characters, crimes, and misdemeanors. As much as there is a protagonist, it is a woman who, years ago, was thrown from an SUV
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THE LAST HOUSE ON
THE STREET

stress disorder could also induce dissociative fugue, or what used
to be called a fugue state—a psychological condition characterized by an inability to recall one’s identity or personality.” All this
hand-holding aside, the book operates on what feels like a kind
of anti–Occam’s-razor logic, favoring the most complicated solution to any question. The good news is, there is one.
For those who like a tricky brain teaser and aren’t too picky
about interesting characters or emotional realism.
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Chamberlain, Diane
St. Martin’s Press (352 pp.)
$23.49 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-2502-6796-2

Chamberlain’s tale of mid-1960s
freedom fighters intersects with contemporary tragedy.
This is a novel of alternating timelines, each unspooling in or near Round
Hill, a small town in North Carolina. In 2010, architect Kayla
Carter is visited by Ann Smith, a “sixty-five or seventy”-yearold woman in mirrored sunglasses, who comes to her office
seemingly intent on scaring her. Ann, a stranger, knows too
much about Kayla, including that she has a small daughter, that she’s about to move into a new house in an upscale
but isolated new development, and that it’s a house she had
intended to share with her husband, Jackson, who died of an
accidental fall at the construction site. In 1965, 20-year-old
Ellie Hockley, a student at the University of North Carolina,
joins SCOPE, a summer project recruiting mostly White,
Northern college students to help Black Southerners register
to vote in anticipation of the passage of the Voting Rights Act.
Ellie is the rare White Southern volunteer. Her father and
mother are vehemently opposed, her brother, Buddy, somewhat less vehemently. Fatefully, Ellie is assigned to work with
a SCOPE contingent operating in her home county. Early on,
we learn Kayla’s new house is on Hockley Street, where Buddy
still lives in the family home that once was the only house in
this wooded area. It’s not long before past wrongs come home
to roost. Ellie, now 65, returns after decades in San Francisco
to care for her ailing brother and mother. The moment when
Ellie, who at first warms to her new neighbor, realizes that
Kayla is the daughter of Reed, the beau she forsook for the
Civil Rights movement, is a classic Chamberlain complication.
The plot will only get more complicated because, in contrast
to a White rescue story, we find even well-meaning Whites
endangering Black people. The forbidding, kudzu-choked forest, complete with a treehouse, a murky pond, and an ominous
clearing, is ideal for a coverup that compromises even the
most irreproachable characters.
A mild-mannered mystery with a moral quagmire at its
heart.
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“An enthralling dystopian drama that makes complex
points about parenting with depth and feeling.”
the school for good mothers

THE SCHOOL FOR
GOOD MOTHERS

DEVIL HOUSE

Darnielle, John
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux
(416 pp.)
$23.49 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-3742-1223-0

Chan, Jessamine
Simon & Schuster (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-982156-12-1
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A true-crime author researches a
mass-murder case that prompts him to
reconsider his line of work.
Darnielle has an affection for the
dark side of pop culture and the way
fans of supposedly gloom-and-doom genres like heavy metal
and horror are more sophisticated than they get credit for. So
this smart, twisty novel about true-crime books and the 1980s
“Satanic panic” is a fine fit for him and his best so far. The center
and main narrator of the novel is Gage, an author who’s moved
to Milpitas, California, as a kind of stunt: He plans to live on
the site of an unsolved double murder that took place on Halloween 1986 in an abandoned porn shop that was defaced with

y o u n g a d u lt

Current ideas about parenting are
held up to scrutiny in a dark satire that’s
also a dramatic women-in-prison story.
“There are seventeen women
tonight, including Frida. In one lit
corner, they sit on cold metal folding chairs, arranged in a
circle....They could be stars of a slasher film or the world’s
saddest hip-hop video.” But in fact, they are mothers who
have been separated from their children and incarcerated
for one year at a former college campus outside Philadelphia. Recalling The Handmaids’ Tale, Orange Is the New
Black, and Clockwork Orange, Chan’s debut features Frida,
a 39-year-old Chinese American mom with a part-time job
in academia and an 18-month-old named Harriet. Left for
a younger woman by her husband, Gust, soon after their
daughter was born, Frida is struggling with exhaustion and
loneliness when she has her “very bad day”—she leaves Harriet alone in the house while she goes out to get coffee and
pick up papers at work. Harriet is taken into custody, then
sent to live with Gust and his girlfriend while Frida is surveilled in her home and on supervised visits to determine
her fitness to parent. When she fails, she is remanded to
reform school with other mothers who have looked away at
the wrong time, who have given in to anger or selfishness,
who must now repent and relearn. “I am a narcissist. I am
a danger to my child,” they are trained to recite, along with
“I am a bad mother, but I am learning to be good.” They are
paired with lifelike robot dolls on whom they practice “Fundamentals of Care and Nurture” and study “Dangers Inside
and Outside the Home.” They are taught to speak “motherese” and to disregard their own needs and desires; they
are tested, monitored, scanned, and evaluated. Friendships
and romances bloom; desperation spreads; trouble brews. If
this doesn’t become a miniseries, nothing will.
An enthralling dystopian drama that makes complex
points about parenting with depth and feeling.
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occult imagery. Experience has taught Gage how to write about
a case like this: His first book, about a teacher who killed two
students in self-defense, became a modestly successful film. But
that past begins to gnaw at Gage as he becomes more aware of
how the genre demands archetypes that cheapen human loss:
“I haunt dreadful places and try to coax ghosts from the walls,
and then I sell pictures of the ghosts for money.” So the novel
becomes a kind of critique of the form, as Darnielle (and Gage)
imagines the crime victims (and ideas of victimhood) in more
nuanced ways. This takes some odd turns: Substantial passages
are written in ersatz Middle English, part of a subplot involving
Arthurian legends. But he’s excellent at getting into the uncomfortable details of abusive homes and how fear sparks an urge
to escape both physically and creatively. And the closing pages
cleverly resolve the Milpitas mystery while avoiding sordid
crime reportage’s demand for scapegoats and simple motives.
An impressively meta work that delivers the pleasures of
true-crime while skewering it.
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THE SILENTIARY

Di Benedetto, Antonio
Trans. by Esther Allen
New York Review Books (176 pp.)
$14.69 paper | Feb. 15, 2022
978-1-68137-562-5
A man confronts the encroachment
of urban noise on his home and life in
this novel by Argentinian writer Di
Benedetto (1922-1986) originally published in 1964.
The unnamed narrator is 25, lives
with his mother, and works as an assistant manager at an
unspecified business in an unnamed city. A few words into
the novel, the problem appears: “I open the gate and meet
the noise.” It’s the sound of a bus idling, and it “punctures
our life with shocks.” At work, a transistor radio plays on his
boss’s desk. Back home, a new shock emerges as an industrial shed is built nearby for an auto-repair shop. He moves
to a place where it seems noise is unlikely, to no avail. The
nemesis grows to comic proportions: a dance hall with six
vocalists and three orchestras. When he isn’t suffering and
complaining—“noise stalks and harries me”—the narrator
ponders writing a “book about helplessness” called The Roof
or perhaps a crime novel. He admires a young woman in the
neighborhood but marries another. He has philosophical
chats with his friend Besarión, who goes off on a “bewildered
pilgrimage” in search of an unspecified sign or signal, which
might be a fly that lands on his neck in Rome. This is the
second novel of a trilogy, following Zama (1956). His hero’s
existential predicament might recall Kafka or Dostoevsky,
albeit on a lighter scale. It develops in spare, careful prose
and sustains a thread of dry humor in the narrator’s selfimportance, especially in the pomposity and awkwardness
of his expressions (shades of John Kennedy Toole’s Ignatius
Reilly), suggesting the fledgling writer trying his tiny wings.
Allen’s translation renders these nicely, such as “Day has
developed in my windowpanes” or “It feels as if someone is
vociferating through a megaphone and hurling cascades of
screws and bolts at me.”
A strange, amusing novel by a writer well worth
investigating.
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“Fans of Jenny Offill and Rachel Cusk will enjoy this
unusual work of personal mythology.”
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STRANGERS I KNOW

THE EVERY

Durastanti, Claudia
Trans. by Elizabeth Harris
Riverhead (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-593-08794-7

Eggers, Dave
McSweeney’s (608 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 19, 2021
978-0-593-32086-0
Vintage (608 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Nov. 16, 2022
978-0-593-31534-7
The tech-driven nightmare of The Circle (2013) grows even darker in this sequel.
In The Circle, Eggers imagined an
unnamed Google- and Facebook-like entity growing ever
more invasive in our private lives. Headlines having validated
his bleak vision of tech monopolies, he’s doubled down for
this near-future dystopian yarn. The Circle has bought “an
ecommerce behemoth named after a South American jungle,”
becoming an all but inescapable megacorporation called the
Every, though pockets of “trogs” attempt to escape its grip of

y o u n g a d u lt

The daughter of two deaf parents
explores her identity in a shape-shifting
work straddling the boundaries of genre.
Durastanti, a noted Italian writer
born in Brooklyn, formulates her first
novel as a series of autobiographical and philosophical vignettes
organized by theme: Family, Travels, Health, Work & Money,
Love, and What’s Your Sign. The often whimsical subheadings
include “The Girl Absent for Dizzy Spells” and “The Love That
Would Not End for Another Eighteen Years, If It Ever Did,
Began.” While the beginning of the book focuses on her parents’
origins and the final sections on her own experience of couplehood as an adult, the book is resolutely nonlinear; the author
confides in an afterword that she would have loved to have
every copy printed with a different chapter sequence. “But is it
a true story?” is a question first posed by the narrator’s mother,
who “hates fiction” and “believes The Exorcist is a realist masterpiece,” and it returns repeatedly right up until the last sentence
of the book. Who can say? “It takes only a little misstep to slip
out of a novel, to fall into an autobiography and resurface again
as an essay, all in the short span of a sentence.” The author’s parents are romantic characters given to extremes—they met the
day her father tried to jump off the Sisto Bridge in Trastevere,
or possibly the day he saved her mother from two thieves who
were kicking her and trying to yank away her purse. Growing
up in a chaotic, confusing family between Brooklyn and rural
southern Italy, the author and her older brother, who were
never taught sign language, bonded intensely. “When I’m asked
who taught me to speak properly...I realize the first language I
spoke was that of the first person I loved: the Italian of a boy six
years my senior.” Further guideposts and socialization were provided by literature, cinema, and music: Last Exit to Brooklyn was
“the book that changed everything...revealing all my insides,”
while in her adolescence, R.E.M’s Automatic For the People was
an alternative to a social life: “For some reason, sinking into a
dimension of held-in breath, potential euthanasia, and men on
the moon was comforting.”
Fans of Jenny Offill and Rachel Cusk will enjoy this
unusual work of personal mythology.

ELEMENTAL NATURES

BY

LANCE LEE

“Unsettling and necessary”
—Kirkus Review
“Th is impressive collection
organically mixes poetry, prose,
and nonfiction and will appeal
to thoughtful readers of classic
literature and 20th-century verse.
Classic themes—such as love,
pain and suffering, and religion
—unfold amid vivid word imagery
and profound symbolism, enveloping readers….”
—Publishers Weekly (Booklife)
“Inspiring”—Tom Tolnay, US, Birch brook Press
“Beautiful poetry”—Blueink Review

“Intelligent and powerful”—Pamela Stewart, US,
Infrequent Mysteries

“Writing with the richness of the Romantics”—Myra
Schneider, UK, Lifting the Sky

Lee claims a place the galaxy of world poetry…his poems
are luminescent, almost catching fire in the reader’s
mind. —Shanta Acharya, UK, Imagine
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constant surveillance. Delaney, the novel’s hero, is a trog eager
to destroy the Every from the inside. Her method is to propose
ideas that are outrageous or horridly invasive enough to prompt
mass revolt: a resentment-sowing tool to determine how sincere your friends and family are being toward you, a virtual tourism app that dissuades people from eco-unfriendly travel (thus
outraging a host of industries), algorithms that whittle away
personal choice. The cruel joke, of course, is that society rapidly
accepts every surveillance-heavy, technofascist idea she helps
introduce. Eggers’ outsize caricature of big tech is meant as satire, a bulwark against his assertion that “humor does not easily
survive the intense filtering that the twenty-first century made
mandatory.” But the jokes are mostly relegated to product jargon (AuthentiFriend, OwnSelf, PrefCom, KisKis) or Orwellian
lines (“The World Wants to Be Watched”), though a witty set
piece attacks algorithmic attempts to defang classic novels.
Otherwise, much as in The Circle, Eggers is lecturing behind the
thinnest scrim of a plot: The fates of Delaney, the Every, and
humanity are never in doubt. The novel’s rollout reflects Eggers’ anti-monopolist ethos: It was made available exclusively to
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independent bookstores a month before wide release. But it’s a
baggy, plodding jeremiad however you acquire it.
Further proof that noble values don’t guarantee good
fiction.

IN HIS OWN IMAGE

Ferrari, Jérôme
Trans. by Alison Anderson
Europa Editions (192 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-60945-674-0
What if God was one of us?
When restless Corsican teenager
Antonia receives a 14th birthday present of a camera from her doting uncle, a
priest, the direction of her life changes.
Antonia’s unnamed uncle is also her godfather—although
“god” father is probably more accurate—and Ferrari’s affecting
account follows the sequence of the requiem Mass the uncle
celebrates for her years after her death in a car accident. Much
of Antonia’s adolescence is immersed in the turmoil of Corsican partisan activity thanks to a youthful romantic attachment,
and she supports herself with a stultifying job as a photographer
for a provincial paper. Eventually, she is drawn to photograph
the horrors and grotesqueries of the destruction of Yugoslavia.
Her life ends shortly after she has an impromptu reunion with
a combatant she knew during that scarifying time. Ferrari, a
Prix Goncourt winner, revisits the history of war photography,
which, along with Antonia’s growing fascination with the allure
of violence, creates space for discussions of evil, love, complicity,
and the responsibility of the artist. Joycean sentences, some of
epic length, propel readers through the consciences and consciousnesses of agonized characters dealing with grief, regret,
and love—or, in short: through life. At the beginning and after
the end of Antonia’s meaningful existence, she is cared for
and guided by her enigmatic uncle—who experiences internal
anguish of his own about the petty and human realities of parish life—and she shares with him her observations about the
depravities witnessed in her quest to create images. Whether
or not Antonia’s uncle serves in some divine capacity, the story
his gift sets in motion provides Ferrari with an opportunity to
explore the limits of human love and suffering.
Moral questions take on human form in Ferrari’s stunning
narrative.
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“A haunting meditation on identity and violence.”
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CALL ME CASSANDRA

Gala, Marcial
Trans. by Anna Kushner
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-3746-0201-7
A figure from Greek mythology is
reborn in the Caribbean in this novel by
the award-winning author of The Black
Cathedral (2020).
In 1975, Cuba sent troops to support
the People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola in that
country’s civil war. Over the next decade and a half, more than
300,000 Cubans would participate in this proxy war between
Soviet-style communism and Western powers led by the United
States. This is the historical backdrop for Gala’s tale of a boy
from the port city of Cienfuegos who believes that he is the
reincarnation of Cassandra, the priestess of Apollo “forever
condemned to know the future and never be believed.” Rauli’s
sense that he is in the wrong time and place is exacerbated by
the fact that he is a slight, fair, bookish boy who likes to wear
dresses in a culture that prizes machismo. His difference will
make him a target—for other kids, for his fellow soldiers, for
the captain who brutally abuses him—but it also gives meaning
to a life that he knows will be short. Because he has Cassandra’s
curse, he knows that he will die in Angola at 19. Before he dies,
though, he will converse with Greek gods and African orishas
and be accompanied by a chorus of Erinyes that gives his story
the shape of classical tragedy. Fate hangs over this novel. Rauli
cannot escape his doom any more than the nymph Thetis can
protect her son, Achilles, by dressing him as a girl. Of course,
the clothes that are meant to disguise Achilles’ true nature
reveal Rauli’s, but it’s a truth that he is compelled to keep hidden. The Cuban conscript is not a great warrior, and his grave
will be an unmarked patch of jungle, but—unlike the hero of the
Iliad—Rauli has the power to give voice to his own story.
A haunting meditation on identity and violence.

these two strangers who are willing to risk their lives to run
away from something—or someone—in the midst of such terrible weather? Intercut with this unspooling mystery is another
that took place 20 years earlier in the same small town: A family
was murdered, their daughter the only survivor, and the daughter’s friend went missing the same night and has never been
found. Gudenkauf offers a third narrative strand, told from
the perspective of a young girl who lives with her mother and
fears the occasional visits of a brutal, abusive father figure. Of
course, all of these narratives will share a solution in the end. Up
to this point, the suspense that Gudenkauf creates and builds
into each separate story is masterful, terrible, and absolutely
addicting. The problem: the solution feels arbitrary and, ultimately, disappointing. There are no clues leading the earnest
reader to the answer, just an author’s deus ex machina. Despite
an actively plotted climax and a gesture toward a hopeful ending, the unknown is the lifeblood of this novel; once the truth
comes out, the energy, originality, and interest wink out, too.
Tense, taut, and terrifying—until the reveal. Read the first
43 chapters and be satisfied.

RECKLESS GIRLS

Hawkins, Rachel
St. Martin’s Press (320 pp.)
$22.49 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-2502-7425-0
Beautiful, rudderless 20-somethings
find trouble in paradise.
San Diego waitress Lux McAllister
has led a joyless existence since quitting
college to care for her dying mother, so
when hunky customer Nico Johannsen
invites her to sail the seas with him aboard his new boat, the
Susannah, she accepts. They arrange to rendezvous in Hawaii
after Lux ties up some loose ends, but when she gets off the
plane, she learns the vessel sustained damage en route. Nico
can’t afford the repairs, so rather than living aboard the Susan
nah as planned, the pair starts crashing in a cramped house
with four other people while Lux cleans hotel rooms to make
ends meet. When adventure-seekers Brittany and Amma, both
22, offer Nico $50,000 to rent a boat and take them to Meroe
Island—an uninhabited Pacific atoll with a gruesome history—
Lux extends a counteroffer: pay to fix the Susannah, and the
four of them will spend two carefree weeks exploring the place
together. Though the voyage proves harrowing, Meroe is stunning, and they bond instantly with wealthy, hedonistic fellow
travelers Jake and Eliza, whose catamaran is in the harbor when
they arrive. As the days stretch on, however, tension mounts,
and the group’s idyllic existence takes a dark turn. Evocative
prose and a palpably foreboding atmosphere complement Lux’s
present-tense narration, which Hawkins studs with flashbacks
exposing the secrets, lies, and betrayals that brought each character to this point. Danger and interpersonal drama abound,
with a slew of outrageous twists adding to the fun.
A soapy, claustrophobic page-turner.

THE OVERNIGHT GUEST

Gudenkauf, Heather
Park Row Books (352 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-778-31193-5

A contemporary mystery may hold
the key to a 20-year-old murder and
abduction case.
As a blizzard rages across the Iowa
plains, true-crime writer Wylie Lark
steps outside with her dog—and discovers a half-frozen child in her front yard. When revived, the boy
shows clear signs of abuse and trauma, so Wylie braves the elements to see if perhaps he’s been in a car accident. Sure enough,
a truck crumpled in the ditch leads Wylie to another body, a
clearly injured woman, also almost frozen to death. Who are
110
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Simon to escape the hospital with a few other misfits. Louise,
one such misfit, tells Simon of “the Wizard,” a Jeffrey Epstein–
like figure named E.L. Mobley. Like Epstein, Mobley is notorious for abusing young girls and getting away with it because
he has too much money to be held accountable. The Prophet
believes Mobley must be brought down, but what can a group
of kids do against a vicious billionaire? Hawley is a TV veteran,
and he knows how to quickly establish character, maintain pacing, and write excellent action scenes. But this very long book is
stuffed with far too many characters, half-developed ideas, and
asides from the author that would be more at home in an op-ed
than a novel. Almost everyone who’s mentioned gets a chapter from their own perspective, resulting in either a promising
thread that goes nowhere or a passage that could easily have
been skipped without losing anything pertinent to the story.
Simultaneously too much and not enough.

Hawley, Noah
Grand Central Publishing (448 pp.)
$22.99 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-5387-1151-4
The young heir to a pharmaceutical
fortune and his friends band together to
bring down an evil billionaire in Hawley’s
near-future thriller.
It’s a few years after the Covid-19
pandemic, and things in America have
not been going well. Political strife continues to worsen as climate change progresses, and all of a sudden teenagers start dying
of suicide in droves. Simon Oliver’s older sister, Claire, was one
of these cases, overdosing on the very opioids produced by their
family’s company. In the months after Claire’s death, Simon
becomes so anxious his parents have him admitted to a highend mental health facility for the children of the wealthy. There,
a mysterious boy who goes by the name the Prophet convinces

GETTING CLEAN WITH
STEVIE GREEN

Huntley, Swan
Gallery Books/Simon & Schuster
(304 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-9821-5962-7
A woman whose past is clouded by
personal trauma tries to reinvent herself
as a home-decluttering guru but quickly
discovers the life in need of a deep clean

may be her own.
Thirty-seven-year-old Stevie Green loves organizing “for
the same reason that [she] loves vacuuming: immediate, tangible results, which [are] so unlike the slow, mysterious shifts
of the internal self.” And over the past six months, she’s undergone many of the latter: finally getting sober; returning to her
hometown of La Jolla and moving close to her mother; starting
a burgeoning organization-and-personal-reinvention service;
and gradually beginning to recover from a debilitating car accident. But the trajectory of her life is unceremoniously rocked
by the arrival of Bonnie, her free-spirited younger sister—their
relationship’s always been marked by an uncrossable rift—who
is reeling from a recent breakup, and then a chance run-in with
her estranged high school best friend, Chris. At her mother’s
prodding, Stevie reluctantly takes Bonnie on as an assistant,
and the two become a well-oiled team, helping each of their
semidirectionless clients cast off unnecessary possessions
“holding [them] back and weighing [them] down.” All the while,
artifacts from Stevie’s own past keep snaking back into her life;
she quickly learns how frustratingly slowly personal growth
occurs and must reckon with the past’s tenacious grip on her life
before she can make changes. Huntley has constructed a compelling protagonist who oscillates between obliviousness and
excruciating self-awareness, building a complex internal landscape and allowing readers a layered understanding of Stevie’s
eventual personal evolution. The book is primarily narrated by
Stevie, with shorter sections told from the perspectives of other
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NONE BUT
THE RIGHTEOUS

characters. Stevie’s sections are by far the strongest; in general,
some of the ancillary characters feel half-baked or cartoonish
(Bonnie’s California surfer-girl dialect in particular becomes
grating). Though the plot unspools in a somewhat unsurprising
way and its emphasis on self-discovery can be heavy-handed,
its core is animated by genuine emotional resonance—plus a
thoughtful exploration of addiction, anxiety about sexual identity, and the ways family bonds shift in adulthood.
An enjoyable if sometimes well-worn take on the self discovery/recovery novel.

James, Chantal
Counterpoint (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-64009-459-8
A young man drifts across the country after being displaced by Hurricane
Katrina.
Ham is a 19-year-old orphan whose
last home was with his foster mother,
Miss Pearl, and her son, Wally. Early in his time there, after he’d
run away for a week, Miss Pearl gave him a pendant with a relic
inside whose purpose, unbeknownst to Ham, was to bind him
to their home. The fragment of bone in this pendant is said
to contain the spirit of St. Martin de Porres, who died in 17thcentury Peru, and it is this spirit who serves as the first-person
narrator, keeping us close to Ham’s experiences. After fleeing
New Orleans during the storm with only the clothes on his
back and the pendant around his neck, Ham finds that he can’t
move on without learning what happened to Miss Pearl, leaving him doubly haunted. His travels take him from Alabama,
where he stays with Deborah, a girl he meets when they both
take shelter in a bar, to Atlanta, where he visits a friend from his
adolescence named Mayfly. When Ham finds out that Deborah is pregnant with his child, he struggles to feel at home with
her and her family, in his body, in his life. Martin’s spirit both
watches and encourages Ham’s agitation, until he’s compelled
to return home. In this stunning debut, James brings together
several beautifully drawn characters, each of whom is working
to reconcile the tensions between belonging and exile, freedom
and entrapment, while also trying to reckon with the ghosts
(both literal and figurative) of the past. And yet, as Martin’s
spirit comments regarding this struggle: “I know that we do not
belong only to ourselves, that what loves us also seizes us.”
A mesmerizing story told by an impressive and captivating
voice.

THANK YOU,
MR. NIXON
Stories

Jen, Gish
Knopf (272 pp.)
$24.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-593-31989-5
This stunning new linked short story
collection offers a fresh take on the experience of immigration and exile.
Political and economic relations
between China and the United States are major news, but Jen
takes it to the micro level in her vibrant short stories about characters who are varying degrees of Chinese and American—and
for whom the question of what it means to be Chinese and/or
American touches every corner of their lives. In the title story, a
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“For anyone who can’t look away from a juicy literary scandal.”
last resort

mother’s impulsiveness and attraction to danger, this is hard
for him to believe. A post-mortem audio recording sets him on
the road to the truth. He teams up with fighter pilot Marnie
Young, an old pal, to enliven the story and unravel the tangled
plot, which circles back to the Mideast.
A lively, roller-coaster thriller that moves like lightning.

LAST RESORT

Lipstein, Andrew
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.)
$23.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-3746-0270-3
A young writer bases his novel on
a friend’s life and must deal with the
fallout.
Caleb Horowitz, a 27-year-old Brooklynite, works for a financial services
startup, but he believes he’s on the verge

y o u n g a d u lt

Chinese woman who was a young girl when she met U.S. President
Richard Nixon during his historic visit to “open” China expresses
her gratitude to him for the changes in her country. She’s writing
him from heaven; his address is the ninth circle of hell. In “It’s the
Great Wall!” American-born Grace Chen de Castro goes with her
immigrant mother, Opal, on a tour of China—Opal’s first return
home in 40 years. Despite the clowning of Grace’s annoying nonChinese husband, the daughter’s understanding of the mother
will be transformed as Opal bridges both cultures. Several of the
stories revolve around the Koo family. Tina and Johnson Koo live
in a posh home in Hong Kong, with a view of the city from a “picture window, in the blue light, with the mountain and mist like a
screensaver behind them.” There, Tina frets over her daughters,
Betty, “the good one,” glamorous youngest Lulu, and especially
the oldest, Bobby, who has not only moved to America with no
apparent intention to return, but has cut off contact with her
parents. Some of the stories about the Koos, like “Lulu in Exile,”
about how Lulu’s promising relationship with a rich, older Chinese American man is scuttled by the man’s shrewd mother, are
hilarious. Others, like the final story in the collection, “Detective Dog,” are heartbreaking. Recurring and related characters
link all of the stories, which are set across several decades. Jen’s
crisp prose, wonderful eye for detail, and wry humor make them
a joy to read, and there is wisdom here, too—we’re all exiles from
something.
Living between cultures might mean never being at home—
or finding home in the space between.

DEEP SLEEP

Konkoly, Steven
Thomas & Mercer (368 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-5420-2989-6
With a CIA mother and an FBI son,
espionage is all in the family—but could
mom have betrayed her country?
While dreaming of her imminent
training in the Negev Desert, new Israeli
army recruit Maya Klein almost loses
her life in a bombing raid from which Hal Cohen, a friend of
her family’s, rescues her. Halfway across the world, former CIA
officer Helen Gray is on the trail of mysterious Donald Wilson.
Her son, Devin, an FBI agent, is meanwhile guarding software
engineer Brian Chase, who’s been led by his dire financial straits
to be a decoy in an FBI “honey trap.” Insomniac agent Harvey
Rudd worries that the team of “borderline retired” operatives
he’s thrown together will be unable to complete their hostage
rescue mission. Author Konkoly rolls out all these charged narrative threads, disconnected pieces of an oversized jigsaw puzzle, within the first 30 pages of his new cat-and-mouse thriller,
then keeps readers engaged and guessing with brisk shifts of
location and clarifying nuggets of information. Helen’s death
rocks Devin’s world, but his sadness turns to skepticism when
it’s ruled a suicide. Worse, she’s suspected of felonious and possibly treasonous activities. Even as Devin acknowledges his
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of another life: that of a famous novelist. He’s just been offered
representation by one of the biggest agents in New York, and
he’s about to sell his book. His family and friends think it’s a
novel he wrote during a sabbatical from the city in Gainesville,
Florida, but Caleb knows the truth: He failed to write something “publishable” in Gainesville and instead took a chaotic
cross-country trip searching for the next stage of his life. Crashing with a college friend named Avi, Caleb stumbled across that
next stage by accident when Avi told him a wild story, a version
of which he’d turned into a sketch of a story himself, and Caleb
decided to appropriate it. Caleb rented a room, holed up, and
feverishly finished a novel based on Avi’s narrative. Afterward,
he returned to New York, took a job at the startup, and worked
on finding an agent; what he doesn’t realize is that, in the intervening months, Avi also moved there and has started a new job
himself…as an editorial assistant at a big New York publisher.
When the manuscript comes across Avi’s desk, Caleb is forced
to strike a deal that throws into sharp relief some thorny dilemmas about art, ethics, and what being a writer really means. Lipstein wittily captures all the savagery of the publishing industry,

from Goodreads reviews to awkward author photos. But for all
the metafictional layers here, at its heart this is a surprisingly
traditional, almost Dickensian, story about the vagaries of fate.
For anyone who can’t look away from a juicy literary
scandal.

BLANK PAGES
And Other Stories
MacLaverty, Bernard
Norton (272 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-393-88159-2

Aging, illness, and death provide the
recurring chords in this satisfying concerto of new stories.
A blocked writer finds a use for blank
typing paper by laying it on his carpet to
check for fleas, but he soon turns to dealing with his late wife’s
ailing cat. When a strange noise disturbs a woman, she notices
many daddy longlegs in her house before going out to find
her wandering, dementia-suffering mother. In 1940, a mother
hears that her son, presumed dead after his ship recently was
torpedoed, may be visible in a newsreel featuring survivors. In
his sixth collection, the 79-year-old, Belfast-born MacLaverty
brings humor, sympathy, and an unshowy eloquence to the conventional short story. He knows what disquiets the aging—the
strange noises that jar a home’s familiar silence; the suddenly
absent grandchild—and the anxieties of those with an elderly
parent. Returning to his hometown for a business meeting, a
man worries about his mother’s increasing distractedness and
about getting credit for being a good son. A woman shleps
her harp back home to entertain her crippled father and then
plays for passengers on the return ferry. (MacLaverty doesn’t
shy from big symbols like a harp in an Irish setting.) One of the
four stories with historical settings, and the collection’s standout, is “The End of Days: Vienna 1918,” in which the artist Egon
Schiele cares for his pregnant wife as she lies dying from Spanish flu. MacLaverty’s mastery is evident throughout, in carefully
chosen details, in the way he illuminates the inescapable need
to create that compels Schiele to sketch the corpse, and in the
framing of the story with two different keyhole references—
alluding perhaps to the voyeurism of Schiele’s own art and the
story’s invasion of his private suffering.
A fine collection by a true craftsman, thematically rich and
deeply humane.

AN INSTANT BOOKSHOP.ORG BESTSELLER!
GET ON BOARD WITH

THE THUNDERING NEW NOVEL OF LIFE ON THE RAILS

“Ed Davis has done
for American
railroads what
Kerouac did for
American highways.”
—Jerry Cimino,
The Beat Museum

PREORDER NOW! • ON SALE 01.25.2022
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“A fictional portrait of Sylvia Beach and her iconic
Paris bookshop, Shakespeare and Company.”
the paris bookseller

THE PARIS BOOKSELLER

the two shops, known as “Odeonia.” Ernest Hemingway, Ezra
Pound, F. Scott Fitzgerald, T.S. Eliot (and somewhat less eagerly,
Gertrude Stein) are only a few of the notables that frequent
Shakespeare and Company. As readers become inured to the
heady atmosphere of cafe society and intellectual ferment on
the Left Bank, the book’s midsection sags. Apart from a poignant crisis concerning Sylvia’s mother, the bookseller’s professional involvement with James Joyce poses the main, if not the
only, conflict in Maher’s book. As Joyce strives to complete the
groundbreaking Ulysses, Sylvia’s store is his refuge. Of all the
passing writers, Joyce is the most meticulously portrayed: his
egg-shaped head, his ashplant cane, his dog phobia, his failing
vision (due to glaucoma). Sylvia helps Joyce sort out his domestic
chaos and pays for his treatment by her own eye doctor. When
excerpts from Ulysses appear in a New York magazine whose
editors are then prosecuted for disseminating smut, other publishers run scared. Into this pusillanimous void steps Sylvia. But
after gargantuan struggles to publish Ulysses under her own aegis,
will Sylvia reap the rewards of her literary valor, or at least of
her loyalty to Joyce? That is the question that propels this plot.
A fine tribute to a tireless and selfless champion of literary
genius.

Maher, Kerri
Berkley (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-593102-18-3

A fictional portrait of Sylvia Beach
and her iconic Paris bookshop, Shakespeare and Company, from its founding
in 1919 through 1936.
When, after a stint in the Red Cross,
adventurous American Sylvia Beach
opens Shakespeare and Company, first on 8 rue Dupuytren and
later at its famous address, 12 rue de L’Odéon, it soon becomes a
haven for Paris’ cadre of expatriate writers. Selling and renting
English language books, the store is an ideal counterpart to La
Maison des Amis des Livres, the French bookshop across the
street, run by Sylvia’s friend and soon-to-be lover, Adrienne
Monnier. Thanks to Sylvia’s fluency in French, and to Adrienne,
the French and English literary worlds converge in the ambit of

SEASONS OF PURGATORY

Mandanipour, Shahriar
Trans. by Sara Khalili
Bellevue Literary Press (208 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-942658-95-5

Iranian writer Mandanipour delivers a series of stories that are alternately
spectral and somber but altogether
subversive.
In the opening story, “Shadows of the
Cave,” a widower quietly defies the new Iranian theocracy by
wearing a dark suit and tie, “which since the revolution has been
considered ‘the leash of civilization’ and is unofficially banned,”
in order to visit his wife’s grave in a cemetery now crowded with
victims of the mullahs. He defies the censorial dictates of the
regime as well, keeping a large private library, nursing memories of a long-ago post before the shah’s coup d’état of 1953.
The library—and this is the crux—focuses on animals, with
which Mr. Farvaneh has a philosophical obsession: “At times,”
he intones, “their indifference to humans is truly insulting.”
In the title story, Iran’s war with Iraq provides a scenario in
which endless suffering breeds just that indifference to other
humans, as a wounded Iraqi in no-man’s land eventually disintegrates against an exposed hillside. Remarks the Iranian narrator,
“One day, we noticed that his lips had decomposed—it was the
worms’ doing—his long teeth were exposed; he looked like he
was laughing. Late one night, an animal ripped off his arm and
took it away, but he didn’t fall.” Nasser, the doomed Iraqi soldier, is a drag on morale on both sides, but there’s nothing anyone can do until finally an officer, driven nearly mad by combat,
erases his presence with a rocket. In “Seven Captains,” speaking
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to current headlines, another soldier gloomily remarks of the
power plant he’s guarding, “There’s talk that the Westerners
have said they’ll bomb it. If they do, people say we’ll all die….
Do you think they’re right?” Death comes in many forms in stories marked by symbolic animals: fish, worms, cuckoos, cowering dogs, snakes that hide among “the arabesque motif on the
carpet,” everywhere they can trouble the dreams of struggling
humans.
A skilled storyteller with a bent for the quietly macabre
and the burdens of those crushed by totalitarian rule.

May, Nikki
Custom House/Morrow (384 pp.)
$23.49 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-06-308424-7
Three women unwittingly welcome
a sinister presence into their friendship,
wreaking havoc on their lives.
Ronke, Boo, and Simi have been
friends for 17 years, since they met at university in Bristol. All mixed-raced Nigerian British women, they bonded over their shared identities.
But now, at 35, though they remain constant presences in each
other’s lives, they’re on very different paths: Ronke is a successful dentist, but she can’t get her flaky boyfriend, Kayode, to
commit; Boo is married to mild-mannered Didier, with whom
she shares precocious 5-year-old Sofia, but she feels trapped by
their domestic routine; Simi is happily married to her husband,
Martin, but she struggles with impostor syndrome at work and
with Martin’s desire to have a child she’s not sure she’ll ever be
ready for. Then Isobel enters their lives. When Simi’s childhood friend suddenly reappears, she ingratiates herself with
the group. Flashy and wealthy, at first Isobel seems to offer
excitement and encouragement to each of the women in turn.
But when the foundations of the three friends’ lives grow more
unsteady, her presence lurks in the cracks. The author builds
a propulsive reading experience as she slowly reveals Isobel’s
manipulations while keeping the reasons behind them hidden.
Compelling character studies of each of the women don’t shy
away from the jealousies and judgments that sometimes make
the line between friend and enemy razor thin. But once the
climax is reached, it’s clear that not all the narrative pieces fit
together. Dropped threads (Ronke deals with a stalker who
has no bearing on the overall plot; discussions of colorism and
internalized racism are never fully explored) and missed opportunities (Isobel is written as a caricature of destruction, with no
voice of her own) keep the book from greatness.
A fascinating look at the dark side of female friendship.

WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN

Miller, Holly
Putnam (368 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-593-08561-5

Two versions of a woman’s life
unspool after chance meetings with two
men—each potentially her soul mate.
Her first day at university in Norwich,
Lucy found her soul mate, Max. Or so she
thought. When he suddenly dumps her a
few years later, she falls into a spiral of grief that causes her to
drop out of college to travel the world and write a novel. After
a catastrophic, scarring incident in Australia, she comes back
home to Shoreley, on the coast of England, where she stays for
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10 years, growing into her job in advertising. The book opens the
day she quits her job and her horoscope predicts she could bump
into her soul mate. And she does meet two men that night: Caleb,
a photographer, whom she speaks to for two minutes before she
unexpectedly sees the one-time-love-of-her-life, Max, through
the pub window, and rushes outside to talk to him for the first
time in nearly a decade. Author Miller has created two storylines
that unfold from that one night and the resulting decision that
Lucy makes to either move to London or stay in Shoreley. In London, she pursues a high-end advertising job, lives with her friend
Jools, and rekindles her relationship with Max. In Shoreley, she
continues to live with her sister, Tash, and brother-in-law, Simon,
joins a writing group to help her finally work on her long-planned
novel, and begins a relationship with Caleb. While the stories
are predictable, they are well told. Love, heartbreak, forgiveness,
healing, and the question of whether happiness in love can be a
choice or is only possible with a soul mate are all explored.
A bittersweet tale of love lost and found that explores how
even good people can make mistakes and find redemption in
love.

UNDERMONEY

Newman, Jay
Scribner (496 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-982156-02-2
To finance a better future, some comrades in arms steal a lot of money.
Under the aegis of Army Gen.
Tommy Taylor, a group of soldiers steals
more than $2 billion, intended for bribes
in Syria, to help advance the career of
Nebraska’s junior senator, Ben Corn. Naturally, there are some
not-very-ordinary people involved: CIA agent Greta Webb is
beautiful, worldly, brilliant, sexually omnivorous, practiced in
the art of deception, and lethal in several disciplines, while Don
Carter, in charge of security, has raised paranoia to an art form.
Also present at the heist, though not a member of the group,
is Fyodor Volk, head of the Parsifal Group—a Blackwater-like
paramilitary organization—and one of Vladimir Putin’s favorite

minions. Parsifal had contracted to provide backup security for
the operation, and Volk quickly figures out what is being stolen
and initiates a close relationship with Webb and the money. It
turns out that having $2 billion is not the same as spending $2
billion, and a lot of exposition is provided on the various ways
of moving large sums into mainstream economies. Finally, the
group settles on using a hedge fund, and thus Industrial Strategies and Elias Vicker, Wall Street’s most psychopathic billionaire, enter the plot. Vicker spins out of control, Volk crashes the
party, it turns out that in the world of really big money everyone
knows everyone else, and the convolutions of allegiance and
plot are dark and tangled. The narrative is further burdened
with analyses of American policy failures in several areas: military action, foreign relations, social initiative, and more. These
ostensibly demonstrate what a fresh and clear vision Corn possesses (and most of the others share with him), but sometimes
they feel a little extracurricular. Perhaps to compensate the
reader for time spent in the desert, the action sequences are
especially violent and bloody and the sex scenes, extravagant.
Much of the digressive material could have been edited, at the
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cost of toning down the aggressive didacticism, but if you start
with $2 billion, what is excess?
Energetic action, a tricky plot, and political analysis are
not always comfortable together.

THE RUNAWAY

Petrie, Nick
Putnam (400 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-525-53550-8
Ex-Marine Peter Ash defends a pregnant teenager from her murderous husband in this heart-thumping thriller.
Nineteen-year-old Helene is desperate to escape Coldwater, Montana, population 2, “the crossroads of no place and
nowhere.” Her mom died in a car accident, and now she’s alone
except for the sleazy Bogaloosa, who “smells like fermented
armpit,” underpays her at Bogaloosa’s Gas and Grocery, and
wants to have sex with her. So she cadges a ride from a longhaul trucker named Roy Wiley, who lavishes gifts on her. Sure,
he’s given rides to other girls, but Helene is something special.
Roy is special too, and not in a good way. He and his partner,
Frank, rob “wealthy jerks who live somewhere else” across several Western states. Helena is pulled into Roy’s orbit and finds
that she can’t leave, because he’s a murderer who is obsessed
with her. She feigns love, and they marry in Nevada. But Roy
is one seriously scary dude who kills for pleasure—sometimes
sexual pleasure. She escapes, but her car breaks down. “Vastly
pregnant,” she asks a passing motorist, series hero Peter Ash,
for a ride. Ash is an ex-Marine plagued by “white static” in his
brain, compliments of his combat days in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Roy and several cohorts are chasing them both. Ash risks everything to protect this total stranger, and a hair-raising pursuit
follows. Readers might guess the story’s outcome, but the trip
is violent and downright frightening fun. And they will admire
Helene, who will do anything to protect herself and the baby
in her belly. She believes that “fortune favors the bold.” Roy is
obsessed with her and the mistaken thought that she’s having
twins, but if he ever finds out the truth, she’s dead. The monster
is a bottomless wellspring of shootings and neck snappings, and
the story’s survivors tie up the plot in a neat bow.
This is one hellacious ride for crime fiction fans.

|

“What do you do when you find out that the mentor supposedly
advancing your career is actually sabotaging it?”
the latinist

THE LATINIST

WHEN YOU ARE MINE

Robotham, Michael
Scribner (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-982166-45-8

What do you do when you find out
that the mentor supposedly advancing
your career is actually sabotaging it?
Oxford graduate student Tessa Templeton, just about to receive her doctorate, is stunned when an anonymous
email warns, “You may want to reconsider asking Christopher
Eccles for a recommendation letter in the future.” Attached is
a photo of a dismissive letter that has torpedoed her chances
of a tenure-track university job despite her outstanding grades
and a brilliant dissertation on Apollo and Daphne being considered for publication. Tessa thinks of Chris as a friend as well as
her dissertation adviser; he rescued her from the University of
Florida and a family of doctors who thought studying classical
Latin literature was a ridiculous waste of time. True, she’s been
a little uneasy about how personal their relationship is, especially now that he’s separated from his wife and her boyfriend
has dumped her because she’s too wrapped up in her work.
Now she fears that Chris is scheming to keep her at Oxford
in a low-pay, no-future lectureship so she’ll remain under his
thumb—which is exactly the case, we learn as the point of view
shifts occasionally to Chris in this deftly plotted debut. There’s
intrigue and deception enough for a spy novel as Tessa takes off
for an archaeological dig in Italy to pursue traces of Marius, an
obscure second-century Latin poet whose unusual use of choliambic meter has attracted her interest, repeatedly discouraged
by her adviser. Meanwhile, creepy Chris has hacked her email
and is busily plotting to further damage her prospects. Events
come to a satisfying climax at an Oxford conference at which
Chris and Tessa deliver dueling papers, but then the author
tacks on a bizarre, gothic denouement that nothing in the
development of his two main characters has prepared for. The
novel’s subdued but pronounced feminist undertones suddenly
morph into distasteful and implausible revenge porn that leaves
a nasty aftertaste as the plot is hastily wrapped up.
Ninety percent of a smart, twisty thriller, but the finale
just doesn’t work.

When an idealistic young police officer responds to a call of domestic assault
and subsequently becomes friends with
the victim, the lives of the two women
become intertwined in an increasingly
sinister way and the line between rescuer
and prey becomes fatally blurred.
Philomena McCarthy may be the daughter of a notorious London gangster, but ever since the age of 11, when she
was injured in the terrorist bombing of a bus, she has known
that she wanted to join the London Metropolitan Police to
become the kind of officer who saved her that day. And 16
years later, she has fulfilled that ambition and witnessed a
great deal. “Most people look at London and see landmarks,”
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Prins, Mark
Norton (336 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-393-54127-4
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she explains. “I see the maimed, broken, and the addicted,
the eyewitnesses, the innocent bystanders, and the bereaved.”
Something new awaits Phil, however, when she assists Tempe
Brown, a terrified young woman, and arrests Tempe’s assailant, who turns out to be a high-ranking police officer hailed
as a hero for his courage during a headline-grabbing knife
attack. As the expertly paced first-person narrative accelerates, the reader is drawn into Phil’s personal life and, at the
same time, immersed in the world of everyday policing and
the darker realm of corruption and dirty politics. “I am a good
police officer,” Phil protests. “You don’t have to convince
me,” her partner replies, “but they are trying to drive you out.
And you can’t afford to make any mistakes.” But is her most
serious mistake her new and needy best friend? Sidestepping
all the clichés—the tough-girl humor is perfectly pitched
and never overdone—the novel is as psychologically nuanced
and emotionally engaging as it is suspenseful. There will be
a wedding finally, after several funerals, but “summer has
ended,” Phil notes, “and the air is growing cooler as the days
shorten. I am not the same person I was four months ago,

or even a week ago, or even this morning.” And the reader
believes her.
A flawless and compassionate psychological thriller.

PHENOTYPES

Scott, Paulo
Trans. by Daniel Hahn
And Other Stories (232 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-91350-518-9
A prominent, light-skinned consultant
from a mixed Brazilian family confronts
and is consumed by the “uncontrollable
shame” of racism in his country.
Even though his father, a renowned
police forensics expert, is Black, Federico grew up in the
southern town of Porto Alegre not knowing what it meant to
be “part of the race”: “Blackness did not exist in my upbringing.” Increasingly guilty over his ability to pass as White, he
has stopped straightening his hair and dedicated himself to
Black causes. Drafted onto a government commission looking at affirmative action policies for universities in the wake of
violent student protests over racial quotas, Federico is stunned
by the commission’s support for a software program that will
determine whether an applicant is sufficiently Black, brown,
or Indigenous. “It had to be a joke,” he scoffs. But it isn’t, and
neither are proposals to employ facial recognition technology, a
national register on which a person’s racial “qualifications” are
recorded, and the “hierarchisation” of skin tones. Also no joke
is the arrest of Federico’s rebellious niece at a student protest
over quotas, where she was found carrying a gun—a police service revolver that her father and uncle had frantically hidden
years ago following a shooting to which they had an unfortunate connection. A former lawyer and activist, Scott pours out
his indictment of Brazil in long, overflowing sentences that are
equal parts outrage and cutting humor. Originally titled Brown
and Yellow when it was published in Portuguese, the book is a bit
sidetracked by a romantic involvement and other nonessential
plot, but even so, it is not easy to shake off.
A blast of righteous (and spot-on) indignation by a formidable Brazilian author.

THE HUMMINGBIRD

Veronesi, Sandro
Trans. by Elena Pala
HarperVia/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-315855-9
One man’s life story, told in nonchronological fragments.
This sprawling novel encompasses
the life of Marco Carrera from early
childhood to old age. Celebrated Italian
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what others have allocated you at the very moment it is about
to evaporate.” If only Vitale had extended an ounce of that charity to her readers. A little would have gone a long way.
Bypassing every fictional convention, Vitale delivers a novel
about which it is difficult to think—or feel—much of anything.

y o u n g a d u lt

novelist Veronesi skips backward and forward through the
timeline of his protagonist’s life, deploying not only traditional
third-person prose, but also letters, dialogue, and even an academic talk to tell his story. The bulk of the novel is dedicated
to Marco’s relationships with the women in his life. As a young
man in Florence, Marco falls in love with his neighbor Luisa,
with whom his brother is also infatuated; as an adult, he carries on a platonic affair with her that fractures his marriage. He
remains close, however, to his daughter, Adele, whose childhood attachment to him manifests as a fantasy that she has
a thread attached to her back. Later, he grows even closer to
his granddaughter, Miraijin, who winds up becoming a famous
activist. Veronesi’s unconventional narrative approach is, at
first, beguiling. As the book progresses, however, the author’s
troubling depictions of women detract from his novel’s
strengths. We find out that Marco fell in love with Luisa when
she was 13 and he was 20, a detail the novel fails to acknowledge.
Meanwhilie, Marco’s “clinically insane” wife, Marina, brings a
petition of divorce against him that includes false allegations
of abuse when she finds out about his relationship with Luisa.
The novel’s greatest failure, though, is Miraijin, whom Veronesi describes in uncomfortably sexual terms and as “the literal
embodiment of the utopian ideals of multiculturalism.” Unsurprisingly, she never feels like a real person.
An intriguing but ultimately disappointing experiment in
fictional biography.

BYOBU

Vitale, Ida
Trans. by Sean Manning
Charco Press (85 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Nov. 30, 2021
978-1-9138-6702-7
An abstract, experimental novel
about nothing in particular.
Uruguayan writer Vitale’s first novel
to be translated into English is, in many
ways, a novel of abstractions. There is a
main character—of sorts—named Byobu, and the novel (such
as it is) consists of his thoughts (such as they are). It is frequently difficult to derive linear, straightforward meaning from
these thoughts. “Openness too can dissolve,” Vitale writes, “in
the outrage of extroverting every boundary.” Squint and you’ll
almost understand what she means. But because almost every
passage runs along that same abstract register, it can be difficult to maintain the stamina—not to mention the desire—to
even play along. The word byōbu apparently means a “wind wall,”
or folding screen, in Japanese. But again, it’s hard to say precisely what that detail signifies. Aside from that name, you learn
nothing about this character. Without any clues—neither plot,
nor character, nor transparent language—to guide you, reading
this book can sometimes feel like trying to read a language you
can’t comprehend. Sounds certainly emerge—but what do they
mean? Occasionally there are moments of slightly greater clarity, as when Vitale writes, “Charity only allows for an increase in
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whose mother, tavern singer Mary Alice Bentine, told him that
he was the natural son of Mortimer Gromley, who retired after
making a pile in linen sales. Gromley indignantly denies the
charge, and his wife, Cora, turns out to be an unexpectedly supportive witness. So Scorbion, assisted by his old friend Calvin
Brown and the other employees of Brown’s barbershop, must
question everyone involved and determine who’s telling the
truth and who’s not. The second case revolves around the Hopkins Traveling Circus, whose employees come under suspicion in
the death of Victor Hutchfield, the woodworker who’d crafted a
king-sized pair of stilts for pint-sized Freddy Rumple, an aspiring
stilt walker who’d commissioned the extra-long stilts in the hope
of setting himself apart from all the other stilt walkers in England.
The third and most elaborate case begins with the disappearance
of farmer George Barlan’s hog and proceeds to the slaughter of
Barlan himself. Throughout it all, Scorbion, an obvious parody
of Hercule Poirot, comes across as a comically obsessive dandy
who interrogates his way thoroughly and methodically through
a series of mysteries as lacking in inspiration as he is in brilliance.
Bleiweiss seems to have mastered every convention of golden age
detective stories except the ones that made them great.
Routine puzzles solved by a detective who can’t hold a candle to Hercule Poirot. Quel dommage!

SHADY HOLLOW

Black, Juneau
Vintage Crime/Black Lizard (240 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-593-31571-2
Under the fig-leaf Black pseudonym,
newcomers Jocelyn Cole and Sharon
Nagel introduce an animals-only village in which members of many species
coexist, except when they’re killing each
other.
Nobody much liked Otto Sumpf, but nobody can imagine
who disliked the toad enough to stab him in the back and dump
him into a pond. The mystery deepens when Solomon Broadhead, the adder who serves as Shady Hollow’s medical examiner,
announces that Otto has been poisoned as well, presumably
by something introduced into the bottle of plum wine foxy
reporter Vera Vixen found near his body. Tracing the bottle to
its likely source, the Bamboo Patch vegetarian restaurant, she
learns from owner Sun Li, a giant panda with a medical background, that the likely agent was heartstill, a little of which goes
a long way. Of the two bears in the local police, Chief Theodore
Meade is as usual out past his depth, and the paw prints at the
crime scene have led Deputy Orville Braun to arrest crooked
raccoon Lefty, who’s obviously innocent of this particular crime.
The killer meanwhile moves on to bigger game, wealthy sawmill owner Reginald von Beaverpelt, who survives one murder
attempt thanks to Sun Li but not a second, leaving Shady Hollow on shaky financial ground. Although it’s clear that Reginald
has been carrying on with rest-home aide Ruby Ewing, the
authors mercifully avoid any lurid details of beaver-sheep sex.
Instead, intrepid Vera, the most charming figure here, dutifully
checks alibis and interviews suspects who draw more clearly on
human than animal stereotypes.
A series debut that retains many of the conventions of a village cozy, just more broadly drawn, like a greeting card.

SPIRITS AND SOURDOUGH

Cates, Bailey
Berkley (288 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-593099-24-7

A hedge witch and her accomplished
cohort investigate a murder and more.
Now that Katie Lightfoot’s solved
the mystery that threatened her wedding to Declan McCarthy in Witches and
Wedding Cake (2020), she’s enjoying married life and working with her aunt and
uncle at the Honeybee Bakery, where everything she bakes gets
a little something extra to enhance the experience. Katie, who’s
not from Savannah originally, looks forward to a ghost tour,
complete with tales of the exceedingly haunted city. Tour guide
Teddy LaRue, who has the ability to see ghosts, announces
that a woman’s just been murdered and is asking Katie to find
her killer. When Teddy describes the victim, Katie realizes it’s
probably Leigh Markes, an art gallery owner who was recently
in the bakery with her book club when a nasty verbal fight
broke out. Katie reports the crime to a detective she’s worked
with before. Of course, he doesn’t believe her until the body is
found, sweeping Katie up once again in the search for a killer.
The job steals precious time from her own personal goal: finding Declan’s guardian spirit, Connell, who’s wandering lost in
the ether. Leigh had a complicated life and a number of enemies,
and Katie and her friends must use all their powers to identify
the murderer and recover Connell.
Even readers who shun paranormal activities can enjoy
this mystery, larded with charmingly quirky characters.

PIGNON SCORBION & THE
BARBERSHOP DETECTIVES

Bleiweiss, Rick
Blackstone Publishing (300 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 8, 2022
978-1-66504-675-6

Bleiweiss’ first novel is actually a
cycle of stories starring a new police
inspector who comes to the town of
Haxford in 1910 and quickly impresses
the locals.
The first case for the eponymous
sleuth is that of William Bentine, an even more recent arrival
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FINLAY DONOVAN KNOCKS
’EM DEAD

swarm of bees invades the shop, Clare calls on the little-known
NYPD beekeeping unit to round up the buzzing rascals. Realizing that the bees smell of lavender, she’s certain they belong
to Bea Hastings, an old friend of Matt’s mother’s and a supplier
of gourmet honey for the shop. Bea is a wealthy woman who’s
built a vast greenhouse on the roof of her apartment building,
where she grows lavender for the bees. Upon their arrival at
the greenhouse, Clare and Matt find damaged hives, bees dead
from the cold, and Bea lying on her terrace after falling from
the roof. Rappelling down, Mike confirms that Bea is comatose
but alive. The police assume that her fall was an accident or a
suicide attempt. But Clare, certain that queen Bea would never
kill herself, gets entangled with a hive of her past and present
enemies. She discovers the boyfriend of Bea’s missing niece, a
dicey food-growing startup, and a connection to drug dealers
who’ve been dumping bodies in an obscure Brooklyn neighborhood. Will Clare be stung by her attempts to solve the mystery?
A primer on bees, coffee, and some of New York’s most
unusual and exciting areas make for a fascinating and mysterious read.

Cosimano, Elle
Minotaur (368 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-2502-4218-1

Fresh from a debut in which she kept
getting offered money to kill people who
then fortuitously died, novelist Finlay
Donovan goes another round with murder most absurd.
Somebody besides Finn must be unhappy with her ex, sod
farmer Steven Donovan, because a message-board poster identifying herself only as FedUp broadly hints that she’d pay $100,000
to anyone who’d dispose of him. As Finn looks on in virtual horror, another poster, EasyClean, accepts the proposition. Run
ragged as she already is by the usual domestic problems—caring for her two small children, juggling hot law student Julian
Baker and Nicholas Anthony, the Fairfax County detective who’s
still interested in her despite what she put him through in Finlay Donovan Is Killing It (2021), struggling to get started on her
next suspense novel—Finn tries to rescue Steven, who deserves
execration but not execution, by hiring a teenage network expert
named Cam to identify EasyClean. When Cam comes up empty,
the only other thing Finn can think of is to volunteer to do the hit
herself for half the price. Unfortunately, she makes her cut-rate
offer using a public Wi-Fi connection, exposing herself and her
nanny/sidekick, endlessly resourceful accounting student Veronica Ruiz, to all manner of perils. The discovery that the message
board is secretly owned by Feliks Zhirov, the mobster Finn’s last
adventure ended up sending to prison, just increases the riotous
complications. Long after everything has apparently spiraled out
of control or even comprehension, the author springs one last
revelation that, if it doesn’t pull everything together, goes a long
way toward justifying the bumpy ride.
Given the challenge of matching her first novel’s gorgeous
premise, Cosimano does a remarkable job. What next?

LONG OVERDUE AT THE
LAKESIDE LIBRARY

Danvers, Holly
Crooked Lane (304 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 8, 2022
978-1-64385-890-6

When her best friend’s husband is
accused of murder, a small-town librarian eager to clear his name struggles to
keep her friend’s help from getting in the
way.
Back in the Wisconsin lakeside town of Lofty Pines to run her
family’s library after her misadventures in love and life, Rain Wilmot
is starting to feel at home again. She’s glad to spend time with her
close friend Julia and Julia’s brother, Jace (a potential romantic partner), and she loves helping locals with library finds—for example,
getting Wallace Benson the perfect cookbook when he shows up
looking for something for the annual Ice Fishing Jamboree’s chili
dump. Rain is no ice fisher, and she’s never met Wallace before, but
his enthusiasm is contagious, and she feels a connection with him.
Even so, she senses that something’s off; maybe Wallace is going
through some sort of transition she never finds a way to ask about.
At the jamboree, Rain warms up in Julia and her husband Nick’s
tent, and she and Julia are happily chatting while Nick ducks out
to prepare for the ice fishing. Moments after he returns with a cut
on his hand, a strange woman runs up to him and accuses him of
murder. Rain, Julia, and Nick are shocked: What murder? Soon
enough, Jace arrives in his official capacity as a police officer. The
woman accusing Nick is the wife of Wallace, who’s been killed in
his neighboring ice shanty. Jace can’t offer his brother-in-law much
help, and Nick is soon the prime suspect. Rain wants to help clear
his name, and Julia wants to be part of the effort, but her continued
interference threatens to derail Rain’s mission.
Interest in an ice fishing jamboree may be a prerequisite.

HONEY ROASTED

Coyle, Cleo
Berkley (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-593197-56-1

Coyle’s latest Coffeehouse mystery is
a honey of a tale.
Village Blend manager and master
coffee roaster Clare Cosi is laser-focused
on her wedding to NYPD detective
Mike Quinn and the fabulous honeyprocessed arabica beans imported by her former husband,
Matt Allegro. Little does she know that honeybees are about
to put her in a sticky situation. Although she’s actively planning her honeymoon, her relationship with Quinn has been on
rocky ground lately, as he seems obsessed with work. When a
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“A fifth dose of murder involving the Mitford family.”
the mitford vanishing

THE MITFORD VANISHING

Fellowes, Jessica
Minotaur (416 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-2508-1920-8

y o u n g a d u lt

A fifth dose of murder involving the
Mitford family carries a maid-turneddetective from London to the Continent
in the middle of the Spanish Civil War.
It’s 1937. Having proven her worth
in solving a number of mysteries, Louisa
Cannon, who once worked as a maid for the notorious Mitford
family, is married to a former police detective with whom she’s
partnered in a detective agency. In that capacity, she receives a
note from Nancy Mitford begging for help in finding her sister
Jessica, aka Decca. The political leanings of the family range
from fascists and Nazis to Decca, who claims to be a communist. She’s supposed to be vacationing in France, but none of
her friends and relatives know where she is. In addition, Louisa
takes on the case of Petunia Attwood, a missing woman who
was involved in a dispute at work. The police have no interest in
looking for an adult woman, but Louisa fears she may be in trouble. The man Petunia crossed swords with at work is also missing, and his downtrodden wife seems glad he’s gone. At length
Louisa discovers that Decca has run off with her communist
cousin Esmond Romilly, who’s been in Spain and plans to return
there. The detecting duo travel back and forth as go-betweens
for the family while Louisa becomes more deeply involved in
a possible murder closer to home and several missing persons
whose fates also involve the war in Spain.
A fascinating story based on real people and places.

Girl Guides find the body of Lt. Jeremy Beckett in the woods
near a radio wire, she sets out, much to Jamie’s despair, to prove
that he met with foul play. Although Beckett’s death is written
off as an accident, Olive is convinced that German spies are at
work, especially when she finds a pilot’s silk map, marked with
a few tiny crosses near Berlin, clutched in Beckett’s hand. Olive
reluctantly decides that her three fellow FANY office workers
are the most likely suspects, but proving it while keeping up
with her work with the pigeons and the village effort to support
the war will prove difficult and dangerous.
Perfect for lovers of wartime novels that combine history,
mystery, and romance.

A VALIANT DECEIT

Graves, Stephanie
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-4967-3152-4

In 1941, an English pigeon breeder
resolves to continue her contributions to
the war effort.
Olive Bright of the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry got involved in intelligence work when she agreed to use her
pigeons to carry messages back from occupied Europe. She and
her superior officer, Capt. Jameson Aldridge, are pretending to
be in love to account for all the time they spend together, but
although Olive finds the enigmatic Jamie more and more attractive, he seems to find her more and more annoying because of
her tendency toward sleuthing—which has recently produced
some excellent results. Olive is working to find the birds best
suited to work with a group of Belgian agents due to be dropped
into France to help the Resistance, even looking for some in
her dovecote that have Belgian heritage, since her father had
brought back a pigeon from Antwerp years ago. But when some
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MURDER AT A
SCOTTISH SOCIAL

he finds when he catches up to Isabella is one dead Kevin and
one very much alive Ya-Ya. He locks the 6-foot-tall escapee in
his local jail, but when he comes back from another rescue in
Pomato Point, the cell is empty. No one can explain how the
majestic Ya-Ya managed to escape again, although when Nanny
Giles reports her boat, the Horse-eye, missing, he has an idea
where she went. And when the Horse-eye turns up on a deserted
beach in Cuba, Teddy gets the surprise of his life: The RVIPF is
sending him to Cuba to bring it back. In Havana he meets the
woman who may be the scariest of all—Subteniente Luz Garcia of the Policía Nacional Revolucionaria, whose revolutionary
fervor is matched only by her devotion to the orishas of Santeria—and she takes him on a ride that makes Leatha look tame.
The battle between rational, supernatural, and criminal
provides a tropical treat like no other.

Hall, Traci
Kensington (304 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-4967-2603-2
A clique of rich women make life so
miserable for someone that it leads to
murder.
Paislee Shaw, owner of Cashmere
Crush in Nairn, Scotland, is all for a
peaceful life raising her son and knitting, but an invitation to
a fundraiser for the local food bank involves her in yet another
murder. Paislee packs her wares and goes to join several friends
sharing a table at the recently renovated Social Club and Art
Centre, including her newest friend, Blaise O’Connor, who’s
well off and devoted to her husband, Shep, the pro at the local
golf course. Blaise is verbally attacked by the nasty alpha mom
Kirsten Buchanan, whose husband helped Shep get his job and
knows a lot of secrets she isn’t afraid to spill. The day features
a lot of backbiting between Kirsten and her sycophants, Mari,
who’s bulimic, and Christina, who drinks. Sales go well until the
ill-fated baking contest: When Kirsten tastes her own shortbread before presenting it to the judges, she goes into anaphylactic shock—and her EpiPens are missing. Despite Paislee’s
best efforts at CPR, Kirsten dies. Kirsten had a severe peanut
allergy well known to all her friends, but the personal chef she’d
just fired is the prime suspect. Paislee thinks he’s innocent and
hopes to convince her attractive nemesis, DI Mack Zeffer, of
that fact, when she isn’t busy dealing with her son being bullied
and her grandfather’s hidden secrets.
Our heroine solves her mysteries with aplomb against a
delightful Scottish background replete with good friends and
a loyal dog.

EASTER BONNET MURDER

Meier, Leslie
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-4967-3373-3

A missing senior spells trouble for
reporter Lucy Stone.
Now that publisher Ted Stillings
has merged Tinker’s Cove’s Pennysaver
with the nearby Gilead Gabber to create
the regional Courier, Lucy’s been hoping to cover bigger stories than the local school board meeting. Still, when she’s asked to cover the annual Easter bonnet
contest at Heritage House, the local senior living facility, she’s
happy to oblige. For one thing, her dear friend Miss Julia Ward
Howe Tilley is at Heritage House recovering from a nasty bout
of pneumonia. For another, Bev, Dorothy, and Bitsy, the three
residents who corner her on her visit to Miss Tilley, remind
her how important it is not to neglect the surviving members
of the Greatest Generation. But when she gets a frantic phone
call from Geri Mazzone saying that her mother, Agnes Neal, has
disappeared from Heritage House, Lucy begins to scent trouble.
Agnes is one of the youngest of the residents and certainly one
of the sharpest. She spent years as a war correspondent covering the most dangerous conflicts across Europe. Now in her 70s,
she doesn’t need any care—she just got sick of taking care of
her house. So she sold it and moved someplace where she could
enjoy gourmet meals and nearby bird-watching trails. Easter
bonnets give Lucy a good cover story for her investigation, and
Miss Tilley provides her with eyes and ears on the premises. But
will a tough old bird and a gal with a nose for news be a match
for serious bad guys who prey on seniors?
Small-town evil at its smarmiest.

PALMS, PARADISE,
POISON

Keyse-Walker, John
Severn House (224 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-7278-5080-5

A Caribbean copper hunts an escaped
killer.
Constable Teddy Creque of the Royal
Virgin Islands Police Force has a long history with troublesome women. So when
he hears that the convict who escaped
from prison on Tortola is Marianna Orro, aka Queen Ya-Ya, he
knows that he’s going to be in for it. But first he has to deal
with another equally deadly female: Hurricane Leatha, which
is bearing down on Anegada, the little island it’s his sworn duty
to protect. Kevin Faulkner, a seasoned fisherman who should
know better, has sailed out into the storm in his boat, Isabella,
and Teddy must take the police skiff Lily B after him. What
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THE METROPOLITAN OPERA
MURDERS

Traubel, Helen
Poisoned Pen (208 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-4642-1590-2

The headline news about this reprinting of the famed soprano’s 1951 behindthe-scenes whodunit isn’t in its plot but in
its byline.
Someone is clearly trying to kill
soprano Elsa Vaughn, but whoever it is keeps missing and hitting someone else. Following several earlier close calls, retired
Heldentenor Rudolf Salz has to be carried out of the prompter’s
box after he succumbs to the strychnine in a bottle of Scotch
originally purchased by business manager Howard Stark for
Elsa, who’s performing onstage as Brünnehilde: “Perhaps it was
only natural that her next note was a full octave off pitch.” Tenor
Karl Ecker, singing Siegmund, delivers the perfect epitaph:

“Salz should have died elsewhere.” When rising rival soprano
Hilda Semple, a Salz protégée who’s been under contract to
him, is shot to death as she sits at Elsa’s dressing table during
intermission a few days later, Traubel dryly observes: “The second and third acts of Tristan und Isolde as sung that afternoon
were barely adequate.” Unfortunately, gems like these are few
and far between, dominated though not upstaged by backstage
intrigues swirling around meddlesome patron Edwina DeBrett;
her wealthy husband, Stanley; Stanley’s daughter, Elsa’s ambitious pupil Jane; and his late sister, Ivy, whose marriage to Karl
was cut short a year ago when she was killed in a home robbery.
Then why, wonders Lt. Sam Quentin, has a pin the thief stole
just now turned up in a pawnshop? The big reveal comes early
on, when editor Leslie S. Klinger identifies Traubel’s ghostwriter as Harold Q. Masur, who went on to write a series of legal
thrillers more thrilling than this.
The obvious audience: opera lovers whom the pandemic
has denied live performances. They’ll get to visit the old Met
too.
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THE LIBRARIAN ALWAYS
RINGS TWICE

As the novel opens, hatred and resentments that have been
smoldering for thousands of years are finally igniting. The three
kingdoms—led by the newly crowned but unbalanced Konag
Mandan—are going to war against the nation of Ishara. Adan
Starfall, king of Suderra, and Kollanan, king of Norterra, understand that Ishara isn’t the three kingdoms’ biggest worry—that
would be the wreths, a race of magical humanoid creatures
who believe their ultimate destiny is to awaken, and slay, the
great dragon Ossus so that the god Kur can remake the world.
Attempting to kill Ossus would require the wreths to wake the
monstrosity from its slumber underneath a mountain range—
and waking it could not only remake the world, but destroy it.
Adan and Kollanan are also aware that dethroning Mandan is of
utmost importance in stopping an unwanted war with Ishara. In
Ishara, a power-hungry priest named Klovus has grabbed control after attempting to kill Empra Iluris, the nation’s spiritual
leader. Barely alive, and hidden away, Iluris must somehow win
back her people and country. Meanwhile, Koru, queen of the
frostwreths, plots to kill the sandwreth queen in order to unite
all wreths before waking the dragon….Although the narrative—
parceled out in the form of multiple storylines from a diversity
of characters—is a bit unwieldy in the opening chapters, those
storylines slowly converge and intertwine, propelling the grandscale action forward at what turns out to be a relentless pace.
The numerous threads eventually meet in an earth-shattering
bloodbath of a final conflict that will have fans of George R.R.
Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire standing up and applauding.
Shelf-bending fantasy that is action-packed, intricately
plotted, and breakneck paced.

Wingate, Marty
Berkley (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-984804-16-7

Murder seriously complicates a librarian’s life.
Things have been going rather well
for the First Edition Society library. With
Hayley Burke in charge, the small private
collection, once the sole province of its late owner, Lady Georgiana
Fowling, has become a regular part of Bath’s literary life. Buoyed by
the success of her monthly meet-the-author evenings, Hayley manages to persuade Glynis Woolgar, the society’s stubborn, conservative secretary, to open Middlebank House, the society’s home, to the
general public from 1:00 to 5:00 every Wednesday afternoon. Their
first Wednesday brings a guest whose interest is both more abstract
and more urgent than that expressed by other visitors’ most frequent
query: “Is there a tea room?” John Aubrey has come to bask in the
atmosphere of the society and its home. After all, as the unacknowledged grandchild of Lady Georgiana, abandoned in Brittany during
his grandmama’s sojourn in France, John feels it’s his birthright to
connect with his British family. That family, embodied in Charles
Henry Dill, whose claim to fame has always been that he’s the last
surviving relative of Lady Fowling, feels otherwise, greeting Aubrey’s
news with a sock in the kisser. Refereeing between pro-Aubrey and
anti-Aubrey factions at Middlebank House is only part of Hayley’s
latest challenge. When a murder on the streets of Bath is traced irrefutably to Aubrey’s connection to the society, she feels that she must
take an active role in helping the police solve the crime or risk losing
the goodwill she’s built up in the community.
Fast-paced and quirky fare for literary sleuths and those
who love them.

CYBER MAGE

Hossain, Saad Z.
Unnamed Press (288 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-951213-28-2

science fiction
and fantasy

A Bangladeshi teenager battles foes
both magical and technological in the
late 21st century.
Bringing fantasy elements into a
story of hackers and virtual worlds is a
task few have tried. G. Willow Wilson
did it in Alif the Unseen; William Gibson
arguably did it in Count Zero, though the book never ventures
outright into the supernatural. Hossain’s latest novel borrows
freely from both folklore and cyberpunk archetypes, making
for an occasionally dizzying trip through a futuristic world. This
is a world in which nations have transformed into corporations,
hardcore gamers live in a state of suspended animation—and
djinn walk the Earth. Protagonist Marzuk—the Cyber Mage of
the title—is 15 and spends most of his days playing Final Fantasy 9000. Marzuk’s relatively comfortable life is juxtaposed
throughout the book with that of the mercenary Djibrel, who
carries a large sword as he makes his way across a futuristic
version of Dhaka, Bangladesh. Hossain explains the juxtaposition of old and new technology briskly: “Cutting off heads

GODS AND DRAGONS

Anderson, Kevin J.
Tor (496 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-250-30220-5

The concluding volume of Anderson’s Wake the Dragon trilogy wraps up
the epic fantasy tale chronicling a grandscale war between nations, races, and
even family members that could raise a
mythical creature and destroy the world.
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was necessary in the slums due to the rampant nanotech available. Bullets didn’t kill people with the same finality they used
to.” Gradually, their storylines converge, as Marzuk learns of a
plot involving the upgraded remains of the International Space
Station and a group of djinn working on creating an AI more
powerful than anything that exists on Earth. That also leads
to denouements that play out in both the physical realm and
within the game that Marzuk is so fond of. The tonal whiplash
between the novel’s irreverent teen protagonist and the dense
plotting can sometimes be disconcerting, but the layered narrative feels assembled with care.
An unpredictable exploration of an expansive future world.

WHERE THE DROWNED
GIRLS GO

McGuire, Seanan
Tordotcom (160 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-250-21362-4

|

DIGGING UP LOVE

Blumberg, Chandra
Montlake Romance (345 pp.)
$12.95 paper | Jan. 1, 2022
978-1-5420-3390-9
A determinedly single small-town
baker and a paleontologist recovering
from heartbreak cross paths in highly
unlikely circumstances, proving that
love always finds a way.
Tucked away in a nondescript corner
of rural Illinois with her grandparents, Alisha Blake yearns for
the sights and sounds of urban life. Even as she helps her grandfather run their well-loved family-owned barbecue joint, she’s
secretly working toward opening her own bakery in Chicago.
She finally builds up the nerve to tell her family about her plans,
but she’s forced to defer her announcement when a large dinosaur bone gets dug up in her grandparents’ backyard. Although
the find throws a wrench in Alisha’s plans, it’s a dream come
true for Quentin Harris. He hopes that the bone will pave the
path to academic prestige and finally vindicate his career choice
in the eyes of his father. Quentin needs to focus on the dig, but
his presence in Alisha’s backyard unearths long-buried desires
in both of them. Quentin, who was once jilted at the altar, is
leery of committing to Alisha, and the talented baker is struggling to strike a balance between her family’s needs and her own
dreams. While Quentin’s presence comforts and excites Alisha,
the paleontologist’s sermons about her life choices often cut
too close to the bone. To make their relationship work, both
must quit digging in their heels and focus on rooting out old
apprehensions and worries instead. Replete with instantly likable characters and relatable pop-culture references, Blumberg’s debut is warm, engaging, and emotionally honest. Alisha
and Quentin’s gradual movement toward companionship hits
all the right notes, and their interactions are both meaningful
and fun. While the external obstacles and issues keeping them
apart are quite real, their internal battles seem to reach too pat
a resolution.
A sweet romance that would have improved with a little
more heat.
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In the seventh Wayward Children
tale, students plan to escape from a
brutal institution designed to crush the
magic out of them.
Cora, a strong swimmer constantly
tormented by her peers for her weight, went through an underwater door to the Trenches, a magical undersea world where she
was a mermaid and a hero, valued for her bulk and her strength.
But a whirlpool spat her out again into our world, leaving her
bereft. Eleanor West’s Home for Wayward Children brought
her among other young people who had traveled through a door
and returned here, often unwillingly. Cora then passed through
another door leading to the creepy world of the Moors, where
the sinister Drowned Gods claimed her for their own. Even
back at the school, Cora can’t block out their voices or deny
their marks on her skin, so she makes the desperate choice to
switch to the Whitethorn Institute, which, rather than helping
children while they wait for their doors to reappear, encourages
them to reject their magical pasts and accept this world as home.
Sadly, Cora almost immediately understands that Whitethorn’s
philosophy is less about giving its students the strength to
move on with their lives and more about breaking their spirits
and ruthlessly molding them into a miserable conformity. But
dropping out isn’t an option the school offers, and Cora and
her friends realize that Whitethorn has more than mundane
means at its disposal to keep them there. McGuire’s themes—
let people be themselves and don’t treat being fat as some kind
of moral failing or physical issue that’s easily addressed—won’t
surprise readers of this series and her other works, but her usual
arguments remain sound, and she tells a good story. There are
also some deeply chilling moments in the experiences of the
other students, particularly in the case of a girl cursed by the
Rat King to shrink into a nameless rat.
A journey into familiar territory with a skilled guide; but
here’s hoping that future trips head into the unknown.
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“A sparkling new voice in historical romance delivers a satisfying
story of love on the edges of the beau monde.”
how to deceive a duke

HOW TO DECEIVE A DUKE

ELECTRIC IDOL

Parish, Samara
Forever (384 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-5387-0454-7

Robert, Katee
Sourcebooks Casablanca (240 pp.)
$12.49 paper | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-72823-176-1

A duke and an inventor fall in love for
a second time, and sparks fly.
Fiona McTavish was once in love
with a duke, before she knew he was a
duke. But when Edward Stirling, Duke
of Wildeforde, returned home to tell
his mother he was prepared to marry a commoner, she subtly
reminded him of his duty, nipping his announcement in the
bud. Fiona was devastated when he failed to return and chose
to focus her curious mind on her inventions; meanwhile, in
London, Edward focused on restoring his family’s reputation.
But when Fiona comes to London five years later to try to find
a distributor for her latest invention and finds herself arrested
during a protest against the government—while dressed as a
Mr. Finley McTavish, no less—Edward is the only person she
knows who can get her out of jail. Unfortunately for Fiona’s
plans, the rescue involves the requirement that she live in his
house for a month in the middle of the season, just as the duke
is beginning his search for a suitable wife. Fiona sets up a lab
and tries to find a business partner, but her frustration at being
turned down repeatedly by skittish moneymen is rivaled only
by her frustration at the clear chemistry she and Edward still
have. As they grow closer again, Edward comes to realize he
wants to marry her, regardless of any gossip or scandal, but her
day in court sparks a misstep that may part them permanently.
The second entry in Parish’s Rebels With a Cause series, like
the first, How To Survive a Scandal (2021), is an engaging story
of love in the face of class differences, with an unusually honest
assessment of the barriers many couples would face in such circumstances. The complex story is enlivened by Fiona’s Scottish
voice as well as by the realistic way both hero and heroine navigate difficult family relationships alongside their own secondchance romance. Despite the obstacles, of course, Fiona and
Edward have their happy-ever-after, and because Fiona’s invention is the safety match, this comes with copious fire metaphors
alongside the steamy intimate scenes. Parish continues to bring
a refreshing point of view to the Regency subgenre, and though
the book stands alone, fans will want to read both volumes in
the series so far for the full story.
A sparkling new voice in historical romance delivers a satisfying story of love on the edges of the beau monde.

Eros meets Psyche in the second
book of Robert’s Dark Olympus series.
Psyche Dimitriou, one of four daughters of Demeter, has a problem. Just as
she’s helping an injured Eros Ambrosia
at an Olympus party, a paparazzo takes a
candid of them in an apparent romantic clinch and the photo
goes viral. The problem is that Eros’ mom, Aphrodite, hates
Demeter and orders her son, whom she uses as a fixer in her
political power games, to punish Psyche as a lesson to her mom.
Though used to doing his mother’s bidding, as she’s groomed
him from childhood to kill, Eros can’t execute this latest order.
Instead, he offers Psyche, a smart, plus-sized social media influencer, a different bargain—a PR marriage of convenience that
might protect her from his mother’s wrath. Despite the tense
start to their relationship, the two find their arrangement
quickly morphing into an erotic and emotional connection. The
couple copes with their new feelings while dealing with powerful family members, all under intense social media scrutiny, giving the book the atmosphere of a Kardashian-style reality show
version of Greek myth. Robert creates an Olympus for our
time in a manner somewhat reminiscent of Sherrilyn Kenyon’s
Dark-Hunters series. She keeps the core of the original Eros and
Psyche story even as she humanizes her protagonists, though
not always successfully: There’s the somewhat tired trope of
the hero as victim of his traumatic upbringing, a bad boy cured
by the love of a good woman. The ass-kicking heroine is also a
familiar type, but Psyche is better sketched, a fat-positive yet
secretly vulnerable and media-savvy young woman. The pair’s
chemistry, in and out of the bedroom, gives them added dimension. Both the protagonists’ mothers harken back to the terrifying matriarchs of myth and could have used more updating
to counter old stereotypes of mothers gone feral. On the other
hand, the inclusion of a couple of Black characters in the roles
of famous mythological figures, which seems like an attempt at
diversity, feels like hollow colorblind casting.
Like an amusement-park ride through a new Olympus.

THE BECOMING

Roberts, Nora
St. Martin’s (448 pp.)
$28.99 | Nov. 23, 2021
978-1-2502-7270-6
A woman destined to be the bridge
between the human and fey worlds prepares for war.
This second book of The Dragon
Heart Legacy series begins where the first
book, The Awakening (2020), left off, with
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Breen Kelly and her best friend, Marco, jumping through a portal
from Philadelphia back to the magical world of Talamh. Breen
was born in Talamh and inherited powerful magicks from her fey
father; however, Breen’s human mother insisted they leave the
magical realm, fearing for the safety of her family. Breen, raised
in complete ignorance about her background, was taught to use
her magick by Keegan, the handsome leader of the fey. Breen’s
return comes at the right time. The people of Talamh sense that
Odran, a powerful, villainous god, has been gathering his forces
and will soon make another attack on their world before moving
on to conquer the rest of the known realms. Odran is her grandfather, and Breen intends to use her magick to stop him while he
hopes to steal her abilities to further his own evil cause. Breen’s
relationship with Keegan is on hold—his sole focus is teaching
her to fight and preparing his people for battle, which leaves little
time for romance. Most of the book is consumed with expanding
Breen’s understanding of the world and her own abilities. There
are multiple subplots about interpersonal relationships: Keegan’s
ex-lover will do anything to get him back, Marco falls in love with
a handsome young soldier, and Breen strengthens the ties to new
friends and family. The characters learn more about themselves
and prepare to battle Odran, but too much of the plot feels like
filler, keeping readers on the hook for the final confrontation in
the last book.
Fantasy readers will enjoy the world but might wish that
the promised battle was quicker to arrive.
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INSURRECTION
Rebellion, Civil Rights, and
the Paradoxical State of
Black Citizenship

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

SHACKLETON by Ranulph Fiennes.................................................. 144

Allan, Hawa
Norton (240 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-324-00303-8

ARCHITECTS OF AN AMERICAN LANDSCAPE
by Hugh Howard................................................................................147
THE NINETIES by Chuck Klosterman............................................... 151

How presidential invocations of the
Insurrection Act of 1807 have reflected
the contested status of African Ameri-

ALLOW ME TO RETORT by Elie Mystal............................................ 151
CORONAVIRUS CRIMINALS AND PANDEMIC PROFITEERS
by John Nichols...................................................................................152
SOUTH TO AMERICA by Imani Perry............................................... 153
THE BASEBALL 100 by Joe Posnanski.............................................. 153
EASY STREET by Maggie Rowe......................................................... 155
EATING TO EXTINCTION by Dan Saladino..................................... 155
LORRAINE HANSBERRY by Charles J. Shields............................... 157
SPIES, LIES, AND ALGORITHMS by Amy B. Zegart......................161
SOUTH TO AMERICA
A Journey Below
the Mason-Dixon To
Understand the Soul
of a Nation

Ecco/HarperCollins
(416 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-297740-3
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can civil rights.
As cultural critic and attorney Allan explains, the act authorizes the deployment of military and federal forces against its
own citizens but leaves it up to the executive to determine what
counts as an insurrection. This openness means that invocations of the act become touchstones for the fears and priorities not just of particular presidents, but of the culture’s various
competing factions during specific historical moments. A pattern of alternating, antithetical motivations, Allan makes clear,
can be discerned in a long-term view of the roughly two dozen
instances in which the act has been invoked: either a desire to
restrict African American civil rights by stifling protests against
slavery or other racial injustices or to enforce those rights
against the indifference or resistance of local authorities. What
we ultimately witness in studying the act, she provocatively
but convincingly argues, is an “ongoing and often bloody battle
to fully incorporate Black Americans into the citizenry of the
United States—a struggle which…appears more like an openended civil war than a history of ‘progress.’ ” Though Allan
sometimes strains to provide broad philosophical commentary
on the existential topics she discusses and in framing historical events with personal responses to contemporary flashpoints,
her explication of the act’s use and sociohistorical significance
is consistently incisive and illuminating. Particularly effective
are the author’s explorations of John F. Kennedy’s two invocations of the act in his attempts to desegregate schools as well
as the striking genealogy set forth in tracing legal and social
expressions of White supremacy from the antebellum era to
the Trump era. Though he “did not invoke the Act,” writes Allan,
“his administration did devise a means of federal intervention in
the protests against police brutality in Portland, Oregon.”
An insightful, cogent consideration of the history and
persistence of conflicts over racial equality in America.
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“An appealingly nostalgic view of a political past unriven by political
tribalism, chronicled by a reporter with an eye on history.”
chasing history

EMOTIONAL INHERITANCE
A Therapist, Her Patients,
and the Legacy of Trauma

Atlas, Galit
Little, Brown Spark (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-316-49212-6

EMPOWER
Conquering the
Disease of Fear

Azim, Tareq with Seth Davis
Atria (272 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-982150-64-8

disease of fear.”

A fitness and personal-development
coach who’s worked with NFL players
and female boxers in Afghanistan recalls
his efforts to help people conquer “the

|
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Chronicles of psychiatric trauma
passed down through generations.
Although no longer the mainstream,
Freudian theory is alive and well, and psychoanalyst Atlas, the author of three books for clinicians, assembles a dozen stories of patients and their families, with asides into
her own life experiences and a touch of contemporary neuroscience. Perhaps Freud’s greatest accomplishment was killing the
idea that what we don’t remember won’t hurt us. “Starting in the
1970s,” writes the author “neuroscience validated the psychoanalytic findings that survivors’ trauma—even the darkest secrets they
never talked about—had a real effect on their children’s and grandchildren’s lives.” Researchers “analyze how genes are altered in the
descendants of trauma survivors and study the ways in which the
environment, and especially trauma, can leave a chemical mark on
a person’s genes that is passed down to the next generation.” From
an evolutionary perspective, inheriting an affliction that they
didn’t experience firsthand might prepare children for an environment similar to that of their parents, but the reality is that they
often experience only the pain. In one case, a patient’s sister was
killed when the brother was only an infant. Eventually, he began
to realize that he was emotionally crippled because he “never had
anything to begin with.” Another patient, preoccupied with death,
obsessively researches newspaper obituaries. He also “always
imagined I had a twin brother who died at birth.” Readers familiar
with modern psychiatric diagnoses must make allowances. This is
unapologetic Freudian psychoanalysis: accounts of disturbed individuals from dysfunctional families cured after delving into their
childhood experiences reveals forgotten or deliberately suppressed
traumas. Dreams contain deeply significant revelations, and words
and actions that seem bizarre make perfect sense once the therapist and patient tease out their meanings. Those suffering from
similar traumatic circumstances will receive a helpful education.
Appealing traditional Freudian case histories.

Writing with veteran sportswriter and broadcaster Davis,
Azim takes a strikingly different approach than Gavin de
Becker did in his signal 1997 bestseller, The Gift of Fear. While de
Becker used scholarly research to bolster his argument that fear
sends people vital clues that help them stay safe, Azim offers a
largely personal perspective, asserting repeatedly—without citing scientific evidence to support his claim—that fear is a “disease” holding people back. Azim came to America at the age of
2 with his Afghan-refugee parents—his mother, the daughter of
a general, and father, who was de facto nobility—and went on to
become the first Afghan American linebacker in Division 1 and
to open Empower, a now-defunct San Francisco training and
personal-development facility. Over time, he worked with former Oakland Raiders’ head coach Tom Cable; MMA star Jake
Shields; and former Seattle Seahawks running back Marshawn
Lynch, who contributes an introduction to the book. But the
most interesting sections explain how, during visits to Afghanistan, the author—hoping to promote social change—set up
the country’s first women’s boxing federation, a risky process
that involved meetings with Taliban members and training in a
stadium once used for public executions. Alternating between
accounts of his work in the U.S. and Afghanistan, Azim emerges
as sincerely well meaning. Many of his views, however, may
strike readers as oversimplified and long on bromides—e.g., to
reach your goals you need “to become comfortable with discomfort.” On visits to U.S. military bases, for example, he urged
soldiers not to fear Afghans, saying, “These people don’t want to
kill you,” although Islamic State forces include Afghans. More
nuance would have made this breezy account more convincing.
A mixed effort that melds a unique view of Afghan women
and an unpersuasive examination of the dynamics of fear.

CHASING HISTORY
A Kid in the Newsroom
Bernstein, Carl
Henry Holt (384 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-62779-150-2

Journalist Bernstein casts a sometimes appreciative, sometimes condemnatory eye on covering the Washington,
D.C., of old, from Jim Crow to Camelot.
Best known as Bob Woodward’s partner in cracking the Watergate conspiracy, Bernstein grew up with
ink in his blood. Even as a child he was obsessed with newspapers—and it was a golden age for newspaper readers, with nearly
every city in the country hosting at least two rival publications.
Until the early 1980s, Washington had two dailies: the Washington
Post and the Evening Star. As a high schooler, Bernstein bluffed his
way into a copyboy position at the latter: “What the copyboys
did…was anything the reporters or editors asked. They pretty
much made it possible for the whole place to function.” His winning trait? Not any writing ability but a phenomenal typing speed,
learned in a class that got him out of shop class. The whole of
Washington became Bernstein’s beat, guided by skilled editors
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who sent him on assignments such as covering the parade at John
F. Kennedy’s inauguration with the warning, “Be there at six a.m.
Schaden will be the rewrite man. Don’t try to write—just tell him
what you saw.” The author’s reminiscences of old-school journalism—with its chaotic newsrooms, hot type, and guarded friendships among sources and writers—will please newspaper buffs,
those who read the memoirs of H.L Mencken and Joseph Mitchell. Of wider interest is Bernstein’s depiction of Washington in
a time of desegregation and racial turmoil, when city officials
drained public pools “rather than allow Black families to swim
in them.” Of being raised in D.C., the author writes, “I thought
sometimes, [it] was akin to living in a small town that also happened to be the capital of the United States. Washingtonians had
a kind of double vision of these people—as ordinary neighbors,
but also as historic figures.” Bernstein is now one such figure, and
his book bears that weight.
An appealingly nostalgic view of a political past unriven
by political tribalism, chronicled by a reporter with an eye
on history.

“A generation-deﬁning rendering of one of
the great Zen Buddhist scriptures.”
—Spirit ualit y & Practice

THE ART OF MORE
How Mathematics Created
Civilization

Brooks, Michael
Pantheon (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-5247-4899-9

A more or less chronological history
and compelling case that advances in
mathematics provided the foundation
for the advance of civilization.
Quantum physicist Brooks, author of 13 Things That Don’t
Make Sense: The Most Baffling Scientific Mysteries of Our Time,
points out that numbers do not come naturally to humans.
Ancient and remote communities could identify one, two, and
three, but everything beyond is simply “many.” This is not
stupidity but evolution; larger numbers weren’t necessary for
their survival. Matters changed when we began to gather in
large numbers and exchange goods; counting became essential. Ancient mathematics was clunky, but humans are good
at problem-solving, so they achieved feats such as predicting
eclipses, building complex structures, and measuring the Earth.
Contrary to popular belief, the Middle Ages was a golden age
for numbers, and a fiercely controversial concept—the negative
number—entered the mainstream. Greeks and Romans did fine
without a zero, but contemporary culture needs it, and eighthcentury Persian mathematicians were vital to the development
of algebra. Imaginary numbers are not imaginary at all; modern engineers could not calculate without them. Brooks proposes that the acceleration of change began around 1500 with
the invention of double-entry bookkeeping, a way of ensuring
that no errors crept into accounting. Before that, all trade was
personal. Afterward, commerce exploded because there was
“no more taking the owner’s word for it, or trusting the family
name.” An unabashed lover of mathematics, Brooks refuses to
take the traditional pop writer’s pledge to eschew equations.
Most readers will follow his description of ancient navigation
across the Mediterranean and the birth of linear perspective in
Renaissance Italy, but when he turns his attention to calculus,
logarithms, statistics, and cryptography, there is no shortage
of complex equations. Some readers will flinch, but those who
power through will be rewarded.
Not a mathematics-is-fun romp but a serious, persuasive effort to describe how its discoveries paralleled human
progress.
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MURDER AT TEAL’S POND
Hazel Drew and the Mystery
That Inspired Twin Peaks
Bushman, David & Mark T. Givens
Thomas & Mercer (336 pp.)
$24.95 | Jan. 1, 2022
978-1-5420-2643-7

y o u n g a d u lt

A pop-culture writer and podcaster
attempt to solve a 120-year-old cold-case
murder in upstate New York.
Bushman and Givens are in thrall to
David Lynch’s Twin Peaks, about which Bushman has written
and Givens has devoted a podcast. On the TV show, a woman
named Laura Palmer turns up dead, and it’s up to investigators
and curious townies to examine a barrel of red herrings before
hazarding a provisional truth. So it is with the case of Hazel
Drew, “beautiful, blonde, and connected to a number of powerful men,” whose dreadfully swollen body was recovered from a
pond not far from Troy, New York, in 1908. The real-life gruesomeness is classic Lynch territory, though more reminiscent of
his film Blue Velvet than of the relatively civilized series. Investigators in the Drew case hazarded any number of guesses, many
of which concerned the young woman’s character. Though
from a hardscrabble background, with an alcoholic, chronically
unemployed father, she had some money and nice things, and
the conclusion was that she must have come by them by illicit
means. The authors paint a detailed portrait of a police force—
indeed, a whole city—riven by petty politics and undermined
by corruption. They are also hopelessly bound to Twin Peaks.
“Sand Lake, we found out, has twin peaks of its own: Perigo Hill,
in the northeast corner of the town, and Oak Hill, near the
center, each rising to an elevation of nine hundred feet,” they
write, a point that contributes nothing to the tale. The looping
narrative is dogged by other annoyances, including the authors’
habit of peppering the narrative with far too many rhetorical
questions: “Where was Hazel going when she left Union Station on Monday, July 6? Where did she spend Monday night and
Tuesday morning?” Their proposed solution stands up to reason,
but by the time they arrive at it, readers could be forgiven for
abandoning the chase.
A so-so murder mystery best left for fans of Twin Peaks.

“Method.” Conceived by Konstantin Stanislavski, founder of
the Moscow Art Theatre, and popularized in America by his
apprentice Richard Boleslavsky, the technique was based on
the idea that actors must draw on their “affective memory” to
inform the way they interpret their roles. The Method, Butler
asserts, “showed that we were not rational, but repressed. Its
model of the human was one in which roiling seas of emotion
and discontent lay beneath all of our frozen, placid surfaces.”
Central to this detailed, authoritative narrative are many strongwilled, often irascible, characters: acting teachers Lee Strasberg,
Stella Adler, and Sanford Meisner; directors Howard Clurman
and Elia Kazan; studio founder and producer Cheryl Crawford;
and a host of actors, including Marlon Brando, Marilyn Monroe,
Gene Hackman, and James Dean. Inspired by Stanislavski and
Boleslavsky, in 1931, Strasberg, Adler, and Crawford founded the
Group Theatre, aiming to establish an ensemble company that
would revolutionize stage offerings. Awake and Sing, by Clifford
Odets, became the first major play of the Method era, Butler
notes, setting a template “for the kinds of psychologically realistic depictions of everyday people that were associated with

THE METHOD
How the Twentieth Century
Learned To Act

Butler, Isaac
Bloomsbury (512 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-63557-477-7

The history of the innovative method
that transformed American theater.
Critic and theater director Butler
chronicles the history of the controversial system of actors’ training that came to be known as
|
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“A crisp set of essays that bring big social
and cultural debates to a human level.”
how to be normal

the American theater for the rest of the twentieth century.”
Throughout the 1930s, rivalries and conflicts abounded among
the founders, and actors and directors defected to Hollywood.
In 1947, Kazan founded the Actors Studio, with Strasberg as
artistic director and Crawford as vice president; Adler set up
her own school. Butler follows the fortunes of various teachers,
directors, playwrights, and actors as the entertainment industry—and American culture—evolved, with the Method only
one of myriad approaches to acting. The author also delves into
the debate over expression, naturalism, and artifice that continues still, as actors strive to convey “the truth of being human.”
A well-researched cultural history sure to please theater
and film buffs.

HOW TO BE NORMAL
Essays

Christman, Phil
Belt Publishing (208 pp.)
$26.00 paper | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-953368-10-2

Erudite riffs on race, religion, masculinity, and other contentious subjects.
The title of Christman’s second book
is facetious. “Normal,” he knows, is both
unrealistic and pretty much nonexistent
at the individual level, a point that’s clearer now that Covid-19
has wildly disrupted “our little attempts that we make at building a home in this world.” However, the title of this collection
of informed, inviting essays hints at a common theme: A more
stable society requires challenging the pieties and presumptions we bring to touchy subjects. It’s no easy task, and Christman acknowledges his own struggles. In “How To Be a Man,”
he skewers acculturated masculinity’s “abstract rage to protect”
as sexist and borderline racist, but he concedes how his own
actions have implicated him. In the strongest, most nuanced
piece, “How To Be White,” the author voices skepticism about
anti-racist jargon (which often leads to what he calls “shit-eating allyism”) and exposes the false premises of Whiteness while
recognizing how toxic the “labyrinth” of racism is. Christman
delivers his scholarship with a certain humility, but he gives no
ground when it comes to injustice, and he’s often witty. Recalling evangelical hand-wringing about alleged Satanic backward
messages on rock albums, he quips, “If you wish to be offended,
from any number of perspectives…by Zeppelin, that’s easy
enough to manage with the record playing forward.” Navigating
difficult social challenges, he argues, requires eschewing absolutism and cultivating a certain ambivalence. Religion is more
meaningful, he writes, when you stop thinking about God as
a “personal mood improver”; marriage matters not because of
high-flown vows but “because you have met a person interesting enough that, death being inevitable, you’d prefer to experience it with them.”
A crisp set of essays that bring big social and cultural
debates to a human level.
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JUST PURSUIT
A Black Prosecutor’s Fight
for Fairness
Coates, Laura
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-982173-76-0

A former federal prosecutor depicts
a judicial system compromised by racism
and ineptitude.
“The pride I felt working for the
DOJ was immeasurable, but the bureaucracy was unbearable.”
So writes Coates, now a CNN senior legal analyst, of her early
work in the federal government, investigating voting rights
issues consistently hampered by lobbyists and corrupt elected
officials. She enlisted for a four-year term as a litigator with a
variety of cases, large and small, on the docket. An early one
posed a moral quandary: A crime victim who came forward was
found to be in the country illegally. “Turn him in. It will make
you look good to the office,” one colleague advised. She did not,
but neither did she warn her witness that immigration was on
the way to the courthouse to arrest and then deport him, a decision that, she writes, will haunt her forever. In another case, a
White supervisor stepped far over the line of racist caricature
to mansplain to her, a Black woman, how to interrogate Black
suspects. Another: An elderly Black woman, on the stand as
the victim of a crime, requested that the young Black man who
was on trial for committing it be given clemency. “I know young
men like him,” she told the judge. “They were twenty once too…
and likely as dumb as this young boy seemed to act that night.”
Anecdote after anecdote builds to a moving conclusion: “Justice
is an ecosystem, as complex as it is interconnected with those at
its helm and at its mercy.” Coates also clearly demonstrates how
our sense of justice is conditioned by who we are. A White suburbanite will likely have a different definition of it than a Black
man who is sure that a random police stop could end in violence.
Sobering reading and an eloquent case for reform for a
more equitable distribution of justice.

PUTTING THE RABBIT
IN THE HAT

Cox, Brian
Grand Central Publishing (352 pp.)
$29.00 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-5387-0729-6
A versatile actor recounts his life’s
work.
At 75, award-winning actor Cox looks
back on a long career in theater, movies,
and TV, most recently in HBO’s Suc
cession. He grew up in Dundee, Scotland, the youngest of five
children, “besieged by the forces of tribalism and the Catholic
faith.” When he was 8, his father died, leaving the family “dirt
poor” and his mother suicidal. “I don’t believe that you have to
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live through tragedy in order to portray it,” Cox reflects, “but
it does help clarify things for you.” At 17, while enrolled at the
prestigious London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art, he
attended dress rehearsals at the National Theatre, watching
the likes of Glenda Jackson, Peter O’Toole, Laurence Olivier,
and Maggie Smith. “Witnessing this kind of magic,” writes the
author, made him yearn to be part of that world. From working odd jobs at the Dundee Repertory Theatre, he rose to eminence on all of London’s major stages. Cox portrays with sly wit
the actors he admires (Michael Caine and Morgan Freeman,
among them) and those he does not (Sylvester Stallone, Michael
Gambon) and the many directors he worked with, including
the “consummate cineaste” Spike Lee, diffident Woody Allen,
Royal Shakespeare Company founder Peter Hall, and titan John
Schlesinger, whose Julius Caesar, writes the author, “was a misbegotten nightmare if ever there was one.” When Hollywood
beckoned, Cox happily left England: “I went from being a lead
actor on the London stage to a supporting turn in Hollywood,
and I did it with a big smile on my face.” Besides chronicling
his career, the author is forthright about his shortcomings as a

husband and father. Above all, he extolls the exhausting, energizing thrill of performing: “You never stop wanting to show
off, working out that insecurity, expiating yourself of your guilt,”
and basking in the audience’s acclaim.
Wisdom, a modicum of modesty, and delicious gossip
make for an entertaining memoir.

SLOW FUSE OF THE POSSIBLE
A Memoir of Poetry and
Psychoanalysis

Daniels, Kate
West Virginia Univ. Press (216 pp.)
$21.99 paper | Jan. 1, 2022
978-1-952271-38-0

Debut memoir from a veteran poet
and professor of English at Vanderbilt.
“Rummaging about in the unconscious…can be downright terrifying,”
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“Dickerson scores points in his takedown of a system,
then and now, that chews players up and spits them out.”
watch my smoke

writes Daniels early on in this deeply personal plunge into psychoanalysis and the art of poetry. The author moves back and
forth between prose and poetry, with Emily Dickinson as her
“literary companion throughout.” Wracked by a “direly intractable midlife depression,” she embarked on therapy: For four
days per week over the course of nearly three years, Daniels
visited Ama, a taciturn, middle-aged novice psychoanalyst. For
the first few months, it didn’t go well; there was mostly silence,
and she hated Ama’s small, ugly office. Daniels came to her the
way “a muddled writer will seek out an editor,” hoping she could
find the “Words” to repair a broken “Sentence.” Ama’s laughter—chortles, chuckles, snickers—tortured the author, and she
began “falling into something that felt like a lyric poem’s black
hole of atemporality.” Eventually, Daniels asked Ama to read
some of her poetry books, but she refused. Turning the tables,
she wondered if Ama wanted to write poetry. Was Daniels “writing” a “text” with Ama? In a “previous life,” had she “become the
ghost lover of Ama?” After two years, the author fully believed
that she and her analyst weren’t “connecting warmly.” Yet it
“had become impossible to ignore that there was Something
Inside Me that needed Ama desperately.” Reaching out to Dickinson for support, she also began to realize that her analysis was
“full of dreams of Ama.” Describing to an unimpressed Ama a
violent home invasion only left Daniels with an “extreme psychic unrest that my psychoanalysis unleashed in me.” She met
briefly with a “Famous Analyst” who said her “analysis might be
‘imploding.’ ” The narrative, sometimes disjointed and loaded
with heavy introspection, may tire some readers by the end, but
Daniels is a keen observer of visceral moments and powerful
emotions.
An unsettling, occasionally poignant confessional from
an award-winning poet.

FIGHT
How Gen Z Is Channeling
Their Fear and Passion To
Save America
Della Volpe, John
St. Martin’s (272 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-250-26046-8

There are big changes coming to
American politics, courtesy of Generation Z.
Della Volpe, director of polling at the Harvard Institute of
Politics, notes that members of Gen Z—those born between
roughly 1995 and 2015—are “the most diverse and most educated…in history.” Their numbers, at about 70 million, are now
larger than the baby boomer generation. The diversity comes
in several flavors: They are ethnically diverse, with an uptick in
the numbers of multiracial people; they are less bound to binaries than people of the past, with fewer than 80% identifying as
heterosexual; and their sense of history is different from that of
the boomers and Gen Xers. The oldest of them were scarcely
in school on 9/11, and they “have never known their country at
142
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peace.” All of this contributes to a generational ethos in which
“Zoomers” are concerned with economic equity, curbing gun
violence, relaxing laws concerning drugs, forgiving student debt,
and a host of other issues on which, say, the GOP is not likely to
endorse their views. On that note, Della Volpe observes, there’s
a reason that young people aligned with the superannuated Bernie Sanders, who gave voice to their views: “Bernie’s politics are
90 percent targeted to younger people.” The Zoomers boosted
the Democrats to a majority in the House in 2018, and, adds
Della Volpe, “if voting were capped at age twenty-nine, meaning only Gen Z and the youngest millennials could participate,
Joe Biden would have won ten times more electoral votes than
Trump in 2020.” This suggests that politicians would be wise to
devote their energies to attending to the interests of the young
cohort. As the author concludes, their political tendencies will
define the future of the nation, for all the efforts of their foes to
suppress their vote.
A provocative pleasure for demography geeks and political trend-watchers.

WATCH MY SMOKE
The Eric Dickerson Story
Dickerson, Eric with Greg Hanlon
Haymarket Books (220 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-64259-569-7

The Hall of Fame running back
writes critically of a sport that, in the
end, “made me hate it.”
“The sport that defines me, that gave
me some of the best moments of my
life and the privilege my kids enjoy now, has also made me so
unhappy, and feeling so mistreated.” So writes Dickerson, who
played 11 seasons for the Rams, Colts, and Falcons, acquiring
a reputation as “the angry Black guy” in the process. Born in
a small Texas town at the tail end of Jim Crow, Dickerson had
good reason to be angry. In an early episode, a White high
school classmate called him Kunta Kinte, and when Dickerson responded with a slap, he was meted a punishment greater
than the aggressor’s. So it was at every step. “You’ll hear a lot of
athletes talk about what a positive influence their high school
coach was, but that obviously wasn’t the case with mine,” writes
the author, admitting that he developed a habit of ignoring
his coaches thenceforth. Like many pro players, he came up
through a college machine that fed him to the pros while giving him an inadequate education: “Young, Black men do physical labor for free while old white men make the money. Sound
familiar?” Dickerson’s grievances accumulated in the NFL. He
once told a Sports Illustrated writer that “football isn’t a game,
it’s a business”—a business that characteristically pays Black
players less than White players, so that when he demanded $1.4
million per season in the mid-1980s, the counteroffer from the
Rams was $200,000, “which wasn’t even in the top 15 among
running backs.” Small wonder that Dickerson’s pages are peppered with bile—and justifiably so, though it’s satisfying that
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he has channeled his ire into philanthropic efforts to provide
guidance and financial support for low-income children hoping
to attend college.
Dickerson scores points in his takedown of a system,
then and now, that chews players up and spits them out.

THE WRITING OF THE GODS
The Race To Decode the
Rosetta Stone
Dolnick, Edward
Scribner (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-5011-9893-9

The story of the Rosetta Stone’s discovery and decoding.
Today, the Rosetta Stone occupies
such a prominent role in public interest—not unlike Stonehenge or the Egyptian pyramids—that its

actual significance can easily get lost amid the crowds of tourists
clamoring for a view. In his latest book, Dolnick, former chief
science writer for the Boston Globe who has written for a wide
variety of publications, offers a strong corrective, describing
not only how the Rosetta Stone was found, but also how, over
several long decades, it was deciphered. He creates an engaging portrait of the two men—Jean-François Champollion and
Thomas Young—who were mainly responsible for cracking the
code of Egyptian hieroglyphs. For centuries, those hieroglyphs
had been unreadable. Dolnick provides an exciting narrative of
the journey to legibility, and he effectively describes why it was
such an important—and excruciating—process. However, the
author sometimes goes awry when he strains too hard for wittiness—e.g., describing ancient Alexandria as “Paris to Rome’s
Podunk.” Worse are the banalities that stud Dolnick’s analyses.
“If you pull the camera back far enough,” he writes, “all cultures
look the same. People meet and fall in love; they boast and puff
themselves up; they mock their rivals; they pray to their god, or
a host of gods; they fear death. The details make all the difference.” Accessibility is no crime, of course, but the author’s desire
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“The definitive biography of a legendary adventurer.”
shackleton

to make the book accessible to everyone leads him to oversimplify his subject with labored asides: “Imagine how much harder
crossword puzzles would be if the answers could be in any language including dead ones.” Despite these flaws, Dolnick makes
complicated linguistic challenges not only comprehensible, but
also especially vivid for readers new to the subject, and, as in his
previous books, his enthusiasm is infectious.
A largely engaging yet sometimes pedestrian look at language and the limits of what we can understand.

THE GREATEST INVENTION
A History of the World in
Nine Mysterious Scripts
Ferrara, Silvia
Trans. by Todd Portnowitz
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.)
$29.00 | March 1, 2022
978-0-374-60162-1

A scholar of archaeology and linguistics leads us on “an uncharted journey,
one filled with past flashes of brilliance,
present-day scientific research, and the faint, fleeting echo of
writing’s future.”
Deftly translated by Portnowitz, Ferrara’s book is more
than a cook’s tour of the history, present, and future of writing.
It’s so dense and detailed it could also serve as an academic text.
“Writing is an entire world to be discovered, but it is also a filter through which to observe…our world: language, art, biology,
geometry, psychology, intuition, logic,” writes Ferrara, a professor in the department of classical philology and Italian studies at
the University of Bologna. She argues that the invention of writing as a complete and structured system derived from a series
of gradual, cumulative, coordinated actions (and luck)—a cultural product, not an innate skill. Ferrara explores the creation
of scripts (some yet to be deciphered) in China, Mesopotamia,
Egypt, Crete, Easter Island, Cyprus, and Mesoamerica, beginning with their origins as images, icons, and logograms. She
reveals the enduring power of the alphabet and how learning to
write and read are physically mind-altering, and she investigates
why writing, a useful technology, if not a necessity, came about.
The author offers fascinating historical accounts, observations
(especially on today’s retro embrace of iconography), and deductions (at heart, the book is a detective story). She is thorough,
perhaps to a fault. General readers may find the text too heavy
on technical analysis. By contrast, Ferrara occasionally takes off
on flights of giddy romanticism, though the scientist usually
regains control. Her expertise and enthusiasm compensate for
some of the pop-culture diversions, unbridled conjectures, and
a few debatable assertions—e.g., “Collaboration is at the root of
every modicum of progress ever gained”; “Art is not something
that can be deciphered. It simply is.” Nonetheless, the author
knows when to eschew overly definitive statements when it
comes to the intersections of writing and language.
Ferrara capably conveys the sensory magic of writing:
sound made visible and tangible.
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SHACKLETON
The Biography

Fiennes, Ranulph
Pegasus (452 pp.)
$29.95 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-64313-879-4

A world-renowned explorer and prolific writer turns his attention to Ernest
Shackleton (1874-1922), a giant of the
heroic age of polar exploration, with
entirely satisfying results.
Already a biographer of Robert Falcon Scott, it seemed inevitable that Fiennes would take on Shackleton, who dealt successfully
with disaster—a unique trait among 19th- and early-20th-century British explorers. Born to an Anglo-Irish family, Shackleton
yearned for adventure from childhood. After years as a merchant
seaman, he pulled strings to join Scott’s 1901-1903 Discovery Expedition to Antarctica, where he, Scott, and another engaged in a brutal trek toward the South Pole that reached nearly 82 degrees south,
a record, before they turned back. Evacuated because of debility,
he returned to England before the others and became a national
celebrity for his charisma and speaking skills as well as his accomplishments. Yearning to make his own mark, in 1909, he organized
an expedition that, after unspeakable suffering, turned back about
100 miles from the South Pole. Fiennes emphasizes that this decision showed intelligence as well as courage because, starving and
ill, everyone would certainly have died if they continued south.
Fiennes excels in describing Shackleton’s apotheosis. Leading an
expedition to cross Antarctica, in 1915, his ship became trapped in
ice; nine months later, the ice crushed it. After months drifting on
ice floes, he led his men to an isolated island and then piloted a
small boat across 800 miles of stormy seas to a whaling station on
South Georgia Island to organize a rescue. Having literally walked
in Shackleton’s footsteps, Fiennes is uniquely qualified to describe
his experiences, analyze his mistakes, and contradict other biographers. While scholars almost universally condemn Shackleton
(and Scott) for eschewing skis, Fiennes explains that skis are a
hindrance when dragging a heavy sledge. For those inclined to disagree, he points out that he came to this conclusion dragging his
own sledge across Antarctica in 1993.
The definitive biography of a legendary adventurer.

THE URGE
Our History of Addiction

Fisher, Carl Erik
Penguin Press (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-525-56144-6

A blend of memoir, critique, and history of the impact of addiction and the
struggle to treat it.
Despite the subtitle, this is more than
standard history. Fisher, an addiction physician and professor of clinical psychiatry at Columbia, presents
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an account of his own struggles with addiction; his experience as
a psychiatrist treating people with intractable addiction issues;
a history of humanity’s struggles with addictive substances; and
a scathing critique of government policy toward drugs and drug
abuse. Fisher has synthesized an enormous amount of material and is on firm ground when he writes on what he knows.
Steeped in the history of medicine, his accounts of how doctors
and self-help pioneers have dealt with addiction are vivid and
well informed, and his insights into Alcoholics Anonymous and
other therapeutic programs are buttressed by vast experience.
He shows tremendous empathy for addicts and their challenges,
and his personal story, of an addiction that almost derailed his
medical career, is powerful and dramatic. However, his critiques
of government policy toward addiction are largely one-sided. His
chief targets are laws and programs that demand abstinence to
ensure recovery, but Fisher skates over the other side: why those
programs are popular and why many authorities believe they
work. He also filters issues through the lenses of race and class,
whether germane or not. For example, writing about a crucial
Supreme Court decision on the legality of a Black man’s drug

arrest, he labels judges of the time “old white men,” suggesting
they were racist and out of touch. That may have been true, but
their 1962 decision decisively favored more rights for the accused.
After robust and sustained criticism of most current approaches
to treating addiction, readers will hope for more information
about what does work, but recommendations for the “pragmatic
and pluralistic perspective” remain general. Readers familiar
with the issues will engage; those seeking more insight into what
causes this “baffling” human burden—and how they can manage
it in their own lives—should look beyond this book.
A useful but flawed personal and professional examination of addiction and how it has impacted humans and baffled experts.
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“An engaging, candid, relatable memoir of love and marriage.”
foreverland

FOREVERLAND
On the Divine Tedium of
Marriage

Havrilesky, Heather
Ecco/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 8, 2022
978-0-06-298446-3

The author and longtime New York
Magazine “Ask Polly” advice columnist
trains her incisive eye on her own marriage.
“I’m old and you’re old and nothing
new is ever going to happen to us!” Havrilesky tells her husband,
Bill, late in the book. “We’ll just get older and older and everything will stay exactly the same until we’re dead.” She shares this
pessimistic and yet relatable sentiment after recounting a mild
attempt at an extramarital flirtation that went awry, a development that was surprisingly crushing to her. The “tedium” in the
subtitle is part of what fuels Havrilesky’s ambivalence toward
the project of marriage—that and the fact that “even after years
of careful training, a spouse will still do whatever a spouse feels
like doing.” In Bill’s case that means making unappealing noises,
interrupting, and wearing golf shirts, “perhaps the least attractive article of clothing available to humankind.” The author
takes readers through the relationship chronologically, beginning
with the honeymoon phase, in which she and Bill had copious
amounts of sex and watched a lot of TV. Then it’s on to marriage
and the births of their children, which prompted their questionable decision to move to the suburbs in order to avoid the “progressive elites” in their Los Angeles neighborhood. Alongside her
chronicle, the author offers running commentary on how the
marriage has adapted—or failed to adapt—to life’s vicissitudes.
For her part, Havrilesky honestly serves up her own flaws for the
reader’s perusal; for example, she describes herself as a “wise guru
type who knows everything about everything…about as appealing a mate as Jabba the Hutt.” Meanwhile, Bill comes off quite
well, though the author describes his annoying habits in perhaps
too much detail. There are times when Havrilesky’s interest in
writing ambitious prose or making a metaphor work get in the
way of her narrative, but overall, this is a delightfully quirky memoir that refreshingly dissects the institution of marriage.
An engaging, candid, relatable memoir of love and
marriage.

SWEAT
A History of Exercise
Hayes, Bill
Bloomsbury (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-62040-228-3

Obsessed by both working out and
its history, Hayes writes a book that combines them.
A successful freelance author, journalist, photographer, and editor, the
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author is not shy about describing his lifetime preoccupation
with running, gym workouts, and aerobics, with diversions
into boxing, swimming, and biking. After recording exercises
favored by such towering historical figures as Einstein (“didn’t
look like a strapping athlete, but he didn’t look like he never
exercised either”), Tolstoy, and Kafka, Hayes delves more
deeply into the subject. He hit the jackpot in the rare book
room of the New York Academy of Medicine, discovering a
huge, brilliantly illustrated edition of “De arte gymnastica (The
Art of Gymnastics), dated 1573. The author was Girolamo Mercuriale, a name previously unknown to me.” As Hayes learned, the
book was an effort to revive Greek and Roman love of exercise.
Reappearing throughout this book, De arte provides much of
the inspiration for Hayes’ exploration. “In ancient Greece and
in the early Roman Empire,” he writes, “there was at least one
gymnasium in every town. The gymnasium was as much a part
of culture and society as a theater and marketplace.” Authorities from Hippocrates to Plato extolled exercise, a point of
view snuffed out by the rise of Christianity, when “Cathedrals
replaced gymnasiums as sacred sites; it was the holy spirit—the
soul—that was now to be glorified, not the body.” By the 16th
century, Renaissance humanism was reviving the former view.
This book is largely a record of the author’s travels across the
world, where he visited libraries and interviewed scholars and
scientists or simply people he encountered along the way. He
recounts exercise history and how he continued his daily workouts despite often primitive local facilities, and he interjects
episodes from his past that are more or less related to the active
life. Fittingly, he ends at the Olympia site in Greece.
An entertaining hodgepodge of autobiography, travelogue, and history.

TELL EVERYONE ON THIS
TRAIN I LOVE THEM

Higgins, Maeve
Penguin (224 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Feb. 1, 2022
978-0-14-313586-9

An Irish-born, New York–based comedian gets serious about her life experiences
in early-21st-century America.
Higgins begins her latest essay collection by reflecting on pandemic loneliness and hoping “that it not impart any damn lessons. I can’t
stand when horrible and senseless things happen and people
insist on finding some neat takeaway to make sense of it all.”
This darkly humorous observation sets the tone for the difficult topics she discusses throughout the book, such as her
battle with “great waves of anxiety and depression.” The author
couches discussions of mental health in a story of getting so
high on THC–laced candy that she feared she had lost her mind.
As frightening as the misadventure was, it made Higgins realize
that in the U.S., she had found the freedom, unavailable to her
in Ireland, to treat depression as “just a fact of life.” Being an
immigrant granted other perks, as well, like the ability to see
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the racial subjugation and White supremacy issues underlying the controversy surrounding Confederate statues. She also
demonstrates profound empathy for undocumented Mexican
immigrants who have experienced the “increasingly draconian
treatment” of U.S. border patrol agents. Reflecting on her own
easy ability to cross borders and seek American citizenship as a
White, middle-class European woman of ambition, she writes,
“how free am I when others aren’t free at all?” While Higgins
understands how much she has benefited from being in the U.S.,
she is also critical of the American hypercapitalism that not
only led to the rise of Donald Trump, but continues to “deplete
everything around me” and push the planet into a devastating
climate crisis. The author’s fans may find the humor in this
book more subdued than in her past work, but for those willing to venture into the realms of cultural critique, her essays are
both timely and rewarding.
Intelligent reading filled with candor and sympathy.

ARCHITECTS OF
AN AMERICAN
LANDSCAPE
Henry Hobson Richardson,
Frederick Law Olmsted, and
the Reimagining of
America’s Public and
Private Spaces

Howard, Hugh
Atlantic Monthly (416 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-8021-5923-6

The engaging lives of two American visionaries.
In a vivid, deeply researched dual biography, Howard, a historian of architecture and design, pays homage to two men who
exerted a huge influence on America’s homes, parks, and public
spaces: landscape designer and environmentalist Frederick Law
Olmsted (1822-1903) and architect Henry Hobson Richardson
(1838-1886). The men, who became collaborators, friends, and
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“An intense lesson in the neuroscience of getting around.”
dark and magical places

neighbors, could not have been more different. The ebullient
Richardson, the son of a wealthy Southern mercantile family,
was brilliant, handsome, and privileged. A grandson of naturalist Joseph Priestly, he went to Harvard, and when he decided to
enter the relatively new profession of architecture, he enrolled
at the prestigious École des Beaux-Arts in Paris, where he
embarked on a productive apprenticeship. Olmsted, quieter
and reserved, had been prevented from going to college because
of an eye problem; after working at several jobs, he thought he
might become a farmer. During a trip abroad in the early 1850s,
however, he was inspired by Europe’s public parks to stand for
election as superintendent of Central Park in Manhattan—a
project that earned him accolades. The Civil War changed both
men’s lives. Louisiana-born Richardson faced financial straits;
Olmsted headed the Army’s Sanitary Commission and, after
the war, worked for a mining company in California, where he
obtained a commission to design what would become Berkeley,
including the University of California campus. Howard details
their many collaborative projects, including the Albany Capitol,
the grounds of the U.S. Capitol, the Buffalo State Asylum for
the Insane, and many private estates. Olmsted designed Brooklyn’s Prospect Park as well as other parks across the country.
Richardson was the acclaimed architect for Boston’s Brattle
Square Church and Trinity Church as well as for his innovative
open-plan homes. Howard chronicles their family lives and
health problems as well as their creative work, illustrated with
period photographs. As he did in Architecture’s Odd Couple: Frank
Lloyd Wright and Philip Johnson, the author brings the architectural world to life on the page.
An absorbing and informative history from a significant
historian/biographer.

THE HARD SELL
Crime and Punishment at an
Opioid Startup

Hughes, Evan
Doubleday (288 pp.)
$28.95 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-385-54490-0

A journalist pulls back the curtain
on the scandals that sent the first pharmaceutical executives to prison for their
role in the opioid crisis.
Insys Therapeutics had the best-performing IPO of 2013
when the scrappy Arizona-based drug company took its stock
public. But behind its investor-pleasing gains lay years of crimes
involving the illegal promotion of its opioid painkiller Subsys, a
liquid-spray form of fentanyl. Hughes gives a brisk and engaging
account of the sales-obsessed culture fostered by Insys founder
John Kapoor, which led a group of whistleblowers to file qui
tam lawsuits. The illegal acts included creating sham speaker
programs that paid kickbacks to doctors who prescribed Subsys
and setting up a fake “reimbursement center,” where Insys workers lied to insurers to get them to pay for prescriptions. Some
employees and prescribers later pleaded guilty and cooperated
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with government investigators; Kapoor and four other Insys
executives were convicted at a trial on racketeering and other
charges. The company also agreed to pay a $225 million settlement, but Hughes says that because Insys declared bankruptcy,
victimized patients will see little cash: “The most that patients
will get is a refund for their co-pays.” The author avoids an indepth analysis of how Insys’ misconduct resembled that of the
Sackler family’s more notorious Purdue Pharma, but implicit in
his book are at least two answers for those who wonder why
Kapoor went to prison and no Sacklers did: The privately held
Purdue faced less scrutiny than the publicly traded Insys and
from the start hired world-class lawyers, while Insys lacked even
an in-house legal counsel until a government subpoena arrived.
Some readers may wish that Hughes had compared the companies more directly and brought such issues into sharper focus,
but he adds a valuable chapter to recent opioid chronicles such
as Ryan Hampton’s Unsettled and Patrick Radden Keefe’s Empire
of Pain.
A well-told story of opioid crimes by a company often
overshadowed Purdue Pharma.

DARK AND MAGICAL PLACES
The Neuroscience of
Navigation
Kemp, Christopher
Norton (256 pp.)
$26.95 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-324-00538-4

The latest knowledge on how we find
our way.
Kemp, a molecular biologist specializing in neurodegenerative diseases, admits
that he gets lost in his native city. So he admires virtuoso navigators, like his wife, who always know where they are. This short
book delivers an expert education in how the brain guides us. As
the author shows, it’s not a matter of intelligence; plenty of smart
people lose their way. The key is memory, largely centralized in
the hippocampus, a small structure deep inside the skull atop
the brainstem that’s literally packed with cells vital to our sense
of direction. Licensed London cab drivers, who must memorize
every one of the city’s 25,000 streets, possess a hippocampus
much larger than London bus drivers, who only memorize a single route. The first symptom of Alzheimer’s is not memory loss
but inability to navigate. “Essentially,” writes Kemp, “navigation
is…a seamless combination of sensory memory, and short-term
and long-term memories spliced together, interpolated and intertwined with one another by the hippocampus and other related
brain structures.” Early knowledge on the subject arose from
studies of rats and mazes, and the Einstein of rat navigation was
Edward Tolman. According to Kemp, Tolman’s 1948 paper, “Cognitive Maps in Rats and Men,” is a work that “should sit alongside other great scientific discoveries of the twentieth century.”
Tolman’s rats did not memorize a series of turns to achieve their
goal; rather, they built a cognitive map of the maze, which is not
topologically accurate but superb for choosing a precise route.
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DIDN’T WE ALMOST
HAVE IT ALL
In Defense of Whitney
Houston

Except for two illustrations, Kemp relies on prose to explain a
complex process involving dozens of structures and specialized
neurons throughout the brain. Readers with a well-developed
hippocampus will have an easier time, but everyone will appreciate the author’s stories of how some Indigenous cultures learn
their territory (they get lost, too) and concluding sections on how
to become a better navigator and how to behave if lost in the wild.
An intense lesson in the neuroscience of getting around.

Kennedy, Gerrick
Abrams (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-4197-4969-8

A former Los Angeles Times music
journalist reevaluates the life and work of
pop star Whitney Houston (1963-2012).
For Kennedy, author of Parental Discretion Is Advised: The
Rise of N.W.A and the Dawn of Gangsta Rap, Houston’s untimely
demise demonstrated how “we continue to confront the psychological toll of being a Black superstar in America.” In this
book, he deliberately eschews a “straightforward cradle-tograve” biography by examining Houston in the context of her
time and cultural milieu. Born in the early 1960s, when “the
Black American dream was as much about surviving as it was
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upward mobility,” Houston had a gospel-singing mother who
recognized her daughter’s gift early on and helped train the
voice that would be Houston’s “ticket out of poverty.” White
music executive Clive Davis later transformed her into a wholesome pop-music confection that stripped her of erotic appeal
during the MTV–dominated 1980s, when singers like Janet
Jackson deliberately played up their sexuality. Kennedy suggests
that the pressure to conform to heterosexist norms haunted
Houston, whose strict religious upbringing frowned upon the
queerness she hid from public view. Considered “a sellout, an
Oreo: white on the inside, Black on the outside” by some other
Black artists, Houston married hip-hop bad boy Bobby Brown
and began revealing an edgier artistic persona, both musically
and onscreen. But private shame about her identity led Houston to follow Brown into a spiral of violence and substance
abuse that irreparably damaged her career. The great strength
of this book is that Kennedy—who sees Houston through the
lens of the Black Lives Matter, #MeToo, and LGBTQ+ movements of the last decade—refuses to pass judgment. Instead,
he seeks to understand Houston’s struggles as evidence of a
woman who shouldered an enormous burden—not just as a pop
icon, but as a deeply devout queer Black artist forced to inhabit
an unforgiving premade identity.
Thoughtful reading for Houston fans and music historians alike.

UNDERSTANDING
E-CARCERATION
Electronic Monitoring, the
Surveillance State, and the
Future of Mass Incarceration

Kilgore, James
The New Press (224 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-62097-614-2

The author of Understanding Mass Incarceration returns with
a plaintive critique of the surveillance state.
In addition to conventional prison, writes Kilgore, we now
face e-carceration, “the application of a network of punitive technologies to social problems” that “deprive people of their liberty.”
These technologies include ankle monitors and other tracking
devices as well as security cameras, cellphone tracking, facial-recognition software, and a host of other techniques and tools. They
also can be used in ways that are not strictly related to the punishment at hand. As the author explains, e-carceration technologies
are often deployed with rules attached that make it difficult if
not impossible for the detained to find employment or housing,
and, as always, they disfavor ethnic minorities and the poor. All
of us are subject to these technologies to one degree or another:
It’s been estimated that in London, a walker in the inner city
will be photographed 200 times by security cameras in a single
day. Kilgore observes that this machine surveillance means that
police departments, especially in places that are cash-strapped,
can offload the costs of personnel. In one case study, he examines
the devolution of the police force in Camden, New Jersey, a place
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overwhelmingly poor and inhabited by people of color. With surveillance technology in place, policing was essentially outsourced,
and the machine fed itself. Camden began issuing citations for
camera-recorded petty offenses that skyrocketed from 28,000 in
2013 to 125,000 in 2014, citations that “provided opportunities
to collect more data on the local population, which could be fed
into the array of local and national databases Camden was joining.” The author makes many significant points, though readers
must take into account that he himself is a veteran of the penal
system, jailed for crimes committed on the part of the Symbionese Liberation Army.
With some substance, but mostly aid and comfort for the
defund-the-police movement.

LOVE IN THE TIME OF
CONTAGION
A Diagnosis
Kipnis, Laura
Pantheon (224 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 8, 2022
978-0-593-31628-3

Cultural critic and essayist Kipnis
explores how Covid-19 and the socioeconomic turbulence of recent years have
reshaped concepts of dating, love, sex, and interpersonal closeness.
For Kipnis, who has written multiple well-received books
about love and sexuality, the pandemic has done far more than
reorganize the way the world operates; it also “infect[ed] our
relation to other people’s bodies.” In this witty four-essay collection, she explores how the pandemic, in tandem with such
preexisting crises as political polarization, accelerating economic disparities, and racial and sexual injustice, has permanently altered intimate relationships. Like a “viral imp of the
perverse,” Covid-19 contributed to massive loneliness throughout the world via lockdown scenarios and social distancing. In
the U.S., writes Kipnis, “the flailing government response” only
added to the anxiety about the “fatally divided nation” America
had become under the “biohazard” that was the Trump administration. The virus also laid bare the grim reality that some in
this country—e.g., the poor and people of color—were “more
disposable than others.” In the realm of relationships, Kipnis
quips that the pandemic became a kind of metaphor for what
consciousness-raised heterosexual women had been feeling
all over the world: that men began to feel “like germs.” The
author’s own long-term relationship was suddenly exposed as
a “neurotic pact” that verged on co-dependent. For millions of
others, physical contact had become “a crisis.” A dearth of safe
spaces in which to interact drove many—in particular, techsavvy, undersexed young professionals—to seek connection
online only to find themselves caught up in a chaotic, very public swirl of personal dramas. Fearless and sharply observed, this
book suggests that future post-pandemic challenges will have
less to do with its biological legacy to humanity and more to do
with the impact of a virus on interpersonal closeness.
Provocative and darkly humorous.
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“A fascinating examination of a period still remembered
by most, refreshingly free of unnecessary mythmaking.”
the nineties

THE NINETIES
A Book

Klosterman, Chuck
Penguin Press (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 8, 2022
978-0-7352-1795-9

THE NEXT CIVIL WAR
Dispatches From the
American Future

Marche, Stephen
Avid Reader Press (256 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-982123-21-5

It’s not a matter of if but when: A civil
war is on the way, as “the United States is
coming to an end.”
As Toronto-based novelist and culture writer Marche observes, the U.S. is riven by sectarian conflict that cannot help but end, at some point, in violence. By his
|
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Klosterman returns with an entertaining journey through the last decade
of the 20th century.
“Almost every meaningful moment of
the nineties was captured on videotape,
along with thousands upon thousands of trivial moments that
meant nothing at all,” writes the author. “The record is relatively complete. But that deluge of data remained, at the time,
ephemeral and unavailable. It was still a present-tense existence.”
In this retrospective, which examines a decade that most of his
readers lived though, Klosterman acknowledges that “there is
always a disconnect between the world we seem to remember
and the world that actually was.” Throughout the wide-ranging
narrative—from technology and the rise of the internet to key
trends in music, TV, and film; indelible moments in sports;
and significant political moments—Klosterman takes pains to
ensure that references are addressed in relation to their historical context rather than through the foggy and often inaccurate
lens of memory. He brings the decade to vivid new life, whether
he’s discussing attempts to classify Generation X; how the
ascendency of grunge “initiated rock’s recession from the center
of society”; or the unprecedented phenomena of Meet Joe Black
being the “all-time highest grossing movie among ticket buyers
who did not watch one minute of the film” (many theatergoers
entered to view the “131-second trailer for The Phantom Menace”
before walking out). In the 1990s, writes the author, “No stories
were viral. No celebrity was trending. The world was still big.
The country was still vast. You could just be a little person, with
your own little life and your own little thoughts. You didn’t have
to have an opinion, and nobody cared if you did or did not.” As
in his previous books of cultural criticism, Klosterman delivers
a multifaceted portrait that’s both fun and insightful.
A fascinating examination of a period still remembered
by most, refreshingly free of unnecessary mythmaking.

projections, the inevitable civil war will be uncommonly vicious,
pitting neighbor against neighbor. It’s not just Donald Trump’s
fault, though he certainly did his best to sow hatred and division.
As Marche notes, Trump was right when he said, “This country
was seriously divided before I got here.” The author posits a
number of scenarios around which a civil war could emerge: the
assassination of a president; the seizure by local authorities of
a bridge condemned as unsafe by federal authorities, drawing
militias from afar into armed conflict with the Army; a campaign of terror on the part of “anti-government patriots,” with
dirty bombs that are less lethal than they are panic-inducing,
countered by a government that will suspend First and Second
Amendment rights to contain the violence. In all these scenarios, the fuel is the deep chasm between two visions of America,
the one multiethnic, the other White supremacist. This chasm
is full of antipathy and even outright venom. “Hatred drives
politics in the United States more than any other consideration,” Marche writes, and in the America of today, the middle
ground has disappeared. What is to be done? Marche proposes
a radical solution: Allow the South to break away into a largely
impoverished theocracy, grant prosperous California and Texas
their own nationhood, and let the rest of the country form a
flourishing, wealthy blue-state democracy. “Disunion would be
the death of one country,” he writes, “but it would be the birth
of four others.” For other possible remedies, follow this book
with Barbara F. Walter’s How Civil Wars Start.
Lincoln wouldn’t have liked Marche’s proposed remedies,
but in a time of torment, this is a book well worth reading.

ALLOW ME TO RETORT
A Black Guy’s Guide to
the Constitution
Mystal, Elie
The New Press (240 pp.)
$25.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-62097-681-4

An irreverent refutation of a document many profess to revere.
Mystal, an analyst at MSNBC and
legal editor for the Nation, reads the Constitution from the point of view of a Black man keenly aware of
the document’s origins in a slaveholding nation. “It is a document
designed to create a society of enduring white male dominance,”
he writes, “hastily edited in the margins to allow for what basic
political rights white men could be convinced to share.” As the
author abundantly demonstrates, people of color and women
have always been afterthoughts, and recent conservative applications of constitutional doctrine have been meant to further suppress the rights of those groups. “The law is not science,” writes
the author, “it’s jazz. It’s a series of iterations based off a few
consistent beats.” Conservative originalists know this, but they
hide their prejudices behind the notion that the text is immutable. Mystal shows how there’s plenty of room for change if one
follows a rule hidden in plain sight: “There’s no objective reason
that the Ninth Amendment should be applied to the states any
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less robustly than the Second Amendment. The only difference
is that the rights and privileges that the Ninth Amendment protects weren’t on the original white supremacist, noninclusive list.”
Article by article, amendment by amendment, Mystal takes down
that original list and offers notes on how it might be improved as
a set of laws that protect us all, largely by rejecting conservative
interpretations of rights enumerated and otherwise. Although
he writes offhandedly at times and certainly off-color at others—
“Being an asshole is not a protected class, which is lucky because I
discriminate against them all the time”; “ammosexual is the scientific categorization for a person who fetishizes firearms and can’t
win at Scrabble”—it’s eminently clear that the author knows his
constitutional law and history inside and out. There’s something
to learn on every page.
A reading of the Constitution that all social justice advocates should study.

Nayeri, Farah
Astra House (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-66260-055-5

A broad-ranging account of arts
activism.
Should Paul Gauguin be canceled?
After all, New York Times arts and culture
writer Nayeri notes, he “behaved as if the women and young
girls he came across in Tahiti were exotic fruits, there for the
picking.” It’s a question that cleaves a sharp division among
camps: those who, particularly in Paris, resent the New York
Times’ criticizing French curatorial mores and those who are
quick to apply presentist standards of behavior to the past.
There’s social justice, and there’s censorship, and sometimes
the line between is difficult to discern, though Nayeri contrasts
the top-down censorship of state and church with the bottomup censorship of those who protest injustices based on ethnicity, class, gender, and culture. The author argues that the largest
artistic institutions have been playing catch-up. Whereas not
long ago one would have to search to find a woman or person
of color headlining a show, lately curators have been engaging
in provocative installations in which, for example, a work of
Picasso is paired with a work by Black American artist Faith
Ringgold that features echoes of Guernica, but now visually
commenting on the race riots of the late 1960s. “As MoMA
explained, this particular display was a way to depart from a
purely historical, step-by-step presentation, and start a transgenerational dialogue,” writes Nayeri. Some of the come-lately
efforts seem a touch feeble, some a touch desperate, as when,
in the wake of the George Floyd murder, curators all over the
U.S. and Britain scrambled to remake their exhibits to be more
inclusive. Make no mistake, writes the author, inclusion is still
lacking. Upon revisiting Ernst Gombrich’s canonical The Story
of Art, she writes, “I couldn’t find a single woman artist, even
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CORONAVIRUS
CRIMINALS AND
PANDEMIC PROFITEERS
Accountability for Those
Who Caused the Crisis

Nichols, John
Verso (272 pp.)
$26.95 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-83976-377-9

A laundry list of pandemic woes that
is sure to alarm as much as it angers and

TAKEDOWN
Art and Power in the
Digital Age

152

though his book starts in prehistoric times and leads all the way
up to American art of the 1950s.”
An eye-opening look at how contemporary political
issues find their ways into the hushed halls of museums and
galleries.

|

informs its readers.
For nearly two years, Covid-19 has dominated headlines. It’s
understandable if Americans can’t keep up, but according to the
Nation national-affairs correspondent Nichols, what’s more perplexing is the lack of outrage at leadership for rampant incompetence and greed. They not only cost lives; they squandered
opportunities to step up when the nation needed guidance. In
all, 18 guilty parties, from Pfizer to Jeff Bezos, make the cut. In
some cases, it was a family affair. Consider Donald Trump’s
stubborn refusal to acknowledge the severity of the virus
(“Trump made his presidency America’s pre-existing condition.
He lied, and Americans died”) or his ill-fated appointment of
his son-in-law, Jared Kushner, to head the virus task force. Then
there’s Elaine Chao and Mitch McConnell. Chao refused to
enact safety protocols for the department of transportation,
while McConnell demanded a no lawsuits clause ahead of relief
laws, cawing “no liability shield, no relief.” There are also solo
acts such as Betsy DeVos, who used her department of education position to bolster privatization efforts, and, of course,
Vice President Mike Pence, who resurrected his villainous
role from the days of the AIDS crisis as a denier, earning him
a “desperate little man” designation. Lest readers presume this
is a pile-on manifesto with Republicans as the only targets, the
book is mostly balanced. Andrew Cuomo receives castigation
for his misinformation that led to nursing home deaths, and
Nichols also calls out Rahm Emmanuel for offshoring efforts so
severe that logistical mazes stalled much-needed supply delivery efforts. At the end, the author delivers the inevitable call to
action: We must demand accountability and end impunity, and
“the guilty must be named and shamed” and “consigned to the
ash heap of history.”
A striking refresher course that will leave readers with a
renewed hunger for justice regarding the pandemic.
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“A graceful, finely crafted examination of America’s racial,
cultural, and political identity. Perry always delivers.”
south to america

QUEENS OF JERUSALEM
The Women Who
Dared To Rule
Pangonis, Katherine
Pegasus (272 pp.)
$28.95 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-64313-924-1

SOUTH TO AMERICA
A Journey Below
the Mason-Dixon To
Understand the Soul
of a Nation

Perry, Imani
Ecco/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$28.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-297740-3

Travels through fraught landscapes
in the American South.
Perry, professor of African American studies at Princeton,
melds memoir, travel narrative, and history in an intimate,
|
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A British historian explores the lives
of the women who ruled Christian-captured Jerusalem, circa 1100.
Though chroniclers of the First Crusade left a “rich trove” of narrative sources for modern historians,
most of these writers were also misogynist male clerics who minimized the achievements of many powerful women. To balance
the historical record, Pangonis, who specializes in the medieval
world of the Mediterranean and Middle East, considers the roles
and deeds of the unsung queens of Jerusalem who ruled between
1099 and 1187. Crowned in 1118, Morphia was “the first woman to
preside as queen over the Kingdom of Jerusalem for any length
of time.” Like the royal female consorts who preceded her, her
power to rule came from her husband, Baldwin II. But the four
daughters she bore him each became rulers at different times of
the four states of Outremer, the lands crusaders wrested from
the Muslims. Pangonis pays particular attention to Morphia’s
first-born daughter, Melisende, whom Baldwin groomed to rule
Jerusalem. Like princesses who stood to inherit kingdoms in
Europe, though, she could not be named sole inheritor and was
forced to marry according to the wishes of her father and his
nobles. That did not stop her from later refusing to step down in
favor of the son who forcibly deposed her. Her willfulness would
be recalled in the sometimes-scandalous actions taken by her sisters, female cousins, and, later, her granddaughter, Sibylla, the last
queen of Jerusalem. Married to a “suitable” match as a teenager
and then quickly widowed, Sibylla rebelled against royal expectations and married the landless son of a French lord. A complex
historical narrative that celebrates female agency and a tale of
family intrigue spanning generations, this book sheds light on the
silenced women of a fascinating medieval bloodline.
Readable history for specialists and general audiences
alike.

penetrating journey through the South, from the Mason-Dixon
Line to Florida, West Virginia, and the Bahamas. “Paying attention to the South,” she asserts, “allows us to understand much
more about our nation, and about how our people, land, and
commerce work in relation to one another, often cruelly, and
about how our tastes and ways flow from our habits.” At Harpers
Ferry in West Virginia, she met a Confederate reenactor—playacting she derides. Yet she found him endearing, empathizing
with his yearning “to live inside history, to know its nooks and
crannies, to imagine the everyday.” A native Alabaman, Perry is
the daughter of civil rights activists, a White Jewish father who
left the North to teach at a historically Black college and a Black
mother whose family had migrated to Birmingham. Although
the author has lived in Cambridge, Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia, to her, home is “deep” within the “red earth” of Alabama. She reflects on her own experiences of racism as a biracial
woman and explores ways that Blacks have adapted historically,
and she engagingly chronicles her visits to communities that
embody the term “broken oasis,” efforts of Black Americans
to embrace the nation’s politics and culture while remaining
independent. They were destroyed, she notes, “by the habits
of White Supremacy.” In progressive cities and rural towns, the
author finds plenty of evidence of “the plantation South, with
its Black vernacular, its insurgency, and also its brutal masculinity, its worship of Whiteness, its expulsion and its massacres, its
self-defeating stinginess and unapologetic pride”—in short, the
essence of America. The South, she notes, is “conservative in
the sense of conservation. But what that means is not in fact
easily described in political terms.”
A graceful, finely crafted examination of America’s racial,
cultural, and political identity. Perry always delivers.

THE BASEBALL 100

Posnanski, Joe
Avid Reader Press (880 pp.)
$25.93 | Sept. 28, 2021
978-1-982180-58-4
Longtime sports journalist Posnanski takes on a project fraught with the
possibilities of controversy: ranking the
100 best baseball players of all time.
It would steal the author’s thunder to
reveal his No. 1. However, writing about
that player, Posnanski notes, “the greatest baseball player is the
one who lifts you higher and makes you feel exactly like you
did when you fell in love with this crazy game in the first place.”
Working backward, his last-but-not-least place is occupied by
Japanese outfielder Ichiro Suzuki, whose valiant hitting rivaled
Pete Rose’s, mostly a base at a time. As for Rose, who comes in at
No. 60, Posnanski writes, “here’s something people don’t often
say about the young Pete Rose, but it’s true: The guy was breathtakingly fast.” Thus, in his first pro season, Rose stole 30 bases
and hit 30 triples. That he was somewhat of a lout is noted but
exaggerated. Posnanski skillfully weaves statistics into the narrative without spilling into geekdom, and he searches baseball
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history for his candidate pool while combing the records for
just the right datum or quote: No. 10 Satchel Paige on No. 15
Josh Gibson: “You look for his weakness, and while you’re looking for it he’s liable to hit 45 home runs.” Several themes emerge,
one being racial injustice. As Posnanski notes of “the greatest
Negro Leagues players....people tend to talk about them as if
there is some doubt about their greatness.” There’s not, as No.
94, Roy Campanella, among many others, illustrates. He was
Sicilian, yes, but also Black, then reason enough to banish him
to the minors until finally calling him up in 1948. Another significant theme is the importance of fathers in shaping players,
from Mickey Mantle to Cal Ripken and even Rose. Posnanski’s
account of how the Cy Young Award came about is alone worth
the price of admission.
Red meat, and mighty tasty at that, for baseball fans with
an appreciation for the past and power of the game.

NOT ALL DIAMONDS AND
ROSÉ
The Inside Story of the Real
Housewives From the People
Who Lived It

Quinn, Dave
Andy Cohen Books/Henry Holt (352 pp.)
$28.99 | Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-250-76578-9
A lengthy oral history of the outrageous series.
Applying straightforward journalistic standards to a pursuit
as escapist as Bravo’s Real Housewives series feels misguided
when there’s so much voyeuristic joy in watching a few minutes
of table-flipping antics or heated arguments about underwear.
Regardless, this book takes the show seriously. Quinn, best
known for his work at People and Entertainment Weekly, doesn’t
do much writing, allowing the principals to speak for themselves. That’s a shame because his sometimes-shady notes that
summarize events and quickly move the story along can be
more entertaining than the self-serving testimony of a Housewife who feels wronged. It’s clear that Quinn wants everyone to
have their say, as they relive the creation of The Real Housewives
of Orange County, which launched the franchise, and every iteration since—in New York, New Jersey, Atlanta, Beverly Hills, and
elsewhere. Quinn provides each Housewife’s origin story and
(usually) why they exited their particular show. “It’s like when
somebody is president of the United States,” explains Miami
Housewife Ana Quincoces. “They will forever be called president. And a Housewife will always be a Housewife.” The narrative is most engaging when it shows multiple behind-the-scenes
explanations from the Housewives and the producers about
now-famous, or infamous, scenes from the show—e.g., New
Jersey Housewife Teresa Giudice’s legendary table-flipping outburst punctuated with her screams of “Prostitution whore!”—
or the increasingly explosive reunion shows hosted by Bravo
executive Andy Cohen. However, when one of the principals
chooses not to cooperate—a list that includes the franchise’s
154
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two biggest successes, Bethenny Frankel and NeNe Leakes, and
dozens of others, as well as actors Kim Fields and Denise Richards—suddenly there is a gaping hole that can’t really be filled,
which will disappoint Housewife completists.
Housewives fans will delight in the insider gossip, but
this serious treatment won’t create many converts for the
franchise.

SAVAGE JOURNEY
Hunter S. Thompson and the
Weird Road to Gonzo

Richardson, Peter
Univ. of California (246 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-520-30492-5

A lively, loping study of Hunter S.
Thompson as litterateur.
As the author of books about Carey
McWilliams, the Grateful Dead, and
Ramparts magazine, Richardson is well situated to lead us on
a journey through the life of gonzo journalist Thompson, who
was both a maker of and, in a sense, victim of a myth. He became
so well known as an “outlaw persona” that it became easy to forget that he was a serious writer, and eventually, he descended
into drug and alcohol abuse so severe that he couldn’t maintain professional standards. Still, Richardson advances several
themes that he explores at length. The first, particularly useful
to students of journalism and literary history, is the work of
editors in shaping Thompson’s work. It was an editor who suggested that Thompson write about the Hell’s Angels, another
editor who encouraged the quest for the “death of the American Dream” that eventually resulted in Fear and Loathing in
Las Vegas. From his now-canonical takedown of the Kentucky
Derby (suggested by fellow writer James Salter) on, Thompson’s
work was also helped by Ralph Steadman’s visceral illustrations,
“an indispensable part of its success.” Perhaps most important,
though not exactly news, is the thought that Thompson took
new journalism a step further to the point of blending fact and
fiction; after all, he called Las Vegas a “nonfiction novel.” Richardson does yeomanlike work in untangling the real from the
fictional, sometimes to angels-on-pinheads levels, as when he
reduces the pharmacopeia in the trunk of Thompson’s Vegasbound convertible to “only marijuana, Dexedrine, and Benzedrine.” The narrative sometimes wobbles, introducing and
dropping threads only to pick them up later. Still, Richardson
makes numerous valuable points, including the argument that,
given the steady decline of journalism in the internet era, “mainstream media outlets have faced much more critical problems
than the effects of New Journalism, and American letters certainly would be poorer without its contributions.”
Of secondary importance in the literature of Thompsoniana, but a good choice for devotees.
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“If you’ve ever gotten in over your head trying to be a good
person, get ready to wince, laugh, and scream. A great read.”
easy street

EASY STREET
A Story of Redemption
From Myself
Rowe, Maggie
Counterpoint (320 pp.)
$26.00 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-64009-379-9

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING
(ABRIDGED)
Adventures in Math and
Science
Rutherford, Adam & Hannah Fry
Norton (304 pp.)
$24.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-393-88157-8

Two veteran science writers address a
host of big concepts.
Geneticist Rutherford and mathematician Fry begin
by describing a library whose books contain every possible
|
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The acclaimed Hollywood writer’s
second memoir, following the wellreviewed Sin Bravely (2017).
Rowe opens by explaining that even
though she is blessed with a wonderful husband, career, and
home in LA, she is tormented by “a seething system of covetous
rivalries and discontents” as well as an insidious form of OCD
called looping, which involves being unable to stop repeating a word or phrase in one’s head—e.g., “Auschwitz.” “As the
repeating voice gains confidence and asserts itself more boldly—
Auschwitz, Auschwitz, Auschwitz—the panic that creeps through
my skin does not compare itself to any other,” she writes. These
troubles might have been enough to keep her busy, but then her
kindhearted husband, Jimmy, made two new friends, a mother
and daughter panhandling outside a restaurant, both of whom
were huge fans of his work as a writer on The Golden Girls. After
several months, the author joined one of the trio’s monthly
lunches; not long after, she found herself watching a Golden
Girls marathon with the ladies in her home. While the mother,
Sunny, was a likable jokester with fairly normal boundaries, her
middle-aged daughter, Joanna, was not. She had an elementary
school education, poor personal hygiene, and numerous odd
tics, obsessions, and fixations—among them, her ever growing
crush on Handsome Jim, as she often referred to Rowe’s husband. As Sunny and Joanna’s situation took several turns for
the worse, the author took on increasing responsibilities for
them. Jimmy, on the other hand, had his hands full taking care
of his wife. Rowe is a cleareyed, disarmingly honest, wonderfully funny narrator of this trial by fire, which almost seems to
be a “test” of the sort the hero faces in a fable or a Bible story,
ironically set in one of the most self-involved places on Earth.
If you’ve ever gotten in over your head trying to be a good
person, get ready to wince, laugh, and scream. A great read.

combination of letters, spaces, commas, and periods. “Every
possible” means “infinite,” so the library would fill far more than
the cosmos. Infinity is a fascinating concept, vividly explained
by many authors. Rutherford and Fry, however, employ it as a
metaphor for the complexity of the universe, the difficulty of
communication, the evolution of language, and the mechanics
of Darwinian evolution. In the chapters that follow, the authors
answer intriguing, if often oddball questions. What would an
alien look like? Deeply unimaginative, Hollywood gives us either
humanlike beings with swollen heads or “insectoid, humansized, phallic-headed, acid-blooded, armour plated” monsters.
The authors emphasize that almost all earthly life is tiny; bacteria dominate. The total mass of plants is vastly larger than that
of animals. Basic science reveals that on any planet, flying creatures will have wings; living in liquid, they’ll be torpedo-shaped;
on land, they’ll have legs, maybe four, six, or more. Some readers
may be surprised to learn that two-legged animals are rare. Telling time seems straightforward, but it’s actually quite complicated. An earthly day is not only not 24 hours long; an average
day is not 24 hours either. The sloshing of the Earth’s liquid core,
the tug of the moon and planets, and even winds make the time
of one earthly rotation “totally unpredictable.” Atomic clocks
are the most accurate time-keepers, losing “less than a second
every 15 billion years.” Throughout history, predicting the end of
the world has been irresistible; surveys today reveal that 1 in 7
people think it will happen during their lifetime. After an amusing review of doomsday cults, the authors reveal the facts: The
sun is slowly getting hotter and will render the Earth uninhabitable in roughly 1 billion years.
Compelling popular science with an ambitious underlying theme.

EATING TO EXTINCTION
The World’s Rarest
Foods and Why We
Need To Save Them

Saladino, Dan
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (464 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-374-60532-2

Fascinating descriptions of Indigenous and mostly disappearing foods, plus
an alarming message.
Veteran BBC food journalist Saladino emphasizes that
world food production exploded after World War II when scientists produced superproductive grains, plants, and livestock.
Though these developments drastically reduced famine, the
mechanics involved require enormous inputs of chemicals, fertilizer, and water. Relying on elite, high-yield species eliminated
those that didn’t measure up, diminishing their diversity. Today,
rice, wheat, and corn provide half of all human calories. Most
global pork comes from a single breed of pig, and more than
95% of U.S. dairy cows are a single breed, the Holstein. Limiting food diversity has been enormously profitable for large corporations, but the future consequences make scientists uneasy.
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“We are living and eating our way through one big unparalleled
experiment,” writes the author. Having defined the problem,
Saladino chronicles his travels around the world, describing
dozens of vanishing edibles and pausing regularly to deliver the
history of the major foods and food production. Readers will
be intrigued and educated by his interviews with experts who
warn of our disastrous dependence on a shrinking number of
standardized foods. Commercial barley can’t survive in the cold,
infertile islands north of Scotland, but its ancestral variety does
fine. Although nearing extinction in the wild, Atlantic salmon is
a familiar food item because almost all of them are farm raised.
Bred to be faster growing and meatier, they have become a bland
domestic food animal no less than the chicken or cow. Though
there are more than 1,500 varieties of banana, most markets are
dominated by the Cavendish, a cloned fruit grown in immense
monocultures visible by satellite. Being genetically identical,
they can’t evolve and so can’t develop resistance to disease,
which inevitably spreads like wildfire. One specific disease is
currently devastating the Cavendish, but scientists are working
to edit the plant’s DNA “to find a fix against the disease.”
A delightful exploration of traditional foods as well as a
grim warning that we are farming on borrowed time.

THE SUPER AGE
Decoding Our Demographic
Destiny

Schurman, Bradley
Harper Business (304 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-06-304875-1

An intelligent warning to pay more
attention to your elders.
“Over the course of this decade,”
writes demographic futurist Schurman,
“some of the world’s largest and most developed economies, as
well as some of its smallest and least advanced, will become
incredibly old….In the next two years, those aged 65 and over
will be equal to those under 18 in the United States. And by
2050, one in six people worldwide will be over 65, one in four in
Europe and North America.” In the coming “Super Age,” people throughout the world will live longer and have fewer children, and seniors will become perhaps a third of the population,
“as they nearly are in Japan today.” The author adds that we are
headed for disaster if we continue to view the elderly as “a social
and economic burden,” obsessively celebrate youth and “antiaging” advice, and do nothing to ease the way for a long, productive life. Schurman combines ideas for an elderly-friendly future
with a denunciation of present conditions. Although a former
AARP employee, he deplores its portrait of a typical comfortable retiree. In reality, this is “reserved only for a shrinking proportion of the population…due largely to vanishing corporate
pensions, shrinking state pensions, and declining private savings.” Only 16% of Americans have saved more than $200,000
for retirement, which is far too little. Ageism, widely denounced
and legislated against, remains widespread, although its core
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tenets were never true. Older workers have always been more
dependable. Even today’s epitome of entrepreneurial brilliance
is not the college dropout; the average age of founders of the
fastest-growing high-tech startups is 45. The fairly good news
is that many nations, including the U.S., are making genuine
efforts to adapt their infrastructure and government policies to
an aging population—but there is still much to be done.
Good insights for right now, “the first time in…history…
in which older populations will outnumber younger ones.”

LETTERS TO THE SONS OF
SOCIETY
A Father’s Invitation To Love,
Honesty, and Freedom
Senghor, Shaka
Convergent/Crown (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-593-23801-1

Reflections on love, freedom, and
Black lives.
In 1991, 19-year-old Senghor was
convicted of murder and sent to prison. During his 20-year
incarceration, which included a total of seven years in solitary
confinement, the author and his father exchanged hundreds of
letters about being a father, a son, and a Black man. Treasuring
that correspondence, Senghor writes his own candid letters to
his two sons: 30-year-old Jay, who grew up while his father was in
prison, and 9-year-old Sekou, born about a year after his release
in 2010. Now a mentor, criminal justice activist, and memoirist,
the author pledges to be both an attentive father and engaged
citizen. “We can choose to ignore or get angry or let the bile
of racism fill our throats,” he writes. “Or we can choose to be
entirely present with those around us, entirely open to honest
conversations, loving but firm, known as someone who stands
for something at all times.” Although “the world doesn’t always
look like a place filled with love,” he assures Sekou, “trust me,
love is present.” But so, sadly, is systemic racism. The world tells
Black children to “suck it up, to be tough, that emotion is weakness, that the cold world is coming for us so we’d better be ready.”
The narrative about Black men is “so distorted. We are only ever
seen in a one-dimensional way—as trouble or danger or a problem to solve.” Senghor encourages his sons to actively resist, as
he has, to change that narrative. He describes in raw detail the
degradation he experienced in prison and the consequences of
living as an ex-felon. “There is no such thing as full freedom for
a man who has served time,” he tells Jay. His achievements as a
writer, college teacher, and public speaker have been hard-won.
“This book,” he promises his sons, “is my commitment to you
that you won’t face what I faced.”
Heartfelt counsel from a loving father and solid proof
that redemption is possible.
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“A revealing and rewarding biography documenting the life,
work, and historical relevance of a great American author.”
lorraine hansberry

LORRAINE HANSBERRY
The Life Behind
A Raisin in the Sun

THE RISE
Kobe Bryant and the Pursuit
of Immortality

Shields, Charles J.
Henry Holt (384 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-250-20553-7

Sielski, Mike
St. Martin’s (384 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-250-27572-1

A winning portrait of Kobe Bryant
(1978-2020) in his formative years.
“Remember this name: Kobe Bryant.” In 1992, that’s what a reporter for
the Philadelphia Inquirer wrote when he saw Bryant in action.
He was far from being the star that he would become. Scouts
noted that he was scrawny and comparatively weak, and one
of his opponents said, “He wasn’t athletic. He was just tall….
He wasn’t anything special at that age, to be honest with you.”
Even so, veteran Philadelphia sportswriter Sielski notes, young
Kobe was very nearly foreordained to play pro basketball. His
father, Joe Bryant, had logged service with the Sixers and later
moved the family to Italy so that he could play professionally
there. Naturally enough, for young Kobe, “immersion in basketball began in the earliest days of his life.” Numerous themes
that would appear later in the young man’s life emerge. One is
his unparalleled work ethic: As a high schooler and then, in the
closing pages of this account, as a rookie, he demanded championship play of his teammates, and he practiced endlessly under
the tutelage of his father and a phalanx of coaches and trainers. Another is an arrogance born of insecurity, evidenced by “a
seventeen-year-old prima donna dictating terms to the entire
NBA.” Some of the author’s set pieces are rote play-by-play
accounts of critically important games, and these are less interesting reading, overall, than the between-the-lines hints of what
made Bryant tick as a human and as a player. By Sielski’s account,
he was an ambitious, motivated young man with an interest in
writing poetry and a talent for self-promotion (and later for the
good works of philanthropy), but he was also someone that, as
one man who knew him in his earlier days, demanded attention:
“People kissed this dude’s ass from the time he was eighteen
until his dying day.”
A fine study of a legendary athlete in the making, of interest to any fan of basketball.

y o u n g a d u lt

Acclaimed biographer Shields explores
the life and work of one of the most celebrated American playwrights of the 20th
century.
Drawing on meticulously researched sources, including
previously unpublished interviews and private correspondence,
Shields offers an illuminating portrait of Lorraine Hansberry
(1930-1965) and her tragically brief but formidable career.
Shields, author of biographies of Kurt Vonnegut and Harper
Lee, deftly sets the particularities of Hansberry’s life against a
backdrop of relevant themes. These include the Great Migration of African Americans out of the rural South, housing crises
in urban centers such as Chicago, intensifying civil rights battles
on a variety of fronts, acute concerns over nuclear proliferation,
and the appeal of the Communist Party for America’s disenfranchised. The author’s analyses of his subject’s intellectual
and literary growth are especially admirable. Raised in a family
whose wealth depended on an often predatory mode of capitalism, Hansberry embraced Marxism as a young adult, and the
tension created by her commitment to socialism forms one of
the most striking subplots of this narrative. Moreover, Shields
skillfully locates Hansberry’s evolving ideology within contemporary literary and political movements. For example, the
author gives us a clear sense of the influence of Irish playwright
Seán O’Casey, of fellow American authors and public intellectuals such as James Baldwin, and of a range of figures interested in critiquing conventional gender roles. As Shields notes
of his subject’s immersion in avant-garde critical perspectives,
“when there was, as yet, no national feminist discourse coming
from any quarter, Hansberry was schooled in woman-centered
intersectional thinking by some of the most progressive black
women of her day.” The book’s subtitle ultimately delivers on
its promise, as the author provides a fascinating view of the personal and cultural forces informing Hansberry’s dramatic masterpiece, A Raisin in the Sun.
A revealing and rewarding biography documenting the
life, work, and historical relevance of a great American
author.

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED
A Memoir
Sorel, Edward
Knopf (272 pp.)
$30.00 | Nov. 23, 2021
978-0-525-52106-8

A memoir from the celebrated political satirist, caricaturist, and illustrator.
Sorel (b. 1929), widely known for his
left-leaning artistic lampooning of prominent political and entertainment figures, charts his life story
beginning with his childhood in the Bronx. Raised by Jewish
|
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immigrants, he established an early love of movies and drawing while recuperating from lingering pneumonia. Sorel’s artistry blossomed alongside an unusually keen political awareness,
which proliferated throughout his school years. Following his
crisp, youthful analysis of Harry Truman’s presidency, he scrutinized the numerous scandals of later administrations. Early jobs
at Esquire and CBS gave Sorel the opportunity to co-develop
and promote his comic self-publication business Push Pin Studios. A psychologically damaging failed marriage was assuaged
by a burgeoning career and a fulfilling second marriage. As his
acclaim grew, his singular artwork and satirical wit garnered him
numerous awards. Throughout, the author examines the many
ways in which politics has influenced his work, propelling him
to astutely express his perspectives through brilliant (and often
scathing) works of pen-and-ink art. He also weaves in engaging
discussions of his sharp-witted, biting commentary on a succession of more controversial, “unconstitutional” American presidents, from Nixon to Trump. “Tricky Dick had a face born for
caricature,” he writes. “We had a field day.” Sorel also expanded
his artistic reach to include other aspects of popular culture,
including organized religion and, more specifically, religious
zealotry. Sorel notes that his book serves as an “attempt to save
a few of my drawings from the oblivion that is the usual fate of
ephemeral magazine art. It’s also a way to convince myself that
spending a lifetime making funny pictures was not an entirely
worthless endeavor.” As a sharp cultural observer and an enticing raconteur, the author shines throughout his entertaining
anecdotes and unique artwork. Fans of Sorel’s storied artistry
will welcome this generously illustrated centerpiece.
A colorfully entertaining self-portrait conveyed through
pithy prose and vital artwork.

AQUANAUT
A Life Beneath the Surface:
The Inside Story of the Thai
Cave Rescue
Stanton, Rick with Karen Dealy
Pegasus (448 pp.)
$29.95 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-64313-919-7

A British cave diver reflects on his
career and his participation in a wellknown death-defying rescue mission.
When Stanton, who was admittedly apathetic as a youth,
watched his first cave-diving documentary at 17, he knew he
had found his purpose. He arrived at college the following year
and immediately joined both the caving and diving clubs. His
love of underground exploration consumed him enough that
he dropped out of school and became a firefighter to support
his spelunking habit. For the next 38 years, his adventures took
him to Britain, Western Europe, and Mexico, where he helped
map out underground terrain, boldly experimented with caving equipment, and, on occasion, assisted in the recovery of
bodies. Then, in the summer of 2018, a friend told him about
a group of teenage Thai football players who had become
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stranded inside a cave after monsoon rains blocked the exit.
Stanton flew to Thailand to assist in the removal of what he
believed would be their remains from the cave. Even after he
discovered the boys were all alive, he confronted obstacles at
every turn: on-again, off-again rains that threatened to flood
the caves even more; clumsy and dangerous rescue attempts
by unskilled Navy SEALS; and a lack of proper equipment to
save the boys. Using an unorthodox recovery method, Stanton led a successful rescue mission that earned him worldwide
acclaim. The tale of the author’s exploits is undeniably exciting, but the text, co-written by Dealy, is weighed down by
pedestrian details that slow the narrative pace. This problem
is further exacerbated by the way he braids chapters pertaining to the rescue with those pertaining to highlights from his
long career in cave diving. The result is an excessively detailed
book most likely to appeal only to those who share Stanton’s
subterranean passions.
A fun adventure story marred by flawed storytelling.

CAMERA MAN
Buster Keaton, the Dawn of
Cinema, and the Invention of
the Twentieth Century

Stevens, Dana
Atria (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-5011-3419-7

A film critic assesses the career and
times of one of the geniuses of cinema.
“Keep your eye on the kid,” Joe
Keaton wrote in an ad tagline in 1901, and was he ever right.
That kid, his 6-year-old son Buster, was the star of the family
stage act The Three Keatons, “the child star as prop, as projectile, as the personal belonging of a father who casually employs
him as a household cleaning tool.” He was also a natural performer who revolutionized cinema with his silent films of the
1920s before bad business decisions, alcoholism, and changing
times brought him down. In this erratic book, Slate film critic
Stevens describes the high and lows of Keaton’s life—his early
success in Roscoe Arbuckle’s two-reel comedies, triumph with
his own studio, disastrous association with MGM, three marriages—while addressing societal events of the day such as child
abuse in textile mills, women’s rights, and Black culture. Yet the
author doesn’t flesh out these larger events, and attempts to
connect Keaton to them are often misguided. Stevens rightly
bemoans the poor treatment of women in the cinema of that era,
so it’s odd she doesn’t note that many lead actresses in Keaton’s
great films—Sybil Seely in One Week, Kathryn McGuire in The
Navigator, Marion Mack in The General—more than hold their
own and are every bit the Keaton character’s equal. The author
devotes eight pages to Spite Marriage, a 1929 MGM mediocrity
Keaton didn’t control, but she provides far less detail about Our
Hospitality, Go West, and other superior films where Keaton was
in charge. Stevens devotes more space to Charlie Chaplin’s 1952
Limelight, a plodding film in which Keaton has only a small role,
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“A well-informed, often surprising, history of public veneration.”
smashing statues

SMASHING STATUES
The Rise and Fall of
America’s Public Monuments

than some of Keaton’s directorial gems. Readers hungry for
details of how Keaton made his pictures should look elsewhere.
An appreciative but wildly uneven look at a brilliant
filmmaker.

THE MARAUDERS
Standing Up to Vigilantes in
the American Borderlands

Strickland, Patrick
Melville House (272 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-61219-926-9

|

An art historian digs into a contentious subject.
Thompson, a professor of art crime
at the John Jay College of Criminal Justice, offers a probing examination of the meaning of public
monuments, long a vexed issue for Americans from the time
that colonists beheaded a statue of King George III. Throughout the nation’s history, the author argues persuasively, powerful White Americans have erected monuments to underscore
their authority and support their own interests. “Eighty-five
percent of the more than four hundred Confederate monuments erected from 1886 to 1912 were in public spaces other
than cemeteries,” writes Thompson. Not all of them featured
war heroes. “By far the most common choice for Civil War
monuments,” Thompson reveals, was “an anonymous, lowranking soldier in parade rest,” conveying a message that obedience was crucial for Whites to prevail. Besides considering
the overt messages of some prominent monuments, Thompson investigates the historical context and the artists’ beliefs,
revealing some discomfiting facts. For example, a bronze
statue entitled Freedom, located in the U.S. Capitol, was made
by a slave owner and cast by one of his slaves. Stone Mountain,
a vast monument in Georgia, was the product of the angry,
paranoid sculptor Gutzon Borglum, for whom it was a moneymaking scam. A statue of Columbus featuring a “straight nose
and strong jaw, was a visual argument for the whiteness—and
therefore, the Americanness—of the artist’s fellow Italian
Americans.” Thompson also discusses the recent protests and
the fates of monuments that have been toppled or removed.
Since those protests began, bills proposed in 18 states “would
increase the criminal penalties for damaging a monument.”
Furthermore, most monuments have been either moved or
placed in storage to be erected in the future. “Shuffling statues
around our cities is like moving an abusive priest to another
parish,” Thompson asserts. Besides removing monuments,
she suggests, new ones must be added to reflect the values—
and the history—that Americans want to honor.
A well-informed, often surprising, history of public
veneration.
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A view of the militia members who
have taken it upon themselves to patrol
the border with Mexico, wreaking considerable havoc in the process.
The far right-wingers who descended on southern Arizona
in 2015 and beyond faced a generally unwelcoming crowd, especially in the little town of Arivaca, where humanitarian-aid
supporters far outnumbered the build-the-wall contingent.
Granted, there were representatives of the latter, writes journalist Strickland, including a wealthy, right-wing rancher. But
for the most part, Arivacans had no use for the outsiders and
their camo-donning, soldier-playing ways. The latter were, of
course, abetted by the White House: “For decades, federal
authorities had sought to stamp out the armed vigilantes and
militia groups organizing and causing mayhem in remote pockets around the country, but now they had a voice in the highest
office in the United States.” The Arivacans had good reason to
resist; one early vigilante had insinuated herself into the drug
trade and orchestrated a raid on a rival dealer that led to the
killing of a local girl, landing the vigilante a slot as one of only
three women on Arizona’s death row. Those vigilantes who followed, some with big names in militia circles, are revealed to
be criminally inclined, with a tendency to drug dependency
and anti-social behavior. So it was when the local bar, the only
watering hole within an hour’s drive, banned vigilantes, it
provoked a huge confrontation among locals and newcomers.
Strickland’s account is mostly by the numbers, with plenty of
overlap; there’s not much need to repeat the details of vigilante
raids on water tanks left for those crossing the desert on foot.
Still, the author does good work in linking the militias to the
QAnon movement, especially in their combined ravings on
child sex trafficking and “that POS George Soros.”
Repetitive but revealing and worthy reading for anyone
with an interest in border and immigration issues.

Thompson, Erin L.
Norton (288 pp.)
$25.95 | Feb. 8, 2022
978-0-393-86767-1
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DISASTER MON AMOUR

Thomson, David
Yale Univ. (224 pp.)
$25.00 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-300-24694-0

The veteran film critic considers
Trump-era calamities through the filter
of movies.
Thomson is a rigorous critic—see A
Biographical Dictionary of Film or nearly
any other of his many books—but also an
idiosyncratic one, so this book is too slippery to be considered
simply as a study of the intersection of film and Trumpish politics. Think of it more as a series of impressions of how film connects with and diverges from reality—and why we take pleasure
in cinematic catastrophes while averting our gaze from genuine
ones. One chapter weaves observations of a Laurel & Hardy
film with Battleship Potemkin, balancing the slapstick nature
of our political moment with its dead seriousness. In another,
Thomson explores the guilty pleasure of the slick CGI disaster
film San Andreas, exemplifying the “new giddy norm” of films
that fantasize about mass destruction. Perhaps, he suggests, the
way movies put a pleasant glow around disaster made us vulnerable to the rise of Trump, “the worst personal disaster this country has ever faced.” (By this reckoning, Meryl Streep’s star turn
in the Holocaust drama Sophie’s Choice was a moral error: “The
camps were not an occasion for glorious acting.”) Thomson is
erudite on how disaster is presented in films like The Road, The
Birds, Contagion, and Don’t Look Now, and he’s especially engaging on an episode of The Crown about a 1966 Welsh coal-town
disaster that killed dozens of children. All exemplify the “erotic
charge in delivered disaster” and the ways “we want our fears
of physical ruin rendered as something so beautiful we feel no
pain.” However, while Thomson’s concern is palpable, he never
really arrives at a thesis. His riffs on Rachel Maddow, Covid-19,
Goya, and photojournalism are lovely in themselves, but they
read like questions anxiously in search of answers.
A cri de coeur about art’s struggle to keep up with reality.

HOW WE EAT
The Brave New World of Food
and Drink
Underhill, Paco
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-982127-09-1

An examination of the problems and
future of America’s broken food system.
Through a series of essays, market
researcher and author Underhill, the
author of Why We Buy and Call of the Mall, takes us on an eyeopening journey. According to the author, the system is broken,
and technology is largely responsible. Today, technology has
“turned the things we eat and drink into commercial products to
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be engineered, manufactured, and marketed like tires or toothpaste….Once, it was the scarcity of food that threatened our
lives; today, it’s the abundance.” As the author notes, younger
Americans may never realize that fruits and vegetables have
specific growing seasons, as they are now available for purchase
nearly anywhere and year-round. In the past few years, Americans’ shopping habits have changed significantly. Intensified
by the Covid-19 pandemic, shoppers have increasingly turned
to online outlets for their groceries and other needs. Due to
issues related to trust and transparency in the production
of food, as well as environmental and ethical concerns, other
consumers have turned increasingly to local producers. With
a witty, conversational tone, Underhill leads readers on a trip
through various aspects of the food industry to demonstrate
the ways in which changes in consumer behavior, as well as production concerns, are being addressed. He explores the layout
of a typical supermarket and chronicles his tour of a farmers
market in New York City as well the headquarters of a popular supercenter. Underhill is not all doom-and-gloom regarding technology’s impact. He points out certain developments,
such as innovations in cannabis growing, that are being used
to address climate change and the nation’s growing population.
The author also recounts his interviews with farmers, members
of the media, and industry experts, all of whom provide specific
insights about the topic.
Hopeful and enlightening commentary on the future of
the food industry.

HOW CIVIL WARS START
And How To Stop Them

Walter, Barbara F.
Crown (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-593-13778-9

The idea that a second American civil
war is brewing is not alarmist hyperbole.
“We are no longer the world’s oldest
continuous democracy,” writes Walter, a
professor of international relations who
has written multiple books about the mechanics of civil war.
Instead, the U.S. is now an “anocracy,” a democracy on the road to
becoming an autocracy. Chalk much of that decline up to Trump,
of course, and those who abetted his efforts to establish an autocracy and preserve it by means of a coup. The image that should be
brought to mind is not of columns of blue- and gray-clad soldiers
meeting on battlefields; instead, it lies in the scattered rubble of
the federal building in Oklahoma City and the insurrection at the
Capitol on Jan. 6, 2021. Walter locates similar circumstances in
Ukraine and Myanmar, among other places where “elected leaders—many of whom are quite popular—start to ignore the guardrails that protect their democracies.” Even though the number
of democratic nations has grown markedly in the last century,
the path to getting there is perilous, since entrenched power
interests will always resist sharing their power. Another element
of danger to popular rule is technological. “It’s not likely to be a
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“Disturbing but superbly insightful.”
spies, lies, and algorithms

coincidence,” writes the author, “that the global shift away from
democracy has tracked so closely with the advent of the internet,
the introduction of the iPhone, and the widespread use of social
media.” Amplifying radicalism and rewarding attack, such media
undermine public trust and reinforce long-standing resentments, a critical component in an antinomian environment in
which right-wingers “choose the strategy of the weak: guerrilla
warfare and terrorism.” Walter offers a few solutions: eliminating the Electoral College, reforming the Senate, and banning
radical expression and disinformation campaigns on social media,
for “curbing the dissemination of hate and disinformation would
greatly reduce the risk of civil war.”
Arresting reading that identifies obstacles and dangers to
democracy, many at the highest levels of government.

that Congress keeps an eye on our intelligence services will
learn the error of their ways. Zegart’s conclusion offers further
unsettling news: In the wireless 21st-century world, espionage,
sabotage, and brainwashing are no longer the province of government agencies; nearly anyone with an internet connection
can do it.
Disturbing but superbly insightful.

SPIES, LIES, AND
ALGORITHMS
The History and
Future of American
Intelligence

y o u n g a d u lt

Zegart, Amy B.
Princeton Univ. (416 pp.)
$29.95 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-0-691-14713-0

Books on American intelligence
rarely bring cheerful news. This expert
account is no exception, but it’s particularly astute.
A contributing writer at the Atlantic, senior fellow at the
Hoover Institution, and author of Spying Blind: The CIA, the
FBI, and the Origins of 9/11, Zegart reports that the digital age
has made intelligence gathering vastly more difficult. Agencies once concentrated on foreign governments and terrorists. “Today,” writes the author, “they also have to understand
American tech giants—and how malign actors can use our own
inventions against us.” The National Security Agency, the traditional big data behemoth, faces competition from Google,
Facebook, Apple, and Amazon, and Twitter and Facebook have
become disinformation highways. Zegart warns that Americans
get most of their ideas on intelligence agencies from the movies: Torture always works. Heroes break the law, ignore ethics,
and act without mercy against America’s enemies. The author
recounts triumphs and debacles but mostly delivers a splendid
education in psychology and political science as she explains
the role, operation, and limitations of intelligence. Intelligence
organizations provide information, never policy, which is politicians’ responsibility, and bad things happen when they forget
this. All services gather data, which becomes intelligence only
when it is analyzed and used to make predictions. Unfortunately, intelligence predictions are too often wrong, for reasons
the author explains in a brilliant section, “The Seven Deadly
Biases,” which should be taught in schools along with multiplication tables. According to confirmation bias, humans (not
excluding analysts) readily accept facts that confirm what they
believe and reject those that contradict it. Readers who assume
that catching spies and covert action are straightforward and
|
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HIDDEN POWERS
Lise Meitner’s Call to Science

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Atkins, Jeannine
Atheneum (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-66590-250-2

WAYWARD CREATURES by Dayna Lorentz................................... 170
FAMILIES GROW by Dan Saks; illus. by Brooke Smart...................182

A collection of poems charts the life
of Lise Meitner, a pioneering scientist
who survived two world wars.
As a young Jewish girl in 1880s Austria, Meitner longed to study chemistry, but her options were limited due to her gender. After she
finally managed to earn a Ph.D. and became a professor in
Berlin, she was “both flattered and annoyed” to be compared
to Marie Curie; “no one expects every man to be like Pierre
Curie.” Deliberate, delicate verse describes well the blistering
unfairness of sexist academia and the complications inherent
in having mentors who don’t share one’s marginalized identities.
Appearances by other European physicists, including Einstein,
Niels Bohr, and Meitner’s longtime collaborator Otto Hahn,
show these revered minds as generally forthright individuals
struggling against the rising tide of fascism. While at first reluctant to leave the German laboratory where she worked for years,
Meitner eventually escaped to Sweden in 1938, where she continued her work with Hahn from afar. In 1946 she experienced
the bitterness of seeing Hahn accept the Nobel Prize for discovering nuclear fission—without mentioning her central role.
More than that, though, the devastation of the atomic bomb
and the Holocaust haunted her. She lost trust in her home, and
“there can be no science without trust.” Appropriately, the fictionalized biography ends on a decidedly bittersweet note.
An admirable tribute to a life that holds some timely lessons. (author’s note, timeline, biographies, selected bibliography) (Verse biography. 10-14)

TOTALLY RANDOM
QUESTIONS
101 Wild and Weird Q&As

Bellows, Melina Gerosa
Random House (216 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $12.99 PLB | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-593-45030-7
978-0-593-45036-9 PLB
Series: Totally Random Questions, 1

WAYWARD CREATURES

Lorentz, Dayna
Clarion Books (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-358-46828-8

What is arachibutyrophobia? Does it have something to do
with needles, spiders, or peanut butter? We have an answer for that!
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LOVE FROM MADELINE

Bemelmans, Ludwig
Illus. by Steven Salerno
Viking (32 pp.)
$8.99 | Dec. 28, 2021
978-0-593-34983-0
Series: Madeline

Madeline is back, ever brave and
adventurous and allowing her good nature

to shine.
Rhymes in simple verses express various ways in which
to demonstrate love. Some of the rhymes are tortured, as in
coupling spend and friends, and some of the lines are awkward
and lack the lively flow and appeal of the original Madeline
books—but the sentiment is true. Madeline, whose name does
not appear in the text, is the star of the show and demonstrates
the book’s broad suggestions about kindness with concrete
examples (giving someone “a lift” is paired with an image of her
riding a scooter with a friend). She also climbs a tree to rescue
a kitten, removes a thorn from a lion’s paw, comforts a friend
whose doll is broken, helps an older person carrying a cane, and
warmly greets people. Salerno honors Bemelmans’ iconic work
but adds a modern sensibility with brightly colored illustrations
in thick, black outlines that move across white spaces. Readers
will find the facial expressions and body language of Madeline
and those with whom she interacts varied and engaging. On her
way home at the end of the two straight lines (with Miss Clavel
in the lead, of course), Madeline turns to look directly at readers. All the characters present White with the exception of a
brown-skinned child on the scooter.
Though textually weak, this book provides a welcome
Madeline-sighting. (Picture book. 3-8)

|

AUGUST OF THE ZOMBIES

Campbell, K.G.
Knopf (384 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-101-93163-9
978-1-101-93164-6 PLB
Series: Zombie Problems, 3
Zombie-plagued tween August DuPont
comes into his own at last in this swampy
trilogy closer.
In the wake of a hurricane that saddles the harried recluse with dozens of additional zombies risen
from an old, wrecked river boat, August, even more desperate
to recover the previous episode’s titular Zombie Stone in order
to lay the swarming undead to rest, departs Croissant City (get
it?) for spooky Lost Souls’ Swamp. In those dimly lit depths
await not only misadventures aplenty, a pirate’s treasure, and a
giant white alligator, but, at last, the key to August’s heritage
and the reason why he is a zombie (and, oddly, butterfly) magnet. Readers expecting the usual brain-eating sort of zombies
here are in for a letdown as, aside from turning rambunctious
on occasion, they’re more annoying than dangerous and only
back because they died with something important left undone.
August’s decayed-but-doughty great-great-aunt Claudette not
only proves his staunchest ally, but is invited to join the cast of a
popular teen adventure TV show. In any case, by the tidy end, all
(well, most) of the rotting revenants are laid to rest along with
several DuPont family skeletons of the more figurative sort. In
Campbell’s droll gothic illustrations, slack-jawed, drooling figures mingle with the living in racially integrated profusion, adding comical notes of general bustle and terror.
A sweet, mildly offbeat closer…with more than a few literal loose bits. (Supernatural mystery. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Have you ever woken up in the middle of the night wondering where the rainiest place on Earth is? (It’s in India, by
the way.) Did you ever think about cleaning your shoes or your
hands with a banana peel? Well, now you might. Maybe you
wonder whether you’re drinking the same water as a Tyrannosaurus rex? Filled with off-the-wall musings followed by clear
answers presented in a way that even very young readers can
grasp, everyone in the family will get a kick out of exploring
these fun facts. Each question is introduced on a full page with
eye-catching, full-color graphics. When readers turn the page,
they encounter a short, basic answer along with more in-depth
information and explanation and, often, additional related facts.
The book is laid out in a fun and attractive format that allows
kids to feel like they are breezing through it, making it ideal
for reluctant or struggling readers. The subject matter covered
includes outer space, sports, geology, history, human anatomy,
and more. Perennially popular topics such as ancient Egypt,
domestic animals, and extreme weather give this broad appeal.
An appealing, accessible book for kids who enjoy trivia
and learning new things. (game, index, photo credits) (Nonfic
tion. 8-12)

LEMON DROP FALLS

Clark, Heather
Jolly Fish Press (280 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-63163-579-3

If grief were candy, it would taste like
lemon drops.
Navigating friendships, first crushes,
and junior high isn’t easy, but for 12-yearold Morgan, that’s just the beginning.
Following the sudden death of her life
coach mother, Morgan puts her mom’s ABC planning method
(Action, Backup, Cleanup) to work as she cares for her adventuresome siblings, 7-year-old Janie and 5-year-old Budge. Afraid
that her dad can’t handle her grief and paralyzing anxiety on
top of The Fog he’s living in, she’s determined to keep her family running smoothly by herself. She misses her mom’s “lemon
drops”—deep heartfelt conversations—and without mom to
take her to soccer practice, she is also now without her team.
Adding to her stress is the infiltration by new girl Mackelle into
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CHILDREN’S | Summer Edward

Into the Unknown
One of the things adults find
puzzling about young people, not
to mention maddening, is their legendary unwillingness to furnish a
definite answer. “I don’t know,” reinforced by a blank stare and punctuated with a noncommittal shrug,
is a common conversational defense of the young person being
questioned. It’s not surprising then
that as adults, we often see children
as the fuzzy set, the fence-sitters, the willful wafflers, and
we balk at the specter of such childlike incertitude.
I recently joined the Kirkus team as a young readers’
editor, and someone asked me what I thought I could
accomplish during my tenure. Hewing to the unspoken rules of adulthood, I fashioned a surefire response,
one grounded in my knowledge of publishing trends
and children’s book diversity statistics and in the standpoints that drive my work. I omitted what I’ll deign to
mention now: my acquired wariness of trends; my nagging concern that an overly data-minded publishing industry could too easily become data-blinded; and the
ambivalence I sometimes feel that is a normal part of
being human. After all, to admit uncertainty, or even ignorance, can be hazardous given the rock-ribbed, needto-know basis of many an adult conversation.
Young people want a different kind of conversation,
one less concerned about knowing and more attuned
to fostering connection. Books for young readers must
illuminate the big questions of modern life, and no
children’s book can ever be innocent of ideological
freight. However, we who are “minders of make-believe”—Leonard Marcus’ phrase for the idealists and
entrepreneurs shaping children’s literature—must always remember that for young readers, connection
trumps conclusions. “I don’t know,” that de facto mantra of young people that resists rigid overcommitment
to beliefs and identifications, should also be our humble, courageous stance as we empower them to have
the types of conversations they want to have. To read
is to be in conversation with books, and the great conversation of literature should first and foremost satisfy
young people’s need for human connection.
Our current historical moment is one marked by
a fierce and atomizing battle of ideologies, not all of
164
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them harmless. Perhaps the most dangerous of all is
the ideology of certainty. In recent years, children all
over the world glommed on to “Let It Go” and “Into
the Unknown,” the marquee ballads from Disney’s
Frozen and Frozen 2, animated films inspired by Hans
Christian Andersen’s 19th-century fairy tale “The
Snow Queen.” The unparalleled fervor with which
children ceaselessly sang and resang the lyrics of the
songs (driving many adults bonkers in the process)
evinces not just the power of the euphoric, propulsive
musical scores, but young people’s timeless allegiance
to the freedom and wisdom of the unknown. Like the
Frozen songs, children’s books can be for readers of all
ages a bulwark against the fanatical certainty of an increasingly algorithmic culture.

Illustration by Lucie de Moyencourt from What the Road Said by
Cleo Wade (Feiwel & Friends, 2021)

Speaking of bulwarks, one of the boons of joining
Kirkus is the incredible opportunity to work with so
many people who love children’s books and regard
them with both conviction and curiosity. Outgoing
young readers’ editor Vicky Smith, who has left to return to the library world, has been a dynamic apostle
for literary culture, a champion for diversity, and a den
mother for young readers. Over the past 13 years, her
searching editorial columns and energetic conversations with authors and illustrators have helped lift the
world of children’s literature to a higher sphere. To
take up the torch she carried is one of the greatest honors of my career.
The question that now remains is, to where shall I
bear the proverbial torch? Well, into the unknown, of
course.
Summer Edward is a young readers’ editor.
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“A charming entry in the magical foundling genre.”
the lock-eater

her best-friend triangle of Morgan-Keilani-Hrishi. In addition
to stealing Keilani’s attention, Mackelle is trying to convince
Morgan that Hrishi has a crush on her. The story unfurls slowly
at first, with the timeline alternating between chapters labeled
“Before” and “After.” It gains momentum quickly, though, as
Morgan makes a questionable choice and finds herself in over
her head. Morgan’s internal conversations with Almost-Mom
ring true at times but sometimes feel forced. The depictions
of grief and anxiety, however, are authentic and relatable, and
the author’s own experiences lend credence to both. Morgan
reads as White; Hrishi and Keilani are Indian and Hawaiian
respectively.
This heartfelt debut starts slowly but finishes strong.
(Fiction. 8-12)

THE LOCK-EATER

Clark, Zack Loran
Dial Books (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-984816-88-7

An orphan is—quelle surprise—an
extremely special magical girl with a
mysterious past.
Melanie thinks she’s being escorted
from the Merrytrails Orphanage for
Girls by gearling Traveler, a clockwork
magical construct, in order to become a witch’s apprentice. But
as he explains to her once they’ve left the city, that story was a
bit of a fib. Traveler, who awoke in a destroyed laboratory with
no memory of his own life, needs a human chaperone in order to
remain under the radar, as a “thaumaturgically animated clockwork retainer” is not supposed to be a thinking person. Melanie,
excited to disguise herself as the “stupendous magical prodigy
Lady Porta the Periwinkle,” agrees to the plan. It’s a thrill to
learn magic, to enchant her cloak into a donkey, and to get a
gorgeous new wizard’s outfit from a crushworthy girl tailor. But
an imperial aldermage hijacks Melanie into his own nefarious
journey. (On top of having clearly villainous ends, the aldermage
continually harasses her for wearing a boy’s coat instead of “gender-appropriate clothing,” though many others praise Melanie’s
fashion.) Although the orphanage girls, including Melanie’s best
friend who has light brown skin, are racially diverse, Melanie
and almost all nonorphan humans seem to be White.
A charming entry in the magical foundling genre that satisfies without standing out. (Fantasy. 9-13)
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SNOW STRUCK

Courage, Nick
Delacorte (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-593-30349-8
Three kids endure a historic snowstorm.
Elizabeth and Matty are visiting
their cousin, Ashley, in New York City
for Christmas, but it doesn’t feel like the
holiday season. An unseasonable heat
wave quickly transforms into a choking
blizzard, and their vacation goes from uncomfortably hot to
dangerously cold. As the family struggles to walk from the Metropolitan Museum of Art to Union Square, interstitial chapters
follow Joy, a scientist at the National Climatic Research Center, and a variety of animals portrayed with anthropomorphic
consciousness. It is important to depict the realities and possibilities of climate change for young readers given that they will
have to cope with a dangerously changing world, and this story
skillfully provides a manageable, survivable view of factually terrifying possibilities. However, despite the globally high stakes,
keeping the focus exclusively on this one small, privileged,
default White family means that the last third of the book that
devotes a great deal of attention to their escaped Pomeranian,
Fang, becomes less interesting than the setting itself and the
question it raises about other human New Yorkers surviving
the storm. A necessarily hopeful ending and author’s note keep
this from turning existentially grim, an important note to avoid
striking in middle-grade.
Important, adventurous, but still a slog, like trudging
through a climate change–related blizzard. (Fiction. 9-13)

THE CASE OF THE
SMUGGLER’S CURSE

Dawson, Mark
Illus. by Ben Mantle
Welbeck Flame (256 pp.)
$8.95 paper | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-80130-010-0
Series: The After School Detective Club, 1
A group of friends joins forces to
investigate a crew of suspicious seafaring
adults.
When new friends Max Green, Lucy Yeung, Joe Carter, and
Charlotte Wells (who prefers to go by Charlie) spot a strange
man standing on the sea wall in their quiet English seaside town
of Southwold, they suspect something sinister is up. When
Charlie’s little dog, Sherlock, charges at the man, his ragefilled response results in both Sherlock and the children nearly
drowning. This is just the beginning of the friends’ fraught
interactions with a cast of over-the-top villains. However, readers are saved from experiencing much real suspense due to
convenient, too-tidy circumstances and plot twists. The plot is
entertaining, if predictable; adventure-loving readers will find
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the developing friendships between the four children amusing and the mystery moderately exciting. Yet, even though the
novel touches on the horrors of animal smuggling and sprinkles
many scenes with humor, this light, fun read misses opportunities to dig deeper into its characters, themes, and storylines.
Disappointingly, the author uses physical characteristics—such
as beady eyes, crooked teeth, and wobbling jowls—in a stigmatizing way to negatively describe villains and unlikable characters. Lucy’s surname points to Chinese ancestry; Max appears
on the cover with brown skin, but the text gives no indication
of his race. Other characters seem to default to White. Illustrations not seen.
A jolly adventure story that skims the surface. (author’s
note, character profiles, map) (Mystery. 8-12)

SNEAKS

Elliott, Zetta
Illus. by Cherise Harris
Random House (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-593-42770-5
Series: Dragons in a Bag, 3

Jaxon and company return in this
follow-up to The Dragon Thief (2019).
Jax is frustrated with Ma, the witch
he’s apprenticed to. Instead of teaching
him about magic, she’s teaching him about plants. Then, mysterious ash starts falling from the sky and the adults of New York
City start falling asleep all over the place, just as Ma, Jax, and Ma’s
coven leave Brooklyn for the annual convention in Chicago. Jax’s
first-person narration chronicles his frustrations with Ma, which
go beyond her unwillingness to teach him magic to a deeper theme:
adults who don’t communicate thoroughly with children and don’t
allow children agency. When a face from the past shows up and

y o u n g a d u lt

Egan, Catherine
Knopf (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-593-30640-6

THE WITCH’S APPRENTICE

Sixth grader Ben Harp and two of his
classmates must stop an alien invasion in
their small town.
Eleven-year-old Ben has had a miserable start to Livingston Middle School.
He’s having trouble finding his footing
socially since Ashok, his Bengali French Canadian best friend, is
spending a year abroad in Paris. He also thinks he saw his teacher’s watch crawl across the floor. Things look even grimmer
when the school librarian forces him to team up with two loner
girls—newcomer Akemi Hanamura and unpopular Charlotte
Moss—on a local history project. After interviewing Agatha
Bent, the elderly subject they are assigned to, the trio starts to
unearth the truth about the mysterious objects they keep seeing. They’re Sneaks—interdimensional aliens who feed on fear
and pose as everyday objects or animals, and their presence
signals that an even greater evil is intent on destroying Earth.
There’s a fun vibe to the plot that channels Invasion of the Body
Snatchers, Men in Black, and Stranger Things, but Egan relies too
heavily on the tired inattentive-parents device for characterization. Ben’s inventor mom and professor dad are so immersed
in work and each other that they leave him to watch over his
7-year-old brother, Leo, and Ben often feels neglected. The story
positively explores Ben and Akemi’s growing friendship and the
importance of being seen and appreciated, however. Ben and
Charlotte read as White; Akemi’s name cues Japanese heritage.
An action-packed adventure that focuses on friendship
and teamwork. (Science fiction. 9-12)
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MIDDLE-GRADE | Laura Simeon

Middle-Grade Books Can
Tackle Life’s Complexities
Jerry Craft, author of the multiaward-winning graphic novel New
Kid, about an African American
boy navigating a mostly White prep
school, recently shared a message
he received from a sixth grade English teacher in Brazil. The teacher
reported that using the book with
his students had “been an amazing experience since it has opened
their minds and their eyes to situations they had never experienced.…Many students have
told me it’s the best book they’ve ever read.…One of my
students said he is now a better person because he’ll be
able to understand things he couldn’t before.”
A hallmark of memorable middle-grade writing is
that the authors see through the eyes of children with
an awareness that simply being young is no protection
against tough times or an obstacle to understanding
life’s complexities. Without lecturing or condescending, they make their books welcoming spaces to explore hard topics that often have no tidy resolutions.
Sometimes a child is living through challenges and
needs to see that they are not alone; sometimes they
benefit from understanding someone else’s experiences so they can be a better friend.
These fall 2021 titles are notable for the resonant
ways their authors speak to the fullness of middlegrade readers’ lives, not shying away from difficult
truths but also highlighting small triumphs, everyday
joys, and realistic hopes.
Worst-Case Collin by Rebecca Caprara (Charlesbridge, Sept. 28): The sudden death of Collin’s mother
and his father’s inability to cope, let
alone help his son, have contributed to the sixth grader’s severe anxiety. This sensitive and emotionally
insightful verse novel includes excerpts from the notebook he obsessively keeps, listing ways to survive a
range of scenarios from indigestion
to typhoons and house fires. Collin believes that being prepared will
help protect him: “Which is harder / than it sounds /
when you’re in middle school / and calamities of various sorts / occur daily.”
168
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Yusuf Azeem Is Not a Hero by Saadia
Faruqi (Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins, Sept. 7): The 20th anniversary of 9/11 forces a Texas 12-year-old
to come to terms with the impact of
this tragedy on his Pakistani American family and American Muslims
generally. Yusuf reads a diary his uncle wrote in 2001, when he was also
12, and develops a better understanding of the ways
Islamophobia continues to do harm. This honest and
affirming novel presents a complex, memorable story
that adds nuance to the incomplete framing of 9/11 as a
unifying event for Americans.
How To Find What You’re Not Look
ing For by Veera Hiranandani (Kokila,
Sept. 14): Set in 1967, the year Loving
v. Virginia put an end to laws prohibiting interracial marriage, this novel
follows 11-year-old Ariel Goldberg,
a Jewish girl in Connecticut whose
older sister falls in love with a Hindu
immigrant from India. Ari’s parents’
angry disapproval leads to a painful family rift, something she tries to make sense of even as she struggles
in school with a learning disability and casual antisemitism. The clever use of the second person makes this
an immersive, moving, and ultimately heartening read.
The Hideaway by Pam Smy (Pavilion Children’s, Oct. 5): “Billy
hadn’t realized how happy they
had been until…little by little their
past life was tidied away, as if it had
never even existed.” For an English
boy, the five years since he and his
single mother moved in with her
ever more controlling and abusive
boyfriend have grown increasingly intolerable. Finally,
Billy runs away, hiding out in a concrete bunker in an
overgrown graveyard—a bold move that brings unexpected connections—in this haunting, gorgeously illustrated novel. (Read our Q&A with Smy.)

Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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challenges his assumptions, Jax begins questioning much of what
he’s been told—and believes. In the end, Jax must decide whether
using his voice or following orders is more important, but the consequences may be steeper than he bargained for. While the themes
are compelling, the plot unfortunately relies on the device of miscommunication to propel it. Apart from this, fans will be happy to
return to Jax’s story (and encounter a new magical creature). The
cliffhanger ending points to a future series entry. Most characters
are Black; some names cue South Asian heritage.
A solid third installment. (Fantasy. 8-12)

OPERATION DO-OVER

Korman, Gordon
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-06-303274-3
A high school senior tries middle
school again.
Seventh graders Mason Rolle and
Tyrus Ehrlich are more than best friends,
they’re platonic soul mates. That is, until
cool New Yorker Ava Petrakis shows up
at Pasco Middle School, befriends them both, and starts flirting with Mason. The boys attempt to create a bros-before-girls
pact, promising that they won’t ruin their friendship by trying
to date her, but when Mason kisses Ava during a freak storm at
the Harvest Festival, he sets in motion a chain of events that
destroys their friendship and ends with his getting expelled
from school in his senior year after accidentally assaulting his
favorite teacher. A near-death experience mysteriously thrusts
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“This riveting, many-layered story shines on all levels.”
wayward creatures

Mason back to that fateful middle school moment, and he tries
to figure out both how he traveled through time and how he can
fix his future. Watching Mason learn from mistakes and explore
new aspects of himself (especially with a 17-year-old consciousness trapped in a preteen body) is vicariously satisfying, and the
sheer fascination of his predicament will keep readers turning
pages, anxious to find out if he succeeds. The story ends well
but with no conclusive answers to the questions Korman tantalizingly dangles throughout. Main characters read as White.
A satisfying story—right up until readers are left wanting
more. (Fiction. 9-14)

THE DREAM SPIES

Lesperance, Nicole
Sourcebooks Young Readers (368 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-72821-537-2
Series: The Nightmare Thief, 2
Maren is excited to go undercover at
summer camp to spy on camp directors
who are promising participants lessons
in dream-taking and dream-making.
Maren’s Gran-Gran owns a dream
shop, and she knows almost everyone who makes dreams. But
she’s never heard of camp directors Calvin and Malvin Peppernot and is suspicious. Is it possible that they, like the evil
Obscura Gray, whom Maren defeated in The Nightmare Thief
(2021), want to use powerful magical dreams for nefarious purposes? Maren, her sister, and Gran-Gran get to work investigating. Alarmingly, the camp staff hand out dreams willy-nilly and
seem unconcerned when campers don’t wake up from them.
Maren is especially surprised that fellow camper Ivy’s grandmother, who works in the dream shack where campers can
buy more dreams, is not worried. That some of the dreams are
comically familiar and slightly dangerous makes them all the
more creepy, for example, when a few girls dream that they’re
hungry caterpillars. As before, Maren is an endearing, plucky
sleuth. The pace quickens and things turn more sinister when
it becomes clear that there’s a mastermind with nefarious goals.
Family and loyalty lie at the center of the story, with Maren’s
close-knit community serving to ground and support her. The
cast is default White.
A colorful, entertaining romp. (Fantasy. 8-12)
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WAYWARD CREATURES

Lorentz, Dayna
Clarion/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-358-46828-8
An angry seventh grader heals.
Gabe Meyer is miserable. His parents,
struggling with financial problems, ignore
him; his older sister treats him like a pest;
and his two best friends have begun to
spend time with another, cooler guy. Trying to impress his friends, Gabe steals some fireworks and brings
them to the park where the boys are hanging out. When they inadvertently set fire to the dry grass, the others run off while Gabe
futilely tries to put out the fire—and is discovered and arrested.
At a community justice meeting for people impacted by the fire,
where Gabe is assigned community service and restitution, he
begins to understand how his thoughtless actions have affected
others, A parallel storyline, told in alternate chapters, is narrated
by Rill, a young coyote who, like Gabe, is struggling with her place
in the world. She is burned by the fire, after which she hides out
in a small cave, where Gabe discovers and tries to help her. This
riveting, many-layered story shines on all levels. Gabe’s first-person
narration brilliantly (and with humor) captures the tone of an angry,
confused tween without being over-the-top, and his metamorphosis from powerless to empowered is both realistic and compelling.
The coyote’s story adds depth and poignancy. Gabe is Jewish and,
along with other major characters, defaults to White.
As a story about community, healing, and family—both
human and animal—this is one of the best. (Fiction. 8-13)

THE KEEPER

McCall, Guadalupe García
Harper/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-307692-1
When James and his younger sister,
Ava, move to a new town in a new state,
they expect to encounter some differences—but their new neighborhood
seems to be hiding dark secrets.
Twelve-year-old Mexican American
James, who is Texas born and bred, has no interest in moving to
cold and rainy Oregon. He misses his two best friends, and he
especially misses Ita, his maternal grandmother, who passed away
shortly before the big move. Tensions are high with his parents and
10-year-old Ava, too, due in part to the siblings’ ongoing prank war.
Then creepy letters addressed to James from someone who signs off
as “The Keeper” start appearing with warnings that he must prove
himself as a member of his new community. Though at first mutually
suspicious, James and Ava come to believe that neither one is behind
the letters, but the erosion of trust caused by their rivalry leads their
parents to believe it’s just another one of their elaborate hoaxes.
Now, instead of being adversaries, the siblings must work together
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A FEAST TO WARM
YOUR HEART
 “A wonderful book that
humanizes refugees through a
focus on joy in everyday life.”
— Kirkus Reviews, starred review

THE REMARKABLE
TRUE STORY
 “[A] lyrical, clear, and narratively
sophisticated picture book.”
— Kirkus Reviews, starred review

THE HEALING POWER
OF FRIENDSHIP
 “A powerfully, even
divinely told slice of life.”
— Kirkus Reviews, starred review
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to solve the mystery behind their secretive community. The plot is
slow to build, taking time to establish the siblings’ relationship and
the neighbors’ ostensible friendliness. Unfortunately, this leaves less
time to cultivate the mystery of the letters, this storyline only really
picks up around the halfway mark, and the resolution feels rushed.
Part new-kid-in-town coming-of-age story, part supernatural thriller, with a slow start and a mostly satisfying end.
(Horror. 8-12)

THE BIG BAD LIES

Patricelli, Leslie
Candlewick (256 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-7636-5105-3
Series: The Rizzlerunk Club, 2
Rounds of truth or dare turn into
real tests for fourth grade best friends
trapped by their lies to one other.
Having sworn themselves Best Buds
Under Frogs in the 2018 series opener, Lily
and Darby, founders and only members of the Rizzlerunk Club,
both learn that it’s easier to tell a “Big Bad Black Hole Lie” than
to bear the weight of one on their consciences. First, when Darby’s hilariously “inappropriate” drawing of Michelangelo’s David
comes to light, Lily is amazed and confused when her friend not
only tells their teacher that Lily drew it, but refuses to admit otherwise, even in private. Then Lily inadvertently steps on a class rat
that Darby brought home for the weekend and finds herself insisting that it died of natural causes—even after the whole class comes
down on Darby as a “Rat Killer.” The addition of a charismatic new
student who bullies younger ones while compulsively boasting that
he lives in the biggest house in town and telling other provable fibs
turns Lily’s narrative into a kind of seminar on different sorts of lies
and their costs. But Patricelli keeps the tone light by adding cartoon line drawings to nearly every page and piling on subplots and
incidents of a (mostly) comical tenor. And truth does win out over
dare by the end, as does friendship. Most characters read as White.
Will make readers both laugh and think…and what could
be better than that? (Fiction. 7-10)

THE SUBTLE KNIFE
The Graphic Novel

Edition, 2

Pullman, Philip
Illus. by Thomas Gilbert
Adapt. by Stéphane Melchior
Knopf (272 pp.)
$21.99 | $14.99 paper | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-593-17693-1
978-0-593-17692-4 paper
Series: His Dark Materials-Illustrated

In this graphic adaptation of Pullman’s 1997 classic, Will, a
boy from our world in search of his father, stumbles upon a window into another world. There, he meets Lyra and her dæmon,
Pantalaimon, who have traveled from their own world, leaving
behind both allies and enemies, in search of answers about the
ineffable Dust. As witches, angels, a scientist, and more gather
for an impending confrontation, Will and Lyra form an alliance
of their own, moving between worlds and ultimately encountering the titular powerful knife. While this is a faithful adaptation
in terms of major plot points and even a good deal of dialogue,
some changes will perplex existing fans of the series, including
many instances of characters breaking the taboo of touching
another’s dæmon and inconsistencies to do with dæmon lore.
Other changes, while functionally following events of the original, should have an effect on emotional moments, but these
repercussions unfortunately never play out on the page. The
art shines when depicting the fantastical worlds the characters
inhabit, including sweeping landscapes and cityscapes, but at
times lacks subtlety and finesse when depicting the characters
themselves. Lyra and Will and most other characters are White.
An offbeat adaptation that glosses over the nuances of the
original. (Graphic fantasy. 11-14)

LOVE YOU BY HEART

Reynolds, Peter H.
Orchard/Scholastic (32 pp.)
$9.99 | Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-338-78363-6

An adult expresses love for a child.
Two hearts with stick limbs and
expressive facial features stand in for an
adult and child. The larger heart is red; the smaller heart, usually pink. (It also has “blue days” and green “grumpy days.”) The
first page recounts a time seemingly before the child’s birth,
the pink heart appearing in a thought bubble above the adult’s
head: “I loved you by heart / even before I met you. / I’ve loved
you always. / I’ve always loved you.” The book then goes on
to explain all the ways—and days—the adult loves the child:
“every smile, every blink. / …your toes…head…nose.” Though
even small children can understand love and its expression by
a parent, Reynolds doesn’t make it easy for readers of this book.
The absence of humans in the illustrations and the lack of a storyline will be keenly felt by readers, who may need something
more to chew on. And some of the vocabulary may go over the
heads of young children: morsel, swoon, triumphs, fumbles. The
simple, uncluttered illustrations with white backgrounds and
a few extra elements beyond the two hearts highlight the love
between the duo, but they don’t make the vocabulary or verses
any clearer for little listeners.
On a shelf groaning with I-love-you books, this one would
not be missed. (Picture book. 3-5)

Lyra and Will meet in a world beyond each of their own and
begin a journey that will change all the myriad worlds.
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“Whiffs of childhood classics, assembled with admirable
professionalism into a jolly adventure story.”
the christmas pig

THE CHRISTMAS PIG

Rowling, J.K.
Illus. by Jim Field
Scholastic (288 pp.)
$24.99 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-338-79023-8

Stein, Joel Edward
Illus. by Sara Ugolotti
Kar-Ben (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 1, 2022
978-1-72842-429-3

!
New

CAPTIVATING
ALPHABET BOOK
FOR YOUNG READERS
“A charming,
challenging,
imaginative
alphabet book;
will induce
giggles.”

An Alphabet Pet Parade in Topsy-Turvy Town, Population 26

RAQUELA’S SEDER

y o u n g a d u lt

A 7-year-old descends into the Land
of the Lost in search of his beloved comfort object.
Jack has loved Dur Pig long enough to
wear the beanbag toy into tattered shapelessness—which is why, when his angry older stepsister chucks it
out the car window on Christmas Eve, he not only throws a titanic
tantrum and viciously rejects the titular replacement pig, but
resolves to sneak out to find DP. To his amazement, the Christmas Pig offers to guide him to the place where all lost Things
go. Whiffs of childhood classics, assembled with admirable professionalism into a jolly adventure story that plays all the right
chords, hang about this tale of loss and love. Along with family
drama, Rowling stirs in fantasy, allegory, and generous measures
of social and political commentary. Pursued by the Land’s cruel
and monstrous Loser, Jack and the Christmas Pig pass through
territories from the Wastes of the Unlamented, where boogerthrowing Bad Habits roam, to the luxurious City of the Missed
for encounters with Hope, Happiness, and Power (a choleric king
who rejects a vote that doesn’t go his way). A joyful reunion on the
Island of the Beloved turns poignant, but Christmas Eve being “a
night for miracles and lost causes,” perhaps there’s still a chance
(with a little help from Santa) for everything to come right? In
both the narrative and Field’s accomplished, soft-focus illustrations, the cast presents White.
Plays to Rowling’s fan base; equally suited for gifting and
reading aloud or alone. (Fantasy. 8-12)

and have their seder as Papa explains the symbolic foods and
tells the Passover story of how the Jews attained their freedom.
Stein combines the stories of the two historic eras with simple,
descriptive language, infusing the tale with hope and conveying
an underlying sadness and fear as Raquela and her family yearn
to live openly as Jews. Ugolotti’s beautifully rendered illustrations perfectly capture the time and place and tenderly portray
the characters’ deepest feelings. The characters have brown
skin and eyes and dark hair.
A lovely, moving tale of stolen freedom and hopes for a new
beginning. (historical notes) (Picture book/historical fiction. 5-9)

When Zoe Z. Zany’s grandpa, Yulee Y. Young,
gives her permission to get a pet, she attends the annual
Topsy-Turvy Town Alphabet Pet Parade. Zoe is smitten
with a mischievous animal. She hops on her bike and a wild
chase ensues, scattering the unusual townspeople and
their unconventional pets all over Topsy-Turvy Town.

“An Alphabet Pet Parade is a delightfully daffy stroll through the bestiary.
Sure to delight young readers learning their alphabet.”
— Bruce Hale, author of Clark the Shark

Torres

Raquela’s family, Jews in the Spain
of Ferdinand and Isabella, must practice their religion in secret or face dire

consequences.
On Friday nights, the family goes to the cellar to light candles for Shabbat. Raquela has heard of Passover and dreams
of having a seder. Papa is a successful fisherman and describes
his work to Raquela. When telling her that to catch a fish, one
must be smarter than one and that to be smarter than a fish, one
must think like one, he realizes he has the ability to give his family a seder in the open air. Mama bakes matzah, and the family
gathers such things as nuts, spices, a wine goblet, and a tablecloth. Raquela and Mama quietly go to the shore, where Papa
is waiting in his boat. They sail out to Papa’s secret fishing spot
|

— Kirkus Reviews
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Join Zoe Z. Zany on her adventure as she searches
for her perfect pet at the town’s annual Pet Parade.
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“An exciting romp full of good advice.”
the supervillain’s guide to being a fat kid

THE SUPERVILLAIN’S GUIDE
TO BEING A FAT KID

Wallace, Matt
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-300803-8
A fat boy battles bullies in a tale full
of villains, heroes, bullies, and good guys.
Maxwell Tercero is 11 and in his first
year of middle school—where he finds
that, just like elementary school, things
are no fun for a fat kid. He is mercilessly and cruelly bullied
by older students, led by popular eighth grade athlete Johnny
“Johnny Pro” Properzi, and while Max doesn’t necessarily want
to hurt Johnny, he does want to give him a sense of the pain he’s
causing. Max eventually reaches out to incarcerated supervillain Maximo “Master Plan” Marconius III, who is also fat and
who agrees to help Max change his life, inside and out. Master
Plan helps Max along his own journey to body positivity, as well
as toward victory over the bullies, with some very good advice.
However, this help does not come without strings attached, and
things rapidly spin out of control for Max, his friends, and others. Body positivity is usually the province of books about girls,
so it is refreshing to see the focus here on a boy. Master Plan
understands what it’s like to be dismissed as the fat kid, and his
advice is so good it is a shame that he is writing from prison.
Main characters read as White.
An exciting romp full of good advice and featuring a fun
protagonist. (Fiction. 8-12)

b o a r d & n o v e lt y b o o k s
KINDNESS WITH CONFUCIUS

Armitage, Duane & Maureen McQuerry
Illus. by Robin Rosenthal
Putnam (20 pp.)
$8.99 | July 20, 2021
978-0-593-32295-6
Series: Big Ideas for Little Philosophers, 5
Using the teachings of Confucius, this book presents young children with ways to practice
kindness.
The Big Ideas for Little Philosophers series uses the reflections of well-known philosophers as a guide to encourage more
thoughtful and positive attitudes in young children. It sounds
like an overly ambitious and perhaps not age-appropriate vehicle, and yet the authors have managed to distill these teachings
on kindness in a simple and accessible manner for child readers.
This entry begins by introducing young readers to Confucius
and the Confucian virtue of “ren” which denotes humaneness.
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Children are encouraged to use their own feelings as a guide
to “help others feel the way we like to feel.” Delightfully, some
questions invite reflection without providing pat answers—
such as, “If someone leaves you out of a game, how does that
make you feel?” and “How can you be helpful today?” We read
that all people deserve kindness, and the colorful, friendly,
attractive illustrations underscore this idea by depicting racially
diverse people of all ages as well as differently abled children. A
companion volume, Love With Plato, deals with ideas that are
more abstract and, therefore, more complex, inviting children
to think rather than act. We read that we can love things we
can see but that “Plato said it is most important to love ideas,
like GOODNESS, TRUTH, AND BEAUTY.” Text and illustrations depict examples of all three followed by a prompt that
asks readers to consider what is important in their own lives.
A sweet approach to encouraging meaningful discussions.
(Board book. 2-4) (Love With Plato: 978-0-5933-2299-4)

SNAP!
Chomp Your Jaws!

Barner, Bob
Chronicle Books (10 pp.)
$14.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-4521-7942-1

Pull-tabs bounce back with a satisfying snap!
Using the same novelty format of Snap! Stick Out Your
Tongue! (2020), Barner focuses on five animals known for their
ferocious jaws. Readers pull the wide tabs to open the jaws and
teeth of a lion, a gorilla, a crocodile, a hippo, and a great white
shark. When releasing the tab, the jaws snap shut. The hidden
elastic is strong and securely attached—it takes some effort to
even pull the tab—and after repeated readings, children are not
likely to break it. Younger children may not manage to release
it fast enough to elicit the “snap!” sound. Brief text in a clean
font against white backgrounds offers facts about how each
animal uses its jaws, and nonthreatening images fill the pages.
The choice of animals is somewhat erratic. A male lion with its
characteristic mane, shown on the cover, shares a tab with the
interior image of a lioness, the text explaining that she does the
actual hunting. The crocodile gently carrying its babies in its
jaws is followed by a hippo whose jaws can crush a crocodile.
The size of the shark is emphasized by a larger tab pulled from
the recto instead of from the bottom as with the other tabs.
Doubtless there are more than five animals with snapping jaws.
Let’s hope there is a sequel in the works.
Jaw-dropping fun. (Novelty board book. 2-5)
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notablekidspublishing.com
303.840.5787

9781733354820 / $17.95
Ages 4-8 / Curriculum Available K-4

“A lively, innovative story of friendship that
encourages readers to think creatively.”
KIRKUS REVIEWS

“Now What? is a delightful tribute to the power of invention…”
PW Booklife

“A charming picture book whose creative, quirky heroines
make the best of a dreary day. Humming prose, powered by rhymes
and clear meters…bright colors and expressive faces,
complementing the chaos of the day.
FOREWORD Clarion Reviews

“Elements that lift, unfold, pop up, or spin aren’t just
slapped on, but actively contribute to the presentation.”
the ultimate book of animals

THE ULTIMATE BOOK OF
ANIMALS

Baumann, Anne-Sophie
Illus. by Éléanore Della Malva
Trans. by Wendeline A. Hardenberg
Twirl/Chronicle (36 pp.)
$22.99 | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-68464-281-6

An outsized overview of animal
types, senses, and common characteristics liberally endowed with flaps, pull-tabs, and like furbelows.
Della Malva’s realistically drawn animals crowd sturdy
leaves large enough to feature life-size (or nearly so) images of
the folded wings of a sea gull and a macaw, and Baumann fills the
gaps between with meaty descriptive comments. On every page
elements that lift, unfold, pop up, or spin aren’t just slapped on,
but actively contribute to the presentation. On a “Birth and
Growing” spread, for instance, each of six eggs from ostrich to
platypus is a flap with an embryo beneath; a spinner presents
a slideshow of a swallowtail’s life cycle from egg to adult; and
no fewer than three attached booklets expand on the general
topic using other species. Subsequent spreads cover animal
sight, hearing, body coverings, grasping and touch, locomotion,
and—centering on a startling gander down the pop-up maw of a
wolf—eating. The animals and relevant body parts are all clearly
labeled, and the text is pitched to serve equally well both casual
browsers (“Even fish pee!”) and young zoologists seriously interested in the difference between “scales” and “scutes” or curious
about the range of insect-mouth shapes.
Big and likely to draw a large audience both for its subject
and the plethora of interactive doodads. (Informational novelty.
6-9)

WHAT DO YOU SEE?
A Book of Words and Pictures
Bijsterbosch, Anita
Clavis (14 pp.)
$19.95 | June 29, 2021
978-1-60537-619-6

See and name a plethora of objects,
foods, and animals in this sunny, oversized board book.
Sitting somewhere between a traditional picture dictionary and a seek-and-find text, most pages
are devoted to identifying labeled items that float in copious
white space, but also included are four pages that invite readers to locate items from within a scene. Though both forms
work, the seeking games are unpredictably spaced such that the
book doesn’t quite know what it wants to be. Set against shiny
white backgrounds, graphic representations are sorted into
practical categories, such as “in the bathroom” or “animals,” all
with strong potential for vocabulary-building. There’s a pleasing assortment of items depicted; a kitchen scene, for instance,
includes a spoon and toaster but also a cookie jar and a cherry-red
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mixer. The illustrations lack subtlety and were created with primary colors and no shading. Though items are instantly identifiable, sometimes scale may confuse: A pig, for one, is portrayed
as larger than an elephant. The seek-and-find pages, adjacent to
the picture-dictionary pages, are sassier, full-bleed illustrations
with busy, vividly colored backgrounds. Most items are fairly
easy to locate, and a smattering of italicized typeset hints provide structure for the game.
Though it has a bit of an identity crisis, this board book
will be a useful addition to little readers’ shelves. (Board book.
1-4)

ACTIVE ABC

Illus. by Nicola Slater
Chronicle Books (26 pp.)
$12.99 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-1-7972-0368-3
Series: Beginning Baby
An action-packed alphabet book featuring verbs.
Each letter of the alphabet is paired with one action word per
page, printed in black on an uncluttered white background. Pastel
patterns—stripes, checks, dots, and triangles—adorn the slightly
recessed upper- and lowercase letters and serve as a subtle tactile
invitation to trace them. The same animal friends introduced in
other books in the Beginning Baby series (Smile, Baby!; Welcome
to Shape School!; and 10 Hugs and Kisses, all published in 2021) demonstrate the meaning of each verb. The more abstract, less concrete concepts (Begin, Grow, Imagine, and Pick) can be somewhat
vague, though other verbs work fairly well (Dig, Eat, Laugh, and
Nap), even if verbs inherently imply movement and it can be challenging to show motion on a static page. The body language and
facial expressions of the cartoon-style elephant and fox fighting
over a book make very clear the meaning of the word Quarrel. But
two pages later, Share is less obvious, especially since the narwhal
doesn’t have a cookie and the llama seems to have firm possession
of the bag. Similarly, few children will readily realize that the fox
with his closed eyes is meant to illustrate eXhale. The illustrations
that work best include additional contextual clues, such as the
elephant wearing pajamas and standing by a bed for Yawn and a
similarly pajama-clad narwhal for Zip ZZZZZZ, goodnight!
An uneven effort. (Board book. 2-4)

BABY T. REX
Finger Puppet Book

Illus. by Victoria Ying
Chronicle Books (12 pp.)
$7.99 | Sept. 28, 2021
978-1-7972-0567-0

Is it a puppet? Is it a book? It’s both.
Extra-thick pages and a small trim size
make this novelty book appealing to toddlers. The baby dinosaur
finger puppet that pokes through the center hole is made out of
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a diamond-patterned turquoise fabric with a stitched-on smile on
its face. It is utterly charming, though it is also pictured with yellow
felt spikes running down its back, a physical feature this species of
dinosaur did not have. The slight story (primarily one sentence per
spread) describes Baby T. Rex’s attempts to be “the biggest baddest
dino ever!” Confusingly, the finger puppet is static—and perpetually smiling. The dark backgrounds in the book make it difficult
to see or imagine her actions. When she stomps her feet, only her
head moves. Her roar is silent. Grandpa T. Rex is certainly fiercelooking, but his dark body is difficult to distinguish from an equally
dark background. Sadly, all of the baby dinosaur’s practice at ferocity is for naught. The book ends with her apologizing to Grandpa
and going to sleep. Companion book Baby Yeti follows a similar format. The yeti is white with a turquoise face and sparkly gold horns.
But the yeti, referred to as “he,” has a more active role—building a
snow castle, skating, and sledding. Taken together, they deliver a
possibly unintentional message about the agency of males and the
lack of such for females.
Disappointing. ( Novelty board book. 1 - 3) (Baby Yeti:
978 - 1 - 7972 - 0568 - 7)

CHESS

Elder, Anne
Illus. by BlueBean
Starry Forest (18 pp.)
$8.99 | April 6, 2021
978-1-946000-24-8
Series: Gamer Baby
Though the series title “Gamer Baby” conjures up unsettling visions of screen-addicted infants, this book introduces
the basic concepts of chess in toddler-sized morsels.
The book opens with a chessboard set up for play. The pieces
are represented by charming, cartoonish figures who will appeal
to the board-book set. Absent this opening tableau, caregivers
would likely be at a loss to identify some of the pieces. Pawns
are represented by bunnies and teddy bears; rooks are stout and
turret-topped; knights are unicorns; bishops are birds wearing
pointy hats; queens are tall with long hair; and the kings are
short with tall crowns. After explaining the goal, to capture the
opposing king, the rest of the book diagrams the movements
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“A haunted journey worth taking.”
spookytale

and properties of each piece. For example, pawns attack on the
diagonal and can gain higher rank by reaching the other side,
and knights are the only pieces able to jump over others. The
verso of each spread depicts a chessboard with arrows indicating how each piece can move; on the recto, smiling pieces leap
and zip accordingly into gentle conflict with one another. All
humans are depicted as White.
Children won’t learn the subtleties of strategy from this
book, but it’s a good presentation of the basics. (Board book. 2-5)

SPOOKYTALE

Franceschelli, Christopher
Illus. by Allison Black
Harry N. Abrams (56 pp.)
$14.99 | Aug. 3, 2021
978-1-4197-5019-9
Series: Trail Tales

Longwing Butterfly.” Given the limited text on each spread, it
is the stylized illustrations that carry the book. The colors are
vibrant in artwork that has a flat, posterlike sensibility. Unfortunately, the book doesn’t quite deliver. Perhaps the shortcoming
lies in the North America–heavy choice of animals; there is not
enough exploration, as the subtitle suggests, of animals in the
Americas as a whole. A guide at the back of the book indicates if
each animal makes its home in North, Central, or South America, and 20 out of 26 are either only in North America or also
from North America. The lone Central American animal represents the letter Q: “Q is for Quetzal.” (This feels inevitable,
because not many other animal names begin with Q.) Only two
animals are just from South America: the uakari monkey and
the x-ray fish, the latter (like the quetzal) perhaps also a perfunctory choice. It is a lost opportunity to introduce children in the
United States to more animals from Central and South America.
“Exploring the Americas” is a misnomer, but the artwork is
delightful. (Board book. 2-5)

Two friends and their pup trek
through a dark wood toward a haunted

house.
Spooky but not-too-scary moments abound in this liftthe-flap board book. Each turn of the page or flip of the fold
reveals the friends moving closer to the house in the distance;
the opening spread looks like a map displaying the path to the
house. During their journey, they cross a rickety bridge (complete with a troll), trudge across a dismal swamp, and tromp
through a graveyard. When they arrive at the house, expecting a
scare, they discover a raucous Halloween party. The rich vocabulary includes words like dismal, deserted, and rotting. There is
plenty for eager eyes to observe and linger over on each page.
Cutouts allow for animal faces to peek through pages that have
been turned, and even the dog has its own experiences with
critters and slightly frightening moments. All of the creatures
of the night are nonthreatening—even adorable—which makes
for age-appropriate scares. The illustrations are eye-catching,
and the gatefolds allow for a playful approach to vertical space
and height. One child has pale skin and red hair; the other, lightbrown skin and dark hair. The suspense inherent in the journey,
coupled with the positive relief of tension at the end, makes this
a fun Halloween tale.
A haunted journey worth taking. (Board book. 2-4)

ANIMALS FROM A TO Z
Exploring the Americas

Hepworth, Amelia
Illus. by Carolina Búzio
Tiger Tales (24 pp.)
$9.99 | Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-68010-694-7

HOW IT WORKS
Human Body

Hepworth, Amelia
Illus. by David Semple
Tiger Tales (12 pp.)
$9.99 | Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-68010-697-8

An overview of the human body, complete with die-cut
holes highlighting various internal organs and systems.
Via straightforward, plainspoken text and crisp, clear illustrations featuring several charts, readers learn about skin, the
names of body parts, muscles, organs, bones, the five senses,
and more. A White-presenting, underwear-clad child with
straight brown hair is the model for the human body on every
recto; the versos feature die-cut holes displaying bones, veins,
arteries, the brain, and more. The information is clearly presented in short paragraphs and sticks to concrete ideas young
children can understand. Dr. Mouse, a rodent in a lab coat and
tie, asks questions and shares pithy factoids through the use of
speech bubbles (“If a bone breaks, it will start to repair itself
right away!”) on each double-page spread. Clear, black labels
with white text employ a mix of scientific and colloquial names
for various body parts. Eleven of the ten bodies or body parts
pictured have pale skin, the exception being a pair of brown
hands playing a keyboard to illustrate muscle memory. One
White child with hair in a ponytail demonstrates the use of sign
language in a very brief mention of deafness on the “Five Senses”
spread.
A clear, engaging presentation, but its lack of varied skin
colors does child readers a disservice. (Board book. 2-5)

This board book features a total of 26 animals from North,
Central, and South America, one for each letter of the alphabet.
Each animal is simply presented: “A is for Alligator”; “H is
for Hummingbird”; “K is for Kangaroo Rat”; and “Z is for Zebra
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WEB OPPOSITES

Hodgson, Rob
Rise x Penguin Workshop (32 pp.)
$9.99 | Aug. 24, 2021
978-0-593-22521-9
A book about opposites features spiders and their webs.
This concept book pairs single-word opposites that tell
compelling mini-tales on each spread. Each layout presents two
words—neat and messy, left and right, inside and outside. A spider
appears in the illustration accompanying each word, as does
its web (with the exception of a spread showing an “invisible”
web). The tiny details delight: The illustration for night, which
includes a spider in pajamas adorned with webs (what else?),
depicts a spider snuggling a wide-eyed, petrified bug, sure to
eventually become its prey. The illustration for high shows a web
in space next to a proud astronaut spider, who waves at readers.
The vocabulary ranges from simple words to ones somewhat
complicated for the board-book set; there are the words small

and big on one spread, yet attached and detached and clockwise
and counterclockwise appear on two others. The depictions of
the webs indicate movement and are visually interesting. A page
with the word crowded showcases partying spiders, who enjoy
cake, take selfies, and make music. There’s a heavy use of black
and white on negative space, yet pops of color keep the visuals compelling. Little readers will love poring over the spiders’
antics and all of the ways the webs take shape.
Charming illustrations breathe new life into a familiar
theme and spin a delightful, original tale. (Board book. 2-4)

y o u n g a d u lt

Exciting Upcoming and Recent
Graphic Novels For All Ages From
Your Favorite Middle Grade Publisher
The Worldwide Bestselling Classic
in all-newly retranslated collections!
Asterix Omnibus vols. 1-4 now out and available in

both hardcover and paperback. Three classic adventures
in each volume.
Each: 152 pp., 7.5”x9.5”, PB $14.99, HC $22.99;
a new volume every three months.

Omnibus Editions include new afterwords by Alexander Simmons
providing historical and cultural context of racial depictions in this
classic series.

NEW! Vol. 39 ASTERIX & THE GRIFFIN
coming out in November!

Lola’s Super Club Volume 1
“Lola dons a cape and mask (the former cut
from her bedroom curtains), and hares off on a
series of joyfully chaotic adventures....There’s
pleasurably messy, madcap humor”. -Kirkus
ISBN: 9781545805640 $9.99
112pgs 6.5”x9”

Astro Mouse and Light Bulb Volume 1
“Fine-lined, noodle-limbed art coincides with
abundant pop cultural nods as Solís (Bunuel in the
Labyrinth of the Turtles) keeps the absurd, often
scatological, humor coming in this series opener.”
-Publishers Weekly
ISBN: 9781545806388 $9.99 112pgs 6.5”x9”

Find out more at

including Leveling and Educator Activity Guides
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“Visually appealing and will draw little readers in.”
my bag of kindness

SUMO COUNTING

Ishida, Sanae
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (22 pp.)
$9.99 | Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-63217-312-6
Series: Little Sumo
Count along with aspiring sumo
wrestlers.
Textured illustrations of charming young Japanese sumo
wrestlers are the highlight of this appealing board book.
Whether wearing their beautifully patterned yukata, chilling in
an oversized ofuro tub, or wandering a verdant Japanese garden,
the children communicate a remarkable amount about Japanese
sumo culture in these colorful vignettes. A clear and concise closing glossary gives just the right amount of information to help
readers contextualize the featured Japanese terms. Though fairly
effective as a counting book, the number 4, showing the children
grooming “their chonmage styling” in front of mirrors, may confuse young readers. It’s somewhat jarring that the book jumps
from 10 to 50 and then 100, though the sight of 100 children
clustered on futons is an effective (and endearing) way to show a
large number. However, much like the nine little sumo wrestlers
after consuming the epic “chankonabe bowls,” the book feels overstuffed. Not only is it a counting and language book, but it also
rhymes—sort of. Because of a strained rhythm and the lack of
a pronunciation guide for the Japanese words that appear in the
book, the reader will not know how to emphasize the syllables. A
companion book on opposites is similarly delightful, though the
glimpses of Japanese culture are a little more muted.
Though flawed, this is a unique and welcome introduction
to sumo and Japanese culture. (Board book. 2-6) (Sumo Opposites:
978-1-6321-7343-0)

MY BAG OF KINDNESS

McLean, Danielle
Illus. by Lisa Koesterke
Tiger Tales (12 pp.)
$8.99 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-1-6643-5023-6

A child’s bag of kindness is full of
simple ways to give and show gratitude.
In this board book shaped like a backpack, each item in
the book reminds a child about an act of kindness or a moment
of gratitude. The book’s irregular trim is designed such that it
appears as if each item peeks out from the top of the backpack.
There’s a pair of clean and dry socks a teacher gives the child
after soggy puddle-play (“YOU ARE THE BEST!” the child
tells the teacher in response); books that the child’s grandmother buys as a gift and shares; and a note from the child’s
mother with a reminder to “spread…kindness far and wide!”
The book’s shape and its cutout designs are visually appealing
and will draw little readers in. The text is adequate; the rhymes
do not consistently roll off the tongue when read aloud. The
colorful illustrations feature geometric shapes: All of the faces
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have perfect circles for eyes and cheeks and triangular noses.
The protagonist has brown skin, as do the brother and grandmother. The book’s theme is certainly a well-visited one, and
this story does not provide a fresh take. That said, the concept
of a “bag of kindness” works as a way to make an abstract concept approachable and digestible for a young child.
Predictable but worth sharing. (Board book. 2-4)

FIVE CHRISTMAS FRIENDS
A Count & Slide Book
McLean, Danielle
Illus. by Rosalind Maroney
Tiger Tales (10 pp.)
$8.99 | Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-68010-690-9

A holiday novelty book for counting from one to five.
Below or beside a number in large font on the verso of each
spread is a line of text that begins with that number spelled out
in capital letters. The book features small cutout images that
little fingers can slide left and right. The cover itself includes a
red bird for sliding nestled between a brown-skinned elf and a
White Santa. On the next spread, moving Santa’s bemittened
hand reveals (at the bottom of the page) a mouse in a window.
“TWO chilly snowman friends” toss a snowball; when sliding
that snowball, a mouse connected to it skates on a pond of ice.
Turn the wheel by the “FOUR happy cardinals” to find items
emblematic of the Christmas holiday in a birdhouse window
and on the cover of a songbook the birds hold. The mouse shows
up on every page, including the final spread where “FIVE flying
reindeer” find the mouse behind a door flap. A simple, unobtrusive rhyme scheme, fitting for the attention span of toddlers,
avoids an annoying singsong cadence or forced rhyming. The
level of information is well suited for youngsters already familiar with secular Christmas traditions. Though counting to five is
appropriate for the youngest toddlers, the five action elements
may not be enough to maintain interest beyond the first reading.
Useful in libraries, day cares, and homes where nonreligious Christmas board books are in demand. (Board book. 2-5)

EVERYONE SHARES
(EXCEPT CAT)

Michalak, Jamie
Illus. by Katie Mazeika
Charlesbridge (24 pp.)
$8.99 | Nov. 9, 2021
978-1-62354-276-4
Series: Chicken Soup for the Soul Babies
Cat learns the rules of sharing.
Part of the Chicken Soup for the
Soul Babies series, this book presents in a gentle rhyming text a
quintet of young animals sharing a variety of objects and experiences: “Mouse shares with Bear. Dog shares the rug. Duck shares
a chair. Bear shares a hug.” Cat refuses to share a seesaw when
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DOG’S FIRST BABY

the other animals want to play but learns that this is the wrong
item to hoard. While Cat is an endearingly ornery character,
many of the things shared feel like they were selected merely
to fit the rhyme scheme. The more successful companion title,
Everyone Says Please (Except Cat), tackles Cat’s refusal to say the
magic word. The animal characters from the first book act as
series repertory players and model saying please to get what they
want. It is only when Cat sees Mouse say the magic word to an
adult cat and copies this action that the kitten finally gets the
coveted cheese. Toddlers will relate to Cat’s epic temper tantrum that occurs midway through the story. Both titles feature
bright paintings of toddler-shaped critters in suburban-esque
scenes. “A Note for Parents” shares tips culled from experts on
the featured topic and appears at the end of each title.
Parents and caregivers may find these life lessons useful,
and children will vicariously enjoy Cat’s bad behavior. (Board
book. 1-3) (Everyone Says Please (Except Cat): 978-1-6235-4277-1)

Nelson, Natalie
Quirk Books (28 pp.)
$9.99 | Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-68369-279-9

A story of life with a baby from the
family dog’s perspective.
The narration, meted out in one or two
sentences per page, presents the inner monologue of a mediumsized white dog with black patches on its fur. The pooch investigates the newest family member, a newborn baby, and compares
(“You howl, I howl”) and contrasts (“You don’t even have a tail!”)
himself to this strange new addition to the family. Both of them
sleep, eat, stretch, and walk on all fours, but the infant’s front paws
aren’t like its back paws, the dog notes, and it doesn’t have a tail
or quite smell like a canine. A grown-up with blue eyes and wavy,
shoulder-length blue-black hair only intervenes when the baby
tries to mount the dog like a horse. The black-eyed baby and the
caregiver have medium-brown skin and stylistic pink circles on
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“Delightful, vocabulary-rich lines that beg to be read with panache.”
123 cats

their cheeks. Nelson’s sophisticated mixed-media collage uses a
distinctive palette of mustards, royal blues, and deep greens with
hot pink and red accents. The dog’s confusion about this new
arrival seems to last several months as the child grows from a swaddled newborn to a crawling tyke playing hide-and-seek. Despite
the word baby appearing in the title, the exercise of comparing and
contrasting canines and infants will make more sense to toddlers.
A playful and funny romp that will appeal to dog-owning
tots. (Board book. 1-3)

123 CATS
A Cat Counting Book
Newman, Lesléa
Illus. by Isabella Kung
Candlewick (26 pp.)
$7.99 | April 29, 2021
978-1-5362-0995-2

Meow! Meet and count a dozen charismatic kitties.
A captivating selection of frolicking felines participate in familiar, kitty-centric activities, such as napping, snuggling, and snacking. Each double-page spread adds another kitty until No. 12, a tiny
cream-colored kitten, closes the party—because he “knows that
cats come better by the dozen!” Though the rhyming text is easy
enough to read aloud, some stanzas feel safe and a bit stale: “Cat
Number Six feels like she’s in heaven / when she’s snuggled up with
Cat Number Seven.” However, beautiful illustrations, rendered via
sumi ink on watercolors, elevate the verses. Each cat—from a fluffy
ginger tabby to a slinky Sphynx—is imbued with a unique look and
personality. Cats tugging on toys, using stairs as a playground, or
grooming each other brim with charm, and going from Cat No. 1
to a cramped cavalcade of 12 of them easily demonstrates number
progression. Although Newman took few risks in the text of this
book, she goes the opposite direction in ABC Cats, giving readers
delightful, vocabulary-rich lines that beg to be read with panache:
“Elegant cat with dignified pose / Finicky cat turns up her nose.” An
oversized letter is paired with a demonstrative cat (S, for instance,
introduces a wary, eyes-wide “scaredy-cat”), and all 26 entries in the
cattery are purr-fectly entrancing.
Cat lovers will adore this beguiling board book. (Board book.
1-6) (ABC Cats: 978-1-5362-0994-5)

TINY TRAVELERS COLOMBIA
TREASURE QUEST

Pereira, Steven Wolfe & Susie Jaramillo
Illus. by Meiyee Tan; Abigail Gross;
Elizabeth Savanella; Iremayowa Olopade &
Crimzon Studio
Encantos (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Nov. 16, 2021
978-1-945635-80-9
Series: Tiny Travelers

Following the same format as previous books in the series,
the book begins with a map of the country adorned with objects
readers are asked to look for on subsequent pages. Busy and
brightly colored illustrations depict each locale with a cast of
racially diverse children. Readers travel to Cartagena, Barranquilla, and Ciudad Perdida on the northern Caribbean Coast;
pass through Bahía Solano on the Pacific Coast and down to the
Amazon region in the south; visit the cities of Bogotá, Medellín,
and Manizales in the Andes; and see natural wonders, such as the
Tatacoa Desert and Caño Cristales. In each locale a small fact
is given, and a “Did You Know?” section provides more details.
Words in Spanish are in bold print. Unfortunately, a few facts
are wrong. Contrary to what is stated, Bogotá is not in a valley
and is not surrounded by mountains. (Mountains border its eastern edge, and the land opens up to a vast plateau known as the
Bogotá savanna.) Caño Cristales is not called “the River of Seven
Colors” but “the River of Five Colors.”
An attractive book marred by factual mistakes. (Board book.
3-6)

1, 2, 3, DO THE SHARK

Robinson, Michelle
Illus. by Rosalind Beardshaw
Kane Miller (24 pp.)
$11.99 | Dec. 1, 2021
978-1-68464-317-2

Pure fantasy and fun in an extra-large
board book.
This companion volume to 1, 2, 3, Do
the Dinosaur (2020) exploits the popularity of the song “Baby
Shark.” Bess, her strawberry-blond braids peeking out from
under the hood of her blue shark costume, sings and dances
through an imaginary undersea world. Somewhat wordy verses
and clunky rhymes tell a story “deep beneath the waves.” A
huge storm whips the seaweed into motion, and Bess’ ocean
friends are scared. Bess “flipped her tail and told them, / ‘Don’t
be scared, just copy me.’ ” When a real shark shows up, it just
wants to be included. Other illogical story elements underlie
the tale and stretch credulity: Bess can breathe underwater? Sea
creatures are scared by the motion of the water? Bess is firmly
in charge of this fantasy. The cartoonlike sea creatures, including the toothy shark, follow her lead in an underwater dance.
There’s a brief moment of suspense when the shark opens his
mouth wide, but the page turn reveals “a great white smile.”
On the final spread, the pace slows as Bess asks her friends to
stretch their fins, wrap them tightly around their bodies, and
“snuggle down. / 1, 2, 3….Sleep tight.”
Dance activities for children to mimic and a narrative with
mild suspense will make this one a storytime hit. (Board book.
2-4)

In this new addition to the Tiny Travelers series, young readers learn a few facts about Colombia.
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FAMILIES GROW

Saks, Dan
Illus. by Brooke Smart
Rise x Penguin Workshop (24 pp.)
$7.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-0-593-22367-3
An exploration of the many ways, traditional and nontraditional, that families grow.
This bighearted board book launches with a note about how a
family starts with a wish. From there, the story details a variety of
ways to welcome a new baby into a family, holding reverent space
for diverse experiences. A straightforward rhyming text puts an
array of topics—from surrogacy to adoption—into a child-friendly
context that will both validate young readers’ own experiences
as well as provide context for children in families that may have
formed in a way different from their own. With its uncomplicated
sentences, the story includes just enough detail for young readers:
“The belly might belong to Mom, / But also it may not. / Sometimes
another special belly / Is the perfect spot.” An emphasis on how

much babies are loved by their families once they become part of
them, regardless of the process, is underscored throughout the
book. Family bonds shine brightly in cheerful, crisp-lined illustrations featuring bold colors and patterns. The illustrations focus on
several interracial opposite-sex couples, but there’s also one interracial same-sex couple and one possible single-parent family. Parents, children, and babies are racially diverse. A glossary of terms at
the close—including the words and phrases womb, birth parents, foster parent(s), forever parent(s), and more—provides an opportunity
to continue the conversation.
A sweet and inclusive look at the different ways that families are formed. (Board book. 1-3)

y o u n g a d u lt

Sparking Curiosity and Imagination
In Young Inventors Ages 4-9!

Get “We’re Going Green” Today!

Or Check Out the Deluxe Bundle!
www.IfNotYouBooks.com
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“A sweet story that pulls on the heartstrings.”
big bear, little bear

BIG BEAR, LITTLE BEAR

A bit of rehearsal may be necessary to make this one work
for the youngest readers. (Board book. 1-3)

Schneider, Marine
Cameron + Company (22 pp.)
$9.99 | Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-951836-28-3

HIDE-AND-SEEK PEEKABOO

Slater, Nicola
Chronicle Books (16 pp.)
$10.99 | Sept. 14, 2021
978-1-7972-0369-0
Series: Beginning Baby

Big Bear and Little Bear have many
things in common—some with slight,

unexpected twists.
Big Bear wears a yellow top and white pants, and Little Bear
wears a white top with yellow pants. They both have boots, a
coffee cup, a plate, a toothbrush, and slippers. All things are distinguished mainly by their size: Big Bear’s things are big, and
Little Bear’s things are little. In some instances, a strain of tenderness infuses the story. For instance, Big Bear’s car is exactly
that, but Little Bear’s car is a cloth sling across Big Bear’s back.
Big Bear’s house and Little Bear’s house are precisely the same
one. Big Bear’s chair is a brown wooden one, reminiscent of
the classic story “Goldilocks and the Three Bears,” but Little
Bear’s chair is Big Bear’s welcoming lap. Big Bear’s lovey is Little
Bear, and Little Bear’s lovey is a plush white rabbit. The final
spread will resonate with many adults and children: The illustration on the verso depicts a cozy bed with Big Bear in it (“Big
Bear’s bed”), and the illustration on the recto shows both bears
in the same snug bed (“Little Bear’s bed”). Originally published
in French, Schneider’s childlike illustrations are colorful and
attractive, set against plain, monochromatic backgrounds.
A sweet story that pulls on the heartstrings. (Board book. 1-3)

THE ITSY BITSY DINOSAUR

Sindelar, Valerie
Tiger Tales (10 pp.)
$9.99 | Aug. 17, 2021
978-1-68010-675-6

An extended riff on “The Itsy Bitsy
Spider” starring animals and featuring
sliding panels.
The action begins on the cover with the titular purple triceratops heading out to play. She builds a boat out of sand, but the rain
washes it away. An elephant and a tiger arrive to cheer her up, and
the appearance of a lion heralds the arrival of the sun, a time when
the playmates can enjoy the playground. The large pull-tabs on the
top edge and right side of the book each have a small icon of the
animals featured, which is helpful for determining which panel to
pull as the story builds. Once pulled, a slide-out page reveals the
creature and what it brings to the gathering. Die-cut holes in the
recto allow the scenes to be changed once the panel is slid, with the
appearance of smaller creatures, including a stealthy spider. While
not a groundbreaking board book, the cartoon-esque animals,
depicted with bright colors as they playfully cavort throughout
the book, will appeal to young children. They may need assistance
figuring out which tab to pull next, but their rounded corners and
sturdy construction means they will work well for robust play.
While the rhyming scheme does not match the one in “Itsy Bitsy
Spider,” this book can be sung as well as read.
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Seven flaps hide seven friends.
Sharply outfitted anthropomorphic animals play a game
of hide-and-seek. Riley the narwhal has a red-striped T-shirt.
Elijah the elephant wears glasses and a tie. Gabriel the giraffe
sports a bow tie with a windowpane plaid shirt. Mia, the purple
monkey dancing on a bed in a red-and-white skirt, and Layla,
the llama sleeping under a bed, are the only “friends” with stereotypically female names. (Some readers will be dismayed to
see yet another anthropomorphic monkey in a children’s book.)
The red fox, Mateo, wears a pearl necklace. Paisley the octopus wears a hat and apron. Children familiar with earlier books
in the Beginning Baby series (Welcome to Shape School!; Smile
Baby!; and 10 Hugs and Kisses, all published in 2021) may remember these characters, but they will not have achieved celebrity
status for most youngsters. A visible bit of tail, ear, paw, hoof,
or tentacle hints at where to find the half-circle cutouts to lift
the large flaps built into these pages. Small fingers may have
difficulty with this fine-motor skill. Detailed domestic scenes
offer clues about what each animal was doing before hiding.
Objects shown are not labeled. In fact, after a three-sentence
explanation of the game, the only text is a verbal cue (“Who is
under…?”). The friends are together again on the final spread
with an invitation: “Let’s play again soon.”
For peekaboo fans ready for a lift-the-flap book. (Board
book. 1-3)

TINY T. REX AND THE TRICKS
OF TREATING

Stutzman, Jonathan
Illus. by Jay Fleck
Chronicle Books (20 pp.)
$7.99 | Sept. 7, 2021
978-1-4521-8490-6

Tiny T. Rex shares the top six tricks of treating for those
wanting to become Halloween Treat-masters.
“The very best part of Halloween is the Treats,” the book
opens. “It is a mathematically proven fact.” From there, Tiny
T. Rex and pal Pointy, who declare themselves masters of treating, share their tricks, which range from what to wear (with a
caveat to avoid wearing multiple costumes at once) to being sure
to express “thank you” (even frightful creatures have manners,
after all) to the “greatest trick” of all—sharing treats. Stutzman’s
play on trick-or-treating, coupled with original words like
Nom-bies and Crawly-creeps, give this board book a refreshingly
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original take on familiar Halloween themes. Fleck’s illustrations
depict the dinos as endearing and playful. Tiny T. Rex has two pointy,
nonintimidating teeth and a diminutive stature, and Pointy’s ever
so pointy back plates are incorporated into its costume as a unicorn with a rainbow-colored tail. And who can resist a dinosaur
wearing “mitties” over its hands? The brightly colored illustrations
are visually appealing, and the details give readers plenty to observe.
From showing gratitude for a cucumber “treat” handed out from a
basket of veggies to sharing their haul with a homebound friend,
these dinosaurs are adorable in more ways than one.
Sweet and practical holiday advice delivered by two darling dinos. (Board book. 2-4)

A CUB STORY

Tracy, Kristen
Illus. by Alison Farrell
Chronicle Books (22 pp.)
$9.99 | Sept. 28, 2021
978-1-4521-7458-7

I’LL ALWAYS HOLD YOUR
HAND

van Genechten, Guido
Clavis (20 pp.)
$12.95 | April 13, 2021
978-1-60537-621-9

y o u n g a d u lt

A cub frolics and munches his way
through an idyllic first year.
“I am a bear. Do you see me?” Nestled
inside a tall book with a narrow trim size,
a small bear lives its best life, introducing
young readers to bear habitats, foods, and activities throughout
all the seasons. The bear’s breezy, childlike narration is informative; digestible chunks of information tell readers that it
is “an expert at smelling” and has “big claws.” But within this
simplicity there are helpful visual and textual cues about seasonal changes and useful context given through direct comparisons: “Compared to a hedgehog, I eat a lot. Compared to
a moose, I eat a little.” Laced throughout the story are tender
turns of phrase that make the narrative more intimate, as when
the cub rests in a “cuddle lump.” The round, inquisitive, and
endearing cub does mostly bearlike things, such as encountering delicious blackberries and fishing in streams, but there are a
few slightly anthropomorphized scenes, such as when the bear
plays “games” with a fox and wolf, making this book nonfictionadjacent. Farrell’s loose, languid, full-bleed illustrations appear
airy and simple and create a warm and homey feel, especially in
a dark hibernation scene with the cub and its mother: “With my
mama, I am just right.”
Bear-y sweet. (Board book. 1-4)

On each spread, we see a large illustration of a cartoon
baby against a muted or white background. The youngsters
are depicted in cozy situations, often looking lovingly off the
page toward the unseen parent. A kid (the goat kind) utters its
first words; a bunny cries while lying in its crib; a kitten plays
peekaboo from behind pillows; and a puppy enjoys a bubble
bath. Despite the animal stand-ins, the scenes mostly progress
through a day that is typical for a human little one, culminating with a White toddler with brown hair asleep in a bed while
the off-page caregiver promises to love the child and repeat it
all again the next day. Van Genechten’s art is as cuddly as ever;
however, the text, translated from Dutch, reads oddly in a few
spots and includes a misspelling: “I play peek-a-book with you
/ where are you / there you are.” The translator uses the word
tussle for a reference to a lamb’s puffy topknot hairdo, though
tousle should be employed instead. Some of the described
actions in the text are not visible in the art, and parents and
caregivers are not seen interacting with the little ones. This may
be confusing and unsatisfying for the target audience.
Adorable but half-baked. (Board book. 1-3)

ON A CONSTRUCTION SITE

Ware, Kate
Illus. by Maria Perera
Tiger Tales (12 pp.)
$9.99 | Oct. 12, 2021
978-1-68010-688-6
Series: What Can You See?

This board book shows how a new
school is built.
Designed for little readers who are curious about the construction process beyond merely vehicles that dig, this book
depicts the destruction of a school, the completion of the new
one, and much more in between. The text covers everything
from safety rules to just how long it can take to construct a new
building. There are also engaging questions presented to readers, such as “Can you see a little mouse?” and “Can you find a
wheelbarrow down low?” The text is explanatory and includes
potentially new vocabulary in a seamless way. The book features
“peek-through pages,” as the cover describes it—cutouts that
allow readers to see all the way to the end, each page turn revealing more details. While at times the cutouts skew the perspective of the construction site, they are mostly successful. The
illustrations include just the right amount of detail, encouraging readers to linger. They depict information that is not stated
in the text but that is essential to the story. For example, readers will note the seasons changing from page to page. The site
crew features people with varying skin tones and hairstyles and,
refreshingly, includes women construction workers.
A blueprint for engaging readers and satisfying their curiosity. (Board book. 2-4)

A variety of caregivers, both animal
and human, share how they attend to the
needs of their little ones.
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OF FIRE AND ASH

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Adams, Gillian Bronte
Enclave Escape (496 pp.)
$24.99 | Dec. 7, 2021
978-1-62184-203-3
Series: Fireborn Epic, 1

ASHES OF GOLD by J. Elle................................................................188
LAWLESS SPACES by Corey Ann Haydu.........................................189
AUGUSTA SAVAGE by Marilyn Nelson............................................191

Welcome to the kingdom of Soldonia, where three intertwined stories
unfold.
After Bair’s accidental death following a challenge she issued, his sister,
Ceridwen, is branded with the mark of
the kasar and banished from their fortress by their father, the
king. She becomes an Outrider, patrolling the wildlands. When
she learns that a neighboring state is being invaded by the
empire of Nadaar, she decides she must return home to warn
them of the impending threat. Meanwhile, royal-born Rafi is
haunted by the ghost of his dead brother. He is trying to leave
behind his old life and start over as Nahiki, the humble guest of
a fisherman—but the past will not let him go so easily. Multilingual Jakim, who was formerly enslaved, has recently become a
Scroll and is eager for an adventure; little does he know that one
little lie might bring the end of everything he holds dear. The
novel pays much attention to worldbuilding, with the action
picking up in the final quarter of the story. The introspective
protagonists are realistically flawed: hot-headed Ceridwen puts
the people she cares about in danger; Rafi lies about his true
identity not only to his friends, but to himself; and Jakim must
critically engage with the religion he has chosen to devote himself to. Ceridwen has red hair and bronze skin; Rafi has beaded
black hair; and slender, boyish Jakim has brown skin.
A promising series opener for patient readers. (Fantasy.
13-18)

CONTEST OF QUEENS

Bartlett, Jordan H.
CamCat Books (464 pp.)
$24.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-7443-0498-5

AUGUSTA SAVAGE
The Shape of a Sculptor’s Life

A queendom is divided, and a teen
girl hopes to unite it.
In the Queendom of Frea, the citizens of the Upper and Lower Realms live
apart but under the ostensibly benign
rule of their queen. Thirteen-year-old
Jacs, a Lowrian girl, is an inventor’s apprentice who finds a

Nelson, Marilyn
Christy Ottaviano Books (160 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-316-29802-5
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IN EVERY GENERATION

Blake, Kendare
Disney-Hyperion (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-368-07502-2

Sunnydale has a new slayer.
Set in the world of TV’s Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, this first installment in a
new series focuses on a new generation.
Frankie Rosenberg’s mom is the powerful witch Willow, friend to famed slayer
Buffy. Frankie’s own minimal powers are mostly used for ecological purposes until there’s an explosion at a slayers’ meeting,
leading Frankie to become the first ever slayer-witch. A slayer
needs her crew of Scoobies, and under the guidance of Watcher
Spike, Frankie is assisted by Hailey, half sister of missing slayer
Vi; werewolf lacrosse player Jake; and Sigmund, a Sage demon.
Frankie may be new to the gig, but she has to learn quickly
because there’s a new Big Bad in Sunnydale who is out for blood.
The book provides enough information for patient newcomers
to the Buffyverse to enjoy the story, but it will be most appealing to those with at least some background knowledge who will
appreciate the references. Though the pacing is inconsistent,
exciting action scenes abound, and the villain is intriguing and
delightfully vicious. The characters’ banter and observations
are often cheeky and funny but sometimes fall flat, as when
they are based on gender stereotypes. The abrupt ending satisfyingly wraps up some plots, but there are plenty left open for
future entries. Most characters are White; Hailey’s mom was
Saulteaux First Nations, and Sigmund is Black.
Enjoyable for Buffy fans and general paranormal enthusiasts. (Paranormal. 14-adult)

|

MEDUSA

Burton, Jessie
Illus. by Olivia Lomenech Gill
Bloomsbury (224 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-5476-0759-4
Boy meets girl, girl loves boy—but
girl’s hair was cursed and is made of living snakes.
The Medusa myth is given new shading and depth in a feminist retelling that homes in on the heart
of a young girl punished unfairly for being herself. After being
banished, Medusa lives with only her winged sisters for company
on a hidden desert island until Perseus, a son of Zeus, arrives to
bring light to her lonely days. Her first-person narration quickly
builds connection with readers—even her snakes experience
distinct emotions—as she begins to examine her own autonomy and her need to tell her story to a stranger. In her hunger
for the sustenance of the connection she’s been denied, Medusa
reconsiders the status quo and her relentlessly cruel treatment
by both men and gods. Burton delves into the lingering trauma
of sexual assault and toxic gender roles in a visceral call to empathy, with surprising twists on the original story. Some messages
can veer toward heavy-handedness when they shift away from
Medusa’s own distinct perspective, but Perseus’ description of
her as a poet is also true of Burton’s prose; aquatic and mythical but not overwrought, its beauty is reflected in Gill’s sublime full-page illustrations. Rich in texture and color, they give
the impression of a rediscovered ancient manuscript or mural.
Medusa, her sisters, and Perseus have light-brown skin.
A smart reimagining of an ancient tale that questions old
tropes. (Graphic fantasy. 12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

message sent by Connor, an Upperite boy yearning to learn
about the Lower Realm. They strike up a secret correspondence that lasts years—but unbeknownst to Jacs, Connor is
really Prince Cornelius, the queen’s only son. When the queen
is assassinated during a rare visit to the Lower Realm, the subsequent investigation and subjugation of her fellow Lowrian
citizens inspires Jacs to covertly join the Contest of Queens,
a competition that sees young women facing off against each
other for a chance to become the next queen. This first entry in
a new fantasy series is a mixed bag: It introduces a matriarchal
society based on a corrupt system and thoughtfully examines
prejudice while establishing its main characters’ charming relationship as well as Jacs’ empowering story, including friendships
she makes along the way. However, though the queendom’s
power dynamics may be gender flipped, its heavy-handed presentation reinforces gender essentialism, and the novel’s voice
vacillates between middle grade and young adult as it follows
the characters through the years, an inconsistency that may lose
some readers. The main cast is assumed White.
An uneven read featuring an endearing pair of protagonists. (maps) (Fantasy. 14-18)

EDGEWOOD

Ciccarelli, Kristen
Wednesday Books (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-250-82152-2
What does it mean to forget your
past?
Having left her small-town life
behind, 19-year-old Emeline (who is
coded as White) is on the verge of success in the contemporary folk-rock scene.
But every time she sings, she sees the woods of her hometown
coming for her: moss coming out of her microphone, bugs
emerging from the floor. Emeline fears she’s losing her mind,
much as her beloved grandfather has lost his memory to dementia. When Pa disappears from the care center and his friends
say he’s been tithed, Emeline leaves bright, normal Montreal
to return to Edgewood, where everyone believes in the Wood
King and quarterly sacrifices. She finds herself in the heart of
the woods, where her fight for her grandfather draws her into
a mysterious curse—and a romance with the strangely familiar
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gray-eyed, brown-skinned Hawthorne. While the Wood King’s
world lacks nuance, the themes of memory and forgetting and
how they play into love and happiness provide some depth. Of
particular note is the recurring question of how memory loss
changes a person and their relationships, something that is poignantly addressed in the author’s note. The tone of this work
will appeal to fans of Holly Black and Melissa Albert, although
it doesn’t quite live up to their standards.
An intriguing theme let down by weak worldbuilding.
(Fantasy. 14-18)

ASHES OF GOLD

Elle, J.
Denene Millner Books/Simon &
Schuster (416 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-5344-7070-5
Series: Wings of Ebony, 2
The future of a nation rests on one
girl’s shoulders.
After Rue, an African American teen
from Texas, discovered that her father
was from a magical land near Madagascar called Ghizon, her
world has been turned upside down. In a matter of months, she
learned about the island’s terrible dark past and how her father’s
people were forced into hiding after the Chancellor stole their
magic and led the Grays to power. Now, the Grays are divided
between loyalists and those rebelling against the Chancellor’s
terrible actions. Meanwhile, Jelani, as Rue is known to the Ghizoni, has become a beacon of hope for her people: She and her
friends Bri and Jhamal have decided to join the rebellion. As the
Chancellor begins his assault on their base, Rue quickly realizes
that they are outpowered. Suddenly, her world goes dark, and
she wakes up in a cell next to Jhamal with no recollection of
what happened. With responsibility weighing heavily on her
shoulders, Rue must find a way to restore her confidence and
take down the Chancellor once and for all. Elle’s thrilling conclusion to the Wings of Ebony duology delivers a hefty punch.
Rue’s feelings of insecurity and fear of failure connect readers
to her as she weighs a multitude of consequences at every turn.
Bri’s character arc, as one of the Grays, is a wonderful portrait of
allyship and the confrontation of privilege. Elle delivers in her
sophomore outing.
A masterful adventure. (Fantasy. 14-18)

THE BURNING SWIFT

Elliott, Joseph
Walker US/Candlewick (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-5362-0749-1
Series: Shadow Skye, 3
The peoples of Scotia and the Skye
clans must come together.
After the events of The Broken Raven
(2021), Sigrid brings a dire warning to
the Skye clans: Ingland’s villainous King
Edmund is coming for them, and he’s teamed up with Konge
Grímr to get revenge on our heroes. To counter their dark weapons, the various factions (such as Jaime and Agatha’s Clann-aTuath, Clann-na-Bruthaich, Bó Riders like Cray, the Raasay
islanders, and even more unexpected former enemies) must
join forces. Forming and maintaining a common front requires
personal risks and connections from the young protagonists,
especially when various cultures clash. While the bringing
together of unlikely alliances to stave off a powerful enemy is
just the kind of climactic conclusion readers expect from final
entries in fantasy series, the personal storylines of the three
characters keep things fresh. When Agatha is abducted, she
goes on a journey of discovery—learning the full extent of what
she’s capable of and making peace with mysteries from her past.
Jaime grapples with his insecurities as he pushes Cray away out
of internalized fear of his culture’s views on homosexuality and
leans heavily into blood magic, becoming overly dependent on
his sword; eventually he must set aside the messages from his
community and come to his own conclusions. Meanwhile, bold
Sigrid’s heroism continually pays off, earning her an exciting
new direction.
A trilogy closer that gives all the characters chances to
grow and shine. (note about languages) (Fantasy. 12-18)

URGENT MESSAGE FROM A
HOT PLANET
Navigating the Climate Crisis

Eriksson, Ann
Illus. by Belle Wuthrich
Orca (216 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-4598-2632-8
Series: Orca Issues, 6

A call to action that is both sobering
and hopeful.
Biologist and science writer Eriksson outlines the three
major problems that contribute to the climate crisis: “global
heating, ecological destruction, and inequality.” She conveys
unvarnished facts about the climate crisis from reputable
sources along with their causes and how societies can prepare
for natural disasters, disruptions to the global food supply,
mass population displacement, and armed conflicts. Eriksson
makes an impassioned case for young people to take action to
188
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“A compelling feminist story.”
lawless spaces

cultivate hope and fend off despair. Along the way, she shares
inspirational stories and words of wisdom from interviews with
activists and changemakers from around the world. The book
concludes with eco-anxiety self-care suggestions. An intimate
relationship between author and readers is created through the
accessible first-person narrative that makes space for emotions
as well as scientific facts and figures. The layout is crisp and
inviting, with color photographs and graphic design illustrations with speech bubbles and bold color. Artwork and writing
by youth from all over the world are spotlighted throughout.
The disproportionate impact on vulnerable populations is
emphasized, with the work of Indigenous activists and organizations being championed and the need to “unite with and
learn from Indigenous peoples” cited as vitally important. Only
solutions that meet the needs of both equity and ecology are
presented as truly viable in the fight for climate justice.
A well-researched and emotionally impactful call to
make choices that revitalize nature and our planet. (glossary,
resources, photo credits, index) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

After Emanuela and Verene escape
from their underground cell, they form a
grudging alliance in order to control six
of the eight ring cities.
Occhia and Iris, their respective
homes, are forfeit: There is no one left in Occhia since Emanuela lost control of her magic and slaughtered the population,
and the citizens of Iris have lost their faith in Verene. The girls
don’t speak of the past, avoiding in particular any mention of
Theo, Verene’s twin brother who trapped them underground,
and Alessandro, Emanuela’s best friend, whom she abandoned
in the catacombs. When Emanuela kills the last of the watercreas—the old rulers of the cities—she inadvertently triggers
the destruction of her world. The veil surrounding the cities
descends and consumes everything, but then Emanuela wakes
up in a previously hidden ninth city that serves as the afterlife.
She and Verene are whisked away by the murdered watercreas,
who task them with capturing the ninth city’s ruler, a powerful and insatiable magic user. Emanuela’s conviction that she is
a savior figure despite so much evidence to the contrary adds
to the already heightened tension in a novel filled with secrets,
betrayals, and disasters. Her attraction to Verene, hinted at in
Beyond the Ruby Veil (2020), is undeniable here despite Emanuela’s best efforts to hide it, and Verene’s eventual reciprocation
offers brief moments of sweetness. Characters follow a White
default; Verene has brown skin.
Dark, spectacular, and tragic. (Fantasy. 14-18)

|

A girl searches for authenticity in a
world that constantly judges her.
The women in the Dovewick family
have a few things in common. Short and
buxom with cascading blond hair, they
have the kinds of bodies other people
feel free to project their assumptions onto. Starting on their
16th birthdays, each woman also keeps a journal in which they
write poems about things not said aloud. Mimi has plenty to
write about since she doesn’t have many authentic connections in real life—she and her mother don’t connect like they
used to, and Mimi’s many followers on social media only know
the curated version she shares there. As Mimi reads the older
generations’ journals, she encounters women she never really
knew, whether it’s a different side of someone familiar, as with
her mother, or untold stories, such as learning that in 1954 her
great-grandmother was pressured into sex and then ditched
by a manipulative boyfriend despite her unplanned pregnancy.
Meanwhile, Mimi’s mom publicly accuses a famous director of
sexual assault, and the first Mimi hears about it is from the news.
The verse journal excerpts making up this narrative powerfully
convey generations of sexism surrounding women in many
areas of their lives and ask whether that history is an emotional
connection or a curse that is doomed to be repeated. By turns
fragile, tough as nails, halting, and determined, these characters’
voices command attention. The cast defaults to White.
A compelling feminist story. (author’s note) (Verse novel.
14-18)
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INTO THE MIDNIGHT VOID

Fitzgerald, Mara
Little, Brown (272 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-7595-5775-8
Series: Beyond the Ruby Veil, 2

LAWLESS SPACES

Haydu, Corey Ann
Simon & Schuster (496 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-5344-3706-7

AFRICAN TOWN

Latham, Irene & Charles Waters
Putnam (448 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-0-593-32288-8
A fictionalized account of the last
slave ship to bring captives from Africa
to the United States.
Despite the U.S. ban on the importation of enslaved labor, plantation
owner Timothy Meaher bet that he
could bring in a shipload of Africans. In 1860, a ship called the
Clotilda, under the leadership of Capt. William Foster, sailed
from Mobile, Alabama, to the kingdom of Dahomey. There,
Foster purchased 110 people—including a 2-year-old girl—who
had been captured by the king’s soldiers. Fourteen voices,
including that of the ship, tell the tale of that journey across
the Middle Passage and the years following their enslavement,
first in the Alabama swamps, then on plantations, and finally in
the free settlement of African Town (later renamed Africatown).
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“The icy setting is so detailed that readers
will feel the need to bundle up.”
cold the night, fast the wolves

The highly personal stories in verse reveal the different aspects
of this illegal trade and the impact on both the Black enslaved
people and the White crew members. Most well known is Kossola, who was long thought to be the last known survivor of the
Atlantic slave trade. Latham and Waters use a different poetic
form for each narrator, giving each a distinct personality. The
Africans’ attempts to hold true to their home cultures and traditions—most were Yoruba—as they try to adapt to their new
reality come across most powerfully.
Enhanced by rich backmatter, this is a strong addition
to literature about slavery. (map, authors’ note, characters,
Africatown today, timeline, glossary, poetry forms/styles,
resources) (Verse novel. 12-18)

COLD THE NIGHT,
FAST THE WOLVES

Long, Meg
Wednesday Books (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-1-250-78506-0
Proud, stubborn, and lonely 17-yearold Sena Korhosen survives by picking
pockets.
The only thing Sena wants is to save
enough money to get off-world, far away
from Tundar, an unforgiving planet of electrical storms and bitter cold. When she crosses a cruel crime boss, he offers her clemency—if she can rehabilitate his vicious, prizefighting she-wolf.
It’s not a task she feels up to, but she has no other choice if she
wants to escape to a better life. After a near-fatal turn of events,
Sena finds herself in charge of the stolen she-wolf and agreeing to do the one thing she swore she’d never do: take part in
a deadly 1,000-mile race to reach valuable exocarbon deposits,
the same race that claimed her mothers’ lives five years before.
Sena may not have a lot, but with the wolf Iska by her side, she
has a lot to lose and even more to gain. The action scenes are so
fast-paced as to cause whiplash, while quieter interludes slow
down enough to allow readers to catch their breath. There is
no romantic subplot—instead, the growing trust between Sena
and Iska is the focus. The worldbuilding is intricate, and the icy
setting is so detailed that readers will feel the need to bundle up
as they speed through to the exciting and satisfying conclusion.
Main characters are assumed White; some secondary characters have brown skin.
Fast and furious. (Science fiction. 14-18)
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WHEN YOU GET THE CHANCE

Lord, Emma
Wednesday Books (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 4, 2022
978-1-250-78334-9

A teen seeks the answer to a longburied family secret during a dramafilled summer.
Millie Price knows she wants to
perform on Broadway, where her outgoing and larger-than-life personality will
shine, and attending a prestigious musical theater pre-college
program in Los Angeles for her senior year would help her get
ahead of the game, not to mention offering a fresh start after
being haunted by an excruciatingly embarrassing viral video
from her middle school musical. Unfortunately, she would be
leaving behind New York City; her school’s epic senior year
musical; her theater crew; her lifelong best friend, Teddy; and
her single father. The summer after junior year, Millie and
Teddy, both implied White, discover the LiveJournal her father
kept at age 20 and realize from clues it contains that Millie’s
mother, who left her as a baby, might be living in the city. Millie leaps into Mamma Mia!–inspired action, tracking down the
three women who could be her mother. Chock-full of musical
theater references and humor, the novel includes high-stakes
emotional drama that is balanced by supportive friendships and
strong, deep family connections. The slow-burn rivals-to-lovers
romance with Oliver, a Chinese American classmate, is satisfying and relies on a slowly built relationship of trust. Millie’s
anxiety contrasts with her flamboyant and outwardly confident
personality, adding to an intriguing exploration of self-image,
self-worth, and belonging as she searches for her mother.
An entertaining personal journey with plot twists galore.
(Fiction. 13-18)

ANYTHING BUT FINE

Madden, Tobias
Page Street (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-64567-438-2

With one wrong move, the dreams of
an aspiring ballet dancer shatter—along
with the bones in his foot—leaving him
lost as he tries to recover.
For Luca Mason, an Australian boy
living in Ballarat, Victoria, ballet was
more than his future career. Dancing is his whole identity—or
was. One fall down the stairs later, Luca must let go of his goal
of attending the exclusive Australian Ballet School, and he also
loses the performing arts scholarship at his private high school.
As he struggles to find his balance at a new school, the weight
of his past and the unstable ground of a secret relationship
threaten to knock him off his feet again. Forced into taking a
new perspective, Luca reexamines his standards for friendship
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as he finds himself unexpectedly drawn to another outcast, academic superstar Amina Ahmad, an Indonesian Australian hijabi
who welcomes him into her life. He also becomes more mindful of his White privilege. Luca’s relationship with popular jock
and high school royalty Jordan Tanaka-Jones, who is Japanese
and (implied) White Australian, explores toxic masculinity and
questioning one’s sexuality. The first-person narration strikes a
balance between Luca’s brooding introspection and character
development demonstrated through his changed behavior.
A reflective, romantic, and emotional coming-of-age story.
(Fiction. 14-18)

THE MONARCHS

Morgan, Kass & Danielle Paige
Clarion/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-358-09822-5
Series: Ravens, 2

|

Nelson, Marilyn
Christy Ottaviano Books (160 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-316-29802-5

A renowned poet brings a Harlem
Renaissance artist’s story to life.
Nelson focuses her poetic skills on
Black sculptor and teacher Augusta Savage in this biography for budding historians, artists, and poetry
lovers alike. Savage’s life makes for great material—she was
born in Florida in 1892, a middle child with 13 siblings, into a
world of racial discrimination. She was thrice married, the first
time at only 15, and in 1921 moved to New York City in search
of better opportunities. Savage created a number of stunning
sculptures that captured elements and figures of contemporary
Black life. Nelson’s arresting poetry, which is accompanied by
photographs of Savage’s work, dazzles as it experiments with
form and supplies elegant lines about the artist’s many triumphs and struggles. In one concrete poem, Nelson writes: “At
eighteen, Gussie was widowed, with a / toddler older than her
youngest siblings. / The family’s hand opened and closed / in
welcome. But fingers remember.” The poems follow Savage’s
life in chronological order, beginning with her birth and ending
with a meditation on her striking 1959 sculpture, Bas Relief of
a Female Dancer. At times the enticing verses beg for more biographical context to add weight; readers will benefit from starting with the informative afterword by Tammi Lawson, curator
at the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture.
A lyrical biography from a master of the craft. (photo credits) (Verse biography. 12-18)
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Sorority witches confront consequences and reveal new truths in this
follow-up to The Ravens (2020).
Life is (somewhat) back to normal
at Westerly College after former coven
member Tiffany went on a murderous rampage. Starting in the
semester following the events of the previous book, Scarlett
Winter and Vivi Devereaux are determined to leave the traumatic past behind them. Scarlett fills the position of Kappa
Rho Nu president after her predecessor’s grisly death, and Vivi,
though just a freshman, takes on the demanding role of social
chair. Meanwhile, the Ravens grapple with squabbles with rival
sororities, roller-coaster love lives, and hosting an important
visit by alumnae (the titular Monarchs). Vivi also begins to
unearth insights into her absent father, and Scarlett seeks to
adjust Kappa traditions in order to avoid repeating previous
mistakes. Conflicts surrounding interpersonal trust, reconnecting to one’s family, and a new aspect of this world’s original
magic system are highlights, making sorority drama about oneupping their rivals through extravagant parties seem shallow in
comparison. The first entry’s rapid pace continues here, however, with a storyline that never slows down before reaching a
satisfying and tidy finish. Vivi is White; Scarlett is Black; and
the rest of the cast includes a diverse array of ethnic and racial
backgrounds.
Fans will certainly enjoy this duology closer. (Fantasy. 14-18)

AUGUSTA SAVAGE
The Shape of a
Sculptor’s Life

AT THE END OF EVERYTHING

Nijkamp, Marieke
Sourcebooks Fire (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-4926-7315-6

The Hope Juvenile Treatment Center, run by private corporation Better
Futures, is home to 31 young adults and
the harsh, abusive officers who guard
them.
When yersinia pestis modernis, a new
strain of the medieval plague, rips through the country, leaving
death and destruction in its wake, the guards at the Hope Center, indifferent to their teenage charges’ fates, abandon their
posts. Left to fend for themselves in a world that forgot about
them during a crisis, the kids left behind in a remote part of the
Ozarks have to learn how and whom to trust and, above all else,
what to do in order to survive. When Leah falls ill, Grace, Emerson, and Logan (who is Leah’s twin sister) work together to keep
each other safe as best they can despite facing disease and death.
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Nonbinary Emerson is grappling with their Catholic faith, and
neurodiverse Logan rarely speaks, communicating with Leah
using their own invented sign language. The beautifully written,
lyrical prose enhances this riveting, fast-paced thriller that may
hit very close to home for readers struggling through the Covid19 pandemic. The alternating first-person narratives and interspersed phone call transcripts keep readers close to the action
and occasionally will bring them close to tears. Main characters
are White; the supporting characters are racially diverse.
A gripping story about marginalized citizens navigating
a global pandemic. (content warning, trans support resource,
author’s note) (Thriller. 14-18)

AKATA WOMAN

Okorafor, Nnedi
Viking (416 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-451-48058-3
Series: Nsibidi Scripts, 3
A Nigerian teen is pushed to otherworldly limits in search of a mystical
object.
Three years after discovering her
power as a Leopard, Sunny Nwazue, now
15, must embark on yet another dangerous journey. Tasked with
retrieving what the Nimm women (her and Chichi’s ancestors) stole from Udide, the Great Spider Artist, Sunny and her
coven—even-tempered Orlu, brash Sasha, and clever Chichi—
have no choice other than to comply or risk their pasts and
futures. As events are set in motion to track down Udide’s scroll,
Sunny must also learn how to be one with Anyanwu, her spirit
face, now that she is doubled, a rare occurrence among Leopard
People. However, Anyanwu seems to disappear just when Sunny
needs her most, and Sunny begins to resent something that is
part of her. Over the course of the seven-day time limit Udide
sets, Sunny must explore treacherous parts of the spirit world’s
wilderness, a parallel Earth teeming with lush plant life and
remarkable technology, and new parts of herself. Through the
steadily paced, omniscient narration, Okorafor draws readers
into Sunny’s compelling world—both real and imagined—making the setting as much of a character as the rest of the cast.
As in the previous entries, themes of balance and accountability are woven throughout as Sunny is tested. All characters are
Black.
An engrossing addition to a thoughtful coming-of-age
series. (Fantasy. 12-16)
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LOVE SOMEBODY

Roasek, Rachel
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-374-38896-6
Three high school juniors navigate
messy, changing relationships with one
another.
Popular girl Sam used to date nice
guy soccer player Christian, but they
realized they were better off as friends.
When Christian falls for Ros, a supersmart loner, he asks Sam to
help him gain her affection. In Cyrano de Bergerac fashion, Sam
tells Christian what to say when he is texting or talking with
Ros. It works; Ros becomes interested in Christian. However,
Sam starts to develop feelings for Ros, too, and wonders if they
could ever be reciprocated. Meanwhile, the teens are each navigating issues related to their families and examining how they
affect their identities. Sam has an absent actress mother; Christian’s dad is controlling, which caused his older brother to leave
the family years ago; and Ros, who was born via surrogate and is
not biologically related to her beloved gay dad, feels adrift and
seeks belonging. The story shifts among the first-person narratives of these complex and intriguing characters, all implied
White. Their family dramas add depth to their characterizations but sometimes lead to the story’s feeling unfocused. Still,
the dynamic shifting and evolving relationships between each
of the protagonists propel the plot. The romance is compelling, but it’s their friendships that are most heartwarming and
memorable. The leads are relatable and realistically flawed, and
their stories will appeal to fans of character-driven, slice-of-life
relationship and coming-of-age novels.
A promising debut about love in its many forms. (Fiction.
12-18)

ANATOMY
A Love Story

Schwartz, Dana
Wednesday Books (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-1-250-77415-6
In a quasi-historical version of Georgian-era Edinburgh, wealthy 17-year-old
Hazel Sinnett would rather dress in her
dead brother George’s clothes to attend
anatomy classes than attend balls.
Fortunately, her father is on St. Helena with the Royal Navy,
and her distracted mother, Lady Sinnett, is in London with her
younger brother, Percy, leaving Hazel in Hawthornden Castle
with just two servants for supervision. This enables Hazel to
pursue her dreams of becoming a surgeon, until a sexist doctor sees through her disguise. Hazel then sets up shop at home
in the dungeon and hires a young, attractive resurrection man
to bring her bodies for dissection, which in turn allows her to
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“Poignant, honest, and deeply engaging.”
the greatest thing

stumble very slowly into the gothic aspect of the story: medical experiments born out of hubris and destined to end badly.
The novel contains elements of mystery, horror, romance, and
feminist historical fiction but unfortunately does not quite succeed at any. The science is only as accurate as the story requires.
Hazel’s romance with her body-stealing companion is complicated by her long-standing betrothal to her boring cousin, Bernard, son of Lord and Lady Almont, who plays a minor villain
role. Hazel treats the poor from her dungeon surgery and plans
a takedown of medical patriarchy, which slows the unfolding of
a mystery that is signaled in the prologue. The enjoyably creepy
elements and grandstanding main villain are largely relegated to
the final chapters. Characters default to White.
Unlikely to steal readers’ hearts. (Historical thriller. 12-17)

THE GREATEST THING

Sydney is used to being at the top
of the food chain as the big bully at
her school on the White Earth Ojibwa
Reservation.
However, after her parents’ divorce
she moves with her mother to Minneapolis, where she finds out what it’s like to be on the other side.
As one of the few Native kids in her new school, she is bullied
by many peers. Trying to fit in, Sydney cuts her waist-length hair
and avoids wearing anything that might indicate she is Native,
but she continues to be ostracized and isolated. Eventually Sydney finds a kindred spirit in Finn, a boy who’s persecuted for
being gay. As the story progresses, readers understand how the
two friends are treated as outcasts just for being themselves and

y o u n g a d u lt

Searle, Sarah Winifred
First Second (352 pp.)
$25.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-250-29722-8

WHISPER TO THE SKY

Sigafus, Kim
7th Generation (118 pp.)
$9.95 paper | Jan. 31, 2022
978-1-939053-38-1

A young woman is apprehensive
about starting the school year after her
two closest friends move to a different
school.
Introverted, talented, and filled with
self-doubt, Winifred is the focus of this
simply drawn story; uncluttered panels and an appealing, muted
color scheme let her introspective narration take center stage.
She loves drawing and photography, gets middling grades in
some of her classes, and is self-conscious about her weight—
to the point that she has begun to eat foods she knows make
her sick (she is lactose intolerant) as a sort of self-punishment.
Set in the Portland, Maine, area in the early 2000s, the storyline follows Winifred as she makes new friends: She becomes
especially close to April, who also has an eating disorder and
whose wealthy parents are emotionally absent, and Oscar, who
struggles with depression. Winifred and Oscar work together
on a zine that is featured in its entirety in four parts. Initially,
Winifred thinks she may be interested in Oscar, but she later
realizes she is really attracted to a girl named Tilly. Set in an era
when landline phones were still in use, the story explores sexuality, mental health, and the messiness that goes with understanding of self in ways that will resonate with contemporary
readers. Varied visual perspectives, clean linework, and easy-toread speech bubbles contribute to the pleasurable reading experience. Winifred and April read as White; Oscar and Tilly have
brown skin.
A poignant, honest, and deeply engaging work. (Graphic
fiction. 12-18)
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Huda Fahmy
A Muslim American comics artist tackles hard truths with humor in a new
graphic novel for young adults
BY HANNAH BAE
Huda Fahmy

and finding validation. Fahmy, who lives in Houston, Texas, answered our questions about the book
via email. The interview has been edited for length
and clarity.
After writing for adults, how did you tailor Huda F
Are You? to young adult readers, especially when
it came to handling themes like Islamophobia
and racism?
It was a matter of putting myself in my old high
school shoes. I’d be lying if I said it wasn’t difficult
every time I went there. I was a sophomore in high
school when 9/11 happened, so it’s not a time that I
enjoy revisiting. Islamophobia and racism don’t care
what age you are, and even the youngest among us
find themselves victim to it. It becomes a responsibility, then, to help young readers try to navigate these
harsh realities and come out stronger despite them.
Also, I’d be remiss not to credit my amazing editors
at Dial for helping me keep the tone age-appropriate.

Tears, fears, and a whole lot of humor bubble up
in comics artist Huda Fahmy’s Huda F Are You? (Dial
Books, Nov. 23), a graphic novel/memoir hybrid for
young adults. Hard truths about life as a visibly Muslim woman in America are a mainstay of Fahmy’s
work, as seen in her debut, Yes, I’m Hot in This, and in
witty webcomics. Here, she depicts a fictionalized
teenage version of herself who gropes awkwardly for a sense of self-identity beyond the hijab she
wears, with plenty of comedic missteps along the
way. Our review calls the book “hilarious, charming,
and much needed” for its adept, heartfelt handling
of themes like xenophobia, teenage self-loathing,
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Why was it important to you to reach younger
readers?
Can I be selfish and say I wrote this book for me?
It is the book I wish I had growing up struggling
with my Muslim, Arab, American identities. I want
young readers to benefit because the struggle with
identity is so universal and so looming at this age. I
hope that hearing there’s no right or wrong way to
figuring out who you are helps relieve the stress and
anxiety that often plague young readers.
How did you decide to bring a fictional element
into this book, as opposed to making the book a
strictly nonfiction graphic memoir?
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Short answer: I wanted more freedom. I didn’t want
to be limited to just my life when it came to telling
this story of identity and self-discovery.
Long answer: 9/11 was a major event that shaped
my high school life and the years after. I realized
that young readers today might not fully grasp the
trauma that many [people of color] experienced because of the events of this tragic day. Instances of
Islamophobia and racism are unfortunately as present today as they ever were, so that gave me much
more freedom in telling a story that isn’t just based
on my life and experiences, but on the experiences
of young people of color who experience micro- and
macroaggressions daily.

Are more YA or kid lit books in your future?
Yes! I’m working on another YA graphic novel, and
I would love to venture into children’s literature
someday soon.
Hannah Bae is a Korean American writer, journalist, and
illustrator and winner of a Rona Jaffe Foundation Writ
er’s Award. Huda F Are You? was reviewed in the Oct.
1, 2021, issue.
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What were some of the comics that you loved
when you were growing up? How about now?
“Garfield,” “Calvin and Hobbes,” “The Far Side,” different manga series. I still enjoy “Calvin and Hobbes”
and “The Far Side.” I love graphic novels by Gene
Luen Yang, Raina Telgemeier, and Svetlana Chmakova and webcomics by amazing artists like Weinye
Chen (It’s Weinye), Marzi Williams (Introvert Doodles), and Asbah Alaena (AMuslimMama). I wish I
could list them all.

As I got older, that fear turned into anger and
indignation. Why should I be afraid to be myself?
Why should I be ashamed to proudly display my culture, beliefs, and heritage? This change of perspective spoke so much to Huda’s shift in understanding
identity and taking pride in her religion and culture.
I feel a lot of young readers, similarly, want to fit in
but are afraid it means they’ll have to give up a lot of
what defines their identity.

Amid all the humor, how did you find the emotional inflection points in this story, especially Huda’s
moving relationship with her mother?
When my mother read those scenes for the first time,
she cried. In the book, Huda’s relationship with her
mother, as seen in these poignant moments, is an essential plot device that drives Huda to self-discovery. Huda’s mother wants her kids to be stronger
than she was. [In the past,] she let shame and fear
stop her from living her life the way she wanted, and
she regrets it. She decides to become an example of
strength for her kids. It’s something Huda admires
but fears she can never live up to.
Why did you want to examine Huda’s family’s shift
away from cultural assimilation?
As a kid, I felt a strong push to assimilate, so common among immigrants and first-generation Americans. The fear of violence and backlash against us,
simply for being Arab and Muslim, was so real. All
I wanted to do was survive. I did that by trying to
fit in.
|
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see how they learn from one another. Watching her new friend
being tormented helps Sydney view her past actions in a new
light and decide how she wants to behave going forward. The
story also highlights the impacts of harsh behavior at home, as
Finn’s mother thinks that being gay is a choice—one she disagrees with—while Sydney’s father makes her feel mediocre no
matter how hard she tries, which is another piece of her journey to finding her voice. Sigafus (Ojibwa) has written a brief
and accessible novel that will engage readers and help them
understand that we all make mistakes but what truly matters is
whether we can learn from them.
A compassionate story for reluctant readers. (resources)
(Fiction. 12-18)

GAME ON
15 Stories of Wins, Losses,
and Everything in Between

Ed. by Silverman, Laura
Viking (448 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-593-35278-6

Games of many sorts lead to triumph,
tragedy, angst, joy, hookups, and breakups for teens in tales set both on and off
the playing field.
Prefaced by content warnings for four entries, these previously unpublished stories by a stellar cast of YA contributors
feature casts notably diverse in racial and sexual identity in settings ranging from a football field and an amusement park to
a house abandoned for decades in the wake of a bloody mass
murder. The disquieting stories are well outnumbered by more
upbeat ones, though. Bisexual Mexican American Maddi, who
lives with an anxiety disorder, struggles to keep her hot college
roommate, Olivia, from finding out that she plays quidditch in
Anna Meriano’s “Just Tell Them You Play Soccer.” While Benji,
in Shaun David Hutchinson’s steamy “Spite and Malice,” finds
a competitive card game gives him the nerve to take a chance
with neighbor Dan, giddy Fei (Anglicized as “Faye”) teams up
with her crush, Pierce, who presents White, to solve multilingual puzzles in “Mystery Hunt” by Gloria Chao. Other young
players pair off or form groups of various combinations and
grow, grapple with racism, deal with grief, and even expose a
killer. Readers will find this collection fresh, thought-provoking, and wise in the ways of adolescent coming-of-age.
A few chills but mostly thrills and likely to broaden
anyone’s notion of what winning is all about. (author bios)
(Anthology. 13-18)
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BOUND BY FIRELIGHT

Swift, Dana
Delacorte (448 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 18, 2022
978-0-593-12425-3
Series: Wickery, 2

Adraa and Jatin struggle to defend
their people amid growing danger and
mistrust.
Adraa, the heir to Belwar, is a gifted
witch, an innovator, an Underground
cage caster, and the heroic, masked Red Woman. Now, she is
also either the savior of her people or the monster who tried to
kill them all. On trial for causing the deadly eruption of Mount
Gandhak, Adraa is framed as a villain, and her people lose faith
in her as heir and in her family as rulers. Imprisoned in the
impregnable Dome, Adraa struggles to hold on to her secrets
and feelings of self-worth despite being plagued by insecurity
and guilt. Jatin, heir to Naupure and the secret vigilante Night,
gathers his friends and plans to free his love, Adraa, by any
means necessary. In this action-packed sequel, familiar characters reappear and past plot threads weave seamlessly together
as the fates of both kingdoms hang in the balance. While the
villains are slightly one-dimensional, the treatments of topics
such as guilt, secrets, grief, and the impact of drug use and abuse
are intricate and well analyzed. They are balanced, often with
humor, by themes of love, friendship, family, and community.
Similarly, inequities between the Touched magic users and the
Untouched, who cannot use magic, continue to be questioned.
The story is set in a reimagined fantasy version of India, in
which different kingdoms vary culturally and physically.
Satisfyingly packed with emotional insights, epic magic
duels, and twisty intrigue. (Fantasy. 12-18)

THE BONE SPINDLE

Vedder, Leslie
Putnam (416 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-593-32582-7

Two treasure hunters aim to save a
sleeping prince in this gender-swapped
“Sleeping Beauty.”
Historian Filore Nenroa and lady
“huntsman” Shane Ragnall are teen treasure hunters, each doomed by curse or
circumstance to wander far from their homes. While exploring
magical ruins, Fi pricks her finger on a spindle and discovers
that she is destined to wake Briar Rose, the beautiful sleeping
prince who seems to have stepped straight out of shōjo manga.
Meanwhile, Shane meets Red, a mysterious and enthralling
young woman who keeps popping up at just the right moments.
Looming over their journey is the Spindle Witch, who cursed
Briar Rose and his fallen kingdom. Vedder comes across as very
self-aware of the clichés she is subverting. The unsatisfying
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“Like a mooncake—sweet, savory, and altogether satisfying.”
loveboat reunion

ending is clearly a setup for sequels; nevertheless, the overall
impression is charming, with lively adventure, likable characters, and a creative take on magic and witches. The romances
between Fi and Briar and Shane and Red are passionate and fluttery but stay realistic by—pointedly—rejecting destiny. Fi and
Shane face exciting, video game–like fights and puzzles during
their quests, always doing their best to avoid killing people. In
this fairy-tale world, being gay is satisfyingly unremarkable. Two
of the protagonists read as White; the other two ambiguously
have tan skin and dark hair, and background characters have a
range of skin tones.
An enchanting read for fans of fairy-tale romance and girls
with battle axes. (Fantasy. 12-18)

LOVEBOAT REUNION

Wen, Abigail Hing
HarperTeen (448 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-0-06-295730-6

|

Lines between good and evil blur
as loyalties are tested in this trilogy
conclusion.
Following the cliffhanger ending of
The Camelot Betrayal (2020), Guinevere may have successfully
sealed Camelot against its enemies in Arthur’s absence, but
that wasn’t enough to save her. Held by Picts (who prefer to
be called northern people) and familiar faces—Mordred and
Morgana—she’s being taken by King Nechtan’s army to see the
Dark Queen. Along with her complicated relationship with silver-tongued Mordred, Guinevere quickly forms a rapport with
one of her captors, finding Nechtan’s bold, witty daughter Fina
impossible not to like. Taking advantage of her proximity to
Morgana—who assures Guinevere that they share a true enemy
in Merlin—Guinevere asks her to help untangle the truth of
Guinevere’s identity. The hard-fought answers she eventually
finds cause her even worse existential angst. Tangled up with
Guinevere’s identity issues is her web of relationships involving
passion, duty, love—especially love, numerous kinds of love—
and the broken trusts that weigh on her heart. Guinevere’s
internal war of identity and individuality ends up informing
the physical action of the climactic battle in a dramatic, highstakes way. The conclusion of the story closes the curtain on the
mythical elements in a gratifying manner and gives closure to
the characters, though not without some bittersweet losses.
Readers will be ensorcelled by the redemptions, revelations, and reconciliations. (Fantasy. 12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

The antagonists of Loveboat, Taipei
(2020) try to shed their old ways and
show the world that they have something to offer.
Sophie Ha regrets her poor behavior during the Loveboat program, and
she’s determined to be a better person as she starts college at
Dartmouth. Familial pressure to marry well caused Sophie to
prioritize romantic relationships above all else; now she plans
to achieve success through studying AI. No more romance for
her—especially not with Xavier Yeh, given their disastrous summer fling and current friendship. Meanwhile, in Los Angeles,
Xavier is forced by his father, the CEO of a Taiwanese business
empire, to repeat his senior year of high school. Xavier, who
has dyslexia and dysgraphia, must obey in order to gain independence from a family that prioritizes its reputation above all
else. A Mid-Autumn Festival celebration in Taipei presents an
opportunity for both teens to advance toward their goals, but
an accidental group chat message transforms the trip into an
extravagant weekend reunion for Loveboat alums. This sequel
highlights themes of personal growth and self-acceptance from
the perspectives of two characters whose talents are frequently
perceived as flaws by those around them. Amid schoolwork, lastminute event planning, and nail-biting family drama, Xavier and
Sophie start to recognize their better selves...and also, perhaps,
see a second chance at being together. Characters are mostly
Taiwanese or Taiwanese American.
Like a mooncake—sweet, savory, and altogether satisfying.
(cast of characters, assistive tools for dyslexia and dysgraphia)
(Romance. 14-18)

THE EXCALIBUR CURSE

White, Kiersten
Delacorte (368 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Dec. 7, 2021
978-0-525-58175-8
978-0-525-58176-5 PLB
Series: Camelot Rising, 3

THE STORYTELLER

Williams, Kathryn
HarperTeen (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 11, 2022
978-0-06-304939-0

A hidden trove of diaries connects a
New Hampshire teen with the Russian
princess Anastasia Romanov.
While helping to clear out her late
great-great-aunt Anna’s house, 17-yearold Jess uncovers a chest full of diaries
written in Russian hidden away in the attic. She enlists the
help of Evan, a college student majoring in Russian, to help her
translate them. What they discover leads them to believe that
Anna, who lived a quiet life married to Jess’ great-great-uncle
Henry, may have been the Russian royal who was rumored to
have escaped when the rest of her family was executed in 1918.
As Jess and Evan work their way through the diaries, readers are
treated to long excerpts in which young Anastasia details her
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unlikely escape to the United States via Western Europe. Jess
strives to please everyone around her by acting like someone
she’s not—from her mother, who wants her to attend Harvard,
to her boyfriend, who knows her as nothing but easygoing and
agreeable—and she finds parallels to her own struggles in Anastasia’s existence as an imposter. Jess’ present-day sections set in
2007 are the more engaging of the two storylines, though the
influence of Anna’s narrative on Jess’ life is noteworthy and satisfying by the time the tale is untangled. Apart from Jess’ best
friend, a Chinese American transracial adoptee, main characters read as White.
An interesting take on storytelling and identity. (author’s
note, sources, further reading) (Fiction. 13-18)

THE TEMPERATURE OF ME
AND YOU

Zepka, Brian
Disney-Hyperion (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 25, 2022
978-1-368-06471-2

A lonely gay teen with a burning
desire for love meets a mysterious new
boy with explosive powers who is on the
run from an evil corporation.
As the only openly gay boy in his
grade, high school junior Dylan Highmark has few prospects for
romance, even with the help of Perry and Kirsten, two cheerleaders who are his best friends. Although his parents enthusiastically (and annually) celebrate his coming out, Dylan has no
LGBTQ+ peer community support, something further emphasized by his school’s Gay Straight Alliance, where he is the first
gay member in years and most participants describe themselves
as allies. Dylan is desperate to escape his Philadelphia suburb
until Jordan Ator arrives and lights up his world, literally. Jordan moved from Arizona to escape HydroPro, the hydrogen
fuel corporation responsible for his parents’ deaths and his own
mutant fire powers following a car crash. Unfortunately, Jordan
can’t control his combustibility, and HydroPro has no intention
of letting him get away. Several times throughout this novel,
characters express that their circumstances make no sense, a
refrain that unfortunately captures both the unfolding plot and
the foundation for the hydrogen-based superpowers. HydroPro
knows Jordan’s location due to the string of publicized arsons
connected to his powers, making their struggle to apprehend
him unbelievable. There are many instances of casual fatphobia
alongside the valorization of muscled bodies. Main characters
read as White.
An interesting premise that fails to spark. (Science fiction.
14-18)
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MANUFACTURING HATE
How Africa Was Demonized
in Western Media

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

YOU’VE GOT RED ON YOU by Clark Collis.................................... 204

Allimadi, Milton
Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company
(167 pp.)
$40.70 paper | June 14, 2021
978-1-79246-647-2

WONDERS ALL AROUND by Bruce McCandless III..................... 209
PARIS BLUE by Julie Scolnik.............................................................215
MINDFUL WONDERS by Michelle Zivkov;
illus. by Manka Kasha........................................................................ 217

A study of how Western reporters
and editors have contributed to a distorted and derogatory representation of

PARIS BLUE
A Memoir of First Love

Scolnik, Julie
Koehler Books (252 pp.)
$29.95 | $17.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-64663-471-2
978-1-64663-469-9 paper
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African people.
In 1964, Time magazine reported on an attempt by Belgian
paratroopers to rescue White citizens threatened by Black
rebels in the Congo. “Black African civilization...is largely a
pretense,” the reporter wrote. “The rebels were, after all, for
the most part, only a rabble of dazed, ignorant savages, used
and abused by semi-sophisticated leaders.” Time was not alone
in its casual racism at the time. In this disturbing and compelling account of Western media’s inglorious coverage of Africa,
John Jay College adjunct professor and Black Star News publisher Allimadi reveals how “Demonization of Africans was
the handmaiden of conquest and colonization” and shows
how reporters at distinguished publications manufactured
“stereotypical racist representations” of Africans that persist
to this day. The author also takes well-known figures to task,
such as Thomas Jefferson and Joseph Conrad as well as British explorer Samuel Baker, who wrote in 1866, “Human nature
viewed in its crudest state as pictured amongst African savages
is quite on a level with that of the brute.” The most compelling revelations, however, come from internal correspondence
that Allimadi excavated from the New York Times’ archives. In
one undated exchange, Allimadi reports, the Times’ foreign
news editor Emanuel Freedman complimented Africa correspondent Homer Bigart for being “American journalism’s
leading expert on sorcery, witchcraft, cannibalism and all the
other exotic phenomena indigenous to darkest Africa.” The
message from the Times, Allimadi laments, “was that Africa
was not to be taken seriously.” For the most part, the book has
something of a dry, academic tone that may not appeal to lay
readers. However, there are many startling moments, as in 1967
when a Times reporter in Nigeria complained after an editor
inserted a fictitious reference to “small pagan tribes dressed in
leaves” into his copy. Allimadi also effectively shows how racism affected coverage of recent upheavals in Rwanda and Libya.
A revelatory survey of problematic coverage of Africa
throughout history.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF
THE CREATION
Black and White Edition

OH, LORDS!
Who We Date, Why We
Date Them, and What
We’ve Learned

Alonso, Joseph
Self (277 pp.)
$12.50 paper | $2.99 e-book
June 14, 2021
978-980-18-0351-5

Averhart, Jes & Terresa Zimmerman
Illus. by Kristine Steiner
Stonebrook Pub. (182 pp.)
$16.97 paper | 2.99 e-book | Oct. 1, 2021
978-1-955711-03-6

A scientist seeks to unite science and
religion.
Born to a Christian family in Algeria who fled Northern Africa after the nascent Islamic nation’s
Algerian War of Independence, Alonso is intimately familiar
with the long history of bloodshed and animosity among rival
religions. Moreover, as a deeply religious man with a Ph.D. in
science and technology from the University of Manchester, he
is also well versed in the long history of tension between science
and religion. In this book, he seeks to bridge these tangled divisions “with the intention of contributing to the achievement
of peace.” As religious interpretations exist right now, at least
among “the four great religions coming from the Fertile Crescent” (Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Christianity, and Islam) that
are the focus of this book, humanity has reached a theological
“dead end” with little promise of those faiths uniting behind a
singular, universal religion. While acknowledging the roles of
scientific knowledge and ethics in advancing “social progress,”
the author suggests that there is a connection between “Sacred
Scriptures” and “the basic tenets of quantum mechanics” that
may wed all religions behind a new, “natural exegesis” that transcends current dogmatic divides. Written for fellow “believers”
in a transcendent God, this book comprises two parts. The
first addresses reconciling religious interpretations (such as
the notion of a Great Flood) with current scientific research.
The second part, complex but fascinating, uses new theories
in quantum physics to explore divine mysteries. With a solid
grasp on science and an open-minded approach to religion, this
is a well-argued, if admittedly “moderately rigorous,” read that
leans heavily into theological and scientifically technical jargon.
Barring an odd fixation with masculinity and femininity that
fails to engage with contemporary literature on gender theory,
it’s a well-researched work from an author knowledgeable
about both religion and science. Save for a few passing references, though, religions developed beyond the Fertile Crescent,
particularly Hinduism and Buddhism, are largely left out of the
book’s narrative.
A challenging and esoteric, yet illuminating, study of the
intersection of spirituality and science.

Two writers relate their war stories
from the fraught dating scene in this guide.
In this collaboration, Averhart and Zimmerman share many
of their personal experiences with the various “Lords” in the dating world—each man is used to exemplify a larger group or type.
There’s Lord At-Your-Peril, a culprit who can load on his abuse
in any number of ways—and about whom the authors have nononsense, completely unambiguous advice: run. “The relationship won’t get better,” they warn. “It can’t because it’s not about
you.” There’s Lord FOMO (Fear of Missing Out), who openly
admits that he’s playing the field and is just interested in dating, not commitment. About this Lord, the authors caution the
romantics among their readers: “Many women will date Lord
FOMO and say, ‘surely, once he gets to know me, he’ll change
his mind. I can win him over.’ Uh, don’t count on it.” There are
many others—Lord Contradiction, Lord Self-Absorbed, and
so on—and the habits of each are dissected in detail, followed
by the authors laying out the lessons that can be learned from
dealing with the man. They break up these lessons with “Bloopers,” chapters in which Averhart and Zimmerman tell some of
their favorite and most entertaining stories about all corners of
the dating world, from apps to heartbreak. Their book is very
well illustrated by Steiner in an invitingly cartoonish style, very
well designed for easy reading, and, most of all, very knowing
and compassionate. The authors stress that their lessons apply
to the Ladies on the dating scene as well as the Lords, and the
main theme running through the work is one of empowerment.
Again and again, the authors assure their readers that they are
in control of their own dating lives.
A funny, satirical, but ultimately affirmative examination
of the Lords of the dating world.

PEKOLAH STORIES

Bales, Amanda
Independently Published (171 pp.)
$13.99 paper | Aug. 13, 2021
979-8-5283-0205-8
An isolated, rural town has a population that’s small in number but has big
stories to tell in Bales’ debut set of tales.
In this short story collection, Bales
connects the story of people who live or
happen to find themselves in the small
town of Pekolah, Oklahoma. First, there’s Kendal Jensen, a
lesbian who’s never had much love in her life but who’s found
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“Each of Becker’s tales offers an engaging coda and even some
food for thought for readers who enjoy vivid short stories.”
50 states

the beginning of it with Ruth Brinlee, who’s gone missing. With
Kendal, readers encounter her best friend, Ephraim Moore;
Deb, who works at the local bar The Alibi; and a dead body in
the woods. Another story tells how the corpse ended up there,
and another is about how the person who once possessed that
body ended up in Pekolah. Ephraim and his brother lose their
mother to a tragedy and must face a town that never cared for
them suddenly pretending to do so. Readers later meet Deb’s
unnamed friend, who suddenly reconnects with her former best
friend, Becca-Jean, a wealthy woman with a dark nature whose
husband, Gary, keeps a number of rabbits; before long, the story
circles back to Ruth. Bales ends the collection with her own
story of hard times and tragedy. The collection begins in the
1980s and ends in the era of President Donald Trump, and these
are not stories of perfect people—far from it, as one focuses on
the actions of a homophobic father—but Bales doesn’t shy away
from the grim realities of their imperfections. The short stories
are interspersed with poems, and the format reveals the lives
of characters whose narratives are most effectively told from a
different angle. No story is too small, and no character is seen
as undeserving of having their story told. The writing style is
conversational and evocative of stories that might be told at the
local bar while still being excellently crafted.
A raw collection of stories that’s not to be overlooked.

common logical fallacies, such as false dichotomies and strawman arguments, and deliver best practices for maintaining a
personal social media account. The author advises readers to
avoid sharing information online without utilizing the book’s
“reliability tests.” Designed to be a reference tool that readers
peruse periodically, the manual eschews long narrative discursions for succinct lists and easy-to-remember acronyms. Also
found in the guide is a nine-question “Bias Assessment Form”
that readers can use to rate the objectivity of virtually any
source they encounter. Accompanied by the colorful, engaging
paper artwork of Gorske, this is an important book, ideal for
dissemination in libraries, high schools, and other venues with
vested interests in promoting information literacy. While targeting the victims of disinformation campaigns in its mission to
empower readers who are vulnerable to fake news, the manual
unfortunately supplies limited answers on how to deal with
those who know better yet still promote falsehoods for their
own ideological or financial benefit.
A timely and valuable primer on how to assess sources.

y o u n g a d u lt

50 STATES
A Collection of Short Stories
Becker, Richard R.
Blurb (358 pp.)
$15.89 paper | July 28, 2021
978-1-00-681115-9

BIAS IS ALL AROUND YOU
A Handbook for Inspecting
Social Media & News Stories

A debut collection of brief stories
reflects on the human condition.
Beginning as a campaign to write one
tale a week for 50 weeks, Becker’s book
spans many literary genres, moods, and
situations, all set in a succession of American states. While many
stories create mere cursory circumstances sketched over an
economy of pages as the subtitle suggests, others are somewhat
lengthier, like the opener, “Broken People,” starring an Idaho
farmer and father of four. The man aches for absolution years
after a tragedy. The irony and sometimes the cruelty of humankind ground much of this collection, making it both thoughtful
and relatable. The ways furniture connects to a family unit constitute the Connecticut-set tale “The Lake House”; next-door
strangers finally find common ground in “Good Neighbors” just
as one family moves away; and ruthless looters take advantage
of Oregon’s wildfire season in “Where There’s Smoke.” The volume’s standout quality lies in its variety. Pain and passion intermingle with history and culture (New Orleans Voodoo, Alaska,
the circus) while a mixture of spontaneous adventures and
deadly consequences saturates many stories, like “Dead Ends,”
in which a couple on a Utah desert highway recklessly take a
detour. They end up embroiled in a nightmarish government
biohazard contamination setting. The Halloween yarn “Shine
on You Crazy Diamonds” features a haunted house bedeviling a
group of Detroit friends who gathered there as kids. As impressive as some of the longer tales are, the shorter entries can pack
the same punch, as in the single-page drama “The Blue Door.”
Here, a California woman who abandons her marriage still feels

Bean, Erik
Illus. by Gail Gorske
Ethan Bean Mental Wellness
Foundation (57 pp.)
$32.95 | $22.95 paper | $17.95 e-book
July 4, 2021
978-1-73447-446-6
978-1-73447-441-1 paper

A guide focuses on detecting bias in social media posts and
news stories.
Dedicating this book to “a more productive, civil discourse,”
Bean provides readers with essential tools to assess the validity
and bias of social media offerings and news reports. With a doctorate in education, the author is well equipped to teach readers the critical thinking skills required to navigate the labyrinth
of social media and fake news and does so in an approachable,
easy-to-read format. In under 60 pages, this concise manual
teaches readers how to identify bias, differentiate between
types of publications, and “test journalistic sources.” As Tim
Vos, director of Michigan State University’s School of Journalism, notes in the guide’s foreword, “Biases…are baked into the
information we encounter nearly every moment of every day.”
The book also contextualizes dangerous trends that discerning readers should be familiar with, such as the role of social
media algorithms in promoting disinformation and the disturbing fact that six corporations control 90% of all media outlets
in America. The manual’s final chapters introduce readers to
|
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a scintillating pinch of sorrow, freedom, and terror at relinquishing her husband’s “safety net that would never catch her
again.” As an anthology, Becker’s book is ultimately satisfying, if
uneven in spots. Some stories lack enough narrative definition
or distinguishing characteristics to link them to their locations.
Still, the varying states of the characters’ minds form a kaleidoscopic array of reflections, regrets, accomplishments, and the
stress of both good and bad relationships. Whether melancholy
or blissful, each of Becker’s tales offers an engaging coda and
even some food for thought for readers who enjoy vivid short
stories grounded in humanity.
A cleverly conceived, character-driven, if overstuffed,
anthology sure to delight and enchant.

chronological relation to the books of the Torah. Nevertheless,
it has the potential to be a volume that both rabbis and laity will
turn to for decades to come.
An authoritative Jewish commentary on contemporary issues.

THE URBAN DICTIONARY OF
VERY LATE CAPITALISM

Bunea, Vlad
Time Tunnel Media (469 pp.)
$7.00 e-book | Sept. 26, 2021

A linguistics-minded satire presents a
psychedelic vision of a future civilization.
The Unionized States of America,
late 2060s. “Very late capitalism” has
made America unrecognizable, and the
regenerative economics professor Cornelius Jobanič hopes to turn things around. When he meets
former water polo player and current ghostwriter Benjamin
Henderson at the annual Digikiki offline charity fundraiser,
he knows he has found a partner. “Lately I have been working on an idea, a grand formula in the discipline of economics,”
explains Cornelius. “I have semiboiled a nonstandard formula
to eliminate poverty in the world. No more predivision. No
more parades without true democracy. At last, true rights to
freedoms, life, and happinesses.” Cornelius will be the idea man,
and Benjamin will sell it to the masses—though this turns out
to be easier said than done. The two set off like a 21st-century
James Agee and Walker Evans—mixed with more than a pinch
of Candide and Pangloss—to crack the code of poverty. Interspersed with their work are vignettes exploring the varied and
colorful corners of late capitalism, from the ins and outs of the
Japanese eCats© import-export business to the electoral success of the Search Party, which runs on the political platform of
conducting internet searches so their constituents don’t have
to. Bunea’s prose is laden with invented buzzwords, though he
provides definitions for all of them in the footnotes: “The prematuroid generation, those unperuked yoloing teens are developing an uncontrolled interest in eCats© in all shapes, sizes,
and specs, from subquarter minis to 12 inch harpylikes.” These
linguistic curios are often quite fantastical, such as the zestybus,
which a footnote reveals to be a “colorful public bus with pleasant scents, relaxing ambient music, and massage cubicles.” The
book does not function as a traditional novel but rather as a
collection of vignettes linked by the occasional appearances of
Cornelius and Benjamin. The jokes are sometimes sophomoric,
and not every scenario totally succeeds. But as a work of metafictional dystopian satire, it offers some wonderfully imaginative and amusing moments.
A smart satire that revels in the excesses of capitalism.

THE SOCIAL JUSTICE
TORAH COMMENTARY

Ed. by Block, Barry H.
Central Conference of American Rabbis
Press (404 pp.)
Dec. 1, 2021
978-0-88123-383-4
Dozens of leading rabbis highlight
the Torah’s answers to today’s pressing
social justice issues.
In an introduction, editor Block
writes that every rabbi, including himself, has heard the complaint from someone in their synagogue that “We want to
hear Torah, not politics, from the bimah.” Yet, as Block and
his expert contributors demonstrate in this volume, Jewish
prophets and teachers have long “understood the essence of the
Torah as a call to action” against injustice. If one deeply studies the meaning and intent of ancient Jewish festivals, rituals,
and stories, contributor Andrea L. Weiss notes, “The prophetic
message is simple: What matters most is justice.” In more than
50 essays by members of the Central Conference of American
Rabbis, some of the nation’s leading Jewish teachers, scholars, and thinkers offer erudite perspectives on how the Torah
informs current social debates. Drawing on material from Genesis to Deuteronomy, each essay connects a specific biblical passage to a pressing issue in contemporary life. Contributor David
Spinrad, for instance, connects the digging of Isaac’s third well
to systemic racism, and Andrea C. London ties the commandment “You Shall Not Murder” to gun control. Other essays
tackle LGBTQ+ and reproductive rights, climate change, the
Covid-19 pandemic, criminal justice inequities, and the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Although most essays are centered on specific injustices, others use passages from the Torah to promote
essential citizenship and community values on such subjects
as trauma-informed care and voting rights. Collectively, this
volume is a well-researched, welcome addition to Torah commentaries. Scholars will find detailed, sophisticated analyses,
and general readers, assisted by the book’s approachable writing style and helpful glossary, will find pragmatic ways to pursue
social justice action in their own lives. It might have been more
useful to organize the essays thematically rather than by their
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“Clark traces the friendship of Obama and Merkel
in meticulous detail with charming anecdotes.”
dear barack

FINANCIAL SERVICES IN THE
TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY
The Present System
and Future Developments
in Fintech and
Financial Innovation

of the most perplexing inventions of human society.” Additionally, the United Nations is portrayed as an obstacle to a more
multipolar world, attached to “vested interests rooted in history.” Burke is not immune to the allure of the occasional banality—after comparing the wealth of Jeff Bezos to a Vietnamese
shrimp-peeling worker, he muses: “A question arises: for whom
then does the financial system toll? The question is immensely
complicated but prosaic observations enlighten.” It’s unclear
what enlightenment is delivered here, especially disappointing
since the discussion he presents of financial inequality in the
context of an assessment of economist Thomas Piketty’s “analytical historical narrative” is empirically judicious. But overall,
this is a textbook that should be widely adopted—Burke examines all the relevant major issues in a way that considers the new
demands and opportunities of a rapidly shifting world.
A rigorous, thorough work that should help finance students prepare for major changes.

Burke, John J.A.
Palgrave Macmillan (236 pp.)
$69.18 paper | $65.72 e-book | July 6, 2021
978-3-03-063966-2

A panoramic textbook covers an
international financial landscape newly drawn by crisis, technology, and transformation.
According to Burke, the financial cosmos has radically
changed since the global crisis of 2008. In the wake of the pressures of Covid-19, the “public institutional infrastructure” is
poised to continue its transformation. The structure provided
by the Bretton Woods Conference during World War II has
been collapsing, and major institutions like the International
Monetary Fund and the World Trade Organization are “warped”
versions of their former selves. In addition, there is a shift
underfoot to a less unipolar world, one in which Brazil, Russia, India, and China ascend to economic prominence, leaving
G7 nations imperiled. Meanwhile, fintech, the rise of artificial
intelligence, and the growing popularity of cryptocurrency
function as agents of disruption in this “environment of incessant change.” As the author astutely observes, fiscal institutions
and forms of financial regulation are not immutable, and any
approach to understanding them must account for their susceptibility to change: “Central banks and financial services institutions are human creations and are not the function of tentatively
valid scientific generalizations. Therefore, they may be changed
and replaced to serve the public good, without becoming public
institutions.” Nevertheless, Burke doesn’t assume that everything will change, resisting the current fashion to announce the
grand reinvention of everything; for example, he predicts that
the United States dollar’s hegemony will persist unabated in the
foreseeable future.
This is an academic textbook designed to be used for classroom instruction and so the chapters are appropriately (and
impressively) synoptic, each ending with a helpfully concise
conclusion and an assemblage of discussion questions for students. The material explored is, as readers might expect, technically forbidding. But Burke manages not only to provide
remarkably accessible treatments of complex subjects, but also
furnishes useful illustrative tools like graphs and charts as well
as a bibliography pointing the way to further study. The book
is admirably comprehensive: Readers will find discussions of
Bitcoin and economic inequality, monetary theory, and the
repercussions of online banking. In addition, Burke is unafraid
to challenge existing orthodoxies, showing a refreshing lack of
intellectual piety for academic conventions. For example, he
meticulously demonstrates the empirical weaknesses of the
widely accepted “financial circular flow model” as an account
of the role of banks and explains why some dominant theories
about money are indefensible. Money, he asserts, is “surely one

y o u n g a d u lt

DEAR BARACK
The Extraordinary
Partnership of Barack
Obama and Angela Merkel
Clark, Claudia
Disruption Books (350 pp.)
$22.95 paper | Oct. 19, 2021
978-1-63331-057-5

A debut political book explores the
unique partnership of Barack Obama
and Angela Merkel.
Shortly after Donald Trump’s first meeting as president with
German Chancellor Merkel, Clark could not help but notice
the “stark contrast compared to her interactions with his predecessor.” As an American-born social activist who moved to
Germany in 2017, the author realized that, in terms of contemporary world leaders, Obama and Merkel “had a truly memorable relationship…that should be memorialized in some way.” In
this work, Clark examines the improbable friendship between
the charismatic, liberal Obama and the technocratic, centerright Merkel. Indeed, the book emphasizes in its well-written
historical narrative how the first visit between the two was
“touchy,” as they held different views on economic recovery following the 2007 recession, and how the “no-nonsense” Merkel
was far “less mesmerized by Obama” than her contemporaries.
Dissecting the biographies, personalities, and political styles of
Obama and Merkel, the author effectively describes how the
two became “good, loyal friends and partners” regardless of
their “differences of opinion.” Despite his public persona, the
book notes, in private Obama could be “extremely introverted,”
and he had trouble connecting with French and British leaders.
Yet with the equally stoic Merkel, Obama realized by the end of
his first term in office, he had found a close confidant. Though
the two never saw eye to eye politically, and American-German
relations were at times strained (including following revelations
of United States spying on German citizens and politicians),
they developed an affectionate friendship. Not only did Merkel
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refer to Obama by the endearing phrase “dear Barack,” she also
eventually publicly addressed him with the German informal,
second-person pronoun du rather than the standard, formal Sie.
Clark traces the friendship of Obama and Merkel in meticulous
detail with charming anecdotes and expertly places their bond
within the historical contexts of other world leaders’ relationships. And while perhaps overly fawning at times in its portrayals of both the policies and personalities of the two allies, this
volume is a welcome read in a world where politics is so often
cold and ruthless.
A delightful, well-researched account of two leaders’
unlikely friendship.

up to date on the post-Shaun lives of the cast and crew; Wright,
for example, went on to helm the well-regarded action film Baby
Driver (2017).
A sharply written, thorough, and loving tribute to a modern-day cinema classic.

SISTER MATTHEW AND
SISTER ROSE
Novices in Love

Douglas, Carol Anne
Hermoine Books (415 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Sept. 17, 2021
978-0-9967722-9-7

YOU’VE GOT RED
ON YOU
How Shaun of the Dead
Was Brought to Life

Two women at a convent find love
with each other in Douglas’ historical
novel, set in the 1960s.
Maureen Collins doesn’t believe in
church doctrines, and she’s not even sure if she believes in God.
She joined a convent, taking the name Sister Matthew, to have
a place where she’s surrounded by women; she also wanted to
learn how to be a better person and to better serve the world.
However, she found what she was truly seeking, not in the
enforced silence, constant praying, or isolation from society but
in her love for another woman. Rose Clancy grew up first with a
father who often yelled at her mother and then with a widowed
mother who drank too much. She escaped into what she calls
“time travel,” in which her mind wandered to distant places and
times and provided visions she believed were sent from God.
Her church and Catholic school were safe havens from her
troubled family, and her faith had always been her true home.
It seemed a logical choice to join a convent and live a spiritual
life in service to others. She didn’t plan on falling in love. This
historical romance tells the story of two women who, against
all odds and all indoctrination, find that life can be better than
they ever imagined. Douglas, who wrote the fantasy romance
Lancelot: Her Story (2015), once again picks up the theme of
oppression facing people in love. The work masterfully and
respectfully discusses the Catholic religion, offering criticism
when necessary, and interweaves these analyses into the characters of Maureen and Rose. The author shows how all the nuns at
the convent learn to live with the heavy duties, responsibilities,
and restrictions of their chosen life. In addition, the narrative
provides glimpses into the outside world and the greater events
surrounding the characters, showing how society is changing; it
also reveals how isolated the women are from information and
what that means for their faith. Douglas does a fantastic job of
building out her fictional world and putting the romance at the
center of it all.
A deeply thoughtful and well-developed love story.

Collis, Clark
1984 Publishing (424 pp.)
$26.99 | $26.99 e-book | Nov. 23, 2021
978-1-948221-15-3

Entertainment Weekly senior writer Collis’ debut nonfiction work tells the story of
how a much-beloved zombie movie made
its way to the big screen.
Filmmaker Edgar Wright’s Shaun of the Dead has achieved
revered cult status in the years since its 2004 release. This book
follows its creative journey, starting with Wright’s love of movies during his childhood in England. This section gives readers
an early taste of the films that would influence his work, such
as John Landis’ An American Werewolf in London (1981) and Sam
Raimi’s Evil Dead II (1987). Wright eventually directed the twoseason U.K. comedy series Spaced, which starred its co-creator,
Simon Pegg. Inspired by one of the show’s episodes, in which
Pegg’s character plays a zombie-themed video game, Wright
and the actor wrote an unusual screenplay: a rom-com with
zombies. Fascinating, comprehensive interviews with Wright,
Pegg, producer Nira Park, Nick Frost (Pegg’s best friend and
co-star), and many others provide insight into the film’s production. Wright was pitching a film in a genre whose popularity was
waning in Britain, and several box-office bombs forced Shaun’s
original production company to shut down. Things hardly
improved on set; Wright describes frequent clashes with a more
experienced director of photography. Overall, Collis’ book is as
entertaining as the movie it spotlights. It’s chock-full of curious
tidbits; for example, users of Spaced Out (a Spaced fan site) were
recruited as zombie extras, and Wright’s 48-hour binge of the
video game “Resident Evil 3” inspired memorable scenes in his
movie. There’s also welcome appreciation of Wright and Pegg’s
immensely clever script, in which an early, humorous monologue foreshadows the movie’s entire plot. Collis’ tightly organized book includes meticulous details of day-to-day filming,
which complement pages of set photos, promotional materials,
and, best of all, storyboards sketched by Wright and his older
brother Oscar. At the end, the author effectively brings readers
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“Harris manages to combine good-natured
humor with folksy advice to make the book
enjoyable to read and a learning experience.”
the chutzpah advantage

RING AND IRON

THE CHUTZPAH ADVANTAGE
Go Bigger. Be Bolder.
Do Better.

Genzano, Jim
Manuscript (103 pp.)

Harris, Mason
Indie Books International (156 pp.)
$11.48 paper | $9.99 e-book
April 12, 2021
978-1-952233-54-8

A daring boy once more travels to a
magical realm through a secret doorway
in this third installment of a middlegrade adventure series.
Eleven-year-old Hunter Wilson has
just returned from an escapade with
pirates on a fantastical world. He’s
brought back a sword, a wand, and
gold pieces as souvenirs. And while he
left home through a puddle—acting as a magical Door—he
returned from the realm in a neighbor’s house. Now, Hunter
is grounded for two weeks. As he curbs his reckless behavior and improves his grades, he misses the excitement and
Murphy, the giant dog he befriended on the Door’s other
side. He remains on the lookout for another Door, knowing
that an evil king sealed them. With his grounding nearly over,
Hunter visits his friends Gertrude Clemmons and David
Kim. On the way home from Gert’s house, he finds a ring of
toadstools. Stepping into the ring causes it to spin. Hunter is
transported into the presence of the Elder Folk, or fae, including elves, gnomes, and pixies. They wonder if he’s the legendary Dark Child, seeing in his possession a wand of rowan and
an iron sword once belonging to “the Great King of Albion.”
Hunter eventually meets King Oberon and Queen Titania,
who rule the fae court. Can he find a way to reopen all the
Doors between realms? Genzano’s latest Stranger World outing gives readers another genre to dive into, this time traditional fantasy. In his long, descriptive passages are evocative
lines: “One tower rose up on a twisting spindle that looked
as thin as a flower stem, and then blossomed into a gigantic curving pile of heavy stone.” But sometimes the author
assumes his young audience’s familiarity with the classics,
mentioning the “Eye of Sauron” from The Lord of the Rings
series with no explanation. A larger story is seeded with the
appearance of Esthuan Thievesbane, an emissary of the king
in the Fortress in the Sky, who’s imprisoned by the fae. The
brief chapters about her hint that war may be coming to the
Stranger World universe, along with a welcome rise in stakes.
An entertaining fantasy that prepares readers for more
tumultuous series installments.
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A guide pays tribute to those with
gumption.
Many Yiddish words do not translate perfectly into English because they carry nuances that
are not always easy to define. Chutzpah is one of them. While
widely recognized, chutzpah can have either positive or negative connotations depending on how it is used to describe the
actions of an individual. According to Harris, “Chutzpah is a
blend of personality traits and learned skills that combine to provide exceptional results.” He cleverly utilizes the word to form
an acronym wrought with meaning: Each letter represents an
area in a behavioral “model.” For example, C stands for “Carpe
Diem” (Latin for “seize the moment”), a foundational pillar of
CHUTZPAH, writes Harris. He relates a few intriguing anecdotes to illustrate carpe diem, including how he met his wife and
how a simple note led to the acquisition of a company. H (“Handling Objections”), U (“Uncovering Need, Pain, and Opportunity”), and the rest of the letters follow suit. Harris clearly had to
stretch his creativity to come up with Z (“Z is for Zigzag: Video
Gaming and Life”). What makes the concept work, though, is
the author’s liberal treatment of both the word chutzpah and
the richness of context he derives from it. The areas associated
with the eight letters in the word are common to other self-help
works, but Harris manages to combine just enough good-natured
humor with engaging anecdotes and folksy advice to make the
book both enjoyable to read and a learning experience. He even
comes up with the occasional verbal gem, referring, for example,
to small-business owners as “chutzpahpreneurs.” But there is
some serious messaging in the manual’s pages as well. “People
who lack chutzpah tend to avoid making decisions,” the author
warns. On the other hand, being humble is necessary, advises
Harris: “Think of this as quiet chutzpah, the skill of balancing
humility and people, not solely ambition.” The author himself
has chutzpah: Where else would you find Mother Teresa and
Steve Jobs mentioned in the same paragraph?
Charmingly amusing yet seriously enlightening advice.
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WHEN HE WAS ANNA
A Mom’s Journey Into the
Transgender World

WRONG TURN AT ANTARES
Adult Science Fiction

Hunter, Raymond T.
Self (230 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $3.95 e-book
Aug. 24, 2021
979-8-4629-0890-3

Hornstra, Patti
Kwe Publishing (220 pp.)
$13.07 paper | $8.99 e-book
Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-950306-38-1

A physically ideal alien from the
planet Mund finds sex, intellectual arguments, and more sex when she seeks
inspiration to save her moribund home
world via a brash, saloon-going human.
Dubbed “Adult Science Fiction” by debut author Hunter,
this satire begins on Mund, where all-knowing science, medicine, and technology have created an approximation of paradise. But beautiful, ageless Stella (one of 50 or so stupefying
face-and-body types available) is concerned that her perfected
race, long reliant on machines and software to do its bidding,
faces extinction due to infertile DNA and selfish apathy. She
is besotted with Earth for its low culture, high energy, and creativity—Abbott and Costello sketches, TV sitcoms, puerile
obsessions with lust, wealth, power, and revenge—and believes
that though Homo sapiens rank dismally in the Federation of
United Planets Report on Developing Worlds, an infusion of
human mojo is what Mund needs. She journeys to Earth, armed
only with her mental powers and incredible erotic allure, and
seeks recruits at a saloon and pool hall called The Golden Rack.
Her best prospect: John, aka “John the Great,” a “communist”
(claiming that he believes in genuine, idealistic communism,
not degraded forms that spawn Marxist police states) and
swaggering rogue who mixes womanizing with semivindictive
intellectual debates. John disbelieves Stella’s alien tale, but he
wants to learn if her brains and breasts are equally spellbinding.
Thus, he treats her to an idyll at a lodge. The bedroom gymnastics, for readers expecting 50 Shades of Galaxies, are all cheeky
euphemisms and metaphors rather than clinically described.
More often, the characters’ dialogue involves politics, religion,
American unexceptionalism, and the meaning of life. The slight
storyline is driven by whether the coupling couple will stay
earthbound, part ways, or fly into the cosmos together. The
writer’s iconoclastic tone is frequently a clever one, and it is all
playful, guys’ fantasy stuff with a mild social-conscience agenda,
like the material that Kurt Vonnegut or (maybe) Harlan Ellison would do for Playboy subscribers in the olden days. Actually, Hugh Hefner’s more hardcore newsstand rival Hustler has
a cameo instead. But if it weren’t for the strong expletives, this
short novel would bear a PG-13 rating akin to the latest shag-adelic Austin Powers movie.
Human-alien close encounters are just a teaser for an
engaging, philosophical SF comedy.

A religious parent recounts raising a
transgender child in this debut memoir.
Though Hornstra’s life as a dedicated
wife of 34 years and self-described “control-freak” mother of
four is certainly brimming with family stories, her focus in this
touching book is on her youngest daughter, Anna Marie. After
a challenging, emotional journey, Anna transitioned at the age
of 16 to become the Virginia author’s son, Tristan Blaine. Anna
was a whip-smart child in grade school who became introverted
and withdrawn in adolescence, embracing “dark clothes, dark
eyeliner, dark music.” The high school years were consumed by
participating in a marching band and, despite a series of psychotherapists, honing the kind of youthful independence that
alienates parents. The family’s biggest challenge arrived when
Anna announced he felt male and intended to embark on a gender-transition odyssey. Throughout Hornstra’s honest and consistently earnest narration, her Roman Catholic faith played
a key role in how the author initially treated the revelation,
hesitated to embrace it, and continued to integrate it into her
family’s reality. Despite numerous bouts of rage, miscommunication, painful missteps, and Hornstra’s dubiousness about her
son’s decision, Tristan blossomed and soon began testosterone
hormone therapy. The author’s narrative is refreshingly frank,
brazen, and outspoken. Readers seeking a searching report on
the struggles of a transgender teenager won’t find it here. Without question, this work is unabashedly Hornstra’s personal
saga: a mother’s candid confessional from her own heart that
candy-coats no detail or emotion. This direct tone is set right
from the book’s introduction, where the author acknowledges
Tristan’s transition yet finds herself continuously trying to grasp
the situation while not completely understanding it, admitting
“deep down inside, I still don’t get it. The emotional struggle
remains.” Writing about the process and its emotional heft
became a therapeutic salve and a way to handle and eventually
accept the associated grief, heartache, confusion, and complications of her position as a mother parenting a transgender child.
These kinds of revelations will resonate with readers who find
themselves at a critical crossroads in a similar situation or mired
in uncertainty throughout this delicate, precarious process. In
addition, Hornstra offers a practical glossary of relevant terms
and follow-up reading material.
A forthright and moving portrait of parental love and its
capacity for acceptance.
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“Joseph’s fresh eyes offer new takes on what
may be mundane for many readers.”
in our beautiful bones

IF WINE COULD TALK

IN OUR BEAUTIFUL BONES
Poems

Joseph, Kara
Indigo River Publishing (224 pp.)
$17.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
Sept. 21, 2021
978-1-950906-94-9

Joseph, Zilka
Mayapple Press (104 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-952781-07-0

A collection of poems about an
immigrant poet’s journey from India to
the U.S.
The author retraces her steps from
her hometown of Kolkata to her new
home with her husband in Chicago. In “Drinking Vodka at
35,000 ft.,” she recalls flying from one country to the other and
the awe of seeing the “forget-me-not blue” of Lake Michigan
for the first time. She confronts the subtle (but no less offensive) racism of 40-something professionals in a book club who
ignorantly ask about her English skills, arranged marriage, and
the caste system. She notes her identity as a Jewish Indian and
contemplates the disparate generational approaches to food
between a mother and a daughter in “What’s Wrong With
Wilted Lettuce.” She questions the hypocrisy of Americans
who complain about the smells of Indian cooking yet co-opt
ingredients, like turmeric and garam masala, asking, “This food
is hip to some, but not / when we live, cook next door?” In “25
Responses (or Pick-a-Combo or Take It as You Like It),” the
author enumerates insensitive and racist comments that range
from “Ah, they’re jealous to see immigrants doing well” to “At
least they didn’t have guns.” Joseph’s language is as powerful as
it is poetic, such as when she describes how “the sailor’s hearts /
shrunk from fear,” watches a “windshield bulge / like a goatskin,”
or compares an engine to an “animal thrashing” on a Bombay
steamship. Joseph’s fresh eyes offer new takes on what may be
mundane for many readers. Documenting her first experiences
with snow, she reflects, “The ‘s’ in ‘snow’ / wraps around me like
an icy tongue, / the ‘o’ like blue lips / with the power / to swallow
everything.” She does not shy away from the brutality of colonization, stating, “ah the British stayed for only 200 years you
know / took us to the cleaners / took us to church / where they
/ ate our bodies drank our blood.” The book is nearly flawless
save for the occasional poem that spans several pages and could
have been edited down.
A standout poetry collection that fearlessly examines one
immigrant’s experience.
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A sommelier and educator details her
journey from wine enthusiast to expert
in this debut memoir.
In the midst of her final year as an
advertising student at the University
of Florida, Joseph found herself compelled to throw caution
to the wind, move across the country to Napa Valley, and try
against all odds to devote her life to a newfound fascination
with wine. Despite no prior training, the author secured an
entry-level position at the prestigious Inglenook Vineyard and
threw herself into learning everything she could about wine,
its creation, and its ability to bring people together. With gracious optimism and unaffected frankness, Joseph recalls her
attempts to prove herself to her co-workers, struggling with
repeated embarrassments and humbling revelations of her
own ignorance, and her determination to keep improving.
Eventually, the nightly studies, constant wine tastings, and
tenacious advances at work led the author to pursue her certification as a sommelier, a nerve-wracking test that nearly half
of applicants fail annually. But even after achieving what a year
before she thought was impossible, Joseph deftly describes
the restless desire to grow that spurred her on her journey in
the first place. In the ensuing years, the author would relocate
to New York City, endure menial work in the restaurant industry, make a splash on the wine scene, and ultimately commit
to sharing her passion and expertise with others. Interspersed
throughout her informative and engaging memoir are sections
demystifying the process of cultivating and producing wine
as well as covering the practices that have long labeled wine
experts as elitist. Without any air of pretension, Joseph invites
readers to consider the social and cultural importance of wine
as well as the nuances of savoring it that anyone with a little
time and research can master. “The most poignant point I
can make is it doesn’t matter where you begin when you study
wine,” asserts the author. “The most helpful thing you can do
for yourself is to simply begin.”
An approachable, enjoyable, and enlightening introduction for anyone who wants to learn more about wine.
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FOLLOW THE CRYPTO

BALLASTED WINGS
Why That Day?

King, Stephen W.
FriesenPress (252 pp.)
$28.99 | $18.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Aug. 13, 2021
978-1-03-911623-8
978-1-0391-1622-1 paper

Kopta, Susan Knox
Lulu (86 pp.)
$0.99 e-book | Jan. 13, 2020
A mother relives her daughter’s
struggles with bipolar disorder in this
debut memoir.
“Alexis’s wings lack ballast. She soars
too fast. She flies too high,” writes Kopta
as she prepares to examine her daughter’s
early achievements. Before being diagnosed with bipolar disorder, Alexis was accepted for early admission to Barnard, the
prestigious women’s college in New York City. She loved university life; off campus, she interned for Hillary Clinton. The
author describes her daughter’s numerous successes as being
on the “wings of mania.” Yet this “euphoric creativity” brought
with it an “avalanche of ideas” that overwhelmed her, leading
to “manic and depressive cycles.” Alexis subsequently turned to
drugs and was taken to the emergency room after being forcibly injected with heroin. From there, she admitted herself to a
psychiatric unit, where, at the age of 22, she was diagnosed with
“rapid cycling bipolar I.” The book recalls her sad journey, in
which she considered suicide, suffered traumatic side effects of
medication, and mourned her unfulfilled dreams. The memoir
is unusual in that it is written in the present tense, which readers will find difficult to attune to in the first few pages. But soon
this unconventional approach proves to be effective, creating a
sense of immediacy, as illustrated by the moment when Alexis
is injected by an individual referred to as “The One-in-Need”:
“A body atop. Alexis struggles. Her arm imprisoned, reddens
and swells. The One-in-Need muscle pops Alexis with heroin.”
The technique causes readers to feel directly involved in Alexis’
life while simultaneously creating a sense that the narrator is
observing her daughter’s struggle but is rendered helpless in
saving her. On occasion, Kopta employs mixed metaphors, such
as “wings of mania,” followed closely by “riding mania’s wave,”
but this can be excused given the work’s poetic sincerity: “Her
beautiful essence remains, clouded yet present. The person I
love is always there. Never so far up nor so far fallen that my
heart cannot sense hers.” Illustrated with uncredited black-andwhite photographs of Alexis throughout and offering resources
for others facing similar challenges, this personal account succeeds in vividly describing the gamut of emotions experienced
by those diagnosed as bipolar and their families.
A creative, immersive, and affecting portrait of bipolar disorder.

A Secret Service agent attempts to
unravel a complex criminal conspiracy
fueled by cryptocurrency in this novel.
A major earthquake strikes Bellingham, Washington, resulting in the collapse of a small building, which exposes
an apartment filled with bundles of cash, two computers, and
reams of banking records, a suspicious assemblage. The apartment’s occupant, George Kennedy, vanishes. Secret Service
agent Luke Bitterman, a member of a joint task force that
probes financial crimes involving cryptocurrencies, is charged
with investigating the scene. He teams up with Sara Donovan
of the Drug Enforcement Administration, an “IT savant.” They
quickly determine that George is likely involved in money
laundering and drug trafficking schemes. When George—his
actual name is Roger Simpson—is finally apprehended by the
authorities, Luke and Sara discover that he’s a mere cog in a
much bigger criminal machine. The culprit is a “low-level dupe”
who leads them to Arturo Cruz, a major heroin dealer, and a
father-and-son collaboration, Harold and Samuel Parker, the
former a judge close to retirement and the latter a lawyer. King
delivers a believable plot driven by an artfully slow dispensation
of information—layer after layer of the criminal conspiracy is
gradually revealed. In addition, the author’s expertise regarding cryptocurrency and the various ways in which it services
the clandestine operations of shady organizations is impressive.
But King’s prose, while unfailingly lucid, is just as reliably sterile,
absent any punch or verve and often weighed down by clichés.
Furthermore, for a novel that revolves around the ghastly criminal underworld, the general tone of the book is incongruently
earnest. Consider this line following a conversation between
Luke and his boss, Neal Hanson: “Each hung up knowing that
they really liked the other guy.” The plot also suffers from its
longueurs, especially the long-winded depictions—often hypertechnical—of the minute details of the case. Nonetheless, this
is an intelligently constructed, suspenseful drama that will grab
the attention of readers who are particularly interested in the
intersection of cryptocurrency and crime.
An astute exploration of the dark side of cryptocurrency.
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“The author’s portrait ably conveys the
complexities of an astronaut’s existence.”
wonders all around

GHOST GAMES

Playing games to conjure spirits
and demons leads to horrifying consequences in MacKenzie’s debut short
story collection.
In the opening “The Elevator Game,”
high schooler Alice tests a Korean urban
legend that asserts that pressing a particular sequence of elevator buttons will take
a passenger to another dimension. But, as
with most of the characters in these tales, Alice isn’t prepared
when the activity takes a sinister turn. Each of these eight works
feature people playing similar games, such as the popular Bloody
Mary myth, which involves repeating the titular woman’s
name in a mirror. All supply readers with the requisite rules,
and recurring imagery, such as candles and mirrors, appears
in many tales. MacKenzie also ties her stories together with
profound themes; many of the women characters, for example, suffer from loneliness even when surrounded by friends or
family members. Likewise, when characters summon ghosts
or demons, the creatures often evoke the summoner’s internal despair, such as a Harvard University grad student’s dark
secret in “The Telephone Game.” Some tales include characters that are already well acquainted with the supernatural, such as a girl who lives in a haunted house and a former
Wiccan who once had powerful psychic abilities. The author
unusually grounds the final tale in realism, asserting that it’s a
true account of her teenage years, involving a menacing ghost
and a Ouija board. However, the book’s chilling standout is
“The Hide-and-Seek Game,” which draws on a Japanese urban
legend. In it, a Minneapolis house- and dogsitter plays a game
with a creepy, spirit-possessed doll, with predictably unnerving results. Throughout, MacKenzie’s concise prose style generates sharp images; for example, in “Telephone,” which takes
place in a pre-smartphone setting, Anna and her friends brace
themselves for the scary activity to begin: “Ten flip phones
creaked open, and ten thumbs hovered over the green call button, waiting.”
An indelible batch of nightmarish tales.

FIND YOUR DIFFERENCE
Challenging Conformity in
Business and in Life

WONDERS ALL
AROUND
The Incredible True
Story of Astronaut Bruce
McCandless II and the First
Untethered Flight in Space

McGhie, Austin
Silicon Valley Press (235 pp.)
$24.99 | $8.99 e-book | Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-73587-313-8
A marketing veteran preaches about
differentiation in this guide.
McGhie, author of BRAND Is a Four
Letter Word (2012) and founder of several
marketing agencies, is highly qualified to write about marketing difference. In this book targeting marketers, the author first
validates with research the need to be different, then discusses
several forces that impede the process, and finally explores the

McCandless III, Bruce
Greenleaf Book Group Press (284 pp.)
$20.70 | $8.69 e-book | July 9, 2021
978-1-62634-865-3

The sometimes-frustrated, sometimesexalted life of an astronaut is excavated in this probing biography.
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McCandless profiles his father, Bruce McCandless II, an
Apollo astronaut who never made it onto a moon shot but later
served on a space shuttle mission where he made history’s first
untethered spacewalk using the Manned Maneuvering Unit jet
pack, becoming famous for an iconic photograph that showed
him flying jauntily through space. In the author’s fond but
cleareyed assessment, McCandless senior was a daring pilot, a
brilliant engineer who did critical work on the MMU and the
Hubble Space Telescope, a passionate environmentalist, and
a questing soul whose motto was “onward.” He was also an
“abrupt, self-absorbed, and prickly” man who was both whip
smart and oblivious. (He once surprised his wife by giving her a
book entitled Open Marriage for Christmas, “just for consideration.”) The book is also a vivid depiction of a testy father-son
relationship pitting senior’s culture of astronauts who “cut their
hair short and at precise geometric angles to minimize drag”
against junior’s feckless, 1970s counterculture of teens in “greasy
hair and grimy jeans…looking for psychedelic mushrooms in the
cow manure.” The author’s portrait ably conveys the complexities of an astronaut’s existence: the anxious jockeying for scarce
mission slots, the death-defying extremism of rocketry—“it
felt like Challenger was going to break apart, and he shut his
mouth tight so his stomach wouldn’t fall out”—and the pathos
of McCandless senior’s predicament when he seemed eternally
stuck in ground assignments that thwarted his drive and talent.
(“A man who’d wrestled a Phantom warplane capable of flying
1,200 miles per hour onto the deck of a lurching aircraft carrier
in a thunderstorm, at night, was now poking along Highway 183
north of Austin in a barn-size Chevy Suburban with the speedometer pegged on double nickels.”) The author’s colorful prose
is shrewdly realistic about space flight but also alive to its lyrical
humanism. (“The [photograph’s] oddly serene contrast of a solitary man emerging from the immensity of the universe, small
but self-directed…suggests order—a triumph, even if tenuous,
against what is dark and immense and essentially incomprehensible.”) The result is an absorbing testament to perseverance in
pursuit of empyrean ambition.
A fine evocation of the NASA experience—in the sky and
on Earth.

MacKenzie, Brooke
Dreaming Big Publications (216 pp.)

wide variety of ways to achieve this goal in the business world.
While the notion of difference is not unique, McGhie’s in-depth
knowledge of the topic enables him to refer to his own considerable experience as well as cite examples accompanied by
expert commentary. In Part I, the author strongly asserts that
successfully creating a difference “can influence, even lead culture.” He discusses difference in a way that broadens its context.
For example, he introduces the term “difference quotient” or
“DQ” to characterize individuals who have a deep understanding
of the importance of the quality. He also legitimately contrasts
“smart difference” with “dumb difference,” noting that “any
idiot can be different” when employing “difference for its own
sake.” Part II is an amalgamation of “dampeners,” those people,
institutions, and organizations that can kill difference. Among
them, according to McGhie, are parents, educational institutions, large companies, and even marketers—“Sometimes,”
writes the author, “we ourselves are the biggest dampeners
of our difference.” His argument supporting this perspective
is creatively intriguing. Part III is likely the most useful portion; here, McGhie illustrates three specific business scenarios
for finding difference, provides a five-step process for creating
a differentiated advantage, and lists 10 considerations in pursuing the strategy. This section should be particularly relevant
to any manager who takes the message about differentiation
to heart. The author’s marketing chops pervade the book; his
observations are insightful; his experience is germane; and the
examples he uses are pertinent. McGhie’s writing style is conversational yet professional, and his passion for the subject is
infectious. His viewpoint on difference is all-encompassing. In
the end, he writes, difference isn’t just for marketing, but also
for “creating change in the larger systems, customs and ideologies that govern our lives.”
Shrewd advice any marketer would be wise to heed.

the best score. Messenger’s look at diabetes, through Teddy’s
clever perspective, is matter-of-fact and makes the canine’s
love for Emily clear. The story focuses strongly on its mission
of introducing the disease to those who are unfamiliar, so it’s
light on plot. However, the praise for Emily’s bravery will resonate with youngsters who also have diabetes and help others to
be more understanding of those with the condition. Latham’s
bright, colorful illustrations portray Emily in a cartoonish fashion while making Teddy look soft enough to cuddle.
An empowering introduction to a common but underrepresented disorder.

A RAKE LIKE YOU

Michaels, Becky
Mildred Press (360 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | Aug. 31, 2021
978-1-73514-015-5
In this Regency romance, two old
friends warily consider giving love
another try.
In this second volume of Michaels’
Linfield Hall series, following Lady
August (2021), Louisa Strickland is content mostly to avoid scheming London
in favor of managing her estate in the Kent countryside. “She
was more than competent enough by herself,” readers are told,
“so much so that she didn’t even employ a land steward.” As
the novel opens, Louisa has only one worry: the well-being of
her slightly foolish young sister, Flora, who’ll soon be making
her society debut in London as an heiress with 30,000 pounds.
Little does Louisa know that this very fortune will make Flora
irresistibly attractive to the rakish Earl Charles Finch, who’s
20,000 pounds in debt (with the stern Duke of Rutley overseeing his account books and setting up a rigorous payment schedule) and badly needs to marry a rich heiress. This would be a
perilous enough situation for the Strickland family women, but
there’s an added wrinkle. Years ago, Finch and Louisa shared a
brief and torrid moment, and both have tried to forget it ever
since. Finch, readers learn, “hadn’t thought about Louisa Strickland in a long time, but just the idea of her red hair was enough
to make his heart skip a beat.”
The author has devised a classic setup for a Regency love
story of second chances. Longtime romance readers will
feel very comfortable knowing exactly what to expect from
the plot complications Michaels cooks up. Once the size of
Flora’s dowry becomes widely known, debauched and impecunious lords of all kinds start swarming. When some of their
attentions spill over to include Louisa, Finch finds himself in
the awkward position of feeling protective about one sister
even while he’s attempting to take advantage of another. The
author skillfully manipulates these conflicting imperatives:
Finch is entirely believable and very likable in her handling.
And this is doubly true of Louisa, who not only doesn’t resemble her petite and delicate sister physically, but is a completely
different kind of person emotionally as well, unconventional

TEDDY TALKS
A Paws-itive Story About
Type 1 Diabetes

Messenger, Vanessa
Illus. by Emma Latham
Messenger Publishing (32 pp.)
$18.99 | $9.99 paper | Oct. 15, 2021
978-1-73699-970-7
978-1-73699-971-4 paper

A dog shares all the things his owner does to manage diabetes in this picture book.
Teddy, a Pomeranian, says that his human owner Emily “is a
very good girl. She is also a T1D,” their nickname for Emily’s status as someone with Type 1 diabetes. After a factual, approachable description of the disease, Teddy describes Emily’s routine.
As a devoted, loving dog, Teddy always describes Emily in the
kindest terms, praising how she takes her medicine (without
her parents having to hide it in peanut butter), calling her brave
for being able to use a lancet, and comparing her very cool monitor to Teddy’s squeaky toy. The two work to be healthy together,
treating her blood sugar levels as a game in which she tries to get
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“The romance is appealing, and amusing
scenarios enhance the story.”
cupcake

and fiercely independent. When one of her suitors, through
a combination of guile and good looks, actually manages to
tempt her, readers will feel a genuine sympathy for the plight
of poor Finch, who by this point realizes that he has never
stopped loving Louisa. Even comparatively late in the narrative, Louisa is still fighting her own version of this yearning,
mainly on the grounds that she doesn’t want to sacrifice her
independence. She “had no desire to become a countess, so
attaching herself to the earl couldn’t possibly benefit her,”
she thinks. “Why should she sign her life away to him?” This
streak of self-sufficiency causes Louisa to put obstacles in the
path of her own happiness, but it’s also a large part of what
makes her such an intriguing character.
A delightfully vibrant tale of reluctant lovers reunited.

A VISUAL HISTORY OF
WALKING STICKS AND CANES

Moss, Anthony
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers
(568 pp.)
$75.00 | Oct. 10, 2021
978-1-5381-4495-4

y o u n g a d u lt

introduction to canes, covering everything from details of construction, materials, and patents to cultural conventions that governed their use. The hundreds of sumptuous full-color images do
full justice to the items, and the text curates them well, examining
them by genre and period. Moss’ lucid prose features evocative
appreciations of both the canes’ aesthetics—“The sculptor has
expertly carved the woman’s sinuous hair and body to follow the
curve of the handle,” he writes of a handle featuring mermaids,
“while her counterpart lies face up on the top of the handle, her
exquisitely detailed tail wrapped around the swell”—and their
symbolism, noting, for example, that the iconic puppet character Punch’s appeal lies in the fact that he’s “a strange combination
of the demon and the buffoon.” Over the course of the book, his
shrewd, wide-ranging historical analysis situates canes in their
larger social context, as well: “Dandyism can be seen as a stand
against the levelling of democratic values, often including a nostalgic loyalty to pre-industrial values, such as the ideals of ‘the perfect gentleman’ or ‘the autonomous aristocrat.’ ” Connoisseurs and
casual readers with a liking for good-looking fashion accessories
will find a great deal of interesting lore and imagery here.
An engrossing and visually splendid exploration of the
artistic and cultural meaning of canes.

CUPCAKE

The humble walking stick is a
medium for intricate art and ingenious
engineering, according to this lavishly

O’Gorman, Cookie
Entangled: Teen (320 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | Nov. 2, 2021
978-1-64937-032-7

illustrated work.
Moss, a joint chairman of London’s Antique Walking Cane
Society and an avid collector, surveys the history of walking
sticks and canes—and their ubiquitous spinoff, the umbrella—
and their multifarious guises and functions. Canes, he notes,
were a practical necessity for navigating muddy, treacherous
pre-modern streets, especially for 18th-century fashionistas
wearing high heels and unwieldy wigs. They were also useful
for fending off ruffians, whether as a club or as a disguised
sword, spear, or gun. Jewel-encrusted scepters were status
markers for noblemen, and simpler canes were understated
testaments to the tastefulness of the self-made London dandy.
Above all, they were art objects, whether gnarled carvings
by folk craftsmen, sleek art deco confections, or props in a
Fred Astaire dance routine. Moss illustrates all of this history
with photos of items in his own collection, which make up
the heart of the book. He showcases a bewildering variety of
walking sticks and umbrellas: sword-canes, pistol canes, razorblade canes, canes that squirt water to amuse children (or acid
to repel assailants), canes that contain shaving kits, cameras,
telescopes, matchboxes, ear trumpets, watches, nutmeg graters, musical instruments, or even surgical instruments for
performing circumcisions. His photographs focus on the rich
artistry of the handles, including porcelain ones painted with
delicate landscapes; ivory and wood handles carved as animals and flowers; erotic carvings of supine maidens; historical
busts; macabre carvings of deceased heads in various stages
of decay and vermin infestation; and a whimsical carving of a
man peering cross-eyed at a wasp on his nose.
This treatise presents its readers with a soup-to-nuts

A teenager’s usual confidence wavers
when she’s unexpectedly chosen for the
homecoming court in this YA romance.
High school senior Ariel Duncan, a
talented baker with a curvy silhouette,
generally goes by Cupcake. Her baking
(and rom-com movie) vlog has some 12,000 followers—not bad
for small-town Honeycomb, Georgia. She’s not into football
culture, so she is astonished to be nominated for the homecoming court. As she puts it to herself, “I love my body, but I’ll
never fit the mold of what society thinks a princess should be.” Her
prince partner is Rhys Castle, the school’s muscular, squarejawed “golden boy quarterback.” Strangely, when he’s given the
opportunity to switch partners, he refuses. Though Rhys tends
to be grimly uncommunicative, he can seem friendly, even flirty,
keeping Cupcake off balance. One reason she loves baking is
the control it gives her: “If you followed a recipe to the letter,
you were ensured a great result.” But there’s no recipe for a
relationship with Rhys, causing Cupcake’s steadfast self-esteem
to falter when she finds herself falling for him. As homecoming approaches, Cupcake discovers new depths in Rhys, faces
her self-doubts, and is challenged to bravely claim her inner
princess. In her latest YA romance, O’Gorman treads some
familiar ground with her slightly overweight hero and the willshe-get-the-guy plot. On the other hand, Cupcake doesn’t have
(or need) a makeover scene, and given a judgmental culture, her
doubts have some merit. As a little girl comments, there are
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THE PURPOSE-DRIVEN
MARKETING HANDBOOK
How To Discover Your Impact
and Communicate Your
Business Sustainability Story
To Grow Sales, Retain Talent,
and Attract Investors

no fat Disney princesses. The romance is appealing, tying in
well with Rhys’ character development, and amusing scenarios
enhance the story. Rom-com fans will especially appreciate how
the ending cleverly amasses genre tropes when Cupcake makes
an over-the-top public proclamation of her feelings.
An entertaining teen romance that bakes in a story of
self-discovery.

Pierroz, Paul
Race Gate (292 pp.)
$16.99 paper | $7.99 e-book | July 14, 2021
978-1-77781-530-1

RETIREMENT PLANNING
GUIDEBOOK
Navigating the
Important Decisions for
Retirement Success

A guide offers an intriguing perspective on business that
views purpose in a broad context.
With an unusual background in both corporate human
resources and investor relations, Pierroz urges business leaders
to unearth their organizations’ “unique impact and contribution to society,” their “purpose in this world.” By intermingling
the notion of purpose with the relatively new concept of sustainability, the author makes clear his belief that developing
and marketing a brand today require a good deal of both. This
comprehensive book is comprised of five sections that logically build on one another. The first section is a solid primer on
sustainability that provides an overview of climate essentials,
including carbon emissions, rising temperatures, and a useful
discussion of the concept of “net zero.” Section 2 outlines the
disruptive changes brought about by the current business focus
on sustainability. A chapter that uses the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals as a reference point to set sustainability strategies is particularly valuable. In the third section,
Pierroz turns his attention to execution, explaining in detail the
implementation of “The Impact Model,” a way to identify the
economic, stakeholder, utilization, and societal impacts of an
organization. Section 4 pays homage to engagement with stakeholders, both external and internal; here, the author lobbies for
the creation of a “sustainability operating system” in midsize
to large organizations. Section 5 is a purpose-driven marketing
action plan of sorts. One of the more captivating ideas Pierroz
proposes in the last section is starting a “virtual project management office (VPMO)….VPMOs are temporary organizations
assembled to support large scale projects or dynamic initiatives
that require information access, content management, and
accountability.” The manual delivers a convincing argument
that purpose and sustainability play integral roles in marketing
a brand. It goes without saying that initiatives such as the ones
the author describes are driven from the top; he writes that a
“leader’s role is to continually align their organization to its purpose.” Writing with a command of the topic and citing meaningful examples, Pierroz supplies worthwhile strategic insights
that should be food for thought for any business leader.
Authoritative, timely, and forward-looking marketing advice.

Pfau, Wade
Retirement Researcher Media (474 pp.)
$27.41 paper | $19.95 e-book
Sept. 5, 2021
978-1-945640-09-4
A comprehensive guide offers advice
on preparing for retirement.
Pfau begins his exhaustive breakdown of retirement planning with a note of caution for prospective retirees about to
enter the labyrinthine jungle of United States federal regulations: Patience and information are the only surefire ways to
make it through. “Fight the impatience that could lead you
to choose short-term expediencies carrying greater long-term
costs,” he warns, and his book is designed as the ultimate
weapon in that fight. The author takes readers through every
aspect of constructing their retirement’s financial superstructure, balancing the realities, and preparing for the unexpected.
Everything from stock market speculation to the pluses and
minuses of annuities to life and long-term-care insurance are
discussed in great detail. Pfau acknowledges that there are
many competing schools of thought on all of these issues, and
he bases his own framework on the fact that different people
approach their retirement finances in different ways. Some
place their top priority on dependability, while others want
more flexibility. As the manual explains the author’s approach,
it is often seriously technical, full of thorny terminology and
many charts and graphs, as befits the complexity of the subject.
Readers are given clear but extremely in-depth instructions on
how to navigate the intricacies of Medicare, for instance (a lack
of understanding of the rules, Pfau writes, “can lead to gaps in
coverage, overpayment on services or coverage, and unanticipated outcomes”). And in every section, readers are urged to do
the “legwork” of discovering their options. The ultimate goal
is to create a sufficient and sustainable retirement portfolio.
Although the sheer amount of granular detail the author brings
to the subject can seem daunting, the clarity of his explanations
will smoothly carry even financially illiterate readers along.
A readable and invaluably thorough resource for understanding retirement finances.
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“The author paints a moving tableau of journalists torn between
their familial obligations and their professional ones.”
september twelfth

CITY OF STORMS

Magic and religion struggle to govern
a city filled with dark urges in this fantasy
series opener.
In the city of Novostopol, Alexei
Bryce is a priest of the Curia. The priesthood teaches the Via Sancta, the belief
that “all things, however mundane, must be beautiful.” They also
tattoo elaborate “Marks” on citizens to dull vices like greed and
violence. One night, Bryce and his partner, Patryk Spassov, hunt
an Invertido, someone whose Mark has been inverted, most
likely by a Nightmage, one of the Curia’s longtime enemies. The
Invertido are considered sick, incapable of resisting base desires,
and once caught, they are committed to the Batavia Institute.
Dr. Ferran Massot runs Batavia, but tonight he hosts a party.
He invites Natalya Anderle, a cartomancer, to visit and read his
fortune with her deck. Feeling ill, Natalya sends her roommate,
Kasia Novak, in her place. Kasia sees misfortune ahead for Massot, who attacks her. With the help of magical dogs called Markhounds, Bryce and Spassov track down Massot before he can hurt
Kasia, little fathoming what she’s stolen from the doctor’s home.
Meanwhile, the Nightmage Malach holds rancor in his heart after
the Curia wiped out his people in the jungles of Bal Kirith. He
plans revenge with the help of a woman willing to bear him a special child. Ross drapes a tense political thriller in a trench coat of
dark fantasy. A magic system in which ley lines network the city
and citizens can tap into three increasingly dangerous layers of
power gives characters room to shift allegiances. Touches of noir
charge the prose (“Red light bled from Malach’s sleeves. It flickered in the depths of his eyes like a pair of burning embers”), and
plot threads twine intricately. A thrilling dynamic exists among
the Curia, the citizens they test for Mark compatibility, and
those who fail the test—people considered “sociopathic deviants.” Readers should expect the unexpected.
Richly textured and fabulously conceived.

y o u n g a d u lt

asunder as well, absorbing a “near-fatal blow.” The fog of chaos
was formidable—while many staffers hadn’t arrived for work yet,
others needed to be evacuated. Paul Steiger, the paper’s “journalistic North Star,” was incommunicado for so many hours
that many presumed he was dead. Besides the fight for survival,
the paper’s staff responded valiantly to the “palpable” pressure
to make its routine deadlines and print an edition the next day,
keeping its understandably anxious readers informed. Rotbart, a
former Journal reporter and columnist, pieces together a collection of narrative vignettes that tell the story of that day’s grim
struggle, filled with fear, sadness, and extraordinary courage. The
affecting account includes a wide range of perspectives, from the
paper’s well-known luminaries like Steiger, Bob Bartley, and Paul
Gigot to the “small battalion of unheralded journalists.” Amazingly, the paper was successfully printed, a feat that required a
large organization with considerable internal fissures to achieve
a unity of purpose: “On September 11 and early September 12, all
of those quarrels were set aside for a fleeting moment. America
had come under attack, and, as never before, the extended network of Wall Street Journal employees and contractors, union and
non-union alike, were of one mind.” The author paints a moving
tableau of journalists torn between their familial obligations and
their professional ones as well as shaken by fear. Some acted heroically—John C. Bussey, a foreign editor, defied orders to evacuate
the stricken building because he was so dedicated to doing his job.
This is a remarkable testament to the valor of the paper’s staff
and a poignant picture of journalism at its heights.
A thrilling and inspiring tale of journalistic dedication.

Ross, Kat
Self (506 pp.)
$17.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | Aug. 19, 2021
978-1-73461-846-4

COLUMBUS AND CAONABÓ
1493-1498 Retold

Rowen, Andrew
All Persons Press (504 pp.)
$33.95 | $12.99 e-book | Nov. 9, 2021
978-0-9991961-3-7
A historical novel based on Christopher Columbus’ travels in the Caribbean.
Rowen’s work mainly toggles between
the Spanish Court and La Isla Española
(aka Hispaniola, shared now by Haiti and
the Dominican Republic). Although the author takes certain liberties with historical fact, Caonabó is a real-life figure, as is his
wife, Anacaona, who’s still revered in Haitian folklore. Caonabó
is a formidable enemy to European invaders, led by Columbus
(“The Admiral”); of all the Indigenous caciques (chiefs), he’s the
most determined to kick the “pale men” off the island once and
for all, while other caciques try to accommodate them to varying degrees. Most simply cannot fathom the Spaniards’ fierce
relentlessness and arrogance, and guile is shown to trump innocence throughout this account. A particularly poignant figure is
young Bakako, whom Columbus captured and forced to be his
interpreter and, in effect, his spy; the islander is shown to be torn
between two worlds, but he finally chooses to be “Diego Colón,”
Columbus’ adopted son, and take his chances with his captor’s
people. Rowen’s book is a formidable work of research, with a

SEPTEMBER TWELFTH
An American
Comeback Story

Rotbart, Dean
TJFR Publishing Co. (311 pp.)
$34.95 paper | $29.95 e-book | Aug. 11, 2021
978-1-73448-417-5
In this nonfiction book, a journalist
examines the impact of the 9/11 terrorist
attacks on the Wall Street Journal and the
newspaper’s efforts to publish the fol-

lowing day.
When the World Trade Center was destroyed on 9/11, the
offices of the Journal, located just across the street, were torn
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THE SINS OF JACK BRANSON

wealth of backmatter including a glossary and a list of historical sources. However, the prose can be puzzling at times, with
strange verb choices (“Cristóbal writhed that it was evidence of
disaster”; “Onaney excused uneasily”). There are also some wonderful passages, although the scenes of battle, plague, and starvation can be hard to get through; readers may also find it difficult
to reflect on how an obsessive search for gold can turn a person
toward evil. Indeed, to read this book is to be forced to confront
the very worst of arrogant, hubristic conquest—and the sobering
fact that the conquerors achieved their grim goals.
An often absorbing story and an impressive work of
scholarship.

Schulze, David
David Schulze Books (426 pp.)
$21.99 | $15.99 paper | $8.99 e-book
April 30, 2021
978-1-73703-782-8
978-1-7370378-0-4 paper

Gay men in Victorian Britain fight
homophobia by becoming sex workers
in this historical novel.
In 1881, with gay sexual acts illegal in
Britain, 24-year-old Jack Branson is exiled from his Irish village
when his mother catches him in a gay “Incident”; he washes
up in London. There, he works as a low-paid telegram courier,
languishing in a nasty room and sending letters and money to
his parents but never receiving a reply. His fortunes improve
when he becomes a sex worker, visiting clients under cover of
delivering fake telegrams. The money’s great, and the gay sex
makes him “feel complete” in his “own skin.” He finds true love
with Oliver Hawkett, a young thief with a vision of opening gay
brothels as a way of normalizing gay sexuality “until the world
gets so used to us that they toss those wicked laws and let us live
as equals.” When police arrest Jack at a 30-man orgy, he flees
to Ireland to spend two years as a footman until he’s outed and
returns to London. He then joins Oliver’s newly opened brothel,
arranges for protection payments to a Scotland Yard superintendent who is his client, and stars in group-sex sessions with
aristocrats. Feeling as if he has found his true home, Jack writes
about his adventures and the varieties of gay sexual experiences
among his fellow sex workers, including a man who lost his leg
in childhood when his mother tied him to a railroad track after
learning he was gay. The resulting anonymously published novel,
The Sins of an Irishman in London, sells well but precipitates a libel
suit by a closeted Tory politician. Jack’s unapologetic testimony
at trial—“I shag men for money”—sounds a clarion call for gay
liberation.
Schulze’s yarn is a sentimentalized takeoff on the doings
of real-life sex worker Jack Saul, who inspired a similar piece
of Victorian erotica titled The Sins of the Cities of the Plain and
testified in a libel case. Schulze’s depiction of the Victorian era
is atmospheric and intense in conveying the persecution gay
people faced. But it is studded with anachronisms both linguistic—“Gossip’s as viral as a blight,” Jack says several years before
viruses were discovered—and monetary. (Jack sends his mother
five pounds sterling every day for years, which in modern money
is the equivalent of about $870 per day, while living in a slum.)
The author’s prose is workmanlike, with explicit, fairly rote
pornographic scenes—“ ‘Harder!’ Andy yelled at the blond.
‘Harder!’ ”—and some passages that are more evocative and lyrical. (“Have you ever been the only sober man in a pub of drunks?
It’s exciting, like an opera. There’s music in their movements,
their camaraderie, their sad stories.”) Unfortunately, Jack’s
relationship with his sexuality doesn’t always ring true. He’s an
emotionally volatile man, always agonizing over his relationship
with Oliver and frequently breaking down in tears, but at the
same time he’s a happy sex worker in a brothel so noble that

THE REVELATION OF THREE
Schaller, Sara M.
Designs by Seraphim (387 pp.)
$4.99 e-book | Aug. 3, 2021

In this YA paranormal sequel, teenage friends and archangels rush to collect
prophecy-fulfilling celestial items before
fiendish creatures can grab them.
Satan walks on Earth searching for
13 spheres; whoever unites them, according to a prophecy, will wield great power.
But hell’s ruler also hunts for the mysterious 14th sphere that
not everyone knows about, tracking it to New York City. There,
19-year-old Sophia, who’s part of the Sacrarium, a secret society that protects the holy bloodline, may know where it is. She
barely evades Satan’s clutches and his vicious hellhound, later
reuniting with friends and fellow orphans Jordan and Dane.
Luckily, Jordan, with familial ties to the Sacrarium, has seven
archangel pals. Together, they gather gemstone keys from
around the world—necessities for the Union of the Spheres.
All the while, the orphans and their comrades battle fallen
angels and numerous other sinister beings that covet that
14th sphere. Satan, meanwhile, struggles to maintain control
of his infernal kingdom; many try seizing his throne, namely
his second-in-command, Lucifer. As Jordan, Sophia, and Dane
find themselves in constant peril, they soon pick up startling
details of their murky histories. Schaller’s robust cast bursts
with familiar biblical beings, like Beelzebub and the archangel
Michael. The energetic narrative includes a nefarious plan to
revive “pure-blooded” half-angel, half-human Nephilim, with
powerful Lilith (from Eden) possibly returning. While tension
rarely lets up, the story’s latter half moves a bit too fast; scenes
in such picturesque locales as Nepal and Northern Ireland are
disappointingly brief. Nevertheless, strong characters drive
the engaging tale. Satan, despite having little potency or control, is the most intriguing player—oddly charming, he even
steers a few romantic interludes. Schaller drops enough clues
that readers will likely guess the final-act plot turns, but that
makes them no less exhilarating, as they aptly prime the series
for the third installment.
A lively, diverting tale of the seemingly endless fight
between heaven and hell.
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“Scolnik’s saga is, in part, a burning love letter to
Paris, written with gorgeous detail.”
paris blue

he compares it to King Arthur’s Round Table. (François: “Don’t
you want to save the brothel?” Jack: “I want to save it, François.
I just don’t think I can.”) Readers may find this portrait of Victorian sex workers too blithely romantic to be convincing.
A vivid period tale of improbably edifying debauchery.

attraction (“it was like touching a power line,” she writes, when
her finger accidentally grazed his hand during a concert), while
its obsessiveness comes through in excerpts from Luc’s hammy
but heartfelt missives. (“My body was knotted, as if, at 1:30 when
your plane took off, all the existential anguish that you knew
how to appease, surprised me again with more force, more
tenacity. Paris seems absurd.”) Scolnik’s shrewd, evocative prose
captures the bliss of love, but she’s also entertainingly cleareyed
about its petty agonies when it unravels. (“Although I knew that
none of our daily trials were my fault, Luc made me feel responsible for them all: that the bus ride into Cambridge was long and
hot, that good art films weren’t showing at the right times, that
a dead fish was floating in the Boston Harbor, that inexpensive
little bistros weren’t materializing when we were hungry.”) The
result is a captivating remembrance that treats falling in love
and falling out of it with equal honesty.
An engrossing coming-of-age story that wrings hard-won
wisdom from giddy romance.

PARIS BLUE
A Memoir of First Love

Scolnik, Julie
Koehler Books (252 pp.)
$29.95 | $17.95 paper | $7.99 e-book
Oct. 5, 2021
978-1-64663-471-2
978-1-64663-469-9 paper

In her memoir, Scolnik recounts a
passionate affair, tested by separation,
with a Frenchman.
Scolnik’s narrative begins in 1976 when the 20-year-old
Wesleyan student arrived in Paris for a junior year abroad to
study flute, French literature, Marxist “Dialectic Thought,” etc.
Entranced by Parisian culture but feeling lonely and adrift, she
signed up with the amateur chorus of the Orchestre de Paris,
where, scanning the bass section, she beheld Luc, an “Adonislike man” with “a sensitive face radiating quiet intelligence.”
After days of gazing, she finally tapped him on the shoulder.
Through awkward small talk, car rides, and cafe meetups with
the reserved tax lawyer, the two bonded over classical music
and succumbed to a torrent of love, sex that felt “deeply metaphysical,” and languorous idylls in her garret. Alas, their love
seemed doomed. Luc was married with a 3-year-old son, but, he
assured Scolnik, he was separated from his wife, Claire (much of
the time, at least), and would divorce her and go to America to
work, perhaps. Returning to New England and Wesleyan, Scolnik continued to hope, encouraged by Luc’s besotted letters and
a three-week reprise of the affair during her spring break trip to
Paris. When Luc announced that he would come to Boston for a
summer English course, she rented them an apartment to live in
together—and that’s when her blazing ardor got plunged into an
ice bath. Luc arrived grumpy and distracted, hated every morsel
of American food, and made plain his indifference to Scolnik,
even scoffing at her when she badly cut herself. After five days
of this treatment, Scolnik “despised him with every cell in [her]
body” and left him. She then rushed back a few weeks later to
see him—only to be confronted by Claire herself.
Scolnik’s saga is, in part, a burning love letter to Paris, written with gorgeous detail. In cafes, she writes, she “began to
recognize certain types—elderly French ladies sitting shoulder
to shoulder looking out onto the street, their miniature terriers perched on chairs beside them; businessmen in suits nursing tall beers; students smoking cigarettes and writing notes at
their espresso-cluttered tables; graying, long-haired intellectuals with scarves, looking important, retired, and committed
to café life as a means of keeping the old political discussions
alive over their plats du jour.” Concerning her fraught relationship with Luc, she conveys the visceral impact of the couple’s

THE WILD DARK

y o u n g a d u lt

Silva, Katherine
Strange Wilds Press (364 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Oct. 12, 2021
978-0-578-95370-0
A former cop becomes haunted by
more than just her past in this dark fantasy series opener.
Liz Raleigh is staying alone in a cabin
in the middle of the New Hampshire
woods, 30 miles from the nearest town,
so when she hears footsteps on the porch late one winter night,
she can’t help but go into cop mode. She’s not on the force anymore—she left her job at a coastal Maine police department after
her actions unintentionally led to the death of her partner, Brody
Aritza. Then her relationship with her photographer fiance fell
apart, and now she’s hiding out in this remote cabin, trying to
clear her head. But that’s easier said than done. Local New Hampshire forest ranger Hank Feld is sniffing around for a missing person—a man who happens to look a lot like Liz’s dead father—and
she has been imagining that she sees and hears Brody everywhere.
Or at least she thinks she’s imagining him. Then things start to
escalate. Liz and Hank get in a car accident when a shadowy figure steps into the road. She staggers to the nearby ranger station,
where she finds broken furniture and a lot of blood. The people
in the nearby town erupt in panic. It turns out that the ghosts of
the dead have come back to walk the Earth—and they’ve brought
some very bad things with them. Silva’s prose writhes with angst
and urgency, as here where Liz witnesses the chaos in town:
“Cardend was a throbbing heart of anarchy. Mothers and fathers
sprinted down the road toward us, cradling their children. Others yanked them behind like rag dolls. A man in an oily jumpsuit
smashed a car window with a crowbar on our left. I slowed the
Jeep, trying to make my way through the human thicket.” The
author mixes horror and crime elements with some imaginative
worldbuilding and a satisfying psychological element. Though
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they at times adhere to type, her characters are well defined, and
the audience will have no trouble getting caught up in Liz’s emotional plunge through the dark. Readers will look forward to seeing what lurks in the next volume.
An inventive, thoughtfully constructed, chilling fantasy.

blue eyes and saucy bare feet. Cullen fixes up Grace’s cabin;
she reciprocates with home-cooked meals; and the two talk
through problems of faith and forgiveness. Meanwhile, she
fends off the attentions of Freeman Hilty, the loathsome son
of the man who owns the cabin, who tries to bully her into
marriage by threatening to evict her. With Christmas and
her delivery date looming, Grace’s burgeoning love for the
stalwart and obviously smitten Cullen starts to overcome her
trust issues—whereupon the father of her child shows up, asking her to take him back. Steele sets her yarn against a richly
textured view of Amish life, full of chores and quilting bees
and knotty wrestling with religious values. It’s a warm, closeknit community, but Steele’s evocative prose also brings out a
claustrophobic side that can turn on a dime to cold, unfeeling
ostracism. (“Eyes darted past her, and bodies slid away when
she went to take a seat on the lonely bench in the corner. Her
friends and family avoided her as if she were poison ivy and her
sins catching.”) Grace is an energetic hero, and Steele deftly
conveys her smoldering Amish eroticism—“the way his body
strained and twisted sent another surge of heat over her”—as
it grows in intensity by virtue of its being so buttoned up.
An entertaining love story about a fallen woman who
doesn’t stay down.

CHRISTMAS GRACE

Steele, Mindy
Entangled: Amara (352 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $5.99 e-book | Oct. 26, 2021
978-1-68281-511-3
A disgraced Amish woman seeks
redemption and love in this lively
romance.
When single Grace Miller gets pregnant—and by an Englischer, no less,
who promised to get baptized but then
abandoned her and joined the military—she’s shunned by her
Indiana Amish congregation and exiled by her censorious dad
to the Amish community of Walnut Ridge, Kentucky. There,
her grim spinster Aunt Tess installs her by herself in a “sinner’s shack,” a ramshackle cabin on a remote hillside; seven
months pregnant, Grace huddles in loneliness and penury
but has the grit to fight off a pack of wild dogs with a broken
broom handle. Fortunately, Walnut Ridge has a friendlier, less
judgmental group of Amish, and a bunch of women help her
out with provisions, light employment, and companionship.
Even friendlier is Cullen Graber, a tall, handsome blacksmith
with big biceps and a backstory of tragic love that makes him
sympathetic to Grace’s plight when he’s not hypnotized by her

THE WITNESS TREE

Steinmetz, Jena M.
Palmetto Publishing (508 pp.)
$21.99 paper | $5.99 e-book | Aug. 11, 2021
978-1-63837-274-5
A Civil War puzzle perplexes a pair of
museum archivists in this novel.
As in Steinmetz’s debut, Codename:
Sob Story (2013), the author reaches back
into America’s history in this work to
spin a story bringing the past into vivid
focus. Breanne Walker, a Pennsylvania archival preservationist
with the Gettysburg National Military Park’s museum, is summoned one night to investigate a 150-year-old white oak “witness tree” suddenly struck by lightning in a freak summer storm.
The tree once stood on the famous Civil War battleground but
has now been toppled, and, within the exposed roots, Breanne
and her boss, Greg Ransome, discover the human remains of a
Confederate soldier and a tattered diary. Assigned by Greg to
this confidential archival project, she breathlessly focuses on
the historic journal, written in 1863 and with just the author’s
identifying initials. The diary’s verbatim contents run alongside
Breanne’s swift carbon dating and DNA analysis, and this combination sparks notes of mystery and tension. Breanne has a
short amount of time to research the body and the book before
media outlets demand answers. In addition, if controlling Gettysburg lead archivist Peggy Cupples discovers Breanne doing
the Battle of Gettysburg work meant for her tier of command
at the museum, she will lose her job. The intriguing diary serves
as a comprehensive, heavily detailed origin story, relating the
life of farmer and medical midwife Abigail Pritchard, who was
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“The author incorporates her actual dreams into the narrative,
and they are effectively memorable.”
off my feet

OFF MY FEET

caught in an arranged marriage. She lived on the property where
the battle took place; the “oppressive and frightening” warfare
erupted all around her. With dogged research and the aid of
enigmatic dreams, Breanne quickly puts all the clues together
and digs deep into historical Civil War data. Events become a lot
more complex before Breanne realizes the politics involved in
her investigation and the moral choice she must make as a result
of her findings. Extensively researched, Steinmetz’s novel opens
a window to the past and creates an intelligent and authentic
character in Breanne. Embedded in her preservationist vocation
is an immersive history lesson, spotlighting women’s roles in the
Civil War. The author is a talented writer who is most proficient
at fast-paced prose and a plot that fuses history with suspense.
A brisk epic wrapped in a character-driven mystery that
historical fiction fans will savor.

Tremblay, Rachel
GrindSpark Press (346 pp.)
$17.00 paper | $7.99 e-book | Nov. 30, 2020
978-0-9690172-7-1

MY COOL RED HAT

Taylor, Nahrain
Illus. by Arsalan
Independently Published (34 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $3.99 e-book | Sept. 8, 2021
979-8-4717-6893-2
A child takes a beloved hat everywhere—and puts it on a variety of animals—in this picture book
for emergent readers.
“I love my hat, my red hat,” begins Taylor’s narrator, a lightskinned child with long black hair. The cloche bowler hat features a white ribbon and a flower and appears on almost every
page. Throughout, Arsalan’s cartoonlike full-color illustrations
focus tightly on the child and hat rather than on other characters and objects. The narrator puts the chapeau in a box,
then in the tub, where it gets wet. The child is dismayed, but
with Mom’s help, the hat is soon dry and ready for adventures
involving a cat, a bee, an ant, zoo animals, and a farm’s cow. The
scenery changes effectively imply that the events happen over
multiple days. Youngsters may worry when the hat is blown
away by the wind, but the narrator quickly regains it in the following spread. Taylor’s choice to use simple words, repeated
multiple times, may put older readers in mind of classic P.D.
Eastman titles. Kindergarten sight words abound, and only
two (love and from) are longer than three letters. For beginning
readers, this simplicity is sure to feel empowering.
A lightweight tale with encouraging, accessible prose.
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Thanks to mail-order pills, a jaded
barista discovers she has the power to
change reality via lucid dreaming in Tremblay’s novel.
Edie Stacks is a habitual loner, bitter
at turning 30 with little money, a subsistence job as a coffee server, and only her plants and an oddball
record collection for her solace. Then an apartment fire drives
her out to seek new lodgings in an apartment building full of
noisy neighbors. Sleep interruption compels Edie to answer a
magazine’s mail-order ad for an “all-natural sleeping pill, made
from the exotic plant Tewtew, grown on the pacific island of
Luumore.” But there are side effects: She experiences particularly lucid dreams, and the results manifest in her waking life; for
example, she dreams of a plant that materializes as a gift to Wolf,
a nice guy at the record shop whom she keeps at arm’s length.
Determined to turn the phenomenon to her advantage, Edie
purposefully dreams into existence a $5 million insurance windfall for her fire losses and then a posh mansion. But in another
dream, she violently fights against a sexual assault, and as the
line between nocturnal visions and reality becomes blurred, she
finds that time itself can’t be trusted. Edie takes Wolf into her
confidence, and they share lucid dreams, but there’s a larger
game afoot involving otherworldly beings, mass death, and lots
of cats. Tremblay, the author of Topaz (2017), ultimately goes an
absurdist-comedic route in this work, à la Tom Robbins with a
soupçon of Thorne Smith, after presenting readers with opening passages that invoke a Borges-ian sense of unease over the
protagonist’s surreal plight. This off-putting vibe is most likely
due to a stated gambit by the author, also an artist/musician, to
incorporate her actual dreams into the narrative, and they are
effectively memorable and sometimes disturbing—and she
earns bonus points for using the word oneironaut (a rarely used
term for lucid dreamer). Tremblay almost simultaneously released
Crash Kitty, a prelude novella; a sample opening chapter is helpfully included here as well.
A fetchingly oddball fantasy with plenty to keep readers
awake.

MINDFUL WONDERS
A Book About
Mindfulness Using the
Wonders of Nature

Zivkov, Michelle
Illus. by Manka Kasha
Mindful Wonders (46 pp.)
$15.59 | $12.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
April 22, 2020
978-0-578-67378-3
978-0-578-68214-3 paper
Children in relaxed postures take inspiration from the natural world in this guided meditation book for young readers.
Opening with the question, “What is meditation and mindfulness?” the narrator guides readers through breath exercises
and nature visualizations. The exploration begins in orbit, where
the reader is said to be “beautiful like the earth,” then settles into
more grounded locales, such as a beach, mountains, a forest, and
near a waterfall. Like these elements of nature, readers are invited
to feel calm, mighty, and alive. The narrator also invokes the sun
at different times of day, rain, and a rainbow, again emphasizing
qualities that readers share with each natural feature. Each page
offers a short description, a guided breath (“Inhale the beauty.
Exhale”), and the recurring line, “Just breathe….” Zivkov’s gentle
text offers straightforward, short sentences with vivid terminology (visualize, limitless, soaring) that will challenge and empower
independent readers. The work is best suited as a read-aloud, with
its dreamy cadence encouraging readers to focus on their breath
as they listen. Kasha’s pleasing watercolor-and-ink illustrations
show a single child on each page, frequently relaxing in a crosslegged position but sometimes reaching to the sky or standing
on one leg. The children are wonderfully diverse, enabling many
different readers to see themselves in these pages.
A peaceful book of mindfulness exercises.
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Books of the Month
SKYBOUND

CIBOLERO

A spellbinding
yarn about people
caught in an openended space puzzle,
told with force and
gravity.

Well-written historical fiction stuffed
with action and
adventure.

MONTANA’S
MEMORY DAY

IN THE LAND OF
DEAD HORSES

Kermit Lopez

Lou Iovino

A paranormal
whodunit that offers
a gripping battle
between good
and evil.

Readers in birth
families or found
families will appreciate this tale
of parent-child
connection.

ORPHEUS RISING

BONE MUSIC

Lance Lee
Illus. by Ellen Raquel
Lebow

Joel Peckham

A superb collection
of poems that are
haunted by grief yet
touched by grace.

An extraordinarily
beautiful, touching adventure that
can stand with the
classics of children’s
literature.
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Bruce McCandless

Sue Lawrence
Illus. by Erika Wilson
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New from three-time National Book Award finalist

STEVE SHEINKIN
A follow-up to his Newbery Honor book Bomb
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